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ABSTRACl' 

The study atttempted to assess, through the analysis of critically 

located fX)llen sites, the vegetational history of a region between lDch 

Etive and the CoNal Peninsula during the lateglacial and early 

fX)stglacial periods, and to reconcile the varied reconstructions of 

lDch larond Readvance glaciers, prop:::>sed on geonorphic data, in the 

light of the pa.lynological evidence. 

Two lateglacial biostratigraphies were examined py relative and 

p:::>llen concentration techniques. These suggest that trees were not 

established in western Scotland during the lateglacial Interstadial, 

p:::>ssibly due to factors of exposure, While a climatic deterioration is 

recognised at both sites during the interstadial (c. 12,000 B.P.). 

lDch larond Stadial p:::>llen spectra are sub-zoned at both sites, and it 

is suggested that the later part of the stadial became increasingly 

arid. One site was C 14 dated, but results sh~ errors due, perhaps, 

to graphite in shallCM till in the catclunent. 

The early p:::>stglacial p:::>llen sequence was examined in detail with 

regard to the consistency of representation of p:::>llen-types, possible 

synchroneity and environrrental detenninants. This vegetational 

succession at six fX)stglacial sites in the Awe valley is then employed 

to examine the potential of pollen data in detennining the rate of 

deglaciation of Loch Lamond Readvance glaciers. 
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Two further pollen sites, located outside presently estilnated Loch 

Lamond Readvance limits, recorded litho- and bio-stratigraphies 

suggesting deposition from the Loch Lamond Stadial, and their 

geomorphic settings suggest that each basin was dammed by Readvance 

ice. These findings have led to the proposal that Loch Lamond 

Readvance glaciation in the study area was more extensive than 

portrayed in recent reviews. 

In addition to these results, at all sites deteriorated pollen was 

recorded and evaluated as to its origin and palaeo-environmental value. 

Experimental results suggest that there may be serious errors in 

certain pollen techniques as practised at present. 
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QIAPTER ONE 

BACKGROUND ill THE STUDY 

1.1 INTRODUCI'ION 

In a recent review of the Loch Lomond Stadial in the British 

Isles Sissons (1979a) presented a map (fig.l.l) of the glacial 

limits related to that stage, distinguishing between mapped and 

uncertain termini. Perhaps the most conspicuous gap in our 

knowledge of the extent of these Loch Lamond Readvance glaciers is 

seen to be in the area between Loch Long, in the Clyde estuary, 

and Loch Etive in the south-west Scottish highlands, particularly 

in view of the large number of glacio-geamorphological 

investigations conducted in the region since the 1890's (see 

sect.loS) • 

Many uncertainties exist concerning the age and synchroneity 

of the deposits mapped, and with the need for a stratigraphic 

framework for the area pollen analytical studies were considered 

the most useful approach in establishing a chrono-sequence (cf. 

Sissons et. al., 1973). 

In addition to its proven success in relative dating 

palynology provides information on the vegetational changes within 

a region, and by implication the palaeoclimatic fluctuations that 

produced those changes. Radiocarbon dating of sediments can 

provide an understanding of their timing. Such studies had not 
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been made in this region prior to the present research. 

1.2 THE CHOICE OF S'lUDY AREA 

It can be seen fram fig 1.2 that within the south-west 

Scottish highlands there is considerable consensus over the 

positions of Loch Lomond Readvance limits in the south-east of the 

region, at Row (Rhu) Point (Anderson, 1949; Charlesworth, 1955; 

Rose, 1981; Sutherland, 1981) and immediately north of Oban at the 

entrance to Loch Etive {Charlesworth, 1955; Donner, 1957; McCann, 

1966; Synge and Stephens, 1966; Gray, 1975}. Between these two 

'fixed' points there is considerable uncertainty over the extent 

of these glaciers. It was decided to concentrate attention on 

this area in an att5npt to resolve same of the conflicting 

reconstructions. 

1.3 THE S'lUDY AREA 

{a} Physiographic Develop1lent 

The study area as defined above lies almost wholly in 

the 'western plateaux and lowlands' of Sissons (1976, p.13), 

this phrase emphasizing the relatively subdued topography 

between Dalmally, the head of Loch Fyne and Loch Eck in the 

east, and the western seaboard (fig 1.3). Nowhere in this 

lowland region are the hills high enough to support 

distinctive corrie-features (Sissons, 1967a; Robinson et. aI, 

1971), the nearest being on Ben Cruachan in the north-east, 

- 2 -
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and above Loch Restil to the south-east of the study area. 

Whether the westerly draining lochs Etive, Awe and Fyne 

are the result of the pre-glacial drainage system (Sissons, 

1967a) or are the product of later glacial erosion (Linton, 

1951), the effects of intense glacial modification are clear, 

and demonstrate that, in cammon with the western highlands in 

general, the region was a zone of erosion during glacial 

maxima (Gordon, 1979). The three major lochs all shOll 

features of glacially-deepened fjords, and this pattern is 

continued offshore in the very deep troughs of Loch Linnhe, 

around Mull and other islands of the Inner Hebrides. 

(b) Solid Geology 

Fig 1.4 illustrates the considerable complexity of the 

region's geology. The greater part of the region is occupied 

by rocks of the Dalradian assemblage, with a plutonic complex 

around Ben Cruachan and an associated sequence of lavas and 

related sediments on the Lome plateau. 

The Dalradian rocks are highly complex structurally, 

being dominated by several very large nappe structures of 

early Caledonoid age, further folded in late Caledonoid times 

and subjected to thermal and non-thermal polyphase 

metamorphism (Johnstone, 1966). Sedimentologically the 
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majority of the sediments are of shallow shelf-sea origin, 

probably of Cambrian age; current bedded quartzites, 

limestones and pelites, superseded by shales, schistose grits 

and coarse sandstones typical of subsiding geosynclinal 

trough deposition by turbidity currents. 

Eruptive pillow-lavas and intrusive soda-rich 

• greenstones' of Upper Dalradian age are ccmoon around Loch 

Awe and Tayvallich (fig 1.4), but the major igneous sequence 

is of post-Caledonoid/pre-middle Old Red Sandstone age. On 

the Lorne plateau between Lochs Avich and Etive (fig 1.4) are 

over 2000' (615 m ) of subaerial andesites, felsites, tuffs 

and agglomerates which overlie Lower Old Red Sandstone 

breccias, conglomerates, grits , sandstones, shales and 

limestones, themselves unconformable on the Dalradian. 

In the north-east of the region, separated frem the 

Lome lavas by a fault through the Pass of Brander is the 

large cauldron -subsidence controlled Etive ring-complex of 

Ben Cruachan - Ben Starav, which may represent one of the 

magma chambers feeding the lavas of the Lome plateau 

(Johnstone,1966). 

Dykes related to the Tertiary volcanic centre of Mull 

cut all the rocks of the area in a north-west - south-east 
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trending swarm. The major fault-lines, probably of Armorican 

times, control the location of the major lochs, Etive, Awe 

and Glen Fyne. 

(c) Climate. 

At the present day the south-west Scottish highlands have 

a cool oceanic climate. 
o 

Temperatures at Oban range fran -4 C 

o (January) to 24 C (June/July: average monthly means). The 

influence of the Gulf Stream is most marked in winter months, 

maintaining the western seaboard and Knapdale several degrees 

Centigrade above areas immediately inland. Rainfall is 

notably seasonal; the lavlands are much drier, due to 

orographic influences, than the Highlands and the major 

interfluves within the region. The area is, havever, wetter 

than the east of Scotland. The region has a similar amount 

of sunshine to the east coast, though more than the cloudier 

Highlands. The subdued topography means that north -south 

slope temperature differences are less than in the highly 

dissected uplands, and related to this is the observation 

that only in the Ben Cruachan massif can snav be expected to 

lie for more than 30 days. Snav-lie on the plateaux is 

seldom for more than a day or two. The most characteristic 

climatic factor is the strong westerly wind, which "most 

certainly controls the distribution and development of trees 

and woodland" (Jenny, 1978; p.6.l) in the western highlands 

and islands. 
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(d) Native Vegetation 

Prior to man's activities in the area the natural 

vegetation was one of oak forest and birch scrub, with hazel 

corraron and occasionally abundant (HcVean and Ratcliffe, 1962; 

Birks, 1977). The oak growing at present in native woodlands 

(Ratcliffe, 1979) is Quercus petraea, with Betula pubescens. 

Hazel prefers more open areas, and is present with birch and 

ash where oak does not colonize. Ulmus glabra and Fraxinus 

excelsior occur on more basic soils related to lava flows, 

with a variety of less den~ing trees and shrubs; Alnus 

glutinosa, Populus tremula, Prunus padus and P. spinosa, 

Sorbus aucuparia, Salix cinerea and S. caprea. The 

understorey is of Vaccinium ~rtillus, Luzula sylvatica plus 

the ferns Dryopteris borreri, D. aeMula and Blechnum spicant 

on acid soils, while less acid soils tend to have higher 

species numbers, being herb-rich, with Anemone nernorosa, 

En9Ymion non-scriptus, Oxalis acetosella and Primula 

vulgaris. 

(e) Early Pre-history 

The coastline of mid Argyll has long been known for its 

Mesolithic fishing culture, the Obanian (Lacaille, 1954), 

with five caves in Oban itself and others further south, 

related to high postglacial sea-levels. On Jura the Obanian 

is present, but is only the youngest of three Mesolithic 
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cultures excavated by Mercer (1970, 1974, 1979). The 

earliest may be Upper Palaeolithic, as Mercer (1979) argues 

for a 1ateglacial origin for a few rolled and derived stone 

tools. The earliest post-glacial industry has been dated at 

8194 +/- 350 B.P. which is the earliest date yet obtained for 

Mesolithic occupation sites in Scotland. Phase 2 correlates 

with the maximum post-glacial sea-level, while Phase 3 

(contiguous with the Obanian industry) is dated at 4620 +/-

140 B.P., quite late, for the earliest Neolithic settlement 

commences at 4200 +/- 100 B.P •• 

1.4 STRATIGRAPHIC TERHINOUX;Y 

It is considered important at this early stage to clarify the 

usage of stratigraphic terms in the following pages. 

The term 'Lateglacial' is used as a condensed form of the 

more correct 'Devensian late-glacial.' The beginning of the 

Lateglacial is in sane dispute. Mangerud et. ale (1974) proposed - -
that the Middle/Late Weichselian boundary be placed at 13,000 

B.P., but in 1978 Mangerud and Berglund revised this decision, 

placing the boundary at 25,000 B.P., close to the date of 26,000 

B.P. suggested by Mitchell ~. ale (1973). Viewed as part of the 

Late Devensian the commencement of the Lateglacial period is 

marked by a climatic arnelioraton, which appears to have occurred 

somewhere around 14,000 B.P. (Lowe and Gray, 1980). Whilst not 
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entirely agreeing with the recommendations of Mitchell et. ale 

(1973), the author conforms to the current usage of the 

terminology. 

The most valid stratigraphic approach in the Quaternary has 

been climatostratigraphy (Mitchell et. al.,1973), and this has 

. been the basis of two schemes for the Lateglacial proposed by Gray 

and Lowe (1977; Lowe and Gray, 1980). In addition they have 

demonstrated that Mangerud et. aI's (1974) zonation is also in 

principle climatostratigraphic, though thought chronostratigraphic 

by these authors (1974; p.114). Chronostratigraphy is regarded by 

Hedberg (1976) as the "ultimate goal of stratigraphy" (p.96), but 

it s use in the Lateglacial has been heavily criticized (Lowe and 

Gray, 1980; Watson and ~vright, 1980) on grounds of lack of 

precision in the techniques, and loss of information by imposing a 

false synchroneity on what are in reality diachronous boundaries. 

It appears too adventurous at the present tUne to establish an 

absolute chronology for the Lateglacial. 

Clirnatostratigraphic boundaries need bear no relation to 

isotopically dated sequences, and need not be synchronous (Watson 

and Wright, 1980). This is acknowledged in Lowe and Gray's (1980) 

scheme which incorporates transition zones between formal units to 

accamodate time-transgressive climatic responses. These 

transition zones are, however, often of equal duration to the 
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formal units, which would appear to lessen the usefulness of the 

scheme, and are in any case strictly unnecessary in a 

climatostratigraphic system. This study will adopt the more 

orthodox scheme proposed by Gray and Lowe (1977), which was 

emphasized to be a 'terrporary working definition' (p.179), and 

this approach is preferred to more rigid constructions (e.g., 

Hangerud et. al., 1974). 

The term 'Loch Lamond Stadial' is retained as it has 

established itself as the most widely used term for the 

post-interstadial period in Britain (Sissons, 1979a; Walker,l980). 

The Loch Lamond Readvance represents the recrudescence of glaciers 

and is in essence a litho- and rrorpho-stratigraphic unit. The 

term 'readvance' is adopted as no proof has yet been presented of 

the total disappearance of ice fram Britain during the Lateglacial 

interstadial. 

The end of the Lateglacial has been the subject of much 

debate in recent years. Host European researchers have accepted a 

boundary at 10,000 B.P. (Mangerud~. al., 1974; Mitchell et. al., 

1973), and overseas workers appear also to agree (Horrison, 1969; 

Nelson and Locke, 1981). The reasons for adopting this date on 

climatostratigraphic grounds are unsound, and C14 dates show a 

large spread, contrary to the assumption of synchroneity proposed 

by Nilsson (1961), so that Hopkins (1975) may be close to the 
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truth in commenting that the choice of this date was "simply 

because that's a nice round number" (p.IO). Shotton (1977;p.l09) 

concedes that t1itchell et. aI's adoption of the date of 10,000 

B.P. was largely one of "convenience", simply coinciding with the 

base of the Holocene. Yet the Holocene is clearly chronostrati

graphically defined, while the Flandrian is based on 

~limatostratigraphic criteria, and the two are not synonymous, 

contrary to the usage of Mangerud and Berglund (1978). They are 

different ranks, and should not be interchanged as these authors 

propose. The retention of the term "Holocene" appears to be as 

much a matter of philosophy as of geology, and Godwin (1975) and 

~;est (1977), arrong others, have argued for the abandorunent of the 

rank in view of the essential similarity of the present 

interglacial with others, a viewpoint this writer supports. The 

term "Flandrian" is used throughout this study. The end of the 

stadia1 may be several hundred years prior to the start of the 

Flandrian, hONever (Walker and Lowe,1982), and until this problem 

is resolved, reference to this important period, not part of the 

Loch Lomond Stadial nor of the Flandrian, is referred to 

informally as "postglacial". 

1.5 REVIEH OF PAST RESEAROl 

i Palynological Investigations and Related Radiocarbon Dates 

Fig 1.5 locates the pollen sites in and adjacent to the 

study area. Within the study area only two palynological 

studies have been undertaken. Erdtr.'an contributed pollen 
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analyses to Chester's (1931) study of the Flandrian peats of 

the Moine Mhor (NR 8294). Erdtman's own investigations of 

Scottish peats (1924, 1928) included only one Argyll site, at 

Inveroran (app. MI 2741). 

The recognition of distinctive Lateglacial tripartite 

sequences at wbitrig Bog and Garscadden Mains (Mitchell, 

1948, 1952) led Donner to apply a relative dating approach 

developed by him in Finland (1951) to Scotland (1957), based 

on the presence of Lateglacial sequences outside moraines, 

and postglacial and Flandrian sediments only within these 

termini, establishing the age of the ice readvance as of Loch 

Lamond Stadial age (pollen zone III). In the Oban area same 

doubts concerning Donner's conclusions remain. His 

Lateglacial lithostratigraphies, Oban 1 (NM 872276) and Oban 

2 (NM 851292) did not show tripartite sequences, but only 

thick clays, which can be of postglacial age (this study, 

chap. 6; Lowe and Walker, 1976,1901). Donner's sites within 

the study area consequently do not demonstrate a maximal 

position for Stadial glaciers (Gray, 1975). 

Donner's (1957) discussion of postglacial vegetational 

changes in Scotland carne partly from his sites, Oban 3 and 

Oban 4 (t~ 901028; NM 918279). Although retaining Godwin's 

(1940) zonation scheme he expressed doubts as to its 
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application in Scotland, which eventually led to the rejection of 

this terminology by Birks, H.H. (1970), and the adoption instead 

of local pollen assemblage zones. 

No Lateglacial pollen diagrams were known in the area prior 

to this study. The nearest diagram to the study area is from 

I?rirnnagall, north Knapdale (NR 714840), analysed by Rymer (1974, 

1977). No radiocarbon dates were obtained due to the low carbon 

content of the sediment, (Rymeri pers. canm.). Rymer's work \-/as 

part of a network of sites designed to assess the Flandrian forest 

history of Scotland (Birks, 1977). South of Rymer's site, at Loch 

Cill an Aonghais (NR 776617) peglar (unpub.)analysed a lake 

profile with Lateglacial sediments which revealed a similar 

sequence to that at Drirnnagall, with low Betula percentages and 

prominent Juniperus peaks in the interstadial. Once again, 

however, no Cl4 dates were obtained on sediments older than c. 

10,000 yrs B.P. As part of the same progranune Donner's (1957) 

Oban 1 site was resarrpled by Birks (H.J .B. ,pers. c<mn. 1980) using 

a l1ackereth corer (Donner had sarrpled from the basin-edge) and 

recovered over 3.0 m of clay, as had Gray (1975) with a Hiller 

corer from the lake-edge. This may belatedly support Donner's 

suggestion of Lateglacial deposition, but no organic interstadial 

muds were recorded (Birks. ,pers. carm. ,1980). No analyses of 

these minerogenic sediments were made, however, only the Flandrian 

sequence being recounted and C14 dated. The basal organic contact 
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was dated at c.7000 B.P., which must be in serious error given the 

date for the Ulmus rise of 7505 +/- 75 B.P., some 110 em above 

(Birks ,1980) • 

Loch Sa1en, on the Ardnamurchan peninsula (NM 6865; fig 1.5) 

was analysed by Wain-Hobson (1981), who obtained dates of 10643 

+/- 75 B.P. (SRR 1212) for the interstadial/stadial boundary, and 

9796 +/- 75 B.P. (SRR 1211) for the start of the Flandrian. 

Williams (unpub.) produced a Cl4 dated postglacial pollen diagram 

for this site, and also for sites on Skye and the Morar peninsula 

(Williams, 1977). The Lateglacial sequence of Lochan Doilead (NM 

677946; fig 1.5) was pollen-analysed, and a date of 11990 +/- 135 

B.P. (SRR 775) was obtained for the earliest organic sediments, 

and one of 10280 +/- 120 B.P. (SRR 774) for the Lateglacial -

Flandrian boundary, comparable with a date of 10090 +/- 100 B.P. 

(SRR 1186) for the same boundary at Salen (Birks, 1980; Harkness 

and Wilson, 1979). A postglacial diagram for Loch Shiel (NM 8072; 

Tharpson and Wain-Hobson, 1979) has been published but the lack of 

detailed analysis invalidates attempts at palaeoecological 

interpretation. 

To the east of the study area the glacial limits in the Teith 

valley (fig 1.5; Thompson, 1972; Smith~. al., 1978) have been 

shown to be of Loch Lamond Readvance age by Lowe (1978). 

Correlation of his Tynaspirit site (NN 667047) with others in the 
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south-east Grampians (Walker, 1975 a,b.; Lowe,1978; Walker and 

Lowe, 1977) made a reconstruction of that region's Lateglacial 

vegetation possible, with sufficient uniformity between local 

pollen assemblage zones to produce a regional zonation scheme 

(Sissons et. al., 1973). Correlation by absolute dating was, 

however, problematic due to several suspected erroneous dates. 

Uncertainty over radiocarbon dating of basal postglacial 

deposits in Scotland (Walker and Lowe, 1980; Sutherland, 1980) has 

led to a closer appraisal of the uses of the early postglacial 

pollen zonation in relative dating. Walker and Lowe (1980) have 

shown the vegetational succession at this time on Rannoch Moor to 

be sufficiently uniform to construct regional "R (Rannoch) -

zones" for twelve sites on and near the Noor (fig 1.5). A fuller 

discussion of this work is found in chap. 5. 

Since the present study camnenced \~alker and Lowe (1982) have 

published radiocarbon dates from four pollen sites on Mull (fig 

1.5); Loch an t-Suidhe (NM 370215), Mishnish (NM 455565), both 

Lateglacial, while Coire Clachach (NM 613304) and TOrness (NM 

643333) lie within stadial limits. These dated profiles are the 

closest to the study area, and are discussed in chap. 3. 

Detailed consideration of the above-mentioned sites and 

others in the British Isles will be made in later chapters. In 
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particular, data fram 42 published and unpublished Scottish 

Lateglacial diagrams are examined in a series of analyses of major 

taxa to illustrate the regional vegetational differentiation 

through the Lateglacial period (chap. 3). In chap. 5 the early 

postglacial vegetational succession is analysed in same depth. 

ii Glacio-geamorphic Investigations 

A brief resume of the history of research in the study area 

is given belcw, together with details of the conclusions of 

the principal workers as related to glacial stages 

post-aating the Main Devensian ice-sheet, which extended 

beyond the western seaboard of Argyll, though its maximal 

extent is in dispute (Sissons, 1982b). Figure 1.2 provides 

the information in graphic form, while details of particular 

localities related to the pollen sites analysed in this study 

(fig.l.2), will be given in the sections on "geomorphic 

setting" in chaps.3, 4, and 6. The geomorphological evidence 

is fully reconsidered in chap.8. 

The Geological Survey (various authors, 1897, 1905, 

1908, 1911, and 1924) established the view, at least in part, 

that deposits of two stages of glaciation can be recognized, 

an ice-sheet phase and a less significant stage subsequent to 

that. It is clear frcm the checking of evidence in the field 

that their descriptiOns of "fresh drift", generally 
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associated with the latter phase, can in rrost cases be 

regarded as ''bunrrocky rroraine" of Sis sons (1967a), or 

Peacock's (1970) "rrorainic drift". The limit on fig 1.2 

relating to Charlesworth's (1955) study can generally be 

applied to the Geological SUrvey's CCITpOsite reconstruction 

(see belON) e.g., Gunn et. al., 1897; Hill et. al., 1905; 

Kynaston ~. ~., 1908; Peach~. al., 1911; and Bailey ~. 

~., 1924. While the concept of a second readvance of ice 

was familiar to Anderson (1888) and Bailey ~. ~. (l924) , 

other workers (Kynaston~. ~., 1908) regarded the ., fresh 

drift" as representing only a small halt in ice-sheet 

retreat. The second glacial phase (halt or readvance), was 

related by Kynaston ~. ~. (1908) to the fluvioglacial 

terraces mapped at loch Nell, Oban cerretery and Cannel Ferry 

(fig 1.2), (Kynaston~. ~., 1908), and at Ford ( Hill ~. 

al., 1905), which were in turn related to the "100' raised -
beach," a correlation which has influenced many 

reconstructions since that time. 

Correlation was an inportant aspect of the work of 

Olarlesworth (1955). He regarded the readvance he described 

as that of piedrront glaciers with lobes extending dcJNn 

imi vidual glens. His reconstructions can be seen to be very 

poor in detail, and he frequently makes uncritical use of the 

Geological Survey's observations. His reconstructions (fig 
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1.2) are in many cases, therefore, similar to theirs. In 

fact his limit can only be approximate as the scale of the 

original maps (Charlesworth, 1955; figs. 9 and 10; 1" = 6 

miles) and his highly schematic diagrams render accuracy 

impossible. The major weakness of the research is not the 

spatial distribution of the readvance, however (for 

Charlesworth admitted the maps to be generalizations), but 

his method of relative dating. The western highland moraines 

are related to Charlesworth's "Stage M" on the grounds that 

they are "contenporaneous with the 100' beach sea;" (p.912), 

despite some termini, i.e. Lochs Shiel and Morar, being 

related to sea-levels well below 100' mcCann, 1966). This 

georrorphic "marker horizon" is known to be invalid in that 

the altitudes of many raised beaches do not accord with this 

simple pattern, and those beaches which do approximate to 

that altitude are not everywhere of the same age (Sissons, 

1962,1967a). 

In his study Donner (1957) chose not to use relative 

sea-level changes in dating the moraines, but employed pollen 

analytical techniques (section i above). Although retaining 

the te~ "readvance" (he accepted the "Stage M" glaciation 

but renamed it the Highland Readvance) he regarded it 

principally as a retreat stage of the last glaciation (1957; 

p.222). Despite some inconsistencies in mapping his terminal 
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limit east of Oban is regarded as accurate (Gray, 1975), 

although he failed to establish this palynologically (section 

i) • 

In the light of the criticisms of ClarleS\\Orth' s methods 

by Sissons (1962), ~ (1961, 1966) re-investigated 

. ClarleS\\Orth's (1955) "Stage Mil limit in the western 

highlands, re-interpreting gravel spreads at Corran Ferry, on 

loch Linnhe (fig 1.3) and the r-bss of Achnacree on lDch 

Etive, thought to be the lOa' beach, (Kynaston.=!.~., 

1908), (fig 1.2) as fluvio-glacial outwash (McCann, 1961) and 

correlating these with similar spreads in Lochs Creran, 

Leven, Shiel and MJrar, (fig 1.3). Although shcMing that 

none of these deposits lies on the "100' raised beach" no 

further evidence of their synchroneity is provided. McCarm 

later (1966) considered these sediments to represent the 

termini of valley glaciers of the lDch Lamond Readvance, yet 

they CX)Uld equally well represent retreat stages of that 

readvance. 

'Ihl.s latter view is inplicit in Peacock's (1971) paper, 

in Which he extends the Loch Lcm:nd Readvance limit further 

south and west tl1an McCann's (1966) by a few kilanetres. In 

that paper (Peacock, 1971), a lDch Larond Readvance age for 

the deposits at the rrouth of lDch Creran (fig 1.3) had been 
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established by C14 dating shells of Chl~s islandica fram 

glacially disturbed marine clay, which yielded dates of 11300 

+/- 300 B.P. (St. 3262; outer part of shell) and 11530 +/-

210 B.P. (St. 3332; inner part). More recently Wain-Hobson 

(1981) has derronstrated a Loch Lorrond Readvance age for the 

Loch Shiel deposits fram the analysis of pollen sites 

. "inside" and "outside" the limit (fig 1.5). 

Synge (1966) and Synge and Stephens (1966) turned their 

attention to the fluvioglacial terraces and marine platforms 

between Lochs Awe and Etive, mapped initially by Hill et. ale 

(1905). The glacial limits used were those of the Geological 

Survey (fig 1.2; Charlesworth's (1955) limit). Synge and 

Stephens (1966) believed they recognized two major glacial 

episodes following the retreat of the Main Devensian 

ice-sheet, one associated with high sea-levels between 130' -

140' (40 - 43 m ) O.D., which they tenned the Oban-Ford 

moraine, and a later period related to sea-levels below that 

of the postglacial maximum, which they correlated with 

McCann's (1966) Loch Lorrond Readvance. The emphasis in 

Synge's (1966) work was in derronstrating that the outwash 

terraces were all graded to a consistent altitude, thus 

implying synchroneity of deposition. 

Such a consistent relationship has been doubted by Gray 
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and Sutherland (1977), who re-mapped Synge's (1966) 

localities following strong criticism of Synge and Stephens' 

approach to mapping by Sissons (1967 b). At several 

localities Gray and Sutherland (1977) showed that the outwash 

terraces were graded to lower altitudes than Synge (1966) had 

thought. At other places the glacial limits of the 

. Geological Survey and Synge and Stephens (1966) were 

rejected, e.g. at Loch Tralaig (fig 1.2), where an alleged 

Jroraine (Hill eta al., 1905) was re-interpreted (Gray and 

Sutherland, 19771 p.40) as an epidiorite ridge. Gray and 

Sutherland (1977) concluded that a major phase of glaciation 

graded to high sea-levels in this region must be doubted (but 

see below: Otter Ferry stage of Sutherland (1981». 

Wi th regard to the outwash terraces graded to low (9 -

10m ) sea-levels, a Loch Lamond Stadial age is accepted by 

Gray and Sutherland (1977). Thus at Ford in the Awe valley 

these authors tentatively accept, on the absence of evidence 

to the contrary, that Loch Lanond Readvance ice occupied Loch 

Awe and deposited outwash terraces from Ford to Kilmartin 

(fig 1.2). 

Recently, however, Sutherland (pers. canm.) has 

identified what he regards as a possible terminal moraine at 

the north-east end of Loch Awe, near the village of 
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Kilchrenan (fig.l.2). This region is the subject of detailed 

discussion in chapter 6. 

Sutherland (1981) has studied the late- and post-glacial 

shoreline sequence in Cowal, south of Loch Fyne (fig.l.2). 

He identified two principal glacial stages. The earlier is 

. the Otter Ferry stage, considered to be a halt phase or 

readvance during the Main Devensian glacial retreat, 

tentatively dated at 12900 +/- 200 B.P. and associated with 

high sea-levels (30m 0.0.). Correlations with the high 

sea-level evidence on the Argyll seaboard (Synge, 1966) are 

tentatively suggested, but no major readvance need be invoked 

for this stage. 

The Loch Lamond Readvance limits were mapped by 

Sutherland in the sea-lochs of Cowal (fig.l.2), and their age 

established by C14 dates on transported marine shells. Their 

extent was assessed primarily on the termination of "hummocky 

IOOraine", and so can only be an approximation. Around Dunoon 

he reports five independent corrie and valley glaciers 

(al though nore glaciers have been mapped in Cowal than are 

reported: Sutherland, 19811 p.2391 fig.l.2). Interestingly, 

four of these glaciers coincide with local accumulations of 

"well defined (h1..lI"flOOcky) rroraines" on plate 9 of Gunn et. al. 

(1897). Also significant are ice-contact deposits in the 
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Glendaruel valley and Strath Eachaig (fig 1.2), south of U:x::h 

Eck, ",nich cannot be directly related to contenporaneous 

sea-levels, but Which SUtherland considers ItUlst be belON' the 

uppernost Flandrian shoreline. Possibly related also is the 

distinctive noraine at Na Lona Min (Gunn!:!. ~., 1897), not 

discussed by Sutherland (1981). A lDch 1.aTond Readvance for 

. these deposits is briefly considered by SUtherland, but at 

least for the Glendaruel valley "would pose a considerable 

problem as to the origin of the glaciers, It (p.247). In 

conclusion to this section, Which illustrates the 

considerable uncertainty persisting in the extent and 

magnitude of the loch I.cm:nd Readvance in this region, it is 

ooted that a similar dilenma to Sutherland's (198l~ p.247) 

was indicated by Gray (1972; p.128) in the north of the area, 

Who, on arguing for a Loch Larond Readvance age for the 

deposits at Glen Feochan, recognized that ''ho.vever, a problem 

arises as to the source of this ice. It 

1.6 AIMS OF '!HE S'fUDY 

These can be defined. as thus: 

(a) the location of palynological sites containing sediments of 

lateglacial age to establish (a) a detailed acccunt of the 

vegetational changes in the region during the Late Devensian, 

and (b) the maximal possible limit of loch Ian:::nd Readvance 
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glaciers. 

(b) to obtain from such sites material suitable for radiocarbon

dating to attempt to produce a firm absolute chronology for 

the vegetational changes. 

(c) . to compare these sequences with others in a regional context, 

and to sites in other regions of the British Isles. 

(d) to locate sites in strategic positions adjacent to or on 

features believed to be the terminal limits of glacial 

stages, and to establish a relative chronology for these 

stages. 

(e) to relate the sequence of glaciation thus deduced to the 

environmental changes apparent in the C14-dated pollen 

record, and thus produce an absolute chronology for the 

glacial stages. 

(f) to generate and test an hypothesis for determining a relative 

chronology for the deglaciation of the region in post-Loch 

Lamond Readvance times. 

1. 7 LAYOUT OF THE THESIS 

Figure 1.2 features the locations of the ten pollen sites to be 
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discussed at length in the follo.ving chapters. Problems of site 

selection and sampling are dealt with in chapter 2, together with 

a careful consideration of the techniques employed in the study. 

The two Lateglacial diagrams of Pulpit Hill and Loch 

Barnluasgan are discussed in chapter 3. The Pulpit Hill site was 

sampJ..ed for radiocarbon dating (chap. 3). 

Chapter four is concerned with the implications of the sites 

of Na Lona Min and Lon Glas for ice JOOvement follCMing ice-sheet 

retreat. Lon Glas lies near Ford in the Awe valley, and that 

valley is considered in detail in chapters 5 and 6. An hyrothesis 

whereby postglacial biostratigraphies can demonstrate occupation 

of a region by Loch Lanond Readvance ice is proposed (chap. 5) 

and tested (chap. 6). 

Chapter 7 considers the environmental significance of 

deteriorated pollen grains, and discusses the possible errors and 

uncertainties in this work. 

In conclusion, chapter 8 considers the reconstruction of 

aspects of the Lateglacial environment in the study area. 
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METHoror..cx;y 

2.1 INTROOOCI'ION 

Before discussing the results of the pollen analyses certain 

prerequisites for palynological study need to be discussed, and 

specific assumptions tested. These include site selection, 

sampling and laboratory techniques, pollen counting and 

identification, the choice of pollen sum, the advantages and 

disadvantages of adopting pollen concentration techniques, and the 

construction and zonation of the pollen diagrams. 

2.2 SITE SELECI'ION 

Sites were identified from a variety of sources: 

O.S. 1:25,000 and 1:10,000 maps: stereo-photograph coverage of the 

region at a scale of 1:50,000; reference to earlier literature and 

discussions with researchers with an extensive knowledge of the 

region, namely Dr. J. H. Gray, Dr. D. G. Sutherland and 

Mr. P. W. Thorp. 

In recent years considerable attention has been paid to the 

importance of site selection. Since Tauber's (1965) work in 

illustrating the effects of source area and dispersal ranges on 

the pollen content of different-sized lakes in woodland regions 

many workers have extended his theoretical approach (Janssen, 

1966, 1973; Andersen, S. Th., 1973; Peck, 1973; West, 1973; Bonny, 
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1976, 1978). This work has produced ,an awareness of differing 

pollen sources, with Janssen (1966) defining three such sources: 

local, extra-local and regional. The present study takes the 

definitions of these as proposed by Jacobsen and Bradshaw (1981): 

local pollen originates from plants growing within 20 m of the 

basin, extra-local pollen derives from plants present between 20 

and a, few hundred metres of the basin-edge, and regional 

components from vegetation greater than a few hundred metres from 

the site. The relative importance of these corrponents in sediments 

from lake-basins and small hollows has been examined by 

Bradshaw (1981), but representation factors have not been 

calculated for tundra environments, such as pertain to the 

time-period under study. 

Berglund (1979) suggested that in treeless areas lakes of 

radius 50-150 m should be of sufficient size to attract pollen 

from a dominantly regional source (up to 80% of the pollen sum). 

All the sites in this study satisfy this criterion, and it is 

considered that the pollen counts are representative of regional 

vegetation. 

2.3 SAMPLING 

After the provisional location of a site, depths from surface 

to impenetrable substrate were assessed by systematic probing at 

10.0 m intervals, closing to 5.0 and 2.0 m spacings to ensure 
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maximum resolution in locating the deepest point of a basin. All 

the basins are infilled peat-bogs, with the exception of Loch 

Barnluasgan (chap.3), and inaccessibility was not a limiting 

factor in choosing the eventual sampling position. The importance 

of sampling the' deepest sediments in relation to post-glacial 

sites in the region will be enlarged upon in the discussion of a 

de-glacial chronology in chap. 5. 

The selection of bedrock basins meant depths could be 

reliably ascertained from the probing. At Ford I & II (chap. 6), 

kettle-holes on kame sands, difficulties were encountered 

with the rods gradually seizing rather than convincingly 

"bottoming" on bedrock, a problem mentioned by Livingstone et. ale 

(1950) in arctic lakes on drift geology. Similar problems were 

met with at Na Lena Min, where it is thought that post-glacial 

fluvial deposition left spreads of llnpenetrable sand under the 

blanket-peat development (chap.4). 

The deepest point in the basin was selected for sampling on 

the assumptions that here would be found the oldest sediments, the 

greatest sediment thickness, the clearest temporal resolution and 

the lowest probability of hiatuses induced by wind/wave activity. 

Lehman (1975) has developed rrOOels of sediment focussing which 

support these assumptions. Most of the sites are simple basins, 
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and although Barachander II (chap. 6) proved to be a 

complex basin, with a rock bar approaching the surface in the 

centre of the basin, the samples were taken fran the deeper of the 

basins, as Lehman suggests that the above assumptions hold true 

even for ocnplex morphometries (1975: p. 541). 

Sites were sampled with either a Russian sampler (1.0 m or 

0.5 m length and 5 em internal diameter), or a modified Abbey-type 

piston corer (Lave & ~lalker, 1976) of 0.6 m length and 5 em 

internal diameter. The use of the 1.0 m Russian sampler reduced 

the number of cores needed considerably,and full sequences could 

be obtained fran only a few cores. Sediment was sampled fran 

adjacent holes with 20 em overlaps and the cores were matched 

litho - and bio-stratigraphically. In particularly thick 

sequences requiring several samples depths were controlled by 

levelling with a surveyor's level and staff. The success of this 

method can be seen in the detailed correlation of cores fran Na 

Lena Min (chap. 4: fig. 4.2). 

For post-glacial sites where sampling of the basal sediments 

is crucial the piston corer was used (the Russian sampler with 

its 10 em long point protruding below the sampling chamber 

cannot sample the basal material). Berglund (1979) recarrnends the 

use of a piston corer, and l';est (1977) describes it as collecting 

undisturbed cores, but in the fieldwork it was noted that in 
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semi-liquid clay considerable mixing of the sediments disrupted 

the original stratigraphy, also reported by Lowe and Walker 

(1981) • Basal sediments could be sarrpled with care, but 

core-matching was problematic, and several sites had to be 

re-sarnpled with a Russian corer. More cohesive sediment did not 

behave in this way. 

Cores were extruded in the field, placed in clean plastic 

"guttering", covered with adhesive film and labelled. Sarrpling 

was normally undertaken out of the flowering season, and 

contamination fran modem pollen "fall-out" is considered 

unlikely. Contamination along one edge of the Russian sampler is 

possible if the flange does not seal the sediment successfully, 

but as this is derived fran above the depth sampled, the 

contaminant is invariably peaty, contrasting with the lacustrine 

muds, and it can usually be rerroved. However, as is discussed in 

the site description chapters (3, 4 and 6), contamination is 

nevertheless apparent in the pollen diagrams. 

In the laboratory cores were stored at c.~C until 

sub-sarrpled for pollen analysis. Once unwrapped the cores were 

carefully cleaned and sampled, usually at 2 em intervals, but at 

closer spacing for certain sites, using a small sharp-edged 

spatula. 
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2.4 aIEMICAL PREPARATICN TmlNICUES 

The preparation techniques followed were essentially those 

described by M:x>re & Webb (1978, pp 23-25) and so will not be 

d.ocurrented in detail here~ Certain m:xiifications regarded as 

advances on their nethods are ho.vever discussed in the follCMing 

sectioo. 

(a) Fine Sieving 

It was apparent when cx:>unting the Pulpit Hill I diagram 

that the HF acid treatrrent was ineffective in renoving the 

minerogenic sedinents typical of lateglacial deposition. Up 

to nine slides were required to obtain the pollen sum despite 

intensive use of cold HF acid for up to three days. 

There are several supp1errents to the HF acid treatrrent: 

density separation methods such as the use of OIBr3 , ZnBrl. 

(Kurmel and Raup, 1965), ZnC11. (Bjorck ~. ~., 1978) or 

alcohol on water (Hansen & Gudmmdssen, 1979): the 

disaggregation of clay-bonds by chemical attack by, for 

instance, sodium pyrOfhosphate (Na.Pl. °7 ) (Bates~. ~., 

1978): and by sieving the clay through neshes of a srraller 

size than the pollen grains themselves (0Vynar ~. ~., 

1979) • 
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fotll'rl to be excessively tirne-consuming, prone to increase 

problems of p:>llen loss due to the increased nuni:ler of 

centrifugations necessary (inportant in p:>llen concentration 

techniques; discussed later) and was relatively ineffective 

unless the pH of the sediment was. corrected to neutral 

(l.DNe, S.; pers. ~.). 

Cwynar .=!.. ~. (1979) detail the construction and use of 

fine nylon mash sieves, and describe the results fran 

ccnparing sieves of 5, 7, 10 and 15 Ilm mash sieves. The 

coarsest mash size was prone to selective loss of small 

grains, While the 5 Ilm sieve teoos to clog with clay 

particles. Both the 7 and 10 Ilm sieves were considered 

extremely effective, and reduced counting tim=s 

significantly(ONynar et. al., 1979}. 

Sieves were constructed in a similar way to the mathcxl 

described by Cwynar .=!.. ale (1979) using mash material of 

10 Ilm size* and sawn drain-pipe of dim=nsions 10 x 7. 5 en. 

Trial sanp1es were sieved, and the washings retained to 

check losses. Very few grains were found (l.DNe, S.; e:::!. 

~.) and losses can be regarded as rnininal. 

* Mesh material of 10 ~ size was obtained fran Henry Sinon Ltd., 

Stockport, Oleshire, England. 
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Contrary to CWynar !:!.. all s usage the sieves are introduced 

prior to the HF acid stage, allaYing the acid to attack 

silt-size material (Which is retained on the sieve) nore 

effectively. A second sieving may be required after the HF 

acid stage. 

'!he 10 rrn sieves fitted under the l80,urn sieves, used 

to rerrove coarser grade material, and this reduced the need 

for further centrifugation and the risk of further pollen 

loss. 

Results confinn Cwynar !:!.. all s (1979) firrlings of the 

effectiveness of the netln:l. Not only was counting tirre 

greatly reduced but the clarity of irrlividual grains made 

identification nuch easier, and the mmber of obscured and 

indeterminable grains was reduced. The use of the sieves 

also neant that samples originally deemed non-polleniferous 

were rendered countable to a high pollen sum, but as will be 

apparent in later chapters, considerable care is required in 

interpreting these spectra. 

Also contrary to CWynar !:!.. ale (1979), the mesh was 

re-used several tines with no apparent detrimental effects, 

and was sinply cleaned by washing under a fast-flONing tap 

before mixing with distilled H.z.O. No sedirrent was seen to 
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rerrain on the mesh, and no contaminants were noted in 

sanples prepared using the sama sieve. 

(b) Auto-stirring 

\men counts of deteriorated grains are to be made 

(chap. 7) it seems inp:>rtant to eliminate all sources of 

. artificially induced mechanical collapse. Perhaps a 

significant factor here is the violent agitation of the 

sediment by glass rods, and to avoid such effects an 

autanatic stirrer was enployed. Time was not available to 

undertake specific checks on the effect of this agitation, 

but a snaIl-scale attenpt was nade in observing any effects 

on the exotic pollen used in the pollen concentration diagram 

of Pulpit Hill (Pulpit Hill II), Ailanthus altissima. The 

results are reported in chap. 7 (sect. 7a). When counting 

the Pulpit Hill II diagram the Ailanthus grains recorded were 

also evaluated as to deterioration class. The results are 

shcMn in Table 2.1. Enc::nIragingly, the figures show that no 

increases in deterioration occurred during the chemical 

preparation, although the sanples were not agitated by glass 

rods. In fact, the "freshll grains were nore darraged, with 

34% of the grains being split carpared to 15% fran the Pulpit 

Hill II diagram. Whether the glycerol had any adverse effect 

on the grains is difficult to gauge, although such 

deterioration is knc:wn in glycerol jelly 
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(Andersen, S. Th., 1960) (see chap. 7.7A). 

Marked differences are known in the susceptibility of 

deterioration of pollen types (Cushing, 1967; Havinga, 1967, 

1971; Anderson, S. Th., 1978; Hall, 1981) and a correlation 

between deterioration liability and exine thickness and grain 

size seems well established (Praglowski, 1970). Ailanthus 

grains have exines of average thickness 1.6 #Lrn (n=30 ) and a 

diameter of 25.4 #Lm : range 23.8 - 27.0 #Lm (in glycerol). 

It can be argued that other taxa would shCM signs of 

mechanical deterioration absent in the exotic pollen. 

Problems of this kind may be more noticeable in material 

stirred by glass rods, and experimental data on this problem 

are needed. 

(c) The Mounting Medium 

Silicone oil was preferred to glycerol jelly due to the 

well-known disadvantages of the latter medium: the tendency 

for grains to swell (Faegri & Deuse, 1960) deterioration of 

grains if stored for longer than five years (Andersen, 

S. Th., 1960), the problems of pollen recognition in a solid 

medium, and the tendency for grains to crumple more easily in 

glycerol jelly (PraglCMski, 1970). 
, 

Silicone oil is superior in all these respects 
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TABLE 2.1 

Comparison of 'Fresh' and 'Prepared' 

Ailanthus Grains 

WELL PRESERVED CRUMPLED SPLIT 

(a) 'FRESH' GRAINS 

COUNT % COUNT % COUNT % 

52 52 14 14 34 34 

(b) PULPIT HILL 2 (28 spectra) 

% AILANTHUS GRAINS 

79.6 ± 3.4 5.0 ± 1.8 15.4±2.3 

(c) LOCH BARNLUASGAN (20 spectra) 

% AILANTHUS GRAINS 

87.0±5.1 3.6 ± 1.6 9.4 ± 3.7 



(Andersen, 1960; Praglowski, 1970), but being a fluid medium 

its major disadvantage is that grains intended for reference 

at a later date are frequently no longer at or near the 

recorded graticule co-ordinates, and unknown or problematic 

grains remain unidentified. 

The greater viscosity of glycerol jelly means that the 

emplaced cover-slip remains higher above the slide than in 

silicone oil, and thus compresses the grains less, contrary 

to the views of Cushing (1961). This may be inp::>rtant as it 

was observed that large grains, e.g., Pinus, can appear split 

in a manner which suggests cover-slip pressure rather than 

natural deterioration (see fuller discussion in chap. 7.7A). 

2.5 POLLEN c:x::!'JCENTRATION S'IUDIES 

Three principal approaches to the problem of obtaining 

absolute pollen deposition rates have been described since the 

first such diagram from Rogers Lake, Connecticut,was presented 

(Davis & Deevey, 1964); volumetric methods (Davis, M.B., 1965, 

1966); weighing methods (Jorgensen, 1967, modified by Peck, 1974) 

and the use of exotic marker grains (Benninghoff, 1962; Matthews, 

1969; Bonny, 1972; Maher, 1972, 1981). The advantages and 

disadvantages of each method have been amply assessed by Peck 

(1974). She concluded that, although the reliability of the 

estimate of pollen concentration is less for the Matthews method 
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(addition of a known quantity of exotic pollen), "As a 

measure of reproducibility of results, there is little to choose 

between the preparation methods tested", (p. 580). One major 

advantage of the Matthews method is in the relative unimportance 

of sediment/pollen loss (termed "bias" by Peck) during the 

preparation, provided that the exotic "spike" (Maher, 1972) is 

added at the beginning of the procedure, and assuming that losses 

during, for instance, decanting are proportionally equal for both 

fossil and exotic pollen. with the necessity in both the Davis 

and Jorgensen methods of retaining all sediment, the extreroo care 

required in these techniques adds considerable time to a 

preparation, a decided drawback when many samples are to be 

treated, and makes these methods nore prone to operator error 

(Peck, 1974, p. 583) than the exotic marker technique. It is 

considered that the inevitable losses in the preparation, despite 

the rigorous checks suggested by Peck mili~ate against the use of 

methods other than that of marker grains in the routine treatment 

of samples, and that the error inherent in the determination of 

exotic pollen (Bonny, 1972; Peck, 1974) is nore than counter 

balanced by pollen losses, a view supported by f.laher (1972). 

It was decided to adopt the preparation technique detailed by 

Bonny (1972), with one major difference. This method is, as has 

been pointed out, principally advantageous in rendering sediment 

loss less significant, by adding the exotic marker grains at the 
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earliest stage, differing fran the methodology in Bonny's (1972) 

paper, although Matthews (1969), Maher (1972) and Peck (1974) 

consider it critical. Sediment loss can be as high as 40.5% 

(Peck, 1974~ p. 582), varying with sediment type. Bonny (1972~ 

p. 399) suggests total losses did not exceed 1%, and were usually 

0.1-0.3%, although it would appear that these remarkably low 

figures were a result of special centrifugation procedures not 

used in routine analysis (p. 398). Bonny's reason for adding the 

exotic pollen, Ailanthus glandulosa, at the end of the preparation 

was related to the failure of one exotic species, Li~idarnbur 

spyraciflua, to settle out during centrifugation in 10% KOH, 

reported by Matthews (1969). Bonny does not deIOOnstrate a similar 

problem with Ailanthus, and Matthews (1969) suggests that a 

related species, Ailanthus elegantissima does not behave in this 

way. Secondly, Bonny reccmnended counting the distinctive 

unstained grains. The choice of marker should, however, be made 

with clear recognition in mind and should not depend on such 

obvious contrasts. Sediment loss is thus not accounted for in 

Bonny's method, and this must be considered a severe 

disadvantage. 

It was concluded that a method of early addition of exotic 

pollen was essential, but before describing the technique finally 

employed, certain other assumptions of the Matthews method have to 

be considered. 
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(a) Ibrogenization of the exotic !X)llen suspension. 

Bonny points out (p. 394) that, "A considerable source 

of error can lie in the !X)Ssible non-harogeneityof the 

exotic pollen suspension". In this study fresh, defatted 

Ailanthus altissiIra p::>llen was used as the II spike II * • To 

produce a reasonable ooncentration for counting anounts were 

·added to pure glycerol (S.G = 1.26) in a 250 ml flask to 

produce a ooncentration of 2.0 JTg of exotic pollen to 1.0 ml 

of glycerol (Bonny, 1972: p. 396). 'lWo "flea" magnets were 

added to the suspension to prevent a vortex fonning in the 

suspension am inducing unequal mixing: the flask was 

stq:pered and placed on a magnetic stirrer running at a 

oonstant speed throughout harogenization. For counting the 

exotic suspension a m::xli.fied FUchs-Rosenthal haerrocytareter 

of chamber depth 0.2 nm am volume 1.8 ,.,. 1 was used, being 

prepared and filled in the manner described by Bormy (1972: 

p. 394). 2.0 rnl bore disIX>sable pipettes were used to 

sanple the glycerol suspension, and as Matthews (1969; p. 

162) shaNs that the exotic pollen sinks in the suspension 

quite quickly after cessation of stirring the glycerol-!X)llen 

mixture was sanpled during stirring, approxiIrately 1.0 an 

belON the glycerol surface. * (l)tained fran Greer 

Laboratories Inc., Isloir, N. Carolina, U.S.A. 
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-rk~ entire graticule constituted one count, and pairs of counts 

could be made fran one filling of the haemoc.ytaneter, after 

the defining of criteria to avoid counting twice grains which 

bisected a ruled line. Fifty such counts (25 pairs) were 

made; designated "Batch 1". Clean pipettes were used 

throughout to avoid contamination, and with a 2.0 ml bore 

·selective sampling of the suspension (Davis, M.B.,1965) was 

eliminated. The haernocytameter was rigorously cleaned with 

acetone between samples. 

Estimates of the time needed for successful 

homogenization range fram 45 minutes (Matthews, 1969, 

supported by Bonny, 1972) to one hour (Peck, .1974). There 

are suggestions in the data presented here that these 

estimates may seriously underestimate the tin~ needed for 

homogenization. The data set can be found in Table 2.2. 

(1) Initially it was decided to test the validity of the 

data by examining whether there were differences between 

counts of the upper and lower graticules of the 

haemocytameter induced, perhaps, by differential drag 

and friction effects ~ing flow between the two: 
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TABLE 2.2 

BATCH ONE: Haemocytometer counts 

C 
en u.J 
0::: (J CI') 
:l: 2 I- -- u.J 2 en 
0 ~ ::::l ~ 
u.J Cl 
CI') u.J ~ - 2 (J (J 
c.. :2 Cl u.. ~ « « - (J 

Cl = u.J 
....J CI') ~ ~ ..... t.!J CI') Q.l 

u.J 2 a: Co 

~ ex: <t 
Co 

::::l 
i= a: c.. -i= 

CI') 

2 248 284 266 

17 283 262 272.5 
17.5 279 * 279 -
18 310 * 310 -

18.5 298 258 278 

19 265 318 291.5 

19.5 296 304 300 

20 257 277 267 

20.5 279 
280 279.5 

21 310 286 298 
21.5 332 263 248.5 
22 316 261 289 
22.5 263 309 286 

23 264 265 264.5 

23.5 256 267 261.5 
24 277 273 275 
24.5 291 255 273 

25 227 264 245.5 

25.5 282 278 280 

26 263 
259 261 

26.5 277 288 282.5 
27 281 263 272 

27.5 259 263 261 

40 288 273 280.5 

40.5 267 249 258 

50 277 285 281 

* =Iower graticule not counted due to 
bubbling under haemocytometer 

No. OF GRATICULES (n) = 50 
2:: n= 13.829 grains 

x = 276.58 

C1 = 20.43 



TEST: Mann-Whitney U-test. 

HYP,: Significant differences will be observed 

between the two data sets C, (upper graticule 

counts) and Cz. (lower): Table 2.2. 

1ITPO: no significant differences will be observed. 

REJEcrION LEVEL: a = 0.05 

c.: N = 24; x = 277.33; (J = 23.0; median = 277.0 

C2,: N = 24; x= 274,33; (J = 17.5; fi'edian = 270.0 

U : 0.543; > 0.05 :. HYPo is accepted. 

This result confinns Bonny's (1972) qualitative 

observation that grains in suspension conform with the 

flow of the glycerol, and no significant differences 

exist between counts fram upper and lower graticules. 

(2) The effect of continous stirring for long periods 

on the homogeneity of the glycerol-pollen suspension was 

examined next. 

Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.l.la show that counting 

continued for a longer period (50 hours) than that 

proposed in the literature (refs. above), and in 

addition did not cammence until 2 hours after the 

carrnencernent of stirring. Visual estimation of 
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Fig. 2.1: Estimates of exotic pollen suspension 
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Fig. 2.l.la suggested that counts nade after c.23 hours 

had sma.ller ranges bet\\leeIl the tYJO COlU1ts of a pair 

(sma.ller variance about the mean), and more closely 

grouped means than counts nade prior to c. 23 hours. 

Accordingly the total population (n = 50) was 

sub-sanp1ed: 

PaPiN A (<23 hours) 24* 6838 284.92 23.08 

PaPiN B (>23 hours) 26 6997 269.11 14.17 

* minus lONer graticu1e counts at 17.5 and 18 hours: 

see Table 2.2. 
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The means of the sub-sampled populations were 

examined. 

HYP.= pepin A will have significantly different 

means than pop In B. 

HYPo= No significant differences will be observed. 

TEST: Mann-Whitney U-test. 

REJECTlOO LEVEL = Q( = 0.05 

U = 0.0413 = ~ 0.05 

:. HYPo is rejected. 

The means of the populations A and Bare 

significantly different. 

The implications of these results will be discussed 

in the conclusion to this section; 5. 
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(3) Further work 

The suspension was left to settle out for one week, 

then re-stirred for 24 hours before being sampled for a 

total of ten counts (5 pairs), designated Batch Two 

(fig. 2.l.lb), wherein the counts are plotted against 

time as in Fig. 2.l.la. As 24 hours had elapsed since 

stirring began it was considered that the rrost useful 

test would be to compare Batch Two with Popln B 

Batch One (e.g., post-23 hours). 

HYP,= Batch Two will show significantly different 

estimates in terms of 

means. 

HYPo= No significant differences will be observed. 
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(B) Marm-whitney U-test. 

REJEX:l'ION LEVEL = ()(. = 0.05 

U = 0.3075; ,P ') 0.05 

:. Hypo is not rejected. 

It is concluded that a very good agreement is 

daronstrated between the independent sanpling sequences 

of Batch Tv.o and tlx:>se counts nade post-23 hours fran 

Batch One (e.g. pop'n B). In addition, a Mann-whi.tney 

U-test was applied to the data of Batch 'IWo and Batch 

Ole (pop'n A), and the resultant Z-score of 2.1 

signifies that these two populations are significantly 

different. 

Thus it seems likely that these consistent results 

are giving a true neasure of the exotic pollen 

suspension, in Which case the significantly different 

values for Batch Ole (pop'n A) need to be explained. 

First, hONever, other workers' results are examined to 

test the consistency of the pattern rep:>rted above. 

(4) Other Results 

Table 2.3 provides the data (ranked) of 50 counts 

rrade by s. I.aNe (pers. ccmn.) using the SaIre 

glycerol-pollen suspensicn as in the author's data. 
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TABLE 2.3 

Haemocytometer counts: S.Lowe. 

243 259 268 272 282 

249 259 268 272 283 

250 260 269 273 287 

251 260 269 
n = 50 

273 288 

251 261 270 276 289 
L:n = 13.493 

25·2 261 270 276 290 x = 269.89 
grains 

254 263 271 278 291 
0"=13.41 

254 263 271 281 293 

255 264 272 281 294 

258 265 272 281 298 



Although records were not kept of the ti.Jre each pair of 

CO\IDts was made the sequence carrrenced after 48 hours of 

continuous. stirring (loNe, S: pers. ccmn.). The mean (Table 

2.3) of 269.86 grains per ml is renarkably close to the 

author's value for Batch One: pop'n B of 269.11 grains per 

ml , and that of 274.7 grains per ml of Batch '&u. This 

strongly supports the suggestion that the pepIn B mean is a 

nore accurate representation of the exotic p:>llen 

concentration than is pep' n A's. 

J. J. Lave (pers. ccmn.) ran five series of 

haem::>eyt.aneter counts on t\\O occasions (Fig. 2.1.11) 

separated by c.24 hours \'when the suspension was oot stirred. 

It seems likely that this period was sufficient to return the 

suspension to its original, lIDStirred state, as sinple 

extrapolation of Matthew's figures (19697 p. 162) of the 

settling rate of Nyssa srI vatica grains in glycerine 

irrlicates: the slqle of the regression line of Y (no. of 

grains in haem::>eyt.aneter coonts) - 430.5465 +/- 22.l98lx, 

(t.iIre in hours since cessation of stirring), has a 

correlation coefficient (R) of - 0.9099, and can explain 

82.7% of the variation: extrap:>lation of the regression line 

of Y for X - 24 hours ~ces a value for Y of -102.2077 

grains. The first set of counts (13/1/817 fig. 2.1.l1a), 

altoough cc:mrencing well after the Ole hour established in 

the 
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literature shows a very large standard deviation: x = 376.5: 

d' = 52.74, and a clear positive trend is suggested (fig. 

2.l.lla).linear regression was not attempted as n = 5 only. 

The second set of counts, made on 15/1/81 sho.vs no trend but 

still shCMS a large st:.aOOard deviation: d' = 49.82, and a 

rrean: X. = 410.0, at variance with that of set 1, and it nust 

be assumed that even after 7 hours harogenization was 

incarplete. 

Marmion (1975), using a Coulter counter in place of a 

haarocyt.cJreter, made up 5 concentrations of Lycopodium spores 

(Fig. 2.1.111) i.e., 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 mg per 

25 ml of glycerol. Sanp1es of each concentration were taken 

every 15 mins , carmencing 15 mins after stirring had begun. 

Each point on Fig. 2.1.H1a represents the rrean obtained for 

16-26 indeperrlent counts: counts ceased after 120 mins. For 

statistical pUI}X>ses the results were re-ca1culated by this 

author to represent a concentration of 20 mg per 25 rnl of 

glycerol (by sinple division: 60 .:- 3 etc.) and plotted on 

Fig.2.1.l11b. It is apparent f~ this that in terms of 

narroNing ranges four of the concentrations approach the 

rrean of 43,336 grains per rnl after approxinately 120 mins , 

but it is equally clear that the 60 ID3' concentration shONS 

no sign of harogenizing at or close to that value. Mannion 

(1975: p.80) accepts Matthews (1969) suggestion that 45 mins. 

is adequate for even mixing. Such a period may be acceptable 

for saTe concentrations, although it is likely that extending 
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the time would reduce the variance about the mean even rrore, 

but it does not appear sufficient to judge from the variation 

apparent in the 60 mg concentration. 

(5) Conclusions 

It has been demonstrated that changes occur within the 

glycerol-pollen suspension which alter the exotic pollen 

concentration therein well beyond the 45-60 mins. suggested 

in key papers (Matthews,1969, Bonny, 1972, Peck, 1974). That 

one hour is not adequate seems clear fram the data of 

J. J. Looe and A. Mannion, and that significantly longer 

periods, exceeding one day provide better estimates is 

indicated fram the author's data and, in particular, the 

close agreement between his counts after 23 hours and the 

independent counts of S. Lave on the same material. 

The trends seem to shoo that significant changes occur 

in the glycerol suspension over time. Matthews (1969) 

indicates that transfer of heat fram the magnetic stirrer to 

the flask changed the temperature of the suspension fram 

approximately 20°C to 32°C over 2 hours. The temperature 

generation of stirrers will vary with the manufacturer, and 

the r.p.m. at which the machine is maintained. Neither 

Matthews, Bonny or Peck indicate the speed at which their 

stirrers operated. The ambient temperature of each 
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laboratory also differs, which will also affect the viscosity 

of the suspension. It is not possible to predict when 

successful homogenization will occur. For individual 

researchers in different laboratories the period may well 

differ noticeably, and it would seem dangerous to generalize 

as workers in the past have done. 

Taking the two populations A and B of Fig. 2.l.la one 

can calculate the exotic pollen concentration using Bonny's 

equation (1972; p.395): 

POPULATION A = 158290.15 +/- 3677.8 grains per ml. 

upper c.l. = 161967.85 

lower c.l. = 154612.35 

POPULATION B = 149506.75 +/- 3574.7 grains per mI. 

upper c.l. = 153081.45 

lower c.l. = 145932.05 

Confidence limits (c.l.) 

The two distributions do not overlap, yet both are derived 

from the same suspension. pollen concentration diagrams 

calculated separately on these sums would appear radically 

different in terms of pollen influx estimates, and oamparison 

between sites would be anomalous if the "wrong" value were 

chosen. 
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For the pollen concentration analyses in this study the 

estimate obtained for population B (above) was considered 

m::>re accurate. 

(b) Addition of the marker grains to the sediment 

FollCMing Bonny (1972) the volume of sediment was 

initially measured by displacement in distilled water (this 

was later modified, see below) in a class A (D.S 604) 10 ml 

measuring cylinder. The sarrple was then transferred to a 

centrifuge tube: as this stage is prior to the addition of 

the exotic pollen it would seem to be the most crucial in 

terms of sediment loss. Lacustrine clays often require 

copious amounts of distilled H~O to dislodge all the sediment 

fran the measuring cylinder, which in turn increases the 

number of centrifugations needed and the possibilities of 

loss through decanting. 

Pollen concentration will vary through a sediment core, 

and it makes little sense to add a uniform weight of glycerol 

to each sarrple. Maher (1981) discusses the balance between 

"work" involved and "precision" gained, and knowing the 

average number of grains per drop, one can with a little 

experience approach Maher's balance of 2 fossil grains to one 

exotic marker. In this way overabundances of exotic pollen 

in sediments of lCM fossil pollen concentration can be 

avoided. 
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(c) Successful mixing of sediment and glycerol suspension. 

Although Peck (1974) advises adding the glycerol 

suspension as early in the preparation as possible she in 

fact adds it prior to the HF acid stage, and after the KOH 

treatment (Moore & Webb, 1978) in which several 

centrifugations may be necessary. She reported (p. 570) that 

~the glycerol suspension had broken davn under the acid". 

HatthEWs (1969) appears to add the suspension prior to the 

KOH stage and makes no comment on the effectiveness of the 

mixing. Bonny (1972), adding glycerol to molten glycerine 

jelly at the end of the preparation found no problems of this 

nature. 

Observation of glycerol in distilled HLO suggested that 

release of exotic pollen during auto-stirring of up to 10 

minutes duration was only partial. It is difficult to 

measure this, but on a qualitative level glycerol appeared as 

an immiscible phase after settling. Discussions with 

chemists fran both B.D.H. and May & Baker on this problem 

indicated that glycerol is extremely resistant to chemical 

breakdown, and it would seem in hindsight that glycerol poses 

many problems that other agents, e.g., Tertiary Butyl Alcohol 

(Mm1er, 1972) might avoid. 

Trials were performed with HF acid and an Erdtman's 
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acetolysis mixture of acetic anhydride: H~SO~ in a ratio of 

9:1 (chemicals used in a normal preparation were chosen due 

to the unknown effect others may have on pollen 

preservation). Due to the hazardous nature of these 

chemicals the assessment could only be qualitative, and no 

attempts were made to check supernatants. Results from the 

use of HF acid were inconclusive. Heating in a water bath 

for 2 mins. at 9SOC with the Erdtman's acetolysis mixture 

appeared to release the Ailanthus grains successfully, and no 

tmmiscible phase could be recognized on centrifugation. 

Accordingly this treatment was adopted prior to the KOH 

stage, and as a consequence the volumetric displacement of 

the sediment was made in glacial acetic acid, not distilled 

Hl.O. 

(d) preparation teChniques 

The preparation fram the stage above is essentially as 

for "relative" counts. The sediments thus underwent two 

acetolysis stages. Moore & Webb (1978) consider that 

prolonged acetolysis affects certain grains but other 

laboratories (Berglund, 1979) acetolyze material for up to 

5 minutes with, presumably, no damage being done. In 

addition, several of Peck's (1974) suggestions for improved 

recovery of sediment were incorporated, notably the 

prolonging of centrifugation at higher speeds. 
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In later pollen concentration counts the method of 

Stockrnarr's (1971), of adding !-ycOI~ium tablets* with a 

mean concentration per tablet of 11,300 +/- 400 grains was 

used. This technique successfully circumvents many, if not 

all the problems described above. Addition of the tablets 

was at the earliest stage of preparation, e.g., coincident 

with the sample being placed in the test tube, and as the 

tablets dissolve and release the exotic spores on contact 

with distilled H10, no additional preparation is necessary. 

2.6 POLLEN (x)UNTING 

A Gillet and Sibert Conference binocular microscope was used, 

and routine counting was made at a magnification of x 400, with 

problematic grains being resolved at x 1000, under immersion oil, 

and under phase contrast if necessary. Levels with low pollen 

concentration were scanned initially at x 200. Non-polleniferous 

sediment was defined as material which, having undergone the most 

stringent preparation (i.e. 10 ~m mesh sieving plus boiling in HF 

acid for up to 3 hours) produced fewer than c.30 grains per 

slide. 

The pollen sum used throughout was that of "Total Land 

Pollen" (T.L.P.), accepting the arguments of Faegri & Iversen 

(1975), Wright and Patten (1963) and Birks (1973). Information 

loss through the exclusion of aquatics and spores fram the sum, 

despite certain genera having both terrestrial and aquatic 

* obtained fran B. E. Berglund, Dept. of Quaternary Geology, Lund, 

Sweden. 
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members is unavoidable. This choice also allows for comparison 

with the vast majority of other Lateglacial diagrams. 

Counting of "relative" pollen diagrams was to a total of 300 

T.L.P. grains, and 500 grains for "absolute" counts. For the 

latter this sum did not include exotic pollen, for in spectra of 

low fossil pollen concentrations the total can be dominated by 

marker grains almost to the exclusion of fossil taxa (Robinson, 

1977), which greatly reduces the statistical validity of those 

spectra. Table 2.4 summarizes the additional sums for the 

estimation of taxa outside the sum, and also for deteriorated 

grains. 

2.7 COUNTING STRATffiY 

Brookes &.Thomas (1967) indicated the need for palynologists 

to adopt a pre-determined counting strategy when counting pollen 

slides. They ,detected significant departures from the expected 

random distribution of pollen on slides embedded in glycerine 

jelly. Their results lead to a choice for the analyst as to one 

of three options: 1) to count the entire slide to eliminate bias 

(too time-consuming): 2) to adopt a strategy to correct for this 

problem, such as peglar's (1979) solution of counting from the 

centre of the slide outwards, or 3) to ensure that each slide does 

show a random distribution of grains. 
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TABLE 2.4 

CALCULATIONS FOR TAXA OUTSIDE SUM + DETERIORATED GRAINS 

1 ) AQUATICS AND SPORES AS % T.L.P. = TAXON.;. 1:TL.P.+ AQUATICS (~SPORES) 

2) DETERIORATED GRAINS 

a) TOTAL DETERMINABLE GRAINS AS ~o TL.P. = total determinable grains .;.~ T.L.P. 

(grains are within the sum ). 

b). DETERMINABLE GRAINS BY DETERIORATION CLASS AS % T.L.P. = class .;.~ T.L.P. 

c) TOTAL INDETERMINABLE GRAINS AS % T.L.P. = total indeterminable grains.;. 1: T.L.P. 

+ indeterminable grains 

d) INDETERMINABLE GRAINS BY DETERIORATION CLASS AS % T.L.P. = class.;. 1: T.L.P. 

+ ! indeterminable grains 

e) INDETERMINABLE GRAINS BY DETERIORATION CLASS AS % TOTAL DETERMINABLE 

GRAINS = class .;. ~ DETERMINABLE GRAINS 

f) INDETERMINABLE GRAINS BY DETERIORATION CLASS AS % TOTAL INDETERMINABLE 

GRAINS = class + !: INDETERMINABLE GRAINS 

g) TOTAL DETERMINABLE AND INDETERMINABLE GRAINS AS % T.L.P. = total deter minable 

+indeterminable grains +!: TL.P. +!: rndetermlnable grains 



Flow-lines within the fluid medium on emplacement of the 

cover-slip will control grain distribution, so initially uniform 

cover-slip placing must be assured. The rectangular glass slips 

(40 x20 rom ) were lowered from one end, not dropped vertically as 

in Brookes & Thomas" investigations, so the flow-lines and grain 

distributions might be expected to differ. Having ensured 

consistent slide production a check on non-random distribution, as 

Peck (1974) proposed was made on several slides. For the Pulpit 

Hill I diagram regularly spaced (2.5 mm ) traverses were made 

across the entire cover-slip, 8 - 10 traverses per slide, and 

total pollen per traverse recorded (Fig. 2.2). Following Peck's 

(1974) arguments the distribution can be checked using the X~ 

test, assessing the significance of X~ for n - 1 degrees of 

freedom. Slides failing at the rejection level ~= 0.05 would 

not be counted, and instead a secooo slide prepared. Slides with 

pollen concentrations such that over half the slide had to be 

counted were not checked in this way. Of the slides assessed, 

covering a range of sediment types, none was rejected, which 

strongly upholds Peck's conclusion that distribution is random in 

silicone oil. On this basis other sites were not tested and 

randomness was assumed, meaning that only portions of slides were 

counted at closer-spaced intervals. 

\~ether this assumption applies to the distribution of 

deteriorated grains is unknown. Pollen counts per traverse were 
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Fig 2.2: Pollen grain distribution across slides 
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too low for statistical tests of this nature. Cushing (1961) 

noted that slides were often thinner at the edges than the centre, 

and bearing in mind what has been suggested in relation to 

cover-slip pressure on grains, the totals of deteriorated pollen 

may be over-estimated in this and other studies. 

POLLEN" IDENTIFICATION 

Notes on specific taxa can be found in the appendix. The 

identifications were verified by reference to type material in the 

City of London polytechnic and the Dept. of Plant Sciences, King's 

College, University of London, discussions with Dr. J. Ince and 

S. Lowe and by the use of several keys, including Moore & Webb 

(1978), Erdtrnan~. ale (1961, 1963), Faegri & Iversen (1975) and 

Andrew (1980). 

The recognition of deteriorated grains will be discussed in 

chap. 7. 

2 .8 CYI'HER TECHNIQUFS 

(a) Sarnplirg for C14 Dates. 

Multiple sampling (Deevey & potzger, 1951; Lowe and 

Walker, 1976) was employed using a 60 em chamber piston 

corer of 5 ern diameter. The sediments were predominantly 

tough, and little mixing (see earlier) was observed in the 

field extrusion of samples. In the laboratoty all the cores 
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for each date were matched biostratigraphically by 

constructing skeletal (100 T.L.P.) pollen diagrams and 

cross-correlating. Core-matching by lithostratigraphy was 

considered somewhat suspect (a fuller discussion of the 

laboratory techniques is presented in chap. 3.2.ix.). 

Appropriate 1.0 em thick slices were taken fram each core 

(see chap. 3.2) bulked, weighed and packed in clean plastic 

boxes (Harkness, 1975) and sent by post to the S. U. R. R. 

C. C14 dating laboratory at East Kilbride, where all the C 

14 dates were obtained using a liquid scintillation counter. 

The results are discussed in detail in chap. 3.2.ix. 

(b) Carbon/Nitrogen Content 

Total carbon and nitrogen curves were produced for same 

sites using a Carlo Erba 1106 CHN+O Analyser (Carlo Erba 

strumentazione: unpub.) by Mr. B. Saunderson of the Chemistry 

Dept., City of London Polytechnic. Samples 0.5 em thick 

were oven dried overnight at 105°C , ground to pcMder, and 

material fe-.rer than 100 Jlm collected for analysis. 4 mg 

sub-samples were placed in silver-foil capsules and 

decarbonated in moist concentrated IICL acid in a desiccator. 

The analyser is fully automated, based on the principle of 

gas chromatography, and results are supplied via a PET 

micro-canputer. This method is considered much superior to 

other methods such as loss-on-ignition (Ball, 1964), which 
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have errors in water loss fram sediments during ignition. 

(c) Macrofossil Analysis 

No systematic attempt was made to construct macrofossil 

diagrams. Instead, residual material retained on the 180 ~m 

sieve during the chemical preparation was washed into a Petri 

dish and examined under a Griffin binocular microscope under 

x 10 mag. in reflected light. A sheet of rnrn squared graph 

paper facilitated the estimation of relative proportions of 

the different sediment types. Results were expressed in the 

follCMing terms, with very approximate percentages: 

Present = c::. 2 %; Rare = 2-5 %; Occasional = 5-10 %; 

Frequent = 10-50 %; Abundant = '>50 %. The follCMing 

categories were defined:-

mineral matter (a) Coarse; size, shape and lithology 

were recorded. 

(b) fine; fine sand <:180 ",m. 

organic matter (a) coarse; leaves, stems, seeds etc., 

usually recognizable. 

(b) fine; amorphous material. 

(c) ross filaments. 

(d) carbonized fragments. 

(e) woody fragments. 
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The procedure resembles a modified fo~ of the 

"Strukturanalyse" of Lund::J:uist (1926, Berglund in Aaby, 1979) 

although the aIOOunt of sediment examined was very small. 

Coarse organic matter was isolated and identified where 

possible by Dr. B. Giles, Biology Dept., City of London 

polytechnic and this author. Moss filaments were examined 

under a Vickers Ml5 C stereo microscope with transmitted 

light under x 200 mag. Keys used were those of Smith, A.J.E. 

(1978) and watson (1968), and the state of preservation was 

recorded according to Dickson, J.H. (1973; p.2l8). 

(d) Sediment Stratigraphy 

Lithostratigraphies were described in the laboratory, 

and followed the genetic system of Faegri & Iversen (1975). 

Cores were examined immediately on return from the field, and 

after the removal of the outer layers of cores to reveal 

fresh material. Munsell colors were dete~ined on moist 

sediment under artificial light. 

2.9 (a) POlLEN DIAGRAM aNSTRUCTICN 

For ease of interpretation the pollen diagrams presented 

in the following chapters conform to a unifo~ lay-out. 

From left to right the diagrams present the following 

information: 
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(1) the stratigraphical position and sample thickness 

of C14 dates, if appropriate. 

(2) the sediment - stratigraphical column. 

(3) a representation of the cores used in the 

compilation of the diagram, indicating the extent 

of overlap between cores. Sample positions for the 

fX)llen spectra are indicated, and the cores they 

came fran so that core-matching can be assessed. 

(4) depths in an fran the bog-surface. 

(5) the taxa recognized, with the level of 

identification shown in the manner proposed by 

Birks (1973), in the following order: 

trees - small dots next to the Betula curve 

indicate the presence of B.nana (see 

appendix) • 

shrubs - Duffey ~.al. (1974) regard Corylus 

as a shrub in grassland communities, 

the likeliest ecological setting for 

the genus in this study (Godwin, 

1975; Faegri,1966). 

dwarf shrubs. 

herbs. 

T.L.P. 

aquatics 

sfX)res. 
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(b) POLLEN ZOOATION 

Early workers subdivided Lateglacial pollen diagrams on 

lithostratigraphic criteria (e.g. Jessen, 1949). The change 

to biostratigraphic criteria (Smith, 1961i Watts, 1963) 

tended to lead to the suggestion of synchroneity between 

similar zones (e.g., Godwin, 1956). This assumption has been 

criticized (Smith & Pilcher, 1973) and following Cushing 

(1967) the concept of the local pollen assemblage zone, where 

no synchroneity between areas is assumed, has been encouraged 

(West, 1970i Birks, 1973). This approach has been adopted in 

this study, using the definition of a bie-assemblage zone as 

expressed by Hedberg (l976i p.50). 

Visual consideration of each diagram was considered 

valid, particularly in the light of Gordon & Birks' (1974) 

investigations, which concluded that these subjective methods 

compared well with more objective methods of 

computer-zonation. It seemed best in the choice of a T.L.P. 

pollen sum to consider all taxa representing ) 5% of the sum 

in the zonation. Boundaries are defined on changes in one or 

more major taxa, and to prarote consistency in canparison, 

are throughout assessed on the percentage-based diagrams. 

Such bie-assemblage zones relate to one site alone. 

Regional pollen assemblage zones can be defined on the 
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correlation of local pollen assemblage zoneSi same discretion 

is required and a certain flexibility is important in this if 

pollen assemblage zones are "to have any usefulness beyond 

the limits of a single lake". (Livingstone, 1968i p. 95). 
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aIAPl'ER 'IHREE 

WE IATEXiIACIAL POLLEN SUCCESSIOO IN WE 

SOurH-h"EST SCX)TI'ISH HIGHI.ANDS 

3.1 INTROoocrION 

TWo pollen sites, Pulpit Hill and Loch Barnluasgan (fig 1.2) 

were located and established on palynological grounds to be of 

Lateglacial age. This chapter is concerned explicitly with the 

evidence for environmental changes during this period obtained 

fran these and other British pollen diagrams. Other environmental 

factors, e.g. sea-level changes, glaciological reconstructions, 

will be elaborated on in chapter 8. 

3.2 PULPIT HILL (g.r. NM 85192919; 
o , ,. 0 , 

lat. 56 24 35 N; long. 5 29 w) 

i Site Location and Description 

The site is a small basin near the land mark of Pulpit 

Hill, at the western edge of Oban, Argyllshire (figs 1.2; 

3.la). Lying at 60m O.D., the catchment is restricted (c 500 

sq. m ) and well-sheltered (fig 3.la), in a fault-controlled 

basin between the Lower O.R.S basaltic and andesitic lavas of 

Druirn Mor and the overlying Lower O.R.S. conglaneratic 

sandstones. Till in any substantial thickness appears to be 

absent fran the catchment. Inflowing streams are not 

present, though a small stream exits to the N.E. through a 

concrete dam (in 1982 the site was artificially flooded to 

accommodate a new curling pond). 
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Fig 3.lb, the subsurface contours, is obtained fram 

information supplied by J .M. Gray (pers. canrn.), augIl'ented by 

work in the present study, and clearly establishes the 

enclosed nature of the basin. These imply a simple basin 

extending below 7.0 m, but Donner's (1957) stratigraphic 

record fram this site (see section 3.2.ii) extends to 6.50m 

(fig 3.4) "at the dam which divides the pond in two halves" 

(p.245), which rust be close to the point located on figs 

3.lb and c. This does not accord with other depth-determin

ations, but subsurface contours are drawn to conform with 

Donner (1955, 1957). 

The basal 1.Om of sediment was also recorded at points a 

and b (fig 3.1b), where bedrock was struck at 2.50m and 3.96m 

respectively. No minerogenic clay was recorded in either 

sample, and it is likely that the Lateg1acia1 sediments 

(sect. 3.2 v) are confined to a restricted region below 4.0m 

depth. 

ii Previous Work 

The site was identified by Donner (1955, 1957) who 

sampled near the point in figs 3.1b and c. This site, "Oban 

2", shows a sequence of sands and silty clays aOem thick 

above 650em which he considered "probably represents Zone 

III" (1957, p.245). There is no palynological support for 
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Fig. 3.1: Pulpit Hill 
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this, hCMever, and his saI'rpling failed to locate interstadial 

sedirrents. There is thus no evidence fran his study to 

consider this as a Lateglacial site (cf. Gray, 1975). 

iii Geomorphic Setting 

The site lies within the postulated limits of Main 

Devensian ice (Sissons, 1981), and outside the limits of the 

Loch Larond Readvance (Charlesworth, 1955; Donner, 1957; 

Synge, 1966; Synge and Stephens, 1966; Gray, 1972, 1975). 

Discussion of the ice-limits inferred by these authors is 

found in ,chapter 8. 

iv SaI'rpling 

The initial saI'rpling site (1 on fig 3.lc) was located in 

the deepest area of the peat-bog (the upper basin, being 

underwater, could not be examined) where five of 17 x 50em 

Russian cores were used for pollen analysis; the lithostrati

graphic correlations (fig 3.2) of cores 13 - 17 proved 

satisfactory. 

With the intention of Cl4 dating the biostratigraphy, 32 

x 60em chamber piston-cores (fig 3.Ba: series A,B,C, 3.9) 

were obtained in 1981 fran the area of the bog marked in fig 

3.lc. A second 1.Om Russian core was taken fran site 2 (fig 

3 .lc) with the intention of carrying out pollen concentration 
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analyses, tying these into the diagram constructed fran site 

1 (fig 3.3b), but the condensed lithostratigraphy (fig 3.5) 

made this difficult, and the diagrams are presented 

separately; PH 1 and PH2. This was not simply a duplication 

of results, but was felt valid in the interpretation of 

certain features. 

v Generalized Lithostratigraphy 

The lateral persistence of the major litho-units is 

demonstrated in the large number of cores sampled (figs 

3.2, 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9). The litho-units are described fram 

fig 3.2, and observations are augmented where necessary fram 

other cores, also fram the residue on l80rm sieves used in 

the preparation technique (chap. 2; fig 3.3). 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A : 720 - 707 em. 

dark gray (2.5 Y 4/0) semi-liquid clay with few stones, 

mostly slate plus c leaved mudstone, basalt and rare red 

ssts.; C!N values very lav: transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A : 707 - 697 em. 

very dark gray (2.57 Y 3/0) stiff pure clay, subrounded 

igneous plutonic pebble retained; C!N values rise, N 

more markedly: transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B : 697 - 691 em. 

very dark gray (2.5 Y 3/0) clay-gyttja, very 
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Fig. 3.3: Core Correlation - Pulpit Hill One 
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infrequently laminated, with few stones (as above) and 

mica flakes, occasional badly deteriorated seed husks, 

and tv.o sterns of very well preserved Rhacanitrium 

lanuginosum; C/N values rise narkedly and decline again 

within this lUlit: transitional (generally) boundary to 

LI'IH>STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT C : 691 - 687.5 an. 

very dark gray (2.5 Y 3/0) silty clay, with ION gyttja 

content; ION C/N values : sharp boundary to 

LI'IHOS'rnATIGRAPHIC UNIT D : 687. 5 - 661 an. 

very dark gray (10 YR 3/1) fine detrital gyttja, ION 

clay content but occasional stales (as above) and nosses 

R.lanuginosum and at 664 ern several well-preserved 

sterns of Drepanocladus vernicosus: in core 16 the 

sediIrent coarsened to include distinct black (5 YR 

2.5/1) peaty gyttja; C/N values are high: transitional 

boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E, : 661 - 657 an. 

dark olive gray (5 Y 3/2) gyttja/clay with abLmdant 

quartz and Illlscovite grains but few macrofossils; C/N 

values decline: variable (sharp or transitional) 

boundary to 

LITlJJSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E:z.. : 657 - 654 an. 

very dark gray (2.5 Y 3/0) clay gyttja, ness sterns 

prominent, exclusively Drepanocladus fluitans, usually 
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abundant but poorly preserved and indetenninable seeds: 

transitional boundary to 

LI'IHOS'I'RATIGRAPHIC UNIT E 3: 654 - 649 em. 

very dark gray (2.5 Y 3/0) pure clay with few stones but 

abundant D. fluitans (in many cores this unit is absent 

or represented by discrete noss bands overlying litho

unit E ); C/N values continue to decline: transitional 

ooundary to 

LI'I'IDS'I'RATIGRAPHIC UNIT E ~: 649 - 645.5 em. 

as unit E2 , with well-preserved stems of D. fluitans: 

C/N values rise; sharp boundary to 

LI'llIOOTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT ES: 645.5 - 643.5 em. 

very dark gray (2.5 Y 3/0) clay gyttja with abundant, 

tightly packed noss fragrrents (D. fluitans cnly 

recognized) giving a fibrous, peaty ar.pearance, and 

abundant rOlU1ded to sub-angular quartz pel::bles plus 

nuscovi te grains; C/N values are pronounced and high in 

unit. This is the nest variable unit in thickness, 

found as thin noss-rich bands (cores 10, 13, 25, 27; fig 

3.8), as thick horizons (cores 14, 22, 23; fig 3.8) or 

as two separate units seperated by litho-units E3I or Elt• 

There is usually a sharp ooundary to 

LI'llDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E I.: 643.5 - 634 em. 

as unit El. rut nore stoney (as above, plus schistose 

grains, gabbro and olivine-rich dolerites), few 
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macrofossils, poorly preserved and indeterminable 

nosses, twigs and ooe Coleopteran fragrrent: C/N values 

return to those of litho-unit E3: transitional boundary 

to 

LI'I'fDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT F : 634 - 625 an. 

dark brONl'l (7.5 YR 3/2) coarse detrital gyttja, 

stooeless, increasingly peaty and less humified upward 

(proportions of peat to gyttja vary in cores): C/N 

values rapidly exceed any previously recorded: 

transitional boundary to 

LI'I'IDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT G : 625 - 560 an. 

sedge-peat (5 YR 3/3 dark reddish bra-m turning black (5 

YR 2.5/1) on exposure) with abundant but poorly 

preserved organic residue. Sanples seen in fig 3. 9a 

suggest this unit is divisible into a lONer, finer 

sedge-peat and an overlying denser, less humified, 

sedge-peat (litho-unit G I ): sharp botmdary to 

LI'IlDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT H : 391 - 382 an. 

(seen only in fig 3.9a) 

well preserved, poorly humified fibrous birch-\\1OOd 

layer. 

vi Biostratigraphy 

Using strictly the concept of local pollen zonation, ml and 

PH2 are described separately before their ccrrparability is 

assessed. 
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(A) PULPIT HILL CNE ( fig 3.2) 

720 - 702 ern : Non-polleniferous. 

702 - 683 ern : local p.a.z. PH 1 A 

Rumex - Salix - Juniperus - Artemisia 

the local p.a. zone has 3 sub-zones, thus: 

(a) 702 - 691 ern. 

Arboreal pollen equals 5 - 7% T .L.P ., with birch 

exceeding 90% of this, Betula nana not being recorded. 

Juniperus rises to 6% T.L.P., as does Salix, while 

Effipetrum peaks at 5% T.L.P. at the upper sub-zone 

boundary. 

Cramineae values exceed those of the sedges, and 

Artemisia, Cruciferae and Calium are well-represented. 

Filipendula is prominent, up to 4% T.L.P., but 

dominating all is Rumex, reaching 43% T.L.P. towards the 

sub-zone boundary. 

. Aquatics are absent, and spores poorly represented. 

Deterioration varies little throughout the entire zone. 

(b) 691 - 687 ern. 

Herb pollen now exceeds 90% T.L.P., reflected in 

reduced percentages for trees and shrubsl B. nana is 

recorded in all three spectra. Cyperaceae values are 

unchanged, although grass representation fluctuates, and 
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the Caryophyllaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Campositae 

Liguliflorae, Thalictrum, and Crataegus-type taxa are 

recorded in contiguous spectra for the first time or in 

increased frequencies. Artemisia in particular reverses 

a declining trend by expanding to 3 - 4% T.L.P. Other 

taxa are unchanged. 

(c) 687 - 683 em. 

Values for Betula and Juniperus return to those of 

subzone (a), while Errpetrum is more strongly represented 

at 8% T.L.P. The irrportant herb-taxa of subzone (b) are 

not recorded, and Artemis ia is much reduced. Rumex now 

begins to decline. 

683 - 664 em : local p.a.z. PH 1 B 

Gramineae - Plantago maritima. 

N.A.P. totals exceed 80% T.L.P., daninated by the 

grasses ()40% T.L.P.). \tlith Rumex subdued, the 

Plantaginaceae are characteristic, with P. maritLma (4% 

T.L.P.), P. undiff. and P. lanceolata present at every 

level. Galium and Ranunculaceae are equally 

consistent. 

~1yriq>hyl1urn, Dtyq?teris and Polypodiaceae rise 

slightly as do total deterioration values. 
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664 - 645 em : local p.a.z. PH 1 C 

Cyperaceae - Artemisia 

A notable drop in Juniperus and Enpetrurn, and an 

increase in Pinus to 8% T.L.P. mark this zone, and 

N.A.P. values still exceed 80% T.L.P., with the grasses 

declining to leave Cyperaceae dominant at c. 30% T.L.P. 

Artemisia expands eventually to 7 - 8% T.L.P., and 

Cruciferae, Filipendula, Rurrex, Chenopodiaceae and 

Caryophyllaceae re-establish themselves, while 

Thalictrurn and Ranunculaceae undiff. expand, and the 

saxifrages occur consistently for the first time. 

Selaginella and Lycopodium selago became more 

abundant. Deterioration values change little. 

645 - 637 em : local p.a.z. PH I D 

Betula - Artemisia • 

The zone is distinguished by distinctive peaks in 

Betula, Pinus and Artemisia, the latter also shCMing a 

more consistent expansion, as do Thalictrurn and 

Filipendula. urnbelliferae, Plantago major/media and 

Poterium sanguisorba appear consistently here. 

Cyperaceae and spore values show a decline fram the 
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underlying zone. 

637 - 629 em : local p.a.z. PH 1 E 

Gramineae - Ranunculaceae undiff. 

Gramineae expand steadily, as do Epilobium and 

Ranunculaceae undiff., and the Plantaginaceae (Po major/ 

media) are well-represented, with Filipendula. 

Caryophyllaceae are absent, and Artemisia, Cruciferae, 

Chenopodiaceae and Thalictrum decline markedly. 

Myriqrhyllum alterniflorum rises to 60% T.L.P. + 

aquatics, and Typhaceae are encountered for the first 

time. Similar but less dramatic increases are seen in 

Dryopteris, polypodiaceae undiff., Athyrium 

filix-femina, Polypodium vulgare and Thelypteris-type, 

plus Equisetum. 

629 - 620 em local p.a.z. PH I F 

Gramineae - ~trum - Juniperus 

Although the grasses again dominate, N.A.P. values 

decline to < 70% T.L.P., with increases in ~trum and 

Juniperus. Filipendula expands again, but many herbs 

are poorly represented or are absent from the counts. 
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Myrigphyllum is still prominent though reduced in 

numbers of grains, but ferns persist strongly. 

620 - 580 em : local p.a.z. PH 1 G 

Betula - Juniperus - Filipendula 

the local p.a. zone has two sub-zones, thus: 

(a) 620 - 602 em : 

Gramineae declines initially, while Salix rises to 

7% T.L.P., and Filipendula is very well-represented. 

Crucifer values are maintained in this sub-zone, but 

birch is dominant, and Juniperus inportant. Taxa 

outside the pollen sum show reduced percentages. 

(b) 602 - 580 em : 

\'lith Betula again daninant ('> 60% T.L.P.), the 

sedges show increases, together with the Saxifragaceae 

(5% T.L.P.). 

580 - 562 em local p.a.z. PH 1 H 

Coryloid - Betula 

The pronounced increase in coryloid grains typifies 

this zone, but Betula declines only slightly: B. nana is 

recorded only below 574 em. Salix persists, but other 
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shnlbs are not present in the upper part, although the 

Ericaceae undiff. are also recorded throughout, with 

Calluna vulgaris at 'b.>o levels. A fell herbs, Plantago 

naritima, Filipendula, RLmex and Saxifragaceae are 

present in reduced percentages. 

Menyanthes is noted sIX>radically in this and the 

laver zone, and IUtanogeton is recognized, at one point 

4% T.L.P. + aquatics. 

(B) PULPIT HILL TWO (fig 3.5) 

655 - 640 em : Non-IX>lleniferous. 

640 - 630 em : local p.a.z. PH 2 A 

Gramineae - RLmex - Carpositae 

With N.A.P. values at 90% plus, Betula and Pinus 

daninate the low arooreal c:x:rtp:)nent, and Alnus and 

Tilia are recorded. Salix is the nest abundant shnlb 

IX>llen, but Juniperus expands tc:Mards 640 em. 

Of the herbs, Gramineae values exceed all others, 

though RLmex attains 43% T.L.P. at the top of the ZCl1e, 

rising throughout, ani there are high values for 

Oampositae Liguliflorae, Bidens type and Artemisia. 

Plantago maritima, Chenopodiaceae and Ca.ryq:hyllaceae 

are also distinctive. 
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Myrigphyllum alterniflorum rises throughout, and 

the polypodiaceae undiff. are the IT'Dst irrportant spore

producers. Deterioration is uniform at 41 - 42% 

T.L.P. and indeterminable grains. 

630 - 618 em : local p.a.z PH 2 B 

Gramineae - Rumex 

This local p.a. zone has three sub-zones, thus: 

(a) 630 - 626 em. 

Although Betula nana is recorded consistently, 

birch percentages decline to 4% T.L.P., but both 

Juniperus and E!rpetrum continue to expand, as do the 

grasses and aquatics and spores. Conversely, many herbs 

are no longer recorded. 

(b) 626 - 622.5 em. 

Betula values are very subdued, as are those of 

juniper and E!npetrum (<: 2% T.L.P.), while Salix 

expands. 

Herb changes are seen in the expanding Rumex curve, 

and reappearance of Caryophyllaceae, Chenopodiaceae, 

Campositae (Liguliflorae and Artemisia are distinctive), 

Cruciferae, Crataegus-type and Saxifraga granulata. 
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Armeria maritima and Ononis-type are restricted to this 

sub-zone, while Epilobium, Galium and Ranunculaceae are 

reduced. The aquatics and spores of subzone (a) decline 

abruptly in percentage terms. 

(e) 622.5 - 618 em. 

Empetrum regains its values of subzone (a), 

although Juniperus, Salix and Betula shON only a limited 

recovery. 

The sedges briefly exceed Gramineae percentages, 

and most herbs continue into this zone, though at 

declining values (Artemisia, Thalictrum, Rumex). 

Aquatics and spores shON only modest expansions. 

618 - 604 em_~: local p.a.z. PH 2 C 

Gramineae - Plantago maritima 

Major changes occur in the herbs, with the grasses 

expanding, as does Plantago maritima (12% T.L.P.). 

Rumex is poorly represented, and many herbs are not 

recorded. 

604 - 576 em local p.a.z. PH 2 D. 

eyperaceae - Artemisia - Chenopodiaceae 

this local p.a. zone has two sub-zones, thus: 
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(a) 604 - 584 em. 

As grass values decline, Cyperaceae are again 

dominant. Pine and willCM increase, but Juniperus and 

Empetrum are noticeably less cammon. Chenopodiaceae and 

Artemisia rise to sustained prominence, but 

characteristic only of this sub-zone are the crucifers, 

Helianthernum, Dryas, and to a lesser extent, Thalictrum 

and Filipendula. Likewise, Polypodiaceae undiff. and 

Selaginella are abundant only in this sub-zone. 

(b) 584 - 576 em. 

Ranunculaceae undiff. are characteristic, and the 

grasses also expand. Pinus and Salix values decline. 

576 - 555 em : local p.a.z PH 2 E. 

Gramineae - Ernpetrum - Rumex 

the local p.a. zone has two sub-zones, thus: 

(a) 576 - 568 em. 

The principal taxon is Rumex, which rises as 

Artemisia, Chenopodiaceae and Ranunculaceae decline 

sharply. The grasses continue to expand, though little 

response is seen in tree pollen, or in shrubs except 

Empetrum tCMards the upper sub-zone boundary. 

M~ri9Phyllum alterniflorum rises dramatically at the 

base of the sub-zone, but declines as abruptly within 
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the sub-zone. 

(b) 568 - 555 em. 

Prominent in this subzone are the rising curves for 

Juniperus, Betula and Salix. With the grasses still 

prominent at 50% T.L.P., Plantago maritima is 

characteristic, as are ~ilobium and Filipendula. 

Hyriophyllum once IrOre expands, with similar 

increases in Dryopteris and Polypodiaceae undiff. 

(C) OOMPARABILITY OF PH I AND PH 2. 

The biostratigraphical correlations are shown in 

fig 3.7. Not all zones can be correlated, and indicator 

taxa are often different between zones that are 

correlated. The uppet:1rost two zones of PH 1 are both 

younger than the top zone at PH 2 (PH 2 E). 

It is clear that the majority of zones and subzones 

can be correlated, and often indicator taxa are 

canparable. In view of this close correlation it is 

proposed to discuss the combined information from the 

two sites in the following section. Prior to this, 

however, sane anomalies between the diagrams need to be 

discussed briefly. No attempt has been made to canpare 

the diagrams quantitatively using, for instance, the 
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SIDTSEXl carputer program of Birks (1979). 

It cannot be expected that taxa represented by 

single grains or very leM percentages will shaN a close 

correspondence between cores, and the lack of agreerrent 

between p.a. zones m 1 C/O and PH 2 ra concerning the 

occurrence of Betula nana may reflect the paucity of 

this pollen type in the sediments. The close agreerrent 

of this grain' s distribution in zones PH 1 A and PH 2 B 

is interesting in view of the elerrent of Subjectivity in 

its recognition (see Appendix), and may sheM the 

irrportance of the dwarf birches at this time. 

The major tree, shrub, dwarf shrub and herb taxa 

all shc:w strong similarities, and trends are consistent. 

Ranunculaceae and Dryas p:>llen seem better represented 

at PH 2, while the reverse is true for Thalictrum, but 

there is little reason to suggest the shallower site (PH 

2), presunably nearer the lake-edge, had pollen 

depositional rrechan.isms dissimilar to the centre of the 

basin in general. 

Marked contrasts do exist between the aquatic and 

spore records, the scale of which is tmlikely to be due 

to statistical artefacts (cf. ravis and Deevey, 1964) • 
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The expansion of ferns and Myriophyllum in zone PH 2 Ba 

is not seen at PH 1. It is difficult to envisage pollen 

dispersal mechanisms or, in the case of the aquatic 

Myriophyllum, distribution within the lake of the plant 

itself (Spence, 1967) . affecting this pattern, the ferns 

being anernophilous and the water-rnilfoil increasing in 

abundance off-shore. This anomaly remains unexplained, 

but in the discussion (section vii) the sequence at PH 2 

is taken as valid for reasons mentioned therein. The 

synchronous rise of the same three taxa, Myriophyllum, 

Dryopteris and Polypodiaceae undiff. in zones PH 1 E/PH 

2 Eb suggests that the same feature at this depth is not 

a statistical artefact. 

Sediment types are uniform between zones PH 2 Ba 

and PH 1 Aa, no erosion surface is apparent at PH 1, and 

other factors, such as deterioration or redeposition, 

would affect both cores equally. It is unlikely that 

this period of praninence arrong aquatics is contained 

wi thin "non-polleniferous" sediment at PH 1 in vie-l of 

the lithostratigraphic correlation with PH 2 and the 

presence of countable spectra at PH 1 in clays 

apparently earlier in the biostratigraphy. 

Despite these problems, the sequences are 
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sufficiently correlatable that interpretations can be 

made from canbining the two diagrams, plus the pollen 

concentration diagram constructed from PH 2 (fig 3.5). 

vii Interpretations 

ZONE PH 2 A 

As implied in fig 3.7 this basal zone is considered to 

have no correlative at PH 1 in view of the already high 

values in Rumex and low representation of Campositae at 

that site. 

Total land pollen concentration is very low 

initially but rises smoothly to 15,000 grains per cm~ of 

wet sediment. Few taxa besides Rumex and Gramineae 

respond to this increase, and at the top of the zone 

Rumex exceeds the contribution of the grasses by a 

factor of 2. This is not reflected in the percentage 

diagram, clearly an example of over-representation: 

Markgraf (1980) reports the pollen productivity of 

grasses as 10 x that of other herbs including Rumex, 

itself a prolific pollen producer. Where impoverished, 

local grassland pollen productivity can be swamped by 

regional contributions (Markgraf, 1980), and this might 

be the situation at the base of this zone, with its low 

pollen concentrations, but by zone PH 2 B grasslands 
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probably existed around the site. 

The more rapid and larger influx of Rumex pollen is 

interesting in the light of the well-known problems of 

over-representation associated with the docks. Here the 

percentage values mirror the concentration increases, 

contrary to the pattern exhibited by the Grarnineae, and 

given the relative pollen dispersal rates for the two 

t4~~ it seems likely that these levels of pollen 

concentration for Rumex must imply considerable 

importance of this herb in the local and regional 

vegetation. Fran rrodern pq>ulation studies concerning 

the effect of competition on Rumex (Putwain and Harper, 

1970) it would seem that R. acetosa is more tolerant of 

competition than R. acetosella, and although it cannot 

be concluded on this evidence which species was growing 

at Pulpit Hill, it seems very likely that the genus was 

thriving on bare ground, not within grassland 

camnunities. 

Pennington (1977 b) describes modern surface 

samples registering high percentages of Rumex 

CCIlparable with those at Pulpit Hill, fran "pioneer" 

communities rich in Rumex acetosa and Oxyria digyna. 

There must, however, be same uncertainty over the 
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relevance of this observation to the initial immigration 

sequence in view of the relative maturity of the 

substrate she investigated, it having been exposed for 

"the last two centuries" (Pennington, 1977b~ p.l29), and 

the absence of both LYoqpodium selago and Salix herbacea 

in her vegetational analyses (Pennington, 1977b), both 

indicator taxa of the earliest pollen assemblages in 

northern Scotland (Pennington, 1977a). Rurrex' expansion 

is seen to follow the appearance of typical pioneer 

plants such as Chenopodiaceae, §Pilobium (Persson, ·1964~ 

Matthews, 1978) and Artemisia, but occurs with the rise 

of plants able to withstand increased competition from 

the grasses, e.g., Cruciferae, Campositae Tubuliflorae, 

Galium-type, Plantago maritima, Filipendula and 

Urtica-type. Bare areas persisted, however, and the 

grassland must have remained very open if the high Rumex 

concentration values reflect the dominance of the plant. 

Savile (1972) describes a relationship between Taraxacum 

(Carp. Lig.) and Oxyria (Rumex) on light, well-drained 

arctic soils which warm up rapidly in the spring, and 

this may be reflected in part of this zone. Pennington 

(1980) reports that in Greenland Taraxacum is apomictic 

and absent fran the pollen rain, though it is known to 

be a high pollen producer at the present day in Scotland 

(Birks, 1973). 
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It is possible that its abundance at this stage at 

Pulpit Hill reflects some form of ecotypic 

differentiation controlled by ameliorating climate. 

The low pollen concentration values of Betula and 

Juniperus do not suggest local growth. Likewise, the 

values for Empetrum can be similarly interpreted, 

although it is not usually considered of non-local 

origin in pollen diagrams. Salix, on the other hand, 

rises more conspicuously within this zone, and Fredskild 

(1973) states "it can only exceptionally be capable of 

long-distance dispersal" (p.S3), having sticky grains 

which often clunp together. In addition, Pennington 

(1980) reports influx of Salix pollen to lakes to be 

only half that of terrestrial polsters, suggesting 

under-representation in aquatic environments. 

Two pollen types of Salix were distinguished in the 

counts, but lack of type slides meant identification to 

below generic level was impossible. Reference to Andrew 

(1980) suggested that one type (with typically a coarse 

reticulum and Illlri as thick as the lumina), could be ~ 

herbacea, but this remains unclear. This species is 

recorded il1 macrofossil form fran Garral Hill (Donner, 

1957), Ireland (Jessen, 1949) and in the study area at 
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Lochgilphead (fig 1.3), from the marine Clyde Beds 

(Dickson, 1977). More than one type is recorded at 

Pulpit Hill. Jessen (1949) proposes s. cf. 

phyllicifolia to have been important in Ireland. 

Iversen (1954) suggests S. polaris and s. reticulata 

were also important, but their alkaline preferences 

contrast with that of S. herbacea (Kirk and Godwin, 

1963). It is unlikely that tall-shrub willcws were 

present in this basal zone. A role in the open-ground 

Rumex cammunities seems likely, as Viereck (1966) notes 

that increases in the ground cover of Elyrnus (Gramineae) 

inhibits Salix grcwth. The peak in Salix concentration 

in zone PH 2 A occurs llnmediately prior to the major 

expansion of the Gramineae. 

Such open vegetation would not have inhibited 

solifluction. The carbon content of these sediIrents is 

very lCM, and the C:N ratio is the lCMest in the 

lithostratigraphy (fig 3.3). Mackereth (1966) 

published curves frOm Esthwaite and Buttermere with very 

similar characteristics to Pulpit Hill in their high N 

contents at the base of the profiles, to which he 

attributed the release of aIIlOOnium (NH+ 4) from the 

Clays. This may be the case at Pulpit Hill also, 

despite the lCM occurrence of nitrogen in rrost rocks 

(Raleigh, 1939), and rainwater 
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probably adds a proportion also. 

Stable vegetation systems retain nutrients more 

efficiently than disturbed types, and the C:N ratio 

possibly reflects the inherent stability of the 

vegetation at anyone time. Following nitrification, 

(the dominant pedological process where C:N ratios are 

<10: Bolt and Bruggenwert, 1978), and the conversion of 

ammonium to nitrate (via nitrite), the nitrate ions are 

nore easily leached than in other forms, but will be 

easily assimilated given sufficient biomass. The 

varying proportions of carbon and nitrogen can thus be 

vi~ed as measures of plant abundance. Values for 

nitrogen of 0.1 - 0.2% are typical of moderately fe~tile 

loarns (Townsend, 1973), so that the potential to support 

a considerable biomass is clear, as indicated by the 

developing grasslands. 

ZooES PH 1 A / PH 2 B 

The change to organic sediments at the zone 

ooundary, with increasing carbon and nitrogen curves, 

probably reflects rapidly colonizing vegetation in the 

catchment. The still rising nitrogen curve probably 

indicates a change to organically bound forms. 

Hackereth (1966) describes how the C:N ratio in organic 

sediments 
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mirrors those for agricultural soils (8.5 - 11.4), 

representing the stable end-product of humification 

(Bolt and Bruggenwert, 1978). This would seem to allCM 

certain inferences to be drawn on the rate of soil 

develorxnent. 

The C:N ratio in agricultural soils (c.lO) is 

determined principally by the conversion of carbon to 

CO~ or by its incorporation into the bianass, so that in 

well-mixed soils a steady state in chemical processes 

exists. This ratio is attained very rapidly in this 

pollen assemblage zone. In arctic soils (chernozems) 

leaching is limited (Lirnbrey, 1975) and precipitation is 

lost in evaporation. Under alpine soils (brunizems) 

leaching is prominent and conversion of plant matter to 

humus corrplete (Rietzer, 1974), so that the inferred 

pedological changes at Pulpit Hill at this time can be 

seen to represent a change from arctic to alpine 

conditions, and sane form of climatic amelioration. 

Such inferences depend on the chemical components 

analysed being derived fran terrestrial soils. Given 

the high numbers of Myriophyllum grains part at least of 

the gyttja rust derive fran the lake itself, but at many 

lake-basins sediIrento1ogical (Ho1Ires, 1968) and 
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geochemical (Mackereth, 1966: Pennington and Lishman, 

1971: CraJ'"Mell, 1974) analyses suggest a predominant 

terrestric input. Tavards the top of subzone a 

Juniperus and Enpetrurn expand slightly. Berglund and 

Malmer (1971) describe Errpetrurn as developing when soil 

humus accumulates. 

Andrew (1980) defines two broad types of 

Ranunculus, on whether the verrucae have ringed 

dinorphic colwnellae, or are unringed. The type 

recognized at Pulpit Hill was exclusively unringed, a 

type which includes R. fluitans, R. trichophyllos, R. 

aguatilis, R. peltatus, R. bandottii, R. tripartitum and 

R. hederaceous,in short, all aquatic species, plus spp. 

of Anarone, of which A. narorosa, the only native, is 

not likely at this time, its habit being within 

deciduous wa::rlland (Clapham et. al., 1962). I t seems 

likely, therefore, that the Ranunculus is of aquatic 

type, and has no role in the developing grassland 

ccmnuni ties (cf. Appendix One). 

This increase in Ranunculaceae is not seen at PH 1, 

and it might be that the shallow-water habit of aquatic 

buttercups implies pollen deposition very close to the 

shore, i.e. at PH 2. Galium shCMS a similar pattern, 

and the pollen rray relate to G. palustre, a 

shallCM-water/ 
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fen plant. Such suggestions would mean that sediment 

IOC>vement in lakes is not as uniform as Davis (1973) and 

Lehman (1975) have argued, but fran the remains of 

IOC>sses, minerogenic material and woody fragrrents in the 

gyttja it may be that slope;lash and basin-edge 

collapsed material contained entrapped pollen of these 

fen plants, and their concentration at PH 2 is not 

typical. 

Clear climatic indicators are few. Pennington 

(1975) describes Myriophyllum alterniflorurn as 

"carparatively warmth-demanding" (p.162), but Berglund 

(1966) considers its increased growth in Scandinavian 

lakes to be the result of lack of competition: certainly 

aquatic pollen is sparse until this point. The water

mil fo il , s expansion at the onset of organic 

sedimentation might suggest that nutrient supply was a 

further consideration. Although found in nutrient-poor 

waters (Spence, 1967) it can be expected to grow rrore 

vigorously when nutrient levels are high. 

Dtyopteris may be associated with the willow scrub 

cammunities, as MCVean and Ratcliffe (1962) relate their 

Salix lapponurn - Luzula sylvatica nodum to a DEY9Pteris

rich ccmnunity in Norway (Nordhagen, in MCVean and 
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Ratcliffe, 1962), also related to Dahl's (1956) Rumi.ceto 

- Salicetum lapponae sociation (RuJrex-rich willow scrub) 

described as carprising "tall herb arrl broad leaved 

grass meadows of the I..oN-alpine and SUb-alpine zones. 

Willow and birch scrub with tall herb COtifouents and 

fern meadows are included", (McVean and Ratcliffe, 1962: 

p.140) • This is probably an apt description of the 

vegetation at this period, with the plantains and 

Thalictrum being typical of neutral-to-alkaline 

grasslands, and open~Olmd taxa, O1enqx:xliaceae and 

Oompositae Liguliflorae declining. 

The biostratigraphically defined bourx3ary between 

subzones a and b lies close to but prior to the change 

to litho-unit C. In addition, carron and nitrogen 

changes are seen to be indeperrlent of sed.iIrentological 

variation, declining in subzcne a. 

In both diagrams in subzone b the herbaceous 

eleroonts expand at the expense of \\OOdy plants, 

Juniperus and Enpetrum. Salix remains well-represented. 

Betula suffers significant reduction, but all three 

spectra fran subzone m 1 Ab shcJ..l Betula nana, probably 

growing arotmd the site. This close correlation is not 

seen at m 2, ho.vever. 
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The expanding pollen-types are the open or 

disturbed ground plants such as Armeria maritima, 

recorded for the first time, Potentilla-type (PH 2), 

Caryophyllaceae, Cruciferae and Crataegus-type (only 

taxa represented in more than one level are mentioned). 

Taxa seen to expand from their subzone a values include 

Artemisia, Chenopodiaceae and Rl.UTIex (PH 2). The 

aquatics and spore-producing plants all decline, and the 

fen-communities containing Ranunculus and Galium appear 

to have been markedly affected. Gramineae 

concentration values decline in this zone. 

There are several alternative explanations for this 

trend: 

(a) variations in pollen curves can be induced by 

statistical artefacts, or alternatively, in the closer 

sampling of this interval one is identifying natural 

fluctuations in the pollen production of plants under 

environmental and competitive stresses. 

These suggestions cannot explain the chemical and 

sedimentological changes apparent at this time, nor the 

seemingly ecological distinctiveness of the expansion in 

bare-ground taxa. These changes are recorded at two 

sites within the same basin, in samples counted to a 
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consistently high pollen sum, with pollen concentration 

techniques endorsing the percentage results. It seems 

clear that the palynological changes are significant. 

(b) basin-edge collapse of sediment can account for 

changes in litho- and biostratigraphy. 

Basin-edge collapse is generally sudden, with the 

clay being deposited en masse. Although contacts 

between Ii tho-uni ts are occasionally sharp (cores 1, 2, 

3, 19; fig 3.8) the majority of cores (71%) show 

transitional boundaries. Fram such rapidly deposited 

clay pollen concentration values might be expected to 

remain constant, being derived fram the sarre source and 

having been well-mixed be~ore settling on the basin 

floor. Yet Chenopodiaceae and Rumex in particular show 

variations through the clay band (fig 3.6). One can 

instead infer that vegetational changes occurred during 

deposition of the clay, in turn implying a slow rate of 

sedimentation. 

Reworked pollen commonly has a different pattern of 

deterioration to contemporaneously deposited pollen, in 

corrosion, for instance (Birks, 1970). No firm 

conclusions fram the remarkably uniform deterioration 

curves (fig 3.3a; 3.5) can be made. Such additions to 
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the pollen rain might be expected to increase the T.L P. 

concentration, rut the nean values drop, although these 

are obviously dependent on sedimentation rates. The 

principal difficulty with this suggestion lies in its 

inability to account for the declining values for carbon 

and nitrogen prior to the sedimentological change. 

(c) climatic deterioration is reflected in the 

palynological and physical changes. 

Taking the chemical evidence first, the declining 

curves can perhaps rrost easily be interpreted as 

reflecting a period of reduced organic matter production 

in the catchment soils. That the change is gradual is 

seen in the unchanging C:N ratio, implying a period of 

pedological adjustment to the new, lower levels of 

organic producti vi ty • Decreasing arrounts of organic 

matter would eventually lead to the deposition of 

minerogenic material. 

Biotic changes are few when the chemical effects 

are first noted in subzone a. It could be argued that 

existing assemblages would be maintained initially, so 

that a time-lag occurred between the initiation of 

climatic deterioration and vegetational response • 
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These effects are not dramatic, and the revertence 

to pioneer communities was by no means complete, with 

the Plantaginaceae, Bidens-type Campositae, Thalictrum 

and Filipendula, and concentration values for Gramineae, 

at levels close to those in the latter half of zone PH 2 

A, suggesting that expanses of open grassland with 

willow scrub were maintained. 

The temporary nature of the revertence is seen by 

the rising carbon and nitrogen values before the end of 

clay sedimentation, the resumption of gyttja 

sedimentation, and palynological changes in subzone c. 

Lithostratigraphical boundaries are again usually 

transitional. 

In subzone c a return to the Rumex - Taraxacum 

open-ground, shade intolerant communities of zone PH 2 

A, with the persistence of many open-ground taxa fran 

subzone b is indicated, and Gramineae values do not 

rise until the overlying zone. The vegetational 

succession is seen to recommence, and the rapid 

establishment of areas of ~trum may mean that the 

soils still contained sane acid humus, and did not 

becane entirely litha:orphic, perhaps irxlicated by the 

carbon and nitrogen values being higher in subzone b 

than in zone PH 2 A, and the C:N ratio of c.O suggesting 

moderate fertility. The response of Juniperus is less 
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clear-cut, being distinctive (7 - 9% T.L.P.) at PH 1, 

but not seen at PH 2, although one concentration 

spectrum shows values approaching the maximum production 

of subzone a (fig 3.6). Total land pollen concentration 

is much higher than in zone PH 2 A. Without influx data 

comparisons are difficult, but it seems reasonable to 

propose that although qualitatively the vegetational 

assemblages equate with those of zone PH 2 A/subzone PH 

1 Aa: PH 2 Ba, the bianass was considerably nore 

abundant. 

Watts (1970) described several tests to be applied 

in establishing an oscillation as being primarily 

climatic in origin. He proposed that at anyone site; 

"the sediments which define the oscillation 

must contain a pollen flora studied to a good 

modern standard which is clearly distinct from the 

pollen flora contained in the underlying and 

overlying sediments." (p.l44). 

This point is believed supported by the selective 

increases in characteristic open-ground and pioneer taxa 

at the expense of newly-established shrub, dwarf-shrub 

and grassland canmunities, and by the re-establishment 

of these assemblages in subzone C and zone PH 1 BIPH 2 

C. 
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"Distinctive single pollen spectra do not 

provide a sufficient basis for a firm identifi

cation of an oscillation." (p.144). 

At Pulpit Hill two separate pollen sequences are 

zoned independently and each counted to a statistically 

significant pollen sum. Each subzone contains more than 

one spectrum, and in addition the above discussion 

deliberately excludes taxa present in single spectra. 

"clear evidence of climatic reversion is 

essential. 'Revertence' is what distinguishes an 

oscillation from a long slowly developing plant 

succession." (p.144). 

The establishment of grassland with Juniperus and 

Errpetrum heath in subzone a is in successional terms an 

advance on the pioneer and open grassland assemblages of 

subzone b (Cooper, 1939; Persson, 1964; Viereck, 1966), 

so that the sequence is best described as a vegetational 

revertence. 

The pollen evidence is strengthened when 

"associated with distinctive sediments and/or 

macrofossils which may reflect a physical change on 
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the upland. II (p.l44). 

The clay band (litho-unit C) is considered 

indicative of increasing soil inpoverishrrent, and 

additional evidence cares fran the chemical analyses. 

II Ideally, the beginning and end of the 

oscillation are dated by radiocar1:x:>n. II (p.l44) • 

This last point is not critical, but is obviously 

inportant in correlation (see sections 3.4: 3. 5B) • 

The exact nature of the postulated clirratic 

fluctuation is uncertain. Its effect is noted in 1:x:>th 

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. It is doubtful if 

increased rainfall w::uld reduce the fen-<Xl'Tm.ll'lities by 

affecting regiCl1al water-tables, \ffiile a reduction in 

precipitation might explain the patterns. Yet the only 

limited extent of the Lateglacial lake at Pulpit Hill 

has been rrentioned (section 3. 2i), and it is to be 

expected that a 10Nering of the water level \\QuId 

introduce coarser sedirrent to the basin. PH 2 is 

critical in this, being the shallower site, and here the 

sedirrents of litho-unit C are fine clays. Declining 

temperatures could also generate the necessary 
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vegetational revertence, but little evidence is 

available to define thermal fluctuations at this time. 

It is felt, however, that the site was not subject to 

the same harshness of climate apparent in zones PH 1 C, 

O/PH 2 O,E (see later). 

za~FS PH 1 B / PH 2 C 

The succession continues with the establishment and 

dominance of closed-turf grasslands and secondary 

Empetrum-heath. Trees and other shrubs are not thought 

present around the site. Betula has low percentage and 

concentration values, the latter well below the 8 -

10,000 grains per an':\ Pennington (l977a) considered 

indicative of local growth. The concentration values of 

Juniperus do not suggest local growth when catpared to 

its major expansion in zone PH 2 Eb, unless it existed 

in the dwarf fo~ with much reduced pollen productivity 

(Iversen, 19541 Birks, 1973). The persistence of 

willows until this zone could have been encouraged by 

the suggested climatic reversion in subzones PH 1 Ab/PH 

2 Bb, and with the expansion of grasses the Salix shrubs 

" might not have survived (Viereck, 1966). The 

concentration values for §rrPetrum suggest that, despite 

falling percentages, once established crowberry sustains 
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itself quite successfully. Ericaceae grains are only 

intermittently recorded at PH 1, but occur at the base 

of zone PH 2 C, rising through the underlying subzone. 

The species could not be determined, but heath of this 

kind requires acid soils with, generally, a high humus 

content. In this zone the C:N ratio rises to 10, the 

optimum for organic matter breakdown by saprophytic 

bacteria (Bolt and Bruggenwert, 1978). 

The closure of the grasslands was not complete, 

although the competition - intolerant docks and sorrels 

decline. The Plantaginaceae are most common on bare or 

disturbed (i.e., trampled) ground, and Sagar and Harper 

(1960) suggest that establishment and regeneration of ~ 

major, P. media and P. lanceolata does not occur in tall 

or closed grasslands, and their presence is thought 

indicative of open grasslands. All three species avoid 

acid ericaceous heaths, P. lanceolata being scarce on 

soils belCM IiI 4.5 (Grime and Lloyd, 1973). The {X'llen 

of P. lanceolata is ccmrron when the plant itself is not 

(Birks, 1973), rut its persistence in the {X'llen counts 

with other plantains is taken as irrplying local grCMth. 

Plantago media is a sub-arctic climatic indicator 

(Iversen, 1954), and Sagar and Harper (1960) provide 

quantitative data in defining successful 
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-. - germination only above 20°C, 2~C for P. major. 

The JOOst important plantain at Pulpit Hill, E.!

maritima, is undoubtedly present in the vegetation, 

Markgraf (1980) reporting high values only when the 

plant is growing on site. The Urnbelliferae, also 

open-grassland plants, are also thought to be local as 

Hagerup (1951) has reported only restricted pollen 

dispersal. 

Problems of specific determination or ecological 

variability limit the significance of other taxa. 

Filipendu1a is found with Rumex (acetosa), Campositae 

(Anthemis type) and Valeriana in the Dwarf Herb nodurn of 

MCVean and Ratcliffe (1962), but also with Galium, 

Epilobiurn, Carex (Cyperaceae), Drepanocladus and 

Sphagnum in fen carmmities (Birks, 1972). 

Drepanocladus vernicosus, to which species a 

poorly-preserved stem was keyed, is reported fram the 

Lateg1acial deposits at Colney Heath, and is C<lm'Dn in 

sub-alpine bogs, avoiding the highest latitudes 

(Dickson, 1973), and a fen or small eutrophic valley-bog 

may have been established. The aquatics are seen not to 

recover fram the climatic deterioration of the preceding 

zone. 
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Although total pollen concentration increases 

distinctly, without influx data the high value, 54,000 

grains per cm~, is of uncertain significance. The 

carbon and nitrogen values reach their highest levels so 

far, hCMever, and it is thought that this zone 

represents the period of maximum biological productivity 

prior to local p.a. zones PH 1 F/ PH 2 E. Climatic 

indicators are again limited and of uncertain value. 

Empetrum hermaphroditum is restricted to maximum summer 

tenperatures belCM 2'fC (Conolly and Dahl, 1970), but 

the pollen taxon includes E. nigrum, for which figures 

are unavailable. Likewise, Thalictrum alpinum has a 

similar restrictive tenperature control, but T. minus 

grCMs rruch further south (Fitter, 1978), and is reported 

in Lateglacial deposits from limestone-rich areas of 

Ireland (Watts, 1977). The presence of the plantains 

and Drepanocladus vernicosus suggest sub-alpine 

tenperatures. 

ZOOES PH 1 C / PH 2 Da 

The carbon and nitrogen values decline above 663 

en , although the C:N ratios remain stable, and this 

pattern is sustained through the zone. They do not 

approach the lCM values seen in subzone PH 1 Ab/PH 2 Bb, 
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due to the continuing supply of organic nud to the 

sedinents of the nore minerogenic litho-tmit E. The 

lcwest C and N cx:ntents appear to coincide with the 

purest minerogenic layers (litho-tmit E3). The cores in 

fig 3.8 show that these subdivisions of litho-unit E are 

rot consistent, being 'occasionally absent or out of 

sequence, and no major environmental significance is 

placed on the majority of sedllrentological changes in 

the p.a. zone. Litho-unit Es has already been rrentioned 

(section 3. 2v), and will be discussed later in this 

section. 

There ar:pears to be no time-lag between chemical 

and palynological changes here, but the increased 

minerogenic inp.1t in the sedirrents occurs al:x>ve the 

pollen zone boundaries (figs 3. 3b: 3.5), and as in 

litho-unit·C it is likely that clay deposition depended 

on the break-up of the existing plant camu.mities. 

Total land pollen concentration is only half that 

of the underlying zone, and sha.Ns little variation 

despite the changes in lithology, perhaps enphasizing 

that these are of little iIrportance. As with Juniperus 

in the preceding zone, E}rpetnnn and ericaceous heath 

do rot appear to be naintained given their sharply 
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declining values, both genera being sensitive to 

solifluction processes (D3.hl, 1956). Pinus values rise 

significantly, the pollen alnost certainly derived fran 

a long-distance source, pine not grCMing in Scotland at 

this tirre (Godwin, 1975). The increases could be due to 

either a reduction in . the sedi.rrentation rate or, rrore 

likely, declining p:>llen influx fran local and regional 

sources. Betula values (concentration) also decline, 

Which is perhaps arx:rcalous if a long-range source is 

suspected: birch was not thought locally present in 

zones m 1 B/m 2 C. Grains of B. nana are recorded at 

m 2 (their absence fran PH 1 nay be due to the relative 

inexperience of the analyst at that time), but it is n:>t 

thought this type contributed all the birch grains. The 

likeliest explanation is that the extra-regional source 

of the tree pollen, probably eastern Scotland in zones 

m 1 B/m 2c (see section 3. 5c) was diminished in 

nUl1i:>ers or p:>llen productivity, or actively retreated 

fran the area. 

Gramineae and associated grassland taxa, including 

the plantains, shc:w percentage losses. The incongruous 

persistence of the relatively thermophilous Plantago 

najor/rredia type can be explained bj reworking of 

interstadial soils (see discussion: zone mID). 
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Caryophyllaceae are restricted in their pollen dispersal 

(Birks, 1973) and are cammon in fell-field cammunities 

\\here C'CIl"petition is low, but Smith (1970a.) considers 

palaeoecological conclusions too dangerous in view of 

the considerable range of the family. The inconsistent 

presence of Thalict.ruin, together with Dryas pollen could 

indicate a calciphilous low-alpine heath (Kirk and 

GJdwin, 1963). Thalictrum is thought to be under

represented in the pollen record (Permington, 1980), 

irrplying local presence (Davis, 1980), although Ryrrer 

(1973) found it well-represented in Iceland. Being 

basophilous, the taxon grCMS with Dryas and with the 

Saxifragaceae, present consistently for the first time 

in this zone. Limiting s\.ll'Tlrer tenperatures are given as 

lying between 2'PC and 24°C for arctic saxifrages 

(Conolly and Dahl, 1970). Dryas itself is not 

tarperature deperrlent (Iversen, 1954; Ferreira, 1959; 

Conolly, 1961), rut is chionophobous, unable to resist 

nore than a transient sncw-cover (Iversen, 1954). The 

ION representation of Lycqx?dium sela!p and Selaginella 

selaginoides, given their strong dispersal (Birks, 

1973), and the absence of Lycopodium a1pinum, a g:x:>d 

chionophilous indicator, do not encourage postulating 

extensive sl'lCW-patches in the basin. Both of these 

spore taxa can be fcum on solif1uxia1 base-rich soils. 
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With the obvious reduction in carpetition it might 

be anticipated that Rurrex would expand. The pollen 

concentration diagram (fig 3.6) ShaNS an unchanging lCM 

rontribution to the pollen spectra, so that the 

percentage increases are probably a result of 

over-representation. . Its failure to respcnd cannot be 

explained by edap-rlc preferences (basip-rllous 

conditions), while terrperature sensitivity is of 

uncertain value, the data of Conolly and L'ahl (1970) 

relating to Oxyria digyna. Rurrex' rroisture derrands are 

\.ll1knoNn in any detail, and ccmnents DUst rena.in purely 

conjectural in the absence of ecological infornation. 

It may be suggested that the climate, or at least 

the micro-climate at Pulpit Hill, becaIre increasingly 

arid throughout this period. The Olenopodiaceae and 

Artemisia curves increase in unison toNards the end of 

the zone, best seen at PH 2 (fig 3.5) as PH 1 appears to 

be affected by anooalous values (discussed later: zone 

PH 1 D), confinned by the concentration diagram (fig. 

3.6) • Statistical artefacts are not thought responsible 

as the pattern occurs at both sites, and it is not 

thought differential preservation has produced the 

pattern given the unifonnity of deterioration curves 

throughout. Increasing bare grOlmd 'WOUld provide niches 
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for all open-ground taxa, so that the a:r;parently 

selective increases in these t\oJo taxa caIU'X)t be 

explained by edaphic changes, and this selectivity might 

be climatically significant. A similar relation 

between Chenopodiaceae (probably C. album or C. rubrum: 

Godwin, 1975) and Artemisia is noted by Walker (1975b) 

at Loch Etteridge, While Frenzel (1979) considered the 

Artemisia - Cherx:>podinae asserrblage as a typical full

glacial development, and more importantly, defined it as 

a steppe rather than a tundra indicator. Steppe 

conditions are typified by very cold winters and dry, 

often wa.nn surnrers. Organic natter production would be 

greater here, reflected in the organic sedirrentation, 

than in true tundra,with average tenperatures for three 

) Stmmer months of belaN 6°C (Miller, 1959). Both 

Chenqxxiiaceae and Artemisia are associated with very 

dry soils (Bell, 1969) and are halqilytic. Their 

occurrence together should be stressed, for assertions 

of continentality of climate for Artemisia alone is 

urrloubtedly an over-sinplification (Bell, 1969: M::x:>re, 

1980) • 

Aridity might also be inp1ied by the basophilous 

plants discussed above. calcium carbonate accumulates 

in continental arctic soils where leaching is reduced by 
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the limited precipitation. This would seem a likely 

pre-requisite at Pulpit Hill given the meagre amounts of 

calcium in the catchrrent rock-types (Kynaston et. al., 

1908) and the neutral to slightly acid plantain-rich 

grasslands of the preceding zone. The nearest liroostone 

bedrock, on the islcu:rl of Lisrrore 9 kIn distant (fig 1.3) 

is not a likely source for the pollen grains given their 

limited dispersal abilities. 

ZOOE PH 1 D 

This zone, not seen at PH 2, is characterized by 

anamlously high levels of Artemisia, Betula and Pinus 

(fig 3.3). The high values for these taxa at 644 and 

640 em are not considered envirorurentally significant, 

being bounded and separated (642 em ) by spectra 

carparable to zone PH 1 C, but are believed to be a 

product of contamination of the conterrporaneous pollen 

rain by inwash fran the catchm:mt containing reworked or 

secondary pollen. 

To an extent, all pollen spectra fran catchment

derived rninerogenic sediment probably contain an elerrent 

of reworking, but usually this cannot be detected 

because the effects induced are rot so large as to be 
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distinctive, or because the reworking a~s as a 

consistent background to nore usual pollen depositional 

processes. 

Lithostratigraphic unit ES coincides with the 

pollen spectrum at 644 an. No similar band occurs at 

640 an. In other cores t\\O ness-horizons are seen 

(section 3. 2v), and sporadic basin-edge collapse is 

inferred for both ananalous pollen spectra, despite 

sedimentological evidence for only one. '!he large 

nt..nTdJers of pebbles, poorly sorted nature of the deposit 

and the well-structured noss-mat of Dreparx>eladus 

fluitans, a terrestric fen species (see belCM) indicates 

that a break-up of lake-edge fen ccrnn.mities and 

sedirrents occurred, with redeposition as an essentially 

undisturbed nass. This raises the question as to the 

frequency of this type of catastroIfUc sedimentation in 

the basin. This litho-unit occurs as tw:> horizons, at 

nest, in all cores (fig 3.8), rot the absence of nosses 

and stones at 640 an \>here the palyrx>logical evidence 

is strongly suggestive of this fonn of sedimentation 

(see beION), and the scattered finds of D. fluitans 

throughout litllo-units El. - Es (section 3.2v) might 

suggest these events are "disguised" by the soliflucted 

clays, \>hich in turn leads to the questioolng of the 
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validity of the pollen spectra. This is a very 

difficult and al.nost intangible problem, in ~ch pollen 

deterioration studies (chap. 7) can aid greatly, but at 

Pulpit Hill the peculiar "carplacency" of the 

deterioration curves provides no assistance (section 

7.7). 

The srrall (5% T.L.P.) increases in cnmpled and 

split grains at 644 ern , and the increases in split 

grains at 640 ern", can be attributed al.nost exclusively 

to Pinus (section 7. 7) • 

At IDch Fada, Birks (1970) recognized inwashing of 

a noss-band on three counts, the state of preservation 

of the pollen, the macro- and micro-fossil content, and 

lithological changes. Deterioration was daninated by 

high levels of corroded pollen, not seen at Pulpit Hill, 

and Birks (1970) felt able to regard the noss-band as 

derived fran a localized nontane-spring cxmrunity: such 

precision is not possible here. On the other hand, the 

pollen spectra were not so clearly anaralous at IDch 

Fada, and over-representation by a feM taxa not nearly 

so noticeable. 

At Pulpit Hill a tentative approach to determining 
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the scale of contamination can be made fram fig 3.2. 

Pinus is exclusively long-distance transp:>rted by wind 

(see aOOve). Assuming constant sedimentation rates the 

influx of pine p:>llen should also retrain constant, such 

that the mean value of Pinus for zones PH 1 B, C, E, and 

F (excluding 646 em ., adjacent to zone PH 1 D) is fairly 

unifonn at 1.80% T.L.P. (+/- 1.09; n = 29). The anara

lOllS spectra (646 an = 8%; 644 an = 7%; 640 an = 8% 

T.L.P.) have 2.8 times the conterrporaneous It fa 1 l-outIt , 

presurrably equated with the scale of the rev.orking. 

This figure is certainly only an approximation, and 

calculations based on percentage data can be questioned, 

rut similar values are produced for Betula, e.g., 2.2 

times over-representation (for zones PH 1 B, C and E; 

n = 15; X = 5.5% +/- 1.7% T.L.P.) in spectra 646, 644 

and 640 an. 

Artemisia peaks occur in the intervening levels, 

and the values at 646, 644 and 640 an are suspected to 

be depressed statistically by the tree p:>llen. Whether 

the high values of Artemisia are themselves partly a 

product of reworking carmot be determined, but at PH 2, 

\\here evidence for contamination is absent, due, 

possibly, to fortuitous sanpling and avoidance of IIDSS

bands, Artemisia reaches 25% T.L.P., with very high 
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cx::>ncentration values of 4,500 grains per an~ (fig 3.6). 

SUccessful dispersal of these tree-species neans 

that even as long-distance ccrnponents their pollen 

concentration values nay exceed those of the local 

CCIlp)nents, including Grarnineae. A two-fold increase in 

nurribers due to reworking is mt so distinctly recognized 

in local taxa \>hich, because of their poor p:>llen 

production and/or dispersal, are only ever recorded at 

1% T.L.P. or less. If litho-unit ES is derived fran fen 

ccmm.mi ties, this niche would perhaps mt be expected to 

contain pollen of the only locally-dispersed 

Chenopodiaceae and Artemisia, \ffiile the tree pollen 

\\Ould fallon all areas of the catchrrent, and its 

proportions selectively increased. 

Topogemus fens at a tine of high aridity might be 

thought contrary to expectation, and although the nosses 

themselves might be reworked, there is m evidence fran 

the sedirrents that a lake ceased to exist at any time in 

the Iateglacial. The narked decline in cx::>ncentration 

values for the Cyperaceae perhaps signifies a reduction 

in fen carm.mities. BroNn (1977) records an increase 

in Filipendula in IDch I.a1ond Stadial sedinents at HaWks 

Tor, and he nakes the point that increased solifluction 

will enrich drainage waters in nutrients, producing a 
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relative flush of mire plants at a tine of general iON 

plant productivity. 

Filipendula ul.maria is a camon rrarsh~eller, but 

F. vulgaris is indicative of stefPe conditions and dry 

soils (Bell, 1969), with Heliantherrum, ",ru.ch is recorded 

continuooslyat lON values at PH 2. 

ZOOESPH1E/PH2Db 

The slightly increasing T. L. P. concentration 

values, coinciding with a decline in far-travelled birch 

and pine concentration, suggests that these are not due 

to reductions in the sedimentation rate, and may 

indicate the end of the climatic deterioration of zones 

PH 1 C and D / PH 2 n:t. The a~ance of sediment 

related to litho-unit ES at PH 2 at this tine is thought 

not to indicate synchroneity with the same litho-unit at 

PH 1, but that basin-ed.ge collapse occurred on several 

separate occasions. Terrestrial taxa change littie, 

with Artemisia and Olenop:xUaceae still inportant, 

though declining at the end of the zone, WhereuIX>n the 

grasses and RuIrex expand. 

Ranunculaceae exceed all herb taxa except Grarnineae 
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in pollen concentration tenns. Again the pollen type is 

thought to represent aquatic buttercups. R. lingua is 

associated with Typha latifolia in shallON-water 

carmmities, or above the water table with Phragrnites. 

R. flannula is found in deeper water with Myriophyllum 

alterniflorum and Potam:::>geton natans (Spence, 1964), and 

both are kz1a..m fran Lateglacial sedi.nents (Godwin, 

1975) • 

At PH 1 a pronounced rise in Myriqilyllum 

alterniflorum is hated, with Myriophyllum undiff., 

principally M. spicatum, and in Typhaceae undiff. 

Similar increases are seen in the ferns and Equisetum. 

Sudh an assemblage does not allON closer definition of 

the buttercups involved, but clearly resembles the 

developnent of fern JreadONs at zone PH 2Ba. 

Virtually nothing is seen of this expansion at PH 

2, the increases in aquatics and spores occurring in the 

overlying zone PH 2 Eb, with the juniper expansion. The 

apparent time-lag between cores does not appear great, 

Juniperus rising at PH 1 in zone F, and it seems a nore 

detailed sequence is seen at PH 2, 16 an of sedi.nent 

(PH 2) carpared to 8 an (PH 1) for, presurrably, the sane 

t.ima-span. This pattern of nore rapid sedi.nentation at 
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the near-shore site is not consistently daronstrated, 

but such exanples might suggest that in a snaIl basin 

such as Pulpit Hill, with restricted wind-9enerated wave 

disturbance, sedirrent focusing (Iehnan, 1975) nay rot be 

operative to any great extent. 

The Typhaceae and Fquisetum \t.1OUld appear to be 

related to topogenous fens similar to but nore extensive 

and/or nore productive than in the underlying zone, 

associated with Epilobium (E. palustre?) and Galit.nn-type 

(G. palustre?). Alternatively, Galiun hercynicum is a 

constant in McVean and Ratcliffe's (1962) Cryptogranmeta 

- Athyrietum chicooph.ilum nodum. Although the major 

elerrents, Crypt.ograIma. and Athyrium alpestre are not 

recorded, and inferences about the presence of snow beds 

are accordingly uncertain, this nodum is closely related 

to an association in N:)rway with Thelypteris spp. and 

Dryopteris spp., caillon in areas of highest 

precipitation (Knaben in McVean and Ratcliffe, 1962). 

The ecological affinities of Athyrium filix - femina are 

uncertain, being distinctive of w::x:rlland or scrub 

(McVean and Ratcliffe, 1962). 

This suggested change to darrper, nore oceanic 

climatic conditioos appears to herald a nore general 
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climatic irrproverrent, seen distinctly in the chemical 

analyses rising through zone PH 1 E fran 4.5% carbon 

(0.5% nitrogen) to 22.4% (2.08%). Little of this 

inproverent is as yet seen in terrestrial taxa. Aquatic 

eco-systems are kncJ...n to shCM an earlier response to 

aneliorating terrperature (Iversen, 1954: Webb, 1977), 

and this seems to be the case here. 

ZONE PH 2 Ea 

A phase of vegetational developrent rot clearly 

distinguished at PH 1, due to the catparatively 

condensed lithostratigraphy there occurs at PH 2 where 

changes are few, but rrany bare-grotmd taxa die out, and 

Rurrex rises in both relative and concentration tenns. 

This increase roincides with the inferred change to 

oceanic ronditions, and nay inply sore fonn of climatic 

control. The Oompositae Liguliflorae curve rises 

briefly, again illustrating the close relationship of 

these two pollen-types. 

A climatic anelioration, with the vegetation 

closely follCMing a course shown in the earlier pollen 

zones m 2 A and m 1 kIm 2 Be, can be recognized, and 

a change to organic clay (lithostratigraphic tmit F) 
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endorses the proJ:X)sal of clinatic inproverrent. 

ZOOESPHlF/PH2Eb 

The highest pollen concentration values are 

attained in the basal level of this zone. Betula 

expands rrarkedly, although the value of 9,000 grains per 

an~ (fig 3.6) still does not equate with local growth 

according to Pennington (l977a). The increase in Pinus 

at a tine of high local J:X)llen input ca.Ild indicate the 

approach of pine stands near Scotland, though pine is 

not believed gro.ving in the country at this time (r-bar, 

l%9a). 

The nodest rise in Errpetrum and Ericaceae at a time 

of increasing pollen concentration is likely to 

signify the establishIrent once nore of ericaceous heath. 

Whether sufficiently acidic soils were present, perhaps 

on the O.R.S. sarnstones, or \ohether rapid leaching of 

the base-rich soils fonred in the arid conditions of 

zones PH 1 C - Dim 2 D was necessary for this is not 

Very rapid increases in the pollen concentration of 

Gramineae signifies its praninence in the vegetation, 

rut the continued records of pioneer herbs inplies areas 
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of bare ground still, although once again Rl.ntex 

declines, and in the overlying zone mIG disturbed 

ground taxa are, by am large, absent fran the pollen 

oounts. 

The principal taxon in this zone is Juniperus, at 

levels exceeding 6,000 grains per em' Juniper avoids 

danp and prefers basophilous soils, but edaphic 

conditions are not limiting (Gilbert, 1980), 

micro-c1irnatic factors such as shelter being rrore 

inportant. Juniper can establish itself "to an 

appreciable extent in short turf" (Miles and Kinnaird, 

1979; p.llO) and ha.s a distinct advantage over birch in· 

being able to genninate in tall grass lams • Seedling 

dispersal is restricted to areas near the parent plant. 

Birks and Matthewes (1978) have suggested survival of 

Juniperus through the stadia1, and tenperature 

restrictions 00 regeneration are uninportant (Miles and 

Kinnaird, 1979). The dwarf-fonn, J. cc:mrunis nana, has 

very 1011 pollen productivity, and nay be significantly 

under-represented in p:>llen diagrams, but the dranatic 

expansion of Juniperus in the early post-"9lacial is 

CClillon1y thought to be due to the change fran dwarf to 

erect shrub fonn (Iversen, 1954; Birks, 1973; Prentice, 

1978; Markgraf, 1980). 
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The reason for this change is not widely discussed. 

Juniperus appears mt to be thenrophilous. No climatic 

inferences are proposed by McVean and Ratcliffe (1962) 

fran their analyses. Iversen (1954) relates its grCMth 

to conditions whereby juniper could extend its branches 

above the protective ground-layer or snOll-COver without 

injUIY, inplying, as Gilbert (1980) has, that exposure 

is the controlling factor in Juniperus I developnent (see 

chap. 4). 

ZOOE PH 1 G 

The change to fen peat inmediately prior to this 

pollen zone indicates the probable cover of the pollen 

sites by fen-swarrp CCI!lll.U'li ties. The high values for 

Filipendula are prObably a result principally of this 

cover. Carron and nitrogen analyses were not perfonned 

above 624 em because these would no longer reflect 

changes in the terrestrial soils around the basin. 

The percentage increases in Betula to 35 - 45% 

T.L.P. are taken to indicate the plants I local presence 

in the absence of concentration values. Although ~ 

~-type pollen is reported fran nest spectra it is 

thought that tree-birch is chiefly responsible for these 
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increases. Sane doubts as to the successful separation 

of these pollen types nay be suspected fran the camon 

hybridization of species (BurrCMs, 1974; Beckett, 1981). 

A nature soil is likely for Betula regeneration (McVean 

and Ratcliffe, 1962: Birks and Matthewes, 1978) and 

Persson (1964) suggests that nitrogen enrichment by 

mycorrhizal activity is necessary. High nitrate release 

is suggested by McVean and Ratcliffe (1962) to be 

characteristic of juniper scrub, and this might be 

irrlicated by the frequent occurrence of Urtica-type 

pollen (Florin, 1979). 

If the suggestion of Faegri and Iversen (1975) that 

the A.P./N.A.P. ratio is a valid rreasure of the canopy 

cover of woodlands, then it a~s that birch trees did 

rot rronopolize the landscape at any time depicted in the 

pollen diagram. This vieIN is supported by consistent 

values for Juniperus, and a barely significant drop in 

values for Empetrum, Which suggests that oammunities 

featuring these plants persisted with little carpetition 

fran birch. Although Grarnineae percentages decline it 

is clear fran the rise in Plantaginaceae that a neutral 

to slightly acid grassland continued to develop, While 

the presence of taxa such as Cruciferae and Artemisia 

sh<::JN persistence on the steeper, drier slopes around the 
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basin. 

zcm: PH 1 H 

The very ION and infrequent records of coryloid 

grains in zones preceding zone mIG are regarded as 

the result of long-range dispersal. The appearance of 

snaIl mmibers of these grains, and of Ulnus and Quercus 

is interpreted as being the result of long-range 

transIX>rt rather than contamination in their appearance 

in periods of ION pollen concentration (PH 1 Ab: m 1 

C/D) • Above zone m 1 F the coryloid grains probably 

indicate the imnigration of hazel. Although the grains. 

of Corylus and Myrica could not be consistently 

distinguished (see Afpendix), the pollen of Myrica is 

poorly dispersed (D3.vis, 1980), and the writer considers 

that Corylus is the nest reasonable contributor. 

With the probable arrival of hazel into the area 

nest taxa decline in value, probably as a result of 

statistical suppression by the over-represented hazel 

(Markgraf, 1980). 

It is very difficult to conclude anything about the 
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areal cover of Corylus fran relative data. Firstly, it 

is generally felt that high percentages are not fran 

tmder-storey shrubs but fran canopy cx:rrp:>nents (Godwin, 

1975). N:>t only is the pollen over-represented, but the 

effects of deterioration have to be }:orne in mind. 

Havinga (1967) regarded this genus to be the rrost 

susceptible of those tested to perforation-type 

corrosion (see chap 7). Corylus aCCClmlts for nost of 

the increases in this fonn of deterioration in this 

zone. It is likely in view of the cx:ntinuing high 

percentages of birch that these taxa were ~ts 

on the better-drained soils of the area. 

The general vegetational succession f~, at Pulpit 

Hill, zones PH 1 E/PH 2 Ea is discussed in nore detail 

in chapter 4. 

3.2 viii Ccnparison with n:>nner's (1957) Pollen Diagram 

Fig 3.4 presents the uppenrost 55 an of PH 1 and the 

basal 50 an of lX>rmer's fig 18 (1957), f~ his Oban 2 site 

(see section 3.2ii), recalculated f~ an original A.P. sum 

to accord with the results of the present study. The 

diagrams can be seen to agree very well. 

Only in the herbaceous taxa, principally in the 
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Fig. 3.4: Comparison of major taxa 
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Rosaceae, do differences occur, Where Filipendula is high at 

PH 1. This probably bears sane relation to the difference in 

lithostratigraphies. D::>nner I s sequence shows a large 

thickness of gyttja extending through the Corylus rise, so 

that the high Filipendula oounts experienced wi thin the 

fen-peat at PH 1 would not be discerned. Clearly the lake

basin was not catp1ete1y infi11ed with peat in the early 

p:>st~lacial. 

3.2 ix Radiocarbon rating 

(a) Introduction 

Fran the initial p:>llen diagram (PH 1) it was 

thought desirable to obtain a series of radiocarbon 

dates to a11CM correlation with other sites. This site 

was chosen because 

(i) it has the thicker of the two Lateglacial sedi

rrentary sequences sarrp1ed, so providing the greater 

resolution (fig 3.7) 

(ii) the organic matter oontent at Loch Barnluasgan was 

thought on visual estimation to be too ICM for C14 

assay 

(iii) C14 dates on the climatic fluctuation at the base of 

the Pulpit Hill profile would be of considerable 

strati graphic significance, and 

(i v) the rock types in the basin were thought sui table 
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due to the absence of possible contaminants 

(Suther land, 1980 ) • 

(b) Definitions 

Material from eight bie- and litho-stratigraphical 

horizons were accepted for analysis by the N.E.R.C. 

Radiocarbon Laboratory at East Kilbride. Four are 

defined on lithological changes, the remainder on 

distinctive changes in the pollen spectra, considered of 

envirorunental significance. 

The follONing definitions were taken fran the 

diagram of PH I (fig 3.2), the depths belON surface 

relating to that diagram. 

~TE ONE : 696 - 697 an. 

Lithostratigraphic roundary: initial onset of 

organic sedinentation: transition from litho-unit A to 

B. 

DA.TE '1W) : 691 - 692 en. 

Lithostratigraphic roundary: junction between 

litho-units B and C. 

DA.TE THREE : 684 en. 

Biostratigraphic tx:>undary: prominent peak in 

Juniperus at local p.a.z. boundary FH 1 Ac/m 1 B. 
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DA.TE FOUR : 661 an. 

LithostratigraPhic boundary: transition between 

litho-units D and E. 

DA.TE FIVE : 634 an. 

Lithostratigraphic boundary: transition between 

litho-units E and F. 

DA.TE SIX : 628 an. 

Biostratigraphic horizon: rise of Ehpetrum 

percentages fran 1 - 2% to 4% T.L.P. 

DA.TE SENEN : 622 an. 

Biostratigraphic horizon: rrajor (12% T.L~P.) peak 

in Juniperus. 

DA.TE EIGHI' : 580 an. 

Biostratigraphic boundary: local p.a.z. boundary PH 

1 G/PH 1 H; Corylus rises to 10% T.L.P. 

(c) Field Sanpling 

The technique of II'llltiple-shot bulk sarrpling has 

been described in chapter 2. 

Figs 3.8a and 3.9a illustrate the 

lithostratigraphies of the 33 piston-cores (60 em 

chamber length; 5 an internal diameter) and their 

correlations. Series A (fig 3.8a) cores were taken 

within 2 sq. m of the PH 1 sarrpling point (fig 3.lc), 

and Series B fran an area near the PH 2 borehole. Thus 
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this latter series are lX)t c.'Cllparable in depth but agree 

well lithostratigraphically. The cores in fig 3.9a for 

the Corylus rise (date 8) are also fran this locality. 

On the figures the full 60 em chant>er length is 

drawn so as to gauge the carpression (blank area) camon 

in these sedinents. Stratigraphic botmdaries are well

preserved, and little disturbance was suspected. 

(d) IAOORA'IDRY SAMPLIOO 

Cores were stored in a cold-store at rf'c until 

sanpling. 

For all dates (except I and 2) biostratigraphical 

correlation was thought necessary. Material for dates I 

and 2 were canbined on sedimentological criteria fran 

cores 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, (fig 3.8a). Fbr other 

dates skeletal pollen counts were undertaken on cores 

thought on lithological criteria to relate to the 

horizon in question. Figs 3.8b, c, d and 3.9b provide 

the details of these analyses. Although palynological 

changes between PH I and PH 2 occur with sare 

consistency, it was felt unreasonable to assl.llTe that 

rrarker-horizons occur at unifonn depths in all cores. 

Variability in this nust reduce the accuracy of the date 
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Fig 3 .8a: C 14 Bulk Sampling 
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Fig.3.9a: C14 Bulk sampling 

Depth correlation of cores: Date 8 
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Fig. 3.9b: C14 Bulk sampling 

Correlation chart: Date 8 
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obtained. 

Because of expected percentage variations between 

cores attention was paid rrore to synchronous changes in 

several taxa than to individual pollen curves. The ION 

pollen sum should be rome in mind When assessing the 

results, rut changes are generally consistent. 

Attention is drawn in fig 3.8b to date 3, Where the 

palynological evidence sha.v's that the sed.iroontological 

criteria are not always consistent, denonstrating the 

necessity of this rather tirre-consuming approach. 

Certain cores were mt sarrpled follCMing skeletal COlIDts 

due to inconsistencies in the pollen spectra. 

The sarrple location is indicated on the figures. 

For dates 1 and 2 slices 2 an thick were used (due to 

thelON organic matter content): for dates 3 - 8 slices 

1 an thick were taken. Fran these slices the outer 0.3 

- 0.5 em was discarded, the central portions placed in 

pre-washed polystyrene roxes before posting to the 

Radiocarron laboratory. 

Table 3.1 lists the infonnation 00 the eight 

sanples sent for assay. 
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(e) Results 

Table 3.1 also s11o.Ns the awroxinate date 

anticipated for each horizon fran previous 

investigations, as follows: 

mTE ONE 

this is probably very variable between sites (LoNe 

and Walker, 1977), and no assessnent could be given. 

mTE'IW) 

the only widely accepted major c1inatic revertence 

in northern Europe prior to the l.Dch l£:m:nd Stadia1, the 

Older Dryas phase (Mangerud~. !!.., 1974), ccmnences at 

12,000 B.P. 

mTE THREE 

by correlation with Irish sites (Watts, 1977; 

Craig, 1978) and Mull (Walker and LoNe, 1982) a date of 

11,800 - 12,000 B.P. was expected. 

mTE FOUR 

a date of 11,000 B.P. seems reasonable for the 

ccmnencenent of the IDch I£:m:nd Stadia 1 (Mangerud et. 

!!.., 1974; LoNe and Gray, 1980). 

mTE FIVE 

fran the sazre sources, a date of 10,400 - 10,300 

B.P. was anticipated. 

mTES SIX AND SE.VEN 

dates of 10,200 B.P. (date 6) am 9,600 B.P. (date 
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One Gyttja 2 7 16.95 6.4 1.08 SRR·2159 14790 ±340 ·22.4 ? -

Two Gyttja 2 8 32.73 3.5 1.14 SRR·2158 13590 ±240 ·24.0 12000 1590 5 

Three Gyttja 1 14 20964 8.0 16.77 SRR·2157 12850 ±110 ·27.2 11 800 1050 3 

Four Gyttja 1 8 126.08 6.5 8.19 SRR·2156 11800 ±220 ·26.5 11 000 800 3 

Five Gyllja 1 8 140.60 6.5 9.13 SRR·2155 11290 ±100 ·23.7 10400 890 4 

Si)( Gyttja 1 8 143.39 22.8 32.69 SRR·2154 11080 ±90 ·25.1 10200 880 4.5 i 

Seven Gyttja/ 1 7 120.79 >24 >28.98 SRR·2153 11130 ±170 ·25.8 9600 1530 9 Fen Peat 

Eight Fen Peat 1 5 52.84 >25 >13.21 SRR·2152 10190 ±130 ·31.6 8800 1390 9 
- ---- -'----- ----- - --

Table 3.1: C14 Data - Pulpit Hill 



7) were expected (see chapter 5: section 3v). 

DP.TE EIGHT 

the published dates fran Mull (Walker and I.oNe, 

1982) are taken as valid. The controversy over the 

apparently early rise of Corylus in western Scotland 

(Birks, 1973: Deacon, 1974: Ryner, 1977) is discussed in 

chapter 4.4. 

It is immediately clear that none of the eight dates 

accord with the estimated age estimates. rate one cannot 

reliably be assessed, rut this is likely to be in error 

also. 

There w::>uld afPear on visual estimation to be no 

correlation between the size of the errors and carbon 

content, or with increasing age/depth. The consistency of 

the errors (Table 3.1), particularly in dates four, five and 

six, and the errors for dates tw::> and seven being alnost 

exactly double this error, has led to a tentative 

c:onsideration of the similarities with C14 reservoir effects 

in narine sediments (e.g. Stuiver and Polach, 1977: lXmner 

and Jungner, 1980), in Which all dates are affected by a 

consistent error: the possible rrechanismg for this at Pulpit 

Hill are \.lI'lkna.tm. 

There have been several recent assessrrents of errors in 
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radiocarbon dating (Olsson, 1974, 1979; 13c1Nen, 1978; Walker 

arrl !..oNe, 1980; I.o.ve and Walker, 1980; Suther land, 1980), and 

only those errors giving "old" dates need be considered 

here. 

Field and laroratory sanpling is not suspected 

given the care and vic:Prous scrutiny afforded each sedi.nent 

slice (see arove). Radiocarbon counting errors are not 

thought a potential source of error (D.O. Harkness: pers. 

ccmn.). Reworked organic natter (e.g. J:t>nner and Jungner, 

1973) is considered unlikely in the absence of anaralous 

pollen taxa in the diagrams (figs 3.2; 3.5) and in the 

absence of sedi.rrents older than 15,000 years B.P. over nest 

of Scotland (Sissons, 1981). Hard-water error is ruled out 

principally because of the low calcium content of the two 

bedrock types in the basin (Kynaston!:!.. !:!.., 1908). 

Evidence for nere calcareous soils has been presented in 

specific pollen zones (arove), but this effect, if present, 

cannot account for all the dates in error. 

Although. graphite does not occur in the basin (Kynaston 

et. a1., 1908), graphitic shales of D3.1radian age (Easda1e 

Slates) are napped in the valley of Gleann Shei1ach and in 

Oban Bay, less than 0.5 kIn to the south-east, east and 

north-east, and underlie the Lower O.R.S. succession. It is 
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doubtful that these shales flex>r the ba.sin as the lavas have 

a reoorded thickness of over 40 In at this locality (Kynaston 

~. ~., 1908). Ice noving westward ~d, hoNever, 

incorporate graphitic shales and thence pass over Pulpit 

Hill, and this source appears to represent the likeliest 

contaminant. However, till is not sufficiently praninent 

within the ba.sin to be nafPed, and J.S. Bibby (pers. ccmn.) 

reports that till is only patchily present around Oban, and 

Where present often occurs in structural crevices and srrall 

basins, its thickness being extrenely variable, fran inches 

to 2 - 3 feet (0.66 - 1.0 m ). It can be difficult to 

recognize follCMing pedogenic rrodification, rut even so its 

occurrence, if present, within the basin nust be very 

local~zed, the writer rot recognizing it in several visits to 

the cat.chrcent, although sections are few. 

Unfortunately no data on the graphite content of the 

local bedrock or of the till is available, and soil chemical 

analyses at the McCaulay Institute fbr Soil Research on soils 

in the region do rot differentiate between elenental and 

carbined carbon (J. S. Bibby, pers. catrn.). Although Ostrem 

(1965) describes an awroxirmte assessrrent of graphite 

concentration, this met.b::ld I s validity is uncertain, and was 

rot adopted by the author. Contamination by old carbon of 

between 3 and 9% is needed to produce these errors (Olsson, 
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1974), \<which seems a remarkably high arrount to be derived 

fran a substrate of \<vhich there is no clear evidence. Olsson 

(1979) describes a 1,500 year error fran gyttja containing 1 

- 2% graphite, and the mineral's inportance is errphasized in 

sedi.nents of ION carbon content. The carbon contents quoted 

in Table 3.1 are taken fran the semi-micro chemical analyses, 

and organic carbon levels can be expected to be significantly 

lONer follONing pre-treatIrent for C14 assay. Given the size 

of standard deviation and approxima.te age of each sarrple the 

weight (gms ) of carbon (total) available for assay can be 

deduced to be between 0.75 and 1.5 gms for dates 1, 2, 4, 7 

and 8, and between 2.0 and 2.5 gms for dates 3, 5 and 6. 

The insolubility of graphite is problematic \<when it is 

found that the second and third largest errors are seen in 

dates 7 and 8 fran gytt ja / fen-peat and fen-peat 

respectively. Ho.vever, the peat is not arbrotrophic, and 

mineral grains fran slope wash could still be incorporated. 

Interestingly, l1.aNever, no derronstrable relation is seen 

between the errors and inferred increases in slope-wa.sh 

sedi.nents during the Iateglacial. 

No separation of soluble and insoluble c::arp:>nents of the 

sedirrents before C14 assay was perfonred, although 

reccmrended by Olsson (1979), and this rust be an inportant 
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aspect of any future \>JOrk on this problem. Very detailed 

mapping of the soil parent materials in the basin coupled 

with accurate and discriminative chemical analyses is 

required to denonstrate the presence of graphite-bearing 

till. In addition, nodern sarrples, both terrestrial and 

aquatic, should be assayed to determine any systematic 

errors, perhaps approaching the 800 - 8S0 year error thought 

detected in these sanples. Confirmation of this pattern 

\>JOuld be a considerable advance, allONing the oppportunity to 

denonstrate a "reservoir effect" of the kind inherent in 

dating marine carbonates, and further, }X>tentially to correct 

these C14 dates in the same way marine shell dates are 

adjusted, which ,has mt been attempted on terrestrial 

material. 

3.3 LOCH B.l\RNlllASGAN (g.r NR 79389l47:lat.SEf03'S8" N.long.s'l12'36" W) 

3.3 i Site Location and Description 

The Lateglacial succession (fig 3.11) was found at the 

base of a sediIrentary wedge prograding into the northern end 

of IDch Barnluasgan (fig 3.10). 

The loch lies on the eastern side of the B 8025 

Bellanoch - Tayvallich road in a ION col (cSO m 0.0.) between 

IDch Crinan and an ann of I.Dch SWeen (fig 1.3). Lithological 

control of gearorphic features is seen in the strong N.E.-
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s. W. aligmnent of valleys. lDch Barnluasgan lies in a snaIl 

syncline in otherwise gently dipping (12oW) Lalradian 

quartzites. Tv.o epidiori te ridges are upstanding at the 

north and south ends of the loch. The catchnent and surface 

area of the basin are larger than other sites in this study, 

at c.l.O sq. kIn and 0.5 sq. kIn respectively. The surface 

of the sanpling site lies at 39.5 m 0.0. Unlike other sites 

in the study praninent inflONing streams are present (fig 

3 • lOa ), and these nay have an effect on pollen entrairunent 

characteristics (Peck, 1973; Bonny, 1976, 1978). 

3.3 ii Sampling 

The deepest point was found 20 m· fran the lake-edge 

(fig 3.lOb). An epidiorite ridge divides the basin in ~, 

the easterly half being shallcwer at just over 5.0 m. The 

sanpling site reached 8.23 m belcw the bog-surface. 

A canbination of 50 em Russian cores and one 1. 0 m 

Russian core CClT'prise the lithostratigraphy seen in fig 

3.11. 

3.3 iii Generalized Lithostratigraphy 

LI'IlDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A : 823.5 - 798 em. 

olive gray (5 Y 5/2) silty clay with gravels, angular to 

sub-angular nuscovite, phyllites, sulx>rdinate quartz 
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(0.25 - 1.5 an.) and nuscovite flakes; sharp and 

irregular boundary to 

LITlDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B : 798 - 785 an. 

pure clay, (5 Y 5/1) gray, darkening to dark gray (5 Y 

4/1), with dark streaks; 1011 carbon and nitrogen 

ccntent; transitional boundary to 

LITlDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT C : 785 - 761.5 an. 

dark olive-9Z"ay (5 Y 3/2) organic silty clay, with 

coarse, angular stales and minerals (as above) plus 

feldspar, biotite and mafics, with PJOrly-preserved 

seed-cases, possibly Olaraceae, at the top: C and N 

ccntents rise at the base and decline at the top of this 

unit: transitional boundary to 

LITOCSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT D : 761.5 - 753 em. 

olive-gray (5 Y 4/2) silty clay, nacrofossil and minero

genic residue as li1:hcrunit C; C and N ccntents 1011; 

transitional boundary to 

LITOCSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E : 753 - 750 em. 

transitional unit between litho-units D and F. 

LITlDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT F : 750 - 744 em. 

very dark grayish bI"C1NIl (2.5 Y 3/2) organic gyttja with 

\t.OOdy fragrrents, occasionaly Ch..'=ira oospores, several 

ness filaments (indetenninable) and leaves. C and N 

contents rise sharply; transitional boundary to 

LI'IlDSTPATIGRAPHIC UNIT G : 744 - 711 an. 
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dark grayish brONn (2.5 Y 3/2) fen-peat, coarsening 

upwards to WX>d-peat. 

3.3 i v Biostratigraphy 

823.5 - 795 en, nan~lleniferous. 

795 - 781 ern. : local p.a.z. BARN A 

Gramineae - Salix - Rumex 

Herb pollen dcrninates, exceeding 60% T.L.P., prcminent 

being Gramineae and Rumex, with sedges also well-represented, 

and Artemisia and other Ccxlp)sitae (Bidens-type in 

particular), plus Cruciferae and Poterium sanguisorba 

intennittently •. Salix is better represented than in other 

zones, pine is conspicuous, rut Betula is pc:x:>rly 

represented. 

781 - 763 en local p.a.z. BARN B 

Gramineae - dwarf shrubs - Jtmiperus - Rumex 

Shrub values are naintained by increases, sarevmat 

erratically, of Ehpetrum and Ericaceae undiff., and of 

Juniperus to 7 - 8%, except for one level where the pollen 

exceeds 20% T. L. P. Gramineae and Cyperaceae percentages 

remrin high. Rumex declines after an early peak, rut 

Artemisia persists at ') 1% T.L.P., and O1enopodiaceae a~ 

in the diagram: also distinctive are Galium, I.egurn:i.oosae, 

Plantaginaceae, Mentha-type, Ranunculaceae, Filipendula and 

Urbelliferae. 
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Nearly all aquatics increase, in particular Myriophyllum 

alterniflorum. Tbtal deterioration is lower than the 40% 

T.L.P. am indetenninable grains of zone Barn A. 

763 - 753.5 em : local. p.a. zone BARN C 

Cyperaceae - O1enopodiaceae 

The local p. a. zone has 2 subzones, thus: 

(a) 763 - 758 em. 

The rapid increases in the sedges have little 

effect on the percentage values of Grarnineae or of dwarf 

shrubs and Juniperus. Taxa declining at the subzone alb 

1:x:>urna.ry include caryophyllaceae, Plantago naritina, 

Filipendula and Myriophyllum alterniflorum. Pinus, 

Salix, Polypodiaceae undlff., Selaginella selaginoides 

and Lycopodium selago expand. 

(b) 758 - 753.5 em. 

The decline in the taxa described arove allaN 

pronotmced increases in Artemisia and O1~aceae. 

Rumex and Ranunculaceae rise through this subzone, and 

Thalictrum is strongly represented. 

Deterioration rises to 65%, almost exclusively 

CCIIpOsed of crurrpled and split grains. 
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753.5 - 744 an : local p.a. zone BARN D 

Gramineae - Rumex - EIrpetrum - Juniperus 

Herb pollen totals,initially '> 50% T.L.P. decline to 

below 20% T.L.P. due to increases in Enpetrum, Ericaceae and 

Juniperus. Birch increases to 47% T.L.P. at the top of the 

zone, and Pinus is praninent. Gramineae and Filipendula, 

Plantaginaceae, Ranunculaceae, CaryoIityllaceae and Rurrex are 

irrportant early on, rut only the grasses and Filipendula 

persist. 

Few aquatics shaN any increases, rut Dryopteris rises to 

39% T.L.P. and spores, Polypodiaceae continuing to be 

irrportant, with Thelypteris-type grains. Total deterioration 

again declines. 

744 - 739 an - : local p.a. zone BARN E 

Cbryloid - Betula 

Birch and hazel daninate the spectra, Cbrylus rising to 

59% at the top of the diagram. Ericaceae persist at ION 

percentages, as do Salix and Filipendula, rut few herb taxa 

are recorded. The sp:>re producing taxa suffer losses. Total 

deterioration continues to decline. 
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3.2 v Interpretations 

ZOOE BARN A 

'!he exceedingly ION pollen concentration values in these 

basal spectra rrake it questionable Whether they reflect local 

vegetation, given the strong dispersal of the grasses and 

docks, although the limitations of Salix in this respect have 

been noted earlier. The high percentage peaks of Pinus, 

Juniperus and Enpetrum are shown on fig 3.12 to be artefacts 

of the ION pollen sum, and their local presence is not 

suspected. 

The gravels of lit:ln-unit A are all of local derivation. 

'!he fineness of the clays in this and litho-unit B suggests 

weathering and at least incipient soiI-fornation, While the 

initially very ION carton contents, Which increase to 1.5% in 

the ur:per part of the zone, also supports the likelihcx::>d of 

local plant colonization at this stage. 

Gramineae and Rumex concentration values rise in tandem 

tc::Wcirds the zane A/B bourrlary, and only in the upper half of 

zone A do other bare-ground and grassland taxa ar:pear 

consistently. The initially high Artemisia percentages are 

again taken to be statistical artefacts, the nt.mbers 

declining as T.L.P. concentration values increase. Bidens-
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type pollen is distinctive, and although the rrerribers of this 

large pollen taxon (r-mre and Webb, 1978) are principally 

thenrophilous, Bidens or Senecio might appear likely types 

fran lateglacial nacrofossil and pollen records (Godwin, 

1975). BroNl1 (1977) relates the taxon to B. cernua, a noist

loving Catpositae. Matthews (1978) records tv.o species of 

Gnapi1aliurn, included in the Bidens-type pollen taxon, anong 

seven daninants in his Srlc:JNbed Species Group at the 

retreating glacier at Storbreen. Gnaphaliurn supinurn is fOtmd 

only in late snON-bed ccrrmmi.ties in Scotland (McVean and 

Ratcliffe, 1962), with Rhaccmitriurn and Carex bigelONii, and 

this cc:mrn.mity nay have been present, but other chionophi1ous 

plants are not recorded. 

At the zone A/B roundary the terrestrial plant 

carm.m..ities appear to be of open-grassland type, with 

Caryophy11aceae, Oampositae ~gu1iflorae, Cruciferae, 

He1ianthem.nn and Poteriurn sanguisorba. Ca1cioo1ous 

indicators are limited to the latter tv.o taxa, rut Poteriurn 

can survive progressive leaching and increasing acidity 

(GriIm and Lloyd, 1973), and Godwin (1975) suggests it to 

persist through the Devensian, despite a southern 

distribution, enoouraged by open habitats. The inportance of 

bare-ground at this tiIm is reflected in the oontinuation of 

minerogenic sedimentation. 
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ZCNE P.ARN B 

The change to organic sedimentation is not reflected 

inrrediately in the carbon and nitrogen values, but throughout 

this pollen zone C and N ex>ntents are high, and the C:N 

ratio centring on an average of 10 indicates, as at Pulpit 

Hill, the fertility of the local soils. 

Tree pollen values are so low in this zone that neither 

birch nor pine are considered to have been graring around the 

site. Juniperus expands until 770 ern and during this period 

exceeds 10% T.L.P. Empetrum is also more strongly 

represented here than at Pulpit Hill, and it seems reasonable 

to suggest that the shrub and dwarf-shrub ccrrm.mities were 

more ccrmcn at this site. Ericaceae pollen is as praninent 

as Enpetrum. Partly this must reflect the diverse range of 

the heathers, being camon in many separate ccmmmities, and 

also the number of species within the pollen taxon. 

Vacciniurn is most CQlllonly associated with Enpetrurn 

(Fredskild, 1973) and with juniper (McVean and Ratcliffe, 

1962), and on exposed grotmd (Matthews, 1978). The variety 

of ccmrunities containing heathers makes it inadvisable to 

pursue this problem further, however. Calluna pollen is 

recorded at too ION a frequency to be regarded as local 

(Birks, 1973), altl'x:)l.tgh Rymer (1977) considers it present in 
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the interstadial at DriImagall (fig 1. S) • 

Gimingharn (1972) defines three climatic zones of 

dwarf-shrub heath, of which 'b.u, the sub-arctic and high

altitude types are l'X)t thought to have been present at Loch 

Barnluasgan given the inferred naturity of the soils. The 

third type develops in cool-terrperate climates, Where oceanic 

conditions exclude forest development. Discussion of this 

feature ·is found in section 3.Sc. 

Open ground a~s to have persisted through this zone, 

with caryophyllaceae, Cruci ferae , Artemisia and the calcicole 

Helianthem.nn. lDN pollen concentration values of Rl.mlex 

suggest it to be only scattered in its distribution, and it 

nay have suffered ccrrpetitively against the grasses. As at 

Pulpit Hill, the plantains are characteristic of open 

grassland, with ThalictIum, Crataegus-type, Uribe 1 Ii ferae and 

sparsely represented Legum:inosae. The grains of Mentha-type 

pollen cannot be attril:uted to a specific manber of the 

Labiateae (r-Dore and Webb, 1978), and the same problem 

applies to the undifferentiated Campositae. 

At Loch Barnluasgan both aquatic and terrestrial 

Ranunculus pollen types occur. Fen camunities probably 

developed, perhaps containing Ranunculaceae and GaliLn'tl-type, 
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and Typhaceae, comparatively well-represented at this site. 

No pattern is seen in this taxon suggestive of that deduced 

by Watts (l977) for Ireland, Where T. angustifolia appeared 

prior to T. latifolia in the Lateglacial record. There seems 

to be no major expansion of aquatics comparable to that at 

Pulpit Hill, perhaps synp1:.atatic of the lack of nutrients in 

waters draining the quartzitic bedrock. 

While the percentage diagram ShCMS few variations in 

this pollen zone, the ccncentration data (fig 3.12) reveal 

that aOOve 770 an Grarnineae rise dramatically to 45,000 

grains per an', , Which is sustained until the zone B/C 

bol.ll1dazy. T.L.P. concentration does not increase, and the 

increases are thus probably the result of camunity changes. 

Taxa seen to decline in concentration are Juniperus 

(slightly) and RLnnex. It is difficult to see ~t these 

changes mean vegetationally, as other bare-gIUlU1d. plants, 

O1erqx:xliaceae and Artemisia, shaN no reductions (fig 3.12). 

Increased pollen representation need not always imply spatial 

expansion, but with so little infonnation on the ecology of 

the grasses involved further conjecture is unproductive. 

Discussion of the 8l1:CIT'alously high peak of Juniperus at 

the end of this zone is left mtil section 3.50, Where this 

feature is carpared with similar patterns at other sites. 
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ZCNE BARN C 

This local pollen assanblage zone is correlated with 

zones PH I C/PH 2 D as shONing a clear vegetational and 

clima.tic revertence. This is based on several lines of 

evidence: (i) sharply decreasing carbon and nitrogen values 

returning to values of those in zone Barn A, lONer than at 

Pulpit Hill: (ii) absence of organic material in litho-unit 

D: and (iii) a marked decline in total land pollen 

concentration values to the very ICM values of zone Barn A, 

despite the generally higher concentration values than Pulpit 

Hill and the ION sedimentation rate of Ii tho-uni t D (assuming 

the same time-span). It is possible that the clima.tic 

deterioration was ruch nore intensely expressed at IDch 

Barnluasgan •. 

The C:N ratio also declines at this site, in contrast to 

its behaviour at Pulpit Hill, but it is not 1<:na.vn Whether 

this reduction results fram lONer fertility during the severe 

clima.tic episode or Whether the paucity of nutrients (in 

canparison to the basic lavas at Pulpit Hill) en the 

siliceous Dalradian bedrock is responsible. 

The suggested harsher envirornnent at Loch Barnluasgan is 

oot clearly seen in the pollen data (fig 3.11), rut it is 
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perhaps difficult to envisage hew such a feature can be 

discerned. ~st, if lDt all, taxa of arctic character do not 

thrive in, but merely tolerate, the harshness of the 

climate. Consequently even their pollen productivity 

declines. Olionophilous taxa might be expected to appear, 

and their absence nay inply that ff!!W snCM-patches developed 

in the catchment, as at Pulpit Hill. 

Fran the concentration values for T.L.P., it might be 

tha.lght that vegetation around the catchment was virtually 

destroyed, and the very lew carlxm content su:pr:x:>rts this 

vif!!W. The representation of Juniperus, Enpetrum and 

ericaceous species at very lew concentration values does not 

inply their presence in the basin, and their persistence nay 

be due to inwashing fran interstadial soils. This subzone 

(Barn Ca) is characterized by falling carbcn and nitrogen 

values, subzone Barn 0:> by consistently lew figures, and with 

the absence of Juniperus and heathers fran subzone 0:>, it 

might be suggested that throughout zone C a gradual depletion 

of hunus and included pollen occurred through slope-wash and 

solifluction, . to the point at the subzone alb boundary \\hen 

the soils became exhausted of organic naterial and contained 

pollen. 'Ibis idea is SUFtX>rted by similar patterns of 

depletion in Gramineae and Plantago naritina pollen, both 

prevalent in zone B rut probably having no role in the 
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catchment during this later period. 

Pollen deterioration increases in zone C. Analysis of 

individual pollen curves is hindered by the ICM ntDt'bers of 

grains in this zone, Which render the statistical treatrrent 

of the data of little value (chap. 7). Only Gramineae are 

present in all levels at sufficiently high nurrtlers for 

analysis, and within zone Barn C crumpling increases fran 35% 

of grass grains to 46.5%, declining to 33% above 753 an. A 

similar picture is obtained for broken Grarnineae grains 

(chap. 7). 

The absence of many grains of suspected inwash origin in 

subzone Barn Cb (above) will inevitably lead to percentage 

increases in other taxa, and in the absence of decisive 

palaeoenvirorunental irxlications the high Olerqx:xiiaceae and 

Artemisia values need not irrply a significant climatic change 

as proposed for Pulpit Hill. Carparisons with the 

distinctive changes at Pulpit Hill are therefore not 

convincing, and the sequence here cannot be said to endorse 

the interpretations at that site. 

'IWo praninent taxa not inp:>rtant at Pulpit Hill but 

significant at LoCh Barnluasgan are Selaginella selaginoides 

and Lycopodium selago. Selaginella is not clearly 
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chioIX>philous, but thrives also in nontane herb ccmrunities 

and fens also, in association with Carex (cyperaceae), 

Thalictrum and nosses (McVean and Ratcliffe, 1962). 

Lycop:xtium selago can indicate sna.v-patches When recorded at 

very high percentages, c18% T.L.P. and spores (Birks, 1973), 

particularly in association with L. alpinum, (Kirk and 

Godwin, 1963; Birks, 1973; Matthews, 1978). lbNever, this is 

not the case at lDch Barnluasgan, and true chionophilous 

indicators are absent. 

A small peak of Ranunculaceae at the leMer zone boundary 

is thought fran the pollen norphology to indicate an initial 

response'to ameliorating conditions by merl:>ers of the aquatic 

ecosystem, although again there is no increase in 

Myriorhyllum. It seems that a lack of CCI'lpetition (Berglund, 

1966) is not the sole control on this plant I s behaviour. 

'!be presence of fern-meada.vs (Dryopteris, Polypodiaceae 

undiff., P. vulgare, Thelypteris-type) probably indicates the 

increasing danpness of the climate, as proposed for Pulpit 

Hill, rut the decline in values for Selaginella is 

unexpected, as it gI'ONS in the Dwarf Herb nodum associated 

with late-sIlC7Nbed fern ccrmrunities. 
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The response to ameliorating climate of T.L.P. 

concentration, carron and nitrogen values, lithology and 

successional Changes is clear. The establishment of 

grasslands, initially with RLnTex, later by Enpetrum, 

Juniperus, Betula and in zone Barn E, Corylus, is similar to 

that elucidated at Pulpit Hill, though here the sedimentation 

rate is too slow to allow a clear understanding of the 

sequence (see chap. 4) .Of interest in zones D and E is the 

increase in concentration values for Pinus coincident with 

the Juniperus expansion. This could be attributed to pine 

ccmrnmities awroaching the Scottish mainland, as at Pulpit 

Hill (cf. chap. 6). 

3.4 RmIONAL cx)RREr.ATIONS 

Correlations between Pulpit Hill and loch Barnluasgan have 

been discussed in the above section, and are illustrated in fig. 

3.7. The majority of zones can be correlated successfully, except 

the earliest climatic revertence at Pulpit Hill (see later: sect. 

3. Sb). Lithostratigraphic cc.rcparisons show that the 

sedimentological Changes (fig. 3.7) are also broadly correlatable, 

and probably inply regional environmental changes, as concluded 

for the lake District by Mackereth (1966). 

CO'rparisons of T.L.P. concentration values shaN that in the 

mildest climatic periods tlx:>se at Loch Barnluasgan exceed the 
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!Ollen concentration values of Pulpit Hill by a factor of three, 

yet within the major cold phase the op!Osite obtains. The 

catchrrent area and inflONing streams IIUlst undoubtedly have a 

considerable effect on !Ollen influx, and this is thought to be 

the detennining factor in the higher !Ollen input at Loch 

Barnluasgan (as noted by Pennington (1979) in the Lake District). 

Variations of this kind within the same envircnnent have been 

described by Davis et. al., (1973), and it is clear that !Ollen 

concentration/influx is currently of limited value in ccnparing 

!Ollen sites. 

In the absence of radiocarbon dates synchroneity cannot be 

denonstrated, but the close carparison of !Ollen zones leads the 

writer to assurre that the vegetational changes are synchronous 

within the region. Carp3.rison with the nearest radiocarbon-dated 

profiles, Loch an t I SUidhe and Mishnish on Mlll (Walker and I.DNe, 

1982; I.o.Ye and Walker, pers. carm.) makes it clear that the 

!Ollen zonation elucidated at the study area sites can be extended 

in general, and often with renarkable similarities, to the island 

of Mlil. Using the radiocarbon dates fran these sites (walker am 

I.DNe, 1982) the Lateglacial age of the de!Osits on the mainland 

can be proven. 

'!he basal Rurnex-daninated zones are dated at IDch an t I 

Suidhe from before 13140 +/- 100 B.P. to 11860 +/- 80 B.P., 
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Whereupon with the decline in Rumex, Enpetnnn and Gramineae rise 

(11860 B.P.), and a Gramineae - Plantago rraritima sequence (zones 

Mj-e) is established at Mishnish. Thus as at the rrainland sites 

(this study) ericaceous heath appears to persist nore strongly at 

one site, rut at both Mull sites Juniperus declines, particularly 

sharply at Mishnish. 

The lDch Lc.m:>nd Stadial is characterized by minerogenic clay 

bands at both sites dated between 10730 +/- 60 B.P. and 10000 +/-

70 B.P. at Mishnish, 10690 +/- 70 B.P. and 10440 +/- 80 B.P. at 

IDch an t I Suidhe, and characterized by Cyperaceae, 

caryophyllaceae, Lycop:xUum selago and Selaginella, and rising 

Artemisia through the clay, again best seen at Mishnish. 

The early postglacial succession has been dated at Loch an It I 

Suidhe, \\here the transition fran Rumex-rich grasslands to 

scrubland is dated at 10,200 +/- 70 B.P. (walker am I..I:JNe, 1982). 

3.5 DISCUSSIOO' 

A INI'ROOOCl'IOO' 

In discussing the biostratigraphy of the Lateglacial in 

a nore general framework, the period has been divided into 

several topics for consideration. Sites in the British Isles 

a.rrl Ireland are briefly considered, but nore quantitative 

analyses are restricted to SCOttish Lateglacial sites. Table 
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3.2 lists the 42 sites included in the analyses. This is not 

a cx:rtplete collection of data fran all Lateglacial sites in 

Scotland. Sissons (1976) zrentioned 58 such sites, but many 

of these remain unpublished after seven years and are 

unavailable for scrutiny. On the other hand, many 

unpublished sites have been nade available (notably in H.J .B. 

Birks (1980) un~.). 

lliring the analyses it became apparent that sane sites 

did lX)t accord with criteria (Watts, 1970) for distinguishing 

climatic recessions, such as the IDch Larond Stadial. It is 

fel t these sites, discussed belaN, CanlX)t be regarded as 

local anomalies. 

Vasari ( 1977) remains the one \\Orker to question the 

Iateglacial age of Birks' (1973) Skye sites, and certainly 

the high standard of palynological techniques arployed in 

this study makes one wary of criticizing Birks' 

interpretations, but nevertheless there are sane strikingly 

unusual facets of the \\Ork Which are difficult to relate to 

the sequence on the Scottish mainland. It could be proposed 

that being an island the climate was different to the 

nainland, but it is felt unreasonable to asslROO this to be 

the case in every detail (see later). The denonstrably 

Iateglacial sites of IDchan DJilead (fig 1. 5; Williams, 1977) 
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and Glasscnock in the 'Ibrridon massif (Robinson, 1977: fig 

1. 5) ercphasize the palyoological anaralies in Birks' (1973) 

results. 

Vasari's (1977) criticisms hinge around the seven C14 

dates Birks (1973) obtained, of which four were fran the site 

of I.ochan Coir • a I Ghar1::i1ainn. Vasari I s argurrents are not 

repeated here, rut accepted as valid. Gray and I..a.ve (1977) 

report that valid Lateglacial C14 dates have been obtained, 

rut these have yet to be published. 

The pollen assenblage zones thought to reflect the loch 

Larond Stadial at three sites (Lochs Meodal, Fada, Mealt) are 

defined on increases in Betula nana-type, a pollen taxon of 

uncertain determination (Wain-Ibbson, 1981), and few other 

changes define convincing contrasts with preceding zones. At 

IDchan Coir I a I Gharbhainn the sequence accords nest closely 

with the typical early Flandrian succession of Ericaceae, 

Juniperus and Betula. Taken as such the radiocaroon dates 

fran this site make excellent sense, as Vasari (1977) pointed 

out, and their dismissal as being in error (Birks, 1973) is 

unwarranted. No conclusive evidence of vegetational 

revertence is presented at these sites, with no or little 

expansion of open-groond herbs. Only at Loch Cill Olriosd is 

a Lycopodium selago - Cyperaceae asseniJlage zone defined, rut 
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again few other changes occur. Lithological changes are of 

only minor significance with gyttja deposition constant at 

nest sites above the basal clay, and the limited 

palynological fluctuations associated with these changes 

could be ascribed to inwashing, as Birks (1970) had 

de:nonstrated at lDch Fada. These sites, examined 

objectively, appear to fail Watts' (1970) criteria for 

defining climatic oscillations, and a revertence phase is 

regarded as unsupported. The simplest interpretation is, 

then, that these sedinents are of postglacial age, and in 

proposing this, other problems are resolved. The radiocarbon 

dates are seen to be in gcx:>d agreement with others on similar 

biostratigraphic horizons (see chap. 5~ sect. 3), the. 

calculations of age by assuming unifonn sedirrentation rates 

(a questionable awroach in any case) becares unnecessary, 

and the narked variance of Skye with other Lateglacial sites 

is resolved. The problem of Corylus refugia largely resolves 

itself by the dismissal of the basis for assuming early 

grcMth of hazel in western Scotland, and the date of the 

Flandrian Betula expansion (9691 +/- 150 B.P. (0 - 956), 

although still slightly early, is in ITUch better agreement 

with other sites. 

The reasons for the absence of Lateglacial sediments 

need not be as significant or widespread as Vasari (1977) 
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inplies. All Birks' (1973) sites are fran fens at the edges 

of extant lochs, and, as at Loch Barnluasgan, deeper and 

older sediments probably lie under water. 

In the follCMing discussion the sites of Amulree and 

Carnbusbeg (!..oNe and Walker, 1977) are considered not to 

satisfy Watts' (1970) prqx>sals either, and are excluded fran 

further analysis. At Canibusbeg the sediment is very thin and 

minerogenic throughout the sequence, until the appearance of 

Betula in the Flandrian. There is then no organic 

interstadial sediment, and the pollen assenftJlage zones C la -

f (fig.9, !..oNe and Walker, 1977) are better seen as a 

continuing postglacial succession fran grass-8alix, to Rumex, 

Dtpetrum and Juniperus, all with high counts of regional 

birch, to the appearance of Betula itself in zone elf. 

Local p.a. zone C le, defined as a Rumex- Cyperaceae -

Selaginella zone, has only limited increases in these taxa 

and contains a Juniperus naxim..nn, which in turn depresses 

statistically the background Betula count. Thus no recourse 

to invoking very sleM accurrulation rates at this site is rDN 

needed, and the contrasts with Tynaspirit 2, only 1 kIn away, 

are reduced. 

At both Arculree and Canbusbeg the clay was felt to be 

contaminated by organic streaks and coryloid pollen, rot the 
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"contamination" could have been contenporaneous if the sites 

are regarded as Flandrian. 

At AlIulree 2 the palynological sequence is at variance 

with other sites (IDNe and Walker, 1977: p.106), and the 

notable lack of major changes does not lead to the inmediate 

recognition of a Lateglacial biostratigraphy. The period of 

"revertence", zones Am 2d and e, is by no rreans 

characteristic or distinctive, and in the absence of 

supporting evidence, in lithological changes, for instance, 

this site is not considered Lateglacial in age. 

B 'mE OIDER DRYAS PHASE IN BRITAIN 

The pre-Loch I.atond Stadial climatic revertence at 

Pulpit Hill is interesting in the a~ent corrol::x>ration of 

this pattern at sites such as Ble1ham Bog and Cam Loch 

(Pennington, 1975), Tadcaster (Bartley, 1962), \\hich has 

stood as an Older Dryas site for over 20 years without 

serious criticism, Loch of Park (Vasari am Vasari, 1968), 

CorIydon (Walker, 1977) and Stornont Loch (Caseldine, 1980). 

With, in certain cases, PI'OfOsed correlaticns with the Older 

Dryas stage of the continent (Mangerud!:!.. ~., 1974), it is 

tilrely to review the present standing of this period in the 

British Lateglacial. 
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Watts (1970) has furnished suggestions to test the 

regiooal significance of fluctuations at anyone site: 

lithe same pollen sequence in all its stages can 

be found at all sites with sediments of the 

awropriate age within the region. II (p.l44). 

No other site within or near the study area, e.g. , IDch 

Barnluasgan, Drirnnagall (Rymer, 1977), Mishnish or loch an 

t I SUidhe (J. J. I.a.ve and M. J • C. Walker: pers. ccmn.) shows 

the expected palynological fluctuations. 

"Radiocarbon dating should shaN' a high degree of 

synchroneity between sites. II (p.l44). 

Radiocarbon dating proved disappointingly unsuccessful 

(sect. 3.2ix), and this point cannot be pursued further. 

This 'bNo-pronged approach of Watts (1970) provides a 

suitable way of analysing the British sites, qy 

(1) the undoubted derronstration of a real vegetational 

revertence at anyone site, and 

(2) the successful correlation of sites with each other and 

with the continental chronostratigraphy through C14 dating. 

(1) At Tadcaster, Bartley (1962) subdivided Godwin zone 

1 into three subzones on the fluctuating birch 
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percentage curve, declining to belON 10% T.P. in subzone 

Ic. This subzone of inferred climatic deterioration 

features a strong rise of Juniperus {4O% T. P. } • Few 

herb taxa expand, and Betula nana, which might be 

expected to increase, actually declines. N:> 

lithological changes acccrrpany these fluctuations 

{contrary to the cx:mte1t by Permington and Sackin 

{1975}, p.445}, and this site does not justify the 

support for its inportance (e.g., Pennington, 1969), 

failing to satisfy in ~ way Watts' (1970) criteria. 

Blelham Bog {Permington, 1975} does not shON a 

distinctive pollen flora at the inferred period of 

climatic harshness, and in the original paper on the 

site (Pennington and Barmy, 1970) this "Older Dryas" 

phase was not distinguished as a distinct bio-assemblage 

zone, the authors stating there was no evidence for a 

"general cliIratic recession" prior to the IDch Iatond 

Stadial {Pennington and Bonny 1970: p.873}. The 

deterioration was reported later {Pennington, 1975}, to 

be revealed by decreasing concentration values for 

Betula, Juniperus, Filipendula and Myriq:i1yllum 

al terniflorum, all considered themophiloos (but the 

three latter taxa are questionable in this respect: see 

previous discussioos in this chap.). Yet Juniperus 

concentration and influx values decline well before the 

"Older Dryas," in local p.a. zone Bb,as does 
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Myriophyllum, so that their absence is rot 

Characteristic of the deterioration. When 90% 

confidence intervals are considered there is no change 

in pollen influx of Filipendula. Nor do the herbaceous 

taxa increase, am Watts I (1970) condition of a 

distinctive pollen flora is not met. The reduction in 

carbon content of 6 - 9% within the "Paler Organic M.J.d lf 

of this period is of lmcertain relevance in the absence 

of carbon values for overlying material. 

Blea Tarn (Pennington, 1964; 1970) is regarded as 

showing a climatic recession within the pre-Betula 

juniper phase (Permington, 1970), and the palynological 

changes associated with local p.a. zone 4b are probably 

the nost convincing in the Lake District. These are 

emorsed by chemical (Pennington am Lishman, 1971) and 

JX)Uen concentration analyses (Pennington, 1973). 

Principal Carponents Analysis (Pennington and Sackin, 

'1975) denonstrated the aptness of the original 

subjective zonation at this site. This site, however, 

stands out among other English sites in the clarity of 

the sequence. 

Cam lDch, in oorthem Scotland (fig 3.13; table 

3.2), correlated with Blea Tarn (Pennington and Sackin, 
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1975) fails watts' (1970) second criterion, for 

distinctive single p::>llen spectra do not provide support 

for a climatic oscillation. That this spectrum carries 

sane statistical significance (Pennington and Sackin, 

1975) does not inply that it has any validity in 

vegetational tenns. 

Other sites fran northern Scotland (Pennington, 

1977b) are similarly subdivided into regional p.a. zones 

Al, A2 and A3. The prop::>sed recession, zone A3, is 

defined over the region as having high R..nrex and 

Artemisia, with reduced Enpetnnn and Jtmiperus, nruch as 

at Pulpit Hill. At Lochan an Snruraich and Loch Tarff 

subzone A3 is defined on only tv.o p::>llen spectra, in 

Which Jtmiperus does not decline, While at Loch 

Sionascaig F.lrpetrum naintains high values. lDchan an 

Srruraich and Cam Loch, on which pollen influx analyses 

were perfonned, shaN only srroothly increasing pollen 

producti vi ty throughout regional p. a. zone A. 

At other sites the zonation is rrore convincing, 

and Whether the patterns can be dismissed as statistical 

artefacts as Pennington!!:.. al. (1972) originally 

suggested is uncertain. Bare-ground herbs do respond, 

particularly Rumex, at all sites, Thalictrum at 
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IDCh Sionascaig, and Cclzyophyllaceae at IDchan an 

Sr!Uraich and IDCh Borralan (fig 3.13), and this apparent 

replication of results in taxa expected to rise in a 

climatic decline perhaps justifies the climatostrati

graphic interpretation for certain sites. IbNever,the 

absence of significant lithological, chemical or 

microfaunal changes indicative of soil erosion 

(Pennington, 1977b: Pennington!:!. ~., 1972: Pennington 

and Sackin, 1975) does not suggest climatic 

deterioration, rut neither can the alternative 

explanation of basin-ed.ge collapse be slIpIX)rted fran 

this evidence. Although Pennington and Sackin (1975) 

nention the appearance of sub-aerial diatars in subzone 

A3 at IDch Sionascaig this is not stIpFOrted by fig lOa 

of Pennington !:!. ~. (1972), and Hav.orth1s depiction 

(in Pennington, 1977b) of a corresponding regional 

Oiaton Zone Ic is at best only a tentative assertion. 

Pennington I s (1977b) suggestion that the proposed 

climatic deterioration was of minor importance is 

similar to that asserted for Pulpit Hill, rut 

Pennington I s (1977b) arguments are regarded as 

unconvincing. The sites renain enigrratic, and the 

writer feels it necessary to remain non-ccmnital on 

them. 
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The eastern Granpians is a second area fran Which 

several sites appear to shC1N early Lateglacial climatic 

oscillations. IDCh of Park (Vasari and vasari, 1968; 

Vasari, 1977) appears from the sawtooth diagram (1968) 

to be subzoned on one spectnlm, as at Cam IDCh, While a 

second diagram (1977) sl'lc:Ms such variation in the 

spectra that, contrary to Vasari's assertions (1977; 

p.146), no oscillation can be recognized. 

At Corrydon (Walker, 1977) a rrarked decline in 

Jtmiperus and Betula, and increases in Catposi tae, Rurrex 

and Selagine11a occur with a change fran gyttja to 

detritus nud, in local p.a. zone C3. The rep1acenent of 

a higher seral stage ~ open grassland occurs over 12 

em (3 levels), and although Walker (1977) is 

necessarily tentative in assuming the fluctuation to be 

clirratical1y induced in the absence of pollen 

CCllcentration arrl chemical analyses the site accords 

with Watts' (1970) articles, and can be regarded as 

tentatively irxlicating a revertence {hase. 

Fifteen krn Salth of Corrydon, and 274 m lONer 

lies the site of Stornont IDch (Caseldine, 1980). '!'No 

pollen profiles both record najor decreases in 

Jtmiperus, Enpetnlm and, less distinctly, Betula with 
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Cyperaceae and Rumex expansions, seen in both percentage 

and concentration analyses. In neither profile are 

lithological changes seen, haNever, and it is difficult 

to regard the increase in sedges as an tmequi vocal 

response to deteriorating climate, While also no 

increases occur in bar~otmd herbs (except Rumex), rut 

it is concluded, principally on the scale of the changes 

depicted, that this site is also one of the ffM examined 

to justify the autbJrs I interpretation of an early 

interstadial climatic deterioration. 

(2) Only Cam Loch and Ble1ham Bog have been radiocarlxn 

dated, or have published dates for their stratigraphies. 

Blea Tarn is dated (Permington and Sackin, 1975) by 

CC'Il'p'll"ison with Blelharn Bog. 

Criticism has been made of Pennington I s technique 

of sarrpling for radiocarron dates before (Watts, 1977; 

loNe and Gray, 1980) and oothing here need be added 

regarding the precision with Which her 

chrorX>stratigraphies can be assessed. In addition, the 

series of 11 C14 dates fran Blelharn Bog have been 

oonsidered inaccurate on several occasions (Pennington, 

1975; Pennington and Bamy, 1970; Pennington and Sackin, 

1975), and rorrelation based on these dates is therefore 

extremely problematic. 
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Suggestions of a climatic recession equivalent to 

the Older Dryas of rx:>rth-west Europe (Mangerud~. al., 

1974) at sites in Britain are not supported by valid 

radiocarbon dates. 

The case has been made (Watts, 1980) that on the 

oontinent the BOlling - Older Dryas transition is rx:>t 

totally proven. Although glacier readvances or halts 

are 'knaNn fran Scandinavia, though rx:>t all synchronous 

with the Older Dryas chronozone (Mangerud, 1980), 

these need not be reflected in the vegetation sare 

distance away (Watts, 1980). Critical in this respect 

are the investigations of Bjorck and Hakansson (1982) 

fran south &Weden, where no Older Dryas phase is 

detected in the biostratigraphy despite the radiocaroon 

dates indicating cx:ntinuous deposition fran BOlling 

tines. A1 though recarrnending the adoption of the "Older 

Dryas II chronozone, they do so on theoretical arguments 

(e.g., Lo~~ and c. ..... ~, 1980) rather than their evidence. 

'!hey accept Mangerud !:!:.. ~.·s (1974) proposals, and 

conclude that mmy of the 62 C14 dates assembled are too 

old. A sinpler pI'O.[X:>sal might be that the glacier 

fluctuations reoorded by Mangerud (1980) are determined 

by glacial 
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nass-balance changes rx>t necessarily clirratically 

induced (e.g., Hillaire-Marcel et. al., 1981). 

Nevertheless, several sites in Scotland are 

considered to sl'laN vegetational oscillations nest 

reasonably explained as clirratic in origin. 

Conterrporanei ty rerrains unproven, (and thus Whether these 

fluctuations represent the same event),and little more 

can be said until this IX>int is derronstrated. The 

problem rerrains as enigmatic as ever. 

C RmICNAL VARIATICN IN INl'ERSTADIAL VEXEI'ATICN 

The regional analysis of vegetation, inferred fran 

IX>llen diagrams, has been attenpted at varying scales of 

space and time (Birks and Saarnisto, 1975: Turner and 

lbdgson, 1979). This section attercpts an elerrentazy 

synthesis of the available data fran Scotland for the period 

of the Lateglacial Interstadial (Gray and J.J::Me, 1977). Fig 

3.13 and Table 3.2 illustrate the data-mse. The taxa 

selected for analysis were Betula (fig 3.14) and Thpetrum 

(fig 3.15), the major tree and shrub taxa in interstadial 

pollen assemblage zones. Maxirrum percentages (excluding 

clearlyanamlous single spectra) of these taxa are plotted 

on the figures by a scherre of proportional circles. It is 

assumed that these are a better measure of a taxon's 

representativity at maximum 
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1 Garral Hill Donner (1957) NJ 444551 20 45 60 NP 

2 Garscadden Mains Donner (1957). Mitchell (1952) NS 533713 15 5 10 NP 

3 Loch Mahaick Donner (1958) NN 705072 10 5 25 NP 

4 Loch Droma Kirk and Godwin (19631 NH c.270750 10 70 5 10 6 +14 

5 Loch 01 Park Vasari & Vasari (1968) NO 772988 20 20 40 10 8 "'34 

6 Loch Kinard Vasari & Vasari (1968) NO .435997 50 25 20 20 8 +24 

7 Drvmen Vasari & Vasari (1968). Donner (1957) NS 490923 15 15 35 5 3 -11 

8 Culhorn Mains Moar (1969b) NX 085593 15 10 55 JO 

9 little Lochans Moar (1969b) NX 076578 5 5 50 20 

10 Bigholm Burn Moar (196 9b) NY 316812 8 0 40 <5 

11 Yesnabv Moar (196 9a) HY237152 17 40 30 8 

12 Corstophlne Newev (1970) NT 214727 20 5' 50 <5 

13 Loch Scionascaig Pennington et. al (1972) NC c.120410 20 40 30 5 4.5 +03 

14 Loch Borralan Pennington et al (1972) NC c.26011 0 20 30 40 10 5.5 +09 

15 Loch Craggie Pennington etal (1972) NC c.330070 20 40 20 20 6 +04. 

16 Loch Tarll Pennington et al (1972) NH c.425100 20 40 45 35 7 -0.09 

17 Cam Loch Pennington et al (1972) NC c.220121 10 10 20 20 5 -06 

18 Drlmnaga" Rvmer (1974. r977) NR 714848 5 0 50 15 2.5 -2.6 

19 Blackness Walker (1975a) NO 463786 18 ·,10 35 5 6 +1.9 

20 Rhoineach Mhor Walker (1975a) NO 331728 10 5 35 5 6 +1.9 

21 Loch Etteridge I Walker (1975b) NN 688929 26 55 17 25 7.5 +14 

22 CorrVdon Walker (1977) NO 132674 14 9 14 25 7 +0.9 

23 Tirinie . Lowe & Walker (1977) NN 889678 40 23 30 30 6.5 -01 

24 Tvnaspirit 2 Lowe & Walker (1977) NN 667047 43 17 24 10 4 -0.6 

26 Glasscnock Robinson (1977) NH 858454 1 48 20 2 4 +0.1 

27 Lochan Doilead Williams (1977) NM 677946 5 30 35 5 4 -01 

28 Beanrig Moss Webb (1978). Webb & Moore (1982) NT 517293 38 9 32 23 

29 Blackpool Moss Webb (1978). Webb & Moore (1982) NT 517289 10 8 30 11 

30 Abernethv Forest Birks & Matthewes (1978) NN 967175 30 35 20 65 10 -06 

31 Loch 01 Winless Peglar (1979) NR 295545 10 10 25 <5 

32 Loch Ci" an Aonghais Peglar. in Birks (1980) NR 776617 5 15 35 <5 

33 An DrUlm. Eribo" Birks. H H . in Birks (1980) NC C 430570 7 52 23 NP 

34 Stormont Loch I Caseldme (1980) NO 1942 22 11 45 20 5 -06 

35 Lochan an Smuraich Pennington (1977b) NC c.320390 10 65 35 15 4 - 1.1 

36 Tom na Moine ·MacPherson (1980) NN 683961 NP NP NP 25 8 +1.9 

37 Pitbladdo Donald (1981) NO 361175 . 25 10 40 16 4 -1.2 

38 Salen Wain· Hobson (1981) NM 6865 18 35 26 0 35 -01 

39 Mishnish J.J. Lowe & M J.e. Walker (pers comm.) NM 455565 25 20 32 10 2.5 -21 

40 Loch an' t' Suidhe J.J Lowe & M.J.C. Walker (pers comm) NM 370215' 8 15 42 8 2.5 -1.9 

41 Pulpit Hill thiS study NM 851291 5 3 55 25 35 - 26 

42 Loch Barnluasgan thiS study NR 794915 5 10 46 7 2.5 -1.8 

Table 3.2: Scottish Lateglacial Pollen Diagrams 



Fig. 3.13: Scottish Lateglacial Pollen Diagrams 
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development than the mean percentages used by Turner and 

Hodgson (1979), although the writer is aware of the inherent 

weaknesses of this method of calculation in the control of 

the representation of pollen of one taxon by all other taxa. 

However, pollen influx measures have slinilar llinitations to 

relative diagrams, such as pollen over-representation, and 

the limited number of pollen concentration analyses would 

sharply limit the data-base. 

The distributions of the two taxa are described 

briefly, and reasons for the observed pattern suggested 

before the region of western Scotland, incorporating the 

present study area, is considered. Detailed discussions of 

individual sites is thought unnecessary given the numerous 

recent summaries of Scottish regions (e.g., Pennington~. 

al., 1972, Gunson, 1975, LcMe and Walker, 1977) and other 

parts of the British Isles (Pennington, 1977a1 \'~atts, 1977). 

BETUlA 

The broad picture of birch parkland, with subordinate 

juniper, over much of northern England and southern Scotland 

is complicated by smaller-scale differences believed induced 

by altitude (Pennington, 1970, Sissons et. al., 1973), aspect 

(LcMe and Walker, 1977), soil differentiation and exposure 
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(Gunson, 1975; Watts, 1977; Craig, 1978). Thus birch is 

thought to have been replaced upslope by Juniperus and 

Ernpetrurn, tended to grow best on south-west facing valley 

floors, and inland on the thickest soils. These local 

factors closely controlled tree growth, partly resulting in 

the patchy representation of high percentages in fig 3.14. 

There is, however, no evidence that birch approached a 

climatic threshold as far south as the English border, as 

argued by Bartley et. ale (1976) and Webb (1977). Given 

suitable conditions it is clear that birch growth could be 

highly successful as far north as the Grampians. Vasari and 

Vasari (1968) also regarded the localized establishment of 

Pinus sylvestris as likely at Loch Kinord. The Grampians 

were undoubtedly a stronghold for birch, and elsewhere, even 

in northern Scotland, the consistent contribution (20% 

T.L.P.) perhaps suggests that birch was a constant 

subordinate corrponent of the vegetation. The west coast is 

discussed later. 

EMPETRUM AND ERICACEAE 

North of the Great Glen numerous diagrams (Pennington 

~. al., 1972; Pennington, 1977b; Kirk and Godwin, 1963; 

Robinson, 19771 Birks, H. H. unpub.) confirm the existence of 

ericaceous heath as the dominant plant carmunity. The 
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Fig. 3.14: Interstadial Betula Distribution 
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suggestion of Enpetrum-daninance (Pennington et. al., 1972), 

in accord with Jessen's (1949) results fran north~est 

Ireland is not supported by Robinson (1977) or Birks (H. H. 

unpub.) who both report Vaccinium-type and Calluna grains, 

predominantly at An Druim Eriboll (Birks H. H. unpub.). The 

same pattern exists on the outer isles also (Moar, 1969b), 

although the diagram fram Caithness (Loch of Winless; Peglar, 

1979) is affected by high, possibly local sedge values. 

High En'petnnn values ("> 30% T .L.P.) are found as far 

south as Salen (Wain-Hobson, 1981) and Abernethy Forest 

(Birks and Matthewes, 1978). There appears to be a sharp 

decline belcw this zone. If oceanicity were the determining 

factor (Brown, 1971) it should be expected that western 

Scotland might also have high representation. Instead, 

Empetnnn is practically absent, as it is further south in 

Wales in the interstadial and postglacial. The outpost of 

Empetrum-heath on Dartmoor is anomalous for southern Britain, 

although most sites lie tcwards the west of the country. 

There appears to be a more distinctive correlation with 

rock-type, viz., the Moinian granulite-facies and granites of 

Scotland (fig 3.15) and granites of Dartmoor, and these 

siliceous, strongly acidic rocks would naturally support 

En'petrum-heath. 
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Fig. 3.15: Interstadial Empetrum Distribution 
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WESTERN SCXJl'LAND 

On the west coast of Scotland trees were absent: 

Ernpetrum is probably absent due to changes in lithology with 

the siliceous rocks further north. This low representation 

of trees and shrubs extends south to Galloway, the Isle of 

Man, the majority of Ireland (Watts, 1977) and sites in north 

Wales (Seddon, 1962; Ince, 1981), although Moore (1970, 1977), 

Simpkins (1974) and Lo.ve (1981), have denonstrated the strong 

growth of tree-birch over most of mid and north Wales. There 

are dangers, however, in relating low pollen percentages to 

the absence of the tree, as at Bal1augh, Isle of Man (Dickson 

~. al., 1970) B. pubescens macrofoss ils were found, 

although Betula percentages did not exceed c12% T.L.P •• The 

nearest macrofossil evidence for tree-birch to the study area 

is at Greenock (Dickson, 1977). 

In Ireland occasional high percentages of Betula are 

recorded, and macrofossils reported, as at Bal1ybetagh, 

Carrowreagh, Roundstone I (Jessen, 1949; watts 1970) and 

Leca1e (Singh, 1970), and open birchwoods are thought to have 

existed in sheltered conditions (Smith, 1970b; Mitchell, 

1976; Watts, 1977). 

It appears that temperature and precipitation were not 
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deleterious to birch grCMth. AI though Craig (1978) has 

suggested that a climatic decline at c12,OOO B.P. (see later, 

sect.3.5D) might explain the demise of Betula, the inferred 

drop in temperature to c12° C (Bishop and Coope, 1977), if 

valid, would be unlikely to hinder birch grCMth (Iversen, 

1954) • Indeed, Coope and Joachim (1980) argued that 

temperature reductions at this time encouraged birch 

expansion. 

Lamb (1964a) quotes MCVean as providing an example of 

the effect of exposure on birch regeneration: 

"New birch seedlings fail to appear for a variety 

of reasons only one of which is directly climatic, 

namely, when and where desiccating winds are too 

strong during the fruiting period so that the 

catkins get blCMn off before maturing." (p.385) 

This comment endorses what has been said about the 

ineffectiveness of many climatic factors. Other major 

controls are seen to be competition and grazing intensity 

(Kinnaird, 1968, 1974; Miles and Kinnaird, 1979) and must be 

considered briefly. Open grasslands are adequate for birch 

establishment. The diet of Megaceros has been proposed as a 

threat to birch development in Ireland (Watts, 1977; Craig, 

1978), but although the Giant Elk and other large mammals are 
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reported f~ Lateglacial Scotland (Stuart, 1982) it is 

difficult to imagine them confined to the west coast. 

McVean (in Lamb, 1964a) mentions that exposure to wind 

does not restrict birch at the present day, and if this be 

the reason for the tree's absence it would appear necessary 

to invoke more intense westerly winds during the 

interstadial. Coope and Joachim (1980) have argued for a 

similar circulation pattern to the present day, but Lamb 

(1977) has also reasoned that on recovering f~ the Main 

Devensian ice-maximum, isobars over the Atlantic would have 

been very much closer together, and wind speeds consequently 

stronger. \'li th a more energetic circulation system the 

dominant westerlies would not only suppress Betula but 

Juniperus also, as seen at Pulpit Hill and other sites in 

western Britain. 

D PRE-STADIAL CLIMATIC FWCl'UATlOOS 

Workers have on occasions recognized two independent climatic 

fluctuations in the Lateglacial interstadial prior to the 

onset of the Loch Larond Stadial. The first to be discussed 

is a climatic deterioration recognized initially by Craig 

(1978) at the southern Irish sites of Cool teen and Belle 

Lake. The evidence fran these and other sites will be 

considered before appraising the sites of Pulpit Hill and 
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Loch Barnluasgan in this respect. Some workers (see later) 

have distinguished a slight climatic improvement immediately 

prior to the Loch Lanond Stadial, and this is considered 

later in connection with the anomalously high Juniperus in 

the late interstadial at Loch Barnluasgan (sect. 3.3v). 

In south-west Ireland Craig (1978) recognised a major 

reduction in pollen concentration and influx values 

coincident with a vegetational revertence fram a Juniperus-

Filipendula pollen assemblage zone (12400 - 12000 B.P.) to a 

Gramineae phase. At Cool teen geochemical assays sho.v the 

carbon content falls, but this is not apparent at Belle Lake. 

In England, similar changes in pollen stratigraphy were seen 

in the later part of the interstadial in the Lake District 

(Walker,1966; Pennington, 1970) but remain undated. Evidence 

from cladoceran assemblages (v7atts, 1977) and Coleoptera 

(Coope, 1977, 19811 Coope et. al., 19711 Coope and Brophy, - -
1972) suggest the warmest part of the interstadial to be 

before 12000 B.P., with a sudden deterioration at that date. 

The pollen-spectral changes at Pulpit Hill are clearly 

in agreement with those at Cool teen and Belle Lake (Craig, 

1978). The Loch Barnluasgan sequence is less conclusive, but 

a similar response can be seen in the expansion of grasslands 
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in the interstadial (sect. 3. 2vii: 3. 3v) • Close to the study 

area in Mull the radiocarbon dated site of Loch an 't I SUidhe 

(J.J. loNe and M.J.C. Walker, pers. ccmn.) a revertence is 

seen fran Juniperus to Enpetrum-daninated zones, dated at 

11860 +/- 80 B.P. (Walker arrl loNe, 1982), whl.le at the 

sister site of Mishnish the juniper phase gives way to a 

Grarnineae-Plantago rraritina zone clearly akin to Pulpit Hill 

and Loch Barnluasgan, and with the Grarnineae zone defined by 

Watts (1977) for Ireland. Also adjacent to the study area, 

at Drimnagall (fig 1.5), Rymer (1977) recognizes a climatic 

decline in his pollen asserrblage zone D 3 (a Cyperaceae 

daninated zone with reduced arrounts of Salix and Juniperus), 

ani the sediment becares nore rninerogenic, inplying increased 

soil erosion. 

'!he carbon content of the sediIrents increases at both 

Pulpit Hill and lDch Barnluasgan. It may be that 

vegetatic:nal changes of this kind, whl.ch need not have 

induced an increase in bare ground, and which may have 

actually increased biamass,given its increase in grassland 

ecosystems, are not well reflected in chemical changes, 

bearing in mind that what is being measured need not be 

closely related to pe<blogical changes. \'brking on estuarine 

deposits of this age in sooth-west Scotlani, Bishop ani Ccx:>pe 

(1977) also noted that the climatic deterioration was 
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associated with enriched organic sediments, but in these 

situations the changes may be related to hydroseral 

successions associated with changing sea-levels. 

More problematic to the suggestion that the 

palynological changes indicate climatic deterioration of the 

two study sites are the expanding pollen concentration 

values, contrary to Craig's (1978) conclusions. Such 

increases occur exclusively in one pollen taxon, Gramineae, 

which is known to be over-represented (Markgraf, 1980), and 

concentration values need to be considered in relation to the 

pollen source in this case, such that the increases need not 

have palaeoclimatic significance. 

Regarding the geographical extent of this presumed 

climatic pattern, it seems Craig's (1978) correlation of his 

and Moar's (1969a) sites in south-west Scotland (fig3.13) can 

be extended to include the western seaboard as far as the 

present study area. North of this the EI'rpetrum heath may 

have been sufficiently robust to resist this phase of 

deteriorating climate. It certainly appears that the west of 

the country was more sensitive in reflecting this change. 

Elsewhere, birch continues to expand through this period. 

Even in west Wales, at Llyn Gwernan (Lowe, 1981), there is a 

marked expansion in Betula pollen at 12120 +/- 130 B.P., and 
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this may reflect the suggestion of Coope and Joachim (1980), 

that the late-interstadial expansion of birch was a 

climatically controlled response to deteriorating climate, 

the country being too warm and dry for successful 

regeneration prior to this time. Thus only in areas where 

birch failed to establish itself is the climatic revertence 

recognized. 

An oscillation in woody taxa close to the onset of the 

Loch Lamond Stadial is taken by some workers (Bartley et. 

a!., 1976; Pennington et. al., 1972; Walker, 1975a; Robinson, 

1977) to indicate a climatic amelioration at Bradford Kaims, 

Loch Tarff, Blackness and Glasscnock respectively. This 

apparent warming phase might be correlated with that thought 

recognized in marine sediments at Ardyne, on the Cowal 

Peninsula (fig.l.5) by Peacock et. ale (1978) and Peacock 

(1981), but the interpretation of marine palaeo-climatic 

sequences is oamplicated by time-lag effects, reworking of 

earlier sedimentby wave action and bioturbation etc. 

A similar pattern to these might be seen in the dramatic 

expansion of Juniperus at Loch Barnluasgan (sect. 3.3v), 

although the increase is seen only in one spectrum, despite 

the close sampling of the sediment for pollen analyses, and 

at this site the effect may be explained by statistical 

distortions. In addition, doubts have been cast (sect. 
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3.2vii) on the reliability of juniper as a thermophilous 

indicator. Instead, it is argued that increases in certain 

taxa need have no thermophilic origin, but are a reflection 

of a deteriorating environment, both climatic and edaphic. 

At Bradford Kaims (Bartley ~. al., 1976) and Blackness 

(Walker, 1975a) tree-birch is thought present, yet shows no 

response to the apparent ameliorating climate. In a 

continually deteriorating climate from c12000 B.P. juniper 

would be expected to expand either spatially or in pollen 

production when the shade-imposing birch retreated from the 

country. The same explanation cannot apply to areas where 

Betula was absent, but the increasingly deleterious climate 

would promote the break-up of the recently established 

grasslands and heath as 'stadial' conditions developed. This 

is perhaps seen in the decreasing carbon content analyses at 

Loch Barnluasgan (sect. 3.3v), and in the increasingly 

minerogenic nature of the sediments at Drimnagall (Rymer, 

1977). This in turn may have promoted temporarily the 

expansion of shrub taxa, perhaps in sheltered areas, 

previously hindered by the competitive expansion of grasses. 

This interpretation is tentative, but perhaps most easily 

explains the similarity of changes seen in contrasting 

vegetational regions, and agrees more completely with the 

demonstration (above) of a climatic revertence at c12000 

B.P. 
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E CLIMATIC DIFFERENTIATION WI'IHIN THE I.DCH ill10ND STADIAL 

Two aspects of this period are discussed in relation to 

its palynology; firstly, spatial differentiation, and 

secondly, temporal. 

Suggestions of varying climatic (precipitation) 

intensity come principally from Birks and Matthewes (1978), 

in discussion on the percentage representation of Artemisia 

pollen in Scotland, relating its distribution to the 

influence of snow-bearing winds from the south and 

south-west. Sissons (1980b) suggested that the distribution 

of Artemisia conformed with the regional fim-lines 

constructed for the Scottish Highlands, with high Artemisia 

percentages reflecting aridity and, thus, 

precipitation-starvation. Presented below is a statistical 

analysis of these proposals, which goes same way to, 

apparently, demonstrating this relationship. 

Fig 3.16 shows the maximal percentages of Artemisia, in 

proportional circles, at 42 Lateglacial pollen sites (see 

table 3.2 and discussion; sect. 3.5 C), with the regional 

firn-linesof Sissons (1980b; fig 4) superimposed. Anomalous 

peaks in pollen diagrams are discounted where possible, but 

given that sane diagrams are "sawtooth ll in outline this is 

not always possible. The disadvantages of percentage data 
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have already been described (sect. 3.5 C). Errors may have 

occurred in extrapolating Sissons' (1980b) fim-line 

altitudes to the extreme east of the country, as at Pitbladdo 

(Donald, 19811 nO,37). Finally, caution must be applied in 

the environmental interpretations of Artemisia pollen 

(Iversen, 19541 Bell, 1969; Moore, 1975, 1980), in the 

absence of species recognition (Webb's (1977) study is one of 

the few to define Artemisia types, but only Artemisia total 

is used here for consistency). 

The Spearman's Rank correlation coefficient r is highly 

significant at ~99% (0.5558) when the pollen percentages are 

compared with the nearest fim-line altitude (estimated to 

the nearest 50 m»), suggesting the relationship proposed by 

Birks and Matthewes (1978) and Sissons (1980b) to be correct. 

However, in chapter 8.2 concluding arguments will point to 

the recrudescence of glaciation in Scotland following the 

interstadial as being significantly earlier than currently 

thought, to be followed by a period of increasing aridity 

(see later in this section), such that the period of 

glacierization, to which the fim-line data is related, may 

be divorced in time from the period of Artemisia abundance. 

Thus the correlation may well prove to be, though 

statistically significant, ecologically spurious. 
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Fig . 3.16 : Stadial Artemisia Distribution and 
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Cllanges through time in the lDch Iarond Stadia 1 are 

errphasized by Macpherson (1980) at Tan na l-bine, Where she 

inferred a tripartite climatic sequence of oceanicity

continentality - oceanicity, based on varying percentages of 

Salix/Eirpetrurn and Artemisia. Her conclusions can, h<:Mever, 

be questioned on nany counts, e.g., lCM pollen sums, single 

spectra used for zonation, adventurous use of percentage 

data, uncertain ecological affinities of the taxa discussed, 

etc., and this site is not discussed further. 

Nevertheless, with the application of local pollen 

assemblage zones since approximately 1970, nany workers have 

sul:xlivided the IDch I.arond Stadia 1 palyt'X)logically, e.g., 

Conydon (Walker, 1977), Tirinie (loNe and Walker, 1977), 

Stomont Loch (Caseldine, 1980), Beanrig and Blackpool l-bsses 

(Webb and M:x:>re, 1982), Mishnish (M.J.e. Walker, pers. 

carm. ), and at Pulpit Hill and Loch Barnluasgan (this study). 

In addition, at Loch Etteridge, Walker's (1975b) local p.a. 

zone LE 4, although included within the interstadial has lCM 

birch, high Cyperaceae and rising Artemisia values, and is 

contained within minerogenic sediment. At Drinnagall 

Artemisia peaks only at the end of zone 04. 

At Pulpit Hill this pattern has been related to 

increasing aridity during the stadial. Caseldine (1980) has 
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pro:fX)sed a similar pattern for the S.E. Granpians, and it 

appears this pattern is reproduced in varying degrees of 

clarity across Scotlarrl. At the Whitlaw M::>sses (Webb, 1977: 

Webb and r-bore, 1982) the type of Artemisia has been defined 

as the chionophobous A. norvegica. The consistent increases 

of Artemisia through tiroo are likely to reflect general 

clinatic changes leading to precipitation-starvation at later 

stages of the stadial. This nust undoubtedly have had a 

considerable effect on the development and expansion of LoCh 

I..arond Readvance glaciers, and these inp1ications will be 

discussed in chap. 8. 
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Fig. 3 .2 PULPIT- HILL 1 POLLEN PERCENTAGE DIAGRAM 
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Fig . 3 .5 / 6 
PULPIT HILL 2 POLLEN PERCENTAGE/ CONCENTRATION DIAGRAM 
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~ FURrnER IATEmACIAL SITES 

4.1 INTROrucrICN 

These sites are distinguished fran those in chap. 3 py having 

only limited deve10prents of Lateg1acia1 sedirrents. As will be 

seen, it appears that at both sites, Na Iona Min and Ion G1as, 

interstadial and pre-interstadial sedilrents (~ Pennington et. 

a!., 1972) are absent, so that only deposits of IDch Larond 

Stadial age underlie post-g1acial and Flandrian sedirrents. These 

distinctive sequences are argued to be directly related to the 

behaviour of valley glaciers in the stadia1. 

Both sites will be described initially, and their gearorphic 

significance analysed, before the data fran these sites, the full 

Lateg1acial sequences at Pulpit Hill and IDch Barnluasgan, and 

other sites fran western Britain are canbined to derronstrate the 

consistency of the early Flandian vegetational succession. 

4.2 NA I.OOA MIN (g.r. NS 046881: lat. 56°02 , 4S" N: 100g. sOOS' 15" W) 

4.2.i Site Location and Geomorphic Setting. 

The site lies sc:::>ne distance fran others in the study 

area, south of IDch Fyne in the Strath nan Illb (fig. 4.1), 

a valley parallel to the larger Glendarue1 valley 

(fig. 1.3). 
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The basin of Na. IDna Min lies on Forestry Carmission 

land at an altitude of 207 In 0.0., surrOlIDded by hills 

sana 200 m higher (fig. 4.1). Inmediately south of the 

area sho.vn on fig. 4.1 the valley-head reaches 230 In 0.0., 

so that the river, the Leth AlIt, drains northward through 

the peat-bog of Na I.ona Min before joining the west-flCMing 

Garvie Burn (fig. 4.1). 

Also depicted are the results of gearorphic mapping of 

the valley-system. Mapping was hampered by spruce 

p~antations on An Cruachan and An Socach, but between Na. 

IDna Min and the Garvie Burn was successful. 

Irnoodiately north of Na. IDna Min is the praninent, 

15 In high crescentic noraine ridge of Tan na IX>bhain 

(fig. 4.1), bisected by the present Leth AlIt. Wi thin 

this ridge, interpreted as a tenninal noraine, are drift 

nounds 4-5 In high, grading into featureless till over 

10 In thick (seen in sections in the Garvie Burn at 

N. S. 053900). These nounds have the appearance of hurmocky 

noraine, sections sho.ving a basal silty, micaceous-rich 

matrix-supported till overlain generally by thin laminated 

silts and clays and finally by well-bedded fluvial sands 

and gravels, the sequence interpreted as deglacial in 

origin, lake-clays overlain by fluvioglacial deposits. 
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Fig. 4.1: Na Lona Min. Location of pollen sites 
and geomorphic setting 
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These nounds are separated by snaIl, shallOll kettle-holes 

(i.e. site 2: fig. 4.1: see later). 

A series of hunrrocks is aligned roughly parallel to 

the valley-side (N. S. 053888) and a clear drift limit, 

dermrcated by a break of slope, stream incision into the 

till and bedrock expJsures above this limit, can be seen 

fran the em of the tenninal noraine at 220 m . O. O. to 

290 rn . sare 1600 rn up-valley, beyond Which plantations 

nade napping difficult. Gunn~. ale (1897) trace this 

tongue of norainic drift beyond the Col of Strath nan Lub 

at 350 m 0.0. into the north-flOlling Glen Branter 

(fig. 1.3). Gunn!:!:. ale (1897) argued that the tenninal 

noraine "clearly caused the fonnation of the noss Na lDna 

Min by damning the drainage outlet". (p. 257). 

on the western valley-side a drift limit is delineated 

00 the slopes of An Cruachan (N.S. 048898), rising fran 

220 rn to 230 m 0.0. in 600 rn before it is lost, although 

Gunn et. ~. (1897) describe several sets of rroraines 

nmning W.S.W. dONn Garvie Burn. 'l\vo lOll linear ridges 

trending N - S 'Nere napped at N.S. 049898: their origin is 

unclear. Augering revealed coarse sands as with other 

drift nounds, but they are unrelated to a drift-limit, are 

linear rather than hurmocky, and lack the steep inner slope 
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of lateral noraines. Their position on the ridge-top is 

anaralous, and they may represent crevasse fills, but this 

is very uncertain. No gearorphic evidence was found on the 

slopes of the Glendaruel valley to derronstrate continuity 

of these deposits with those mapped by Sutherland (1981) in 

Glendaruel (fig. 1.2). 

At Glendaruel clear evidence of fluvioglacial 

deposition is found in the fonn of eskers, kaIres, possible 

kettle-holes and fluvio-glacial terraces graded to "a 

sea-level at least as 10t\T as 12.5 m." (Sutherland, 19817 

p.135). Regarding the dating of these deposits, Sutherland 

considered them to be post-otter Ferry stage (post-13,000 

yrs. B.P.), but suggested that the ice-front retreated only 

a few hundred rretres between the high 

(37.5 m - 0.0.) sea-level of the otter Ferry stage to the 

later deposits, during which tine sea-level dropped at 

least 25 m (on the basis of absence of sea-level evidence 

within this limit)(cf. chap. 8.3). later he briefly 

considered the possibility that the second ice-front is 

related to the Loch I.arond Readvance, but considered such a 

correlation \tJOuld "pose a considerable problem as to the 

origin of the glaciers" (p. 247). 

Related to the otter Ferry stage is an alluvial fan 
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debouching fran a gorge leading fran the valley-head of 

I.eth AlIt, at an altitude of 38 m 0.0. (Sutherland,· 1981), 

believed to have been fed by melt-water fran a glacier 

occupying I.eth AlIt, Which Sutherland (pers. carm.) 

associates with the Tan na I:bbhain rroraine and the Na IDna 

Min lake-basin. No lake shore-lines could be napped 

because of the Forestry Catrnission plantations, and this 

relationship renains unproven. 

4.2.ii Sampling 

Given the very large size of the basin, (3800 m"" ), 

regular depth-probing was not attenpted. Efforts to 

detennine the sub-surface rrorpharetry were tl'Marted by 

extensive spreads of gravel beneath the 2.0 - 2.5 m of 

blanket-peat covering the old lake-surface. It is 

uncertain whether the sanpling point (1: fig. 4.1) is the 

deepest point of the basin, and the absence of interstadial 

sedirrents canoot thus be proved •. ShallCM seismic surveying 

was considered in proving this point, rut this method gives 

arnralous readings induced by buried gravel lenses. 

A series of 12 x 1.0 m Russian cores were taken with 

50 an overlaps to a depth of 6.50 m \Ahen bedrock was 

struck (fig- 4.2). Relative pollen counts were CCltpleted 

principally in autunn 1981, and 17 pollen concentration 
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analyses (fig. 4.3) were perfonned six nonths later, 

indicated on fig. 4.3: "Sample IDeations". 

4.2.iii Generalized Lithostratigraphy. 

The canplexityof the sequence portrayed in fig. 4.2 

necessitates the generalizing of individual lithological 

units, so that litho-units can include several changes in 

lithostratigraphy. 

LI'1H:>STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A: 650 - 511 en. 

predaninantly silty-clay or clayey silt, but 

with two clay-bands in core 12, and areas of 

clay-enrichIrent in other bands: najor sub-units 

differ in colour, fran 5Y 3/2 dark olive gray (dark 

bands) to 5Y 5/1 gray (light bands): occasional 

stones: boundaries within unit sharp, rut 

transitional to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B: 511 - 314 en. 

characterized by generally finer and lTOre 

clayey bands, banding or laminations distinguished 

principally on colour (dark = 2.5 Y 5/2 grayish 

brONn: light = 10 YR 5/3 brONn) though dark bands 

have slightly increased silt ccntent (not depicted on 

fig. 4.2): dark bands consistently thicker than light 

ones, although both types range in thickness 
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Fig. 4 .2: Na lona Min: lithostratigraphy 
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considerably (6 nm - 9 em for dark, 3 nm - 4 em 

for light) and although lONer bands are usually 

thicker fine laminae appear, poorly defined, with 

vague boundaries, within all sub-units; occasional 

stones; boundaries usually sharp, though not 

truncated or eroded (x 20 stereosccpic microscope); 

sharp boundary to 

LI'nDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT C: 314 - 238 em. 

essentially similar sequence of colour - and 

texture - banded clays, silts and sil ty~lays, darker 

colours closely correlated with high silt-content, 

the unit being distinguished on a clearly recognized 

fining-upward sequence, with bands 1 em thick bel"", 

255 em , finer atove and exceedingly fine, (<: 1nm ) 

between 247 and 239 em , clay laminae nore uniform in 

thickness than nore variable silts, and increasing 

silt content dc:wn-uni t accounting for such changes, 

although fine laminae are still fOLnld., as between 

261 - 294 em (core 5); 

transi tiooal boondary to 

LI'IlDSTRATIGRAPfUC UNIT 0 I 238 - 203 em. 

initially very finely enm scale) laminated 

alternations of 10 YR 5/2 grayish brown clay and 

lOYR 5/1 gray nuscovite-rich silty clay, sho.dng 

penecontenporaneous contortions, changing urward to 
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5YR 5/3 reddish brown clayey silt/silt, with laminae 

thickening rapidly and disa~ing above 228 em due 

to increasing silt input: increasingly organic above 

224 em : 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E: 203 - 187 em. 

10 YR 3/1 very dark gray organic-rich micaceous 

silty clay, macrofossils camon; 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT F: 187 -162 an. 

high silt inplt decreasing up.vard to 

organic-rich silty clay, and very dark brown 

(10 YR 3/2) clay/gyttja above 181 an , darkening on 

exp::>sure to 5 YR 2.5/1 black, with macrofossils 

(leaves, stems, seeds) camon: 

sharp,wavy boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT G: 162 -152 an. 

10 YR 3/2 very dark grayish brown pure clay, 

changing at 158 an to faintly laminated 

(0.5 - 1.0 em ) clays with organic gyttja bands, 

reverting to clay above 155 em , 

sharp boundary to 

LrlK>S'I'RATIGRAPHIC UNIT H: 152 - 35 an. 

fine sedge-peat, weI l-humi fied, ffM 

macrofossils: 

transitional boundary to 
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LI'IHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT I 35 - 23 an. (not depicted on 

fig. 4.2) 

very coarse sedge-peat: 

reddish-bro.vn: 

5YR 2.5/2 dark 

transitional 'toundary to 

LITIJJSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT J: 23 - 4 an. 

coarse sedge-peat with increasing minerogenic 

(sand) influence: 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT K: 4 - 0 em. 

mixture of coarse sedge-peat and veins of 

fluviatile stones, sand and silt. 

4.2.iv Biostratigraphy (figs. 4.3: 4.4) 

650 - 295 em.... : N::>n-polleniferoos 

Spectra depicted on fig. 4.3, and others sanpled at 

20 ern intervals through cores 10, 11 and 12 failed to 

attain the criteria defined in chap. 2 (sect. 2.7) for 

polleniferoos sed:irrent, despite using nuch larger sediIrent 

samples than usual. 

295 - 222 em·· local p.a. zone NLM 1 

Cyperaceae - Gramineae 

Herbs exceed 70% T.L.P., principally sedges and 

grasses. Few other taxa are distinctive, although 
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Chenop:xUaceae, Carpositae Liquliflorae, Epilobium and 

Artemisia are conspicuous. Pinus and coryloid values are 

infrequently high also. 

Total deterioration is very high, with crunpled 

grains prcminent, and indetenninable grains also 

m:nTlerous • 

222 -209 an : local p.a. zone NU1 2 

Ruttex - Grarnineae 

While sedges decline and Gramineae values remain 

high, Ruttex values increase to 22% T.L.P., acccrrpanied by 

Ranunculaceae undiff., restricted to this zone, and slaNly 

rising values of Flrpetrum. Catpositae continue to 

register high values~ While Chenopodiaceae, and, of the 

sp:>re-producing taxa, Lycopodium selago, Selaginella and 

Polypodiaceae decline fran their fonner high values. 

Betula values, with B.nana-type grains naN detennined, 

increase notably with Juniperus and Salix. 

Pollen concentration is very laN, only rising 

slightly above 210 em. Total deterioration is 

significantly lower than zone 1. 
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209 - 197 em local p.a. zone NIM 3 

Empetrum - Jriperus - Grarnineae 

Ericaceae undiff. pollen is recognized in every 

spectrum, but Empetrum is the principal dwarf shrub, 

rising snoothly to 17% T.L.P., while jriper expands as 

praninent1y in the latter half of the zone. Trees and 

other shrubs shc:M no change, and although Grarnineae 

persist strongly few herbs, except Fi1ipendu1a, are 

distinctive, arrl many are unrecorded in this zone 

(e.g., Anreria, C1enopodiaceae, Epi10bium and 

I..eguminosae). Po1YIXXliaceae and Dryopteris expand, albeit 

very erratically. 

Deterioration is again reduced but very consistent 

within the zone, while total pollen concentration sha.vs no 

change. 

197 - 183 em : local p.a. zone NIM 4 

Betula - Juniperus - Plantago maritima 

Juniperus rises to a peak of 25% T. L. P., but declines 

to 4% T.L.P. within the zone, whereas Betula rises 

consistently to 47% T.L.P. throughout. Salix begins to 

increase, \\hi1e the grasses maintain values around 

15% T.L.P., with Fi1ipendu1a and Plantago maritima 

exparrling, the latter declining abruptly at the upper zone 
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roundary. Pollen ooncentration rises steadily. 

183 - 171 em local p.a. zone NI.M 5 

Betula - Coryloid - Salix 

with birch consistently high, ooryloid grains expand 

dranatically to 54% T.L.P., and Salix reaches maxilrum 

representation as Juniperus returns to very low values. 

Salix also declines within, this zone, haNever. All herbs 

suffer percentage reductions, except Filipendula. 

CaIpositae are not reoorded in this zone, nor are 

aquatics, and nest spore-producing taxa decline also. 

Total deterioration is now at its lowest in the 

diagram, while total pollen concentration continues to 

rise oonsistently. 

171 - 161 an . . local p.a. zone NIl-1 6 

Coryloid 

Coryloid grains daninate the zone at a maximal 

77% T. L. P., ~ereas Betula grains decline very rapidly to 

below 15% T.L.P. 

Juniperus is ally reoorded at one level (one grain), 

Salix values are also reduced, dwarf shrubs rarely 

reoorded, and herbs total only 10% T.L.P. 
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Tbtal deterioration values increase. 

161 - 136 em . . local p.a. zone NIM 7 

Coryloid - Mixed Oak Forest - Alnus 

this zone sub-divided, thus: 

(a) 161 - 155 ern. 

Betula percentages decline no further, Pinus 

sho.Ns a sma.ll peak, While coryloid grains, though 

still very irrportant, are recorded at ruch lONer 

values. Elm and oak expand, apparently 

synchronously. 

Sedge percentages expand only slightly, but 

ma.jor changes are seen in the aquatic taxa, with 

lsoetes reaching 72% T.L.P. + aquatics, and in the 

sIX>res where PolytXXliaceae and Sfitagnum increase 

also. 

Marked increases in corrosion rrean total 

deterioration is again very high. 

(b) 155 - 136 ern. 

The major taxa remain consistent, and the 

subzone is marked by a rise to over 10% T. L. P. of 

Alnus. 
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4.2. v Gearorphic Significance 

The basal sediments of the site are believed to date 

fran sare period wi thin the loch I.arond Stadia1 

(sect. 4.1), and related directly to the Tan na Ibbhain 

rroraine. These conclusions are based on two independent 

lines of evidence, (a) palynological and (b) sed.inent

ologica1. 

(a) Palynological results 

It is clear fran the few pollen spectra 

(fig. 4.3) fran the non-po11eniferous sedilrents be10N 

295 an. that interstadial vegetational assemblages 

(viz. chap. 3) are not recorded. Tv.o reasons are 

thought likely to explain the non-po11eniferous 

nature of the sediments ~ (i) the very limited pollen 

productivity of the vegetation, and (ii) the 

extremely rapid sedinentation rate at this tine 

(discussed belON). 

The earlier pollen assemblage zone is similar to 

the spectra be1CM 295 em., and it appears that there 

is little change between the t'Y.O zones. Fran the 

fining-upNard sequence in the sedilrents 

(sect. 4.2.iii) it is suggested that at this phase 

the sed.iIrentation rate was reduced rather than that 

pollen productivity rose. 
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There is a close oamparison between this zone 

and those described fran stadial sediIrents at Pulpit 

Hill (sect. 3.2.vii) and LoCh Barn1uasgan (3.3.v). 

Cyperaceae nt.m1bers are seen to exceed the counts for 

grasses, Chenopodiaceae reach 5% T.L.P., with 

Artemisia consistently recorded, though at this site 

not abundantly. lvbre inportantly, in view of what 

was argued in chap.3 regarding clinatic control of 

the expansion of docks and sorrels in the earliest 

post-glacial, Rutrex is low here despite the tendency 

for this taxon to be over-represented in pollen rain. 

The pollen-taxon is seen to rise in percent and 

concentration terms in zone NI.M 2, and another 

inportant taxon here is Ranunculaceae undiff. ~ also 

believed (chap. 3) to mark the change to milder 

climatic conditions in the earliest post-glacial. 

The major vegetational changes in this lower pctrt of 

the diagrams (figs. 4.37 4.4) occur at the pollen 

zone 1/2 boundary, with grasses and grassland plants, 

I.eguminosae, Caryophyllaceae, Plantaginaceae, 

Ranunculaceae (Thalictnnn) and Rosaceae expanding, 

and bare-ground plants declining. 

Galium also rises in zone NI.M 2. It has been 

associated with Epilobium at the Late-g1acial sites 

(chap. 3), but here the taxon declines in percentages 
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at this period. Epilobium is knoNn to be closely 

related to pioneer herb camrunities, Cooper (1939) 

describing E.latifolium as growing an dry, 

minerogenic substrates, E. palustre in danper areas in 

Alaska at the earliest colonization stage. Matthews 

(1978) describes a similar role in Norway. Both 

species die out with increasing competition, ViereCk 

(1966) pointing out that in closed grasslands the 

plant does not flCMer, and it appears to be a good 

indicator at Na lDna Min of open conditions. 

Lycopodium selago and Selaginella selaginoides are 

conspicuous, with LycopJd.ium clavatum in zone NI11 1, 

again oamparable with stadial assemblages. 

There seems little doubt that the transition 

fran zone NI11 1 to 2 marks the environmental change 

fran stadial to post-glacial conditions. The spectra 

belCM zone NIM 1 provide meagre evidence for 

vegetational change in these sediIrents. There might 

be thought the possibility of a major unconformity 

between, for instance, the clays, Which might be 

considered of pre-interstadial age, and overlying 

Flandrian organic sediments, but the consistency of 

the palynological fluctuations in spectra sanpled at 
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2 em intervals is felt to preclude this 

possibility. 

The stages of vegetational succession in zones 

NI.M 2 - 7 cannot be interpreted as reflecting an 

interstadial sequence in the way each PJllen 

assemblage zone follows the pattern described briefly 

at Pulpit Hill (chap. 3) for the Flandrian, without 

vegetational revertences, until the rise of Corylus, 

urnnistakably indicative of the Flandrian (Godwin, 

1975) • 

(b) Sedim:mtological results 

No major erosion surfaces or unconformities are 

seen in the detailed lithostratigraphy presented 

(sect. 4.2.iii: fig. 4.2), or are suggested in the 

results of the caroon content analyses therein. It 

is thought the sequence was deposited in one 

uninterrupted perioo of time. 

The descriptive tenn "band" in sect. 4.2. iii 

refers to sedirrentary sub-units several centimetres 

thick, principally silt or silt-daninated, while 

"laminae" are the very fine millirretre thick 

clay-rich sub-tmits. Both are, hc::J..iever, thought to 
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relate to essentially the same sedimentary feature, 

in that generally each dark band is capped by a light 

one in a very regular and repetitive sequence, to 

Which the tenn rhythmic sedirrentation can certainly 

be applied, the couplets of light and dark sub-units 

being defined as rhythmites. Such a definition does 

rot imply seasonality. The rhythmites here canoot be 

daronstrated to be varves, and argurrents for such an 

origin must renain inferential. Rather than simply 

assUIOO such an origin, as is camonly done (Smith, 

1959), carparisons with recent studies on varved 

sedirrents are presented Which make such a conclusion 

seem very likely given the environmental setting. 

Studies of preglacial 1ake-deIX>Sits left during 

the Wisconsinan glacial retreat on the rorthern 

Arrerican continent (Fulton, 1965; Gustavson, 1975; 

Shaw, 1975, 1977; Shaw and Archer, 1979; Ashley, 

1975), in the English Lake District on Late-g1acia1 

clays (Smith, 1959; Holmes, 1968) and of the 

theoretical and observational rrechanisrn of varve 

deposition (Agterberg and Bannerjee, 1969; Church and 

Gilbert, 1975; Stunn, 1979) provide a sizeable body 

of data fran Which to draw canparisons. It is noN 

well-known, however (Sch1uchter, 1979) that not all 
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varves are glacio-lacustrine in origin, but are 

certainly regarded as typical of such environments 

(Flint, 1957). 

Classifications of varve-like sediments are 

generally based on grain-size, thickness of couplets 

and/or individual laminae, types of contact between 

couplets and sedimentary structures. According to 

Agterberg and Bannerjee (1969) a varve is carposed of 

three "genetically dissimilar II parts (p. 647), a silt 

"stmmer" layer deposited in a short tine-period by 

turbidity currents, and a clay "winter" layer 

catprising (a) a carponent deposited by the turbidity 

current after stagnation, and (b) an ur:per layer 

deposited by slON, continous settling. Reference has 

already been nade (sect. 4.2.iii) to the nore-or-less 

constant thickness of light-coloured clay laminae in 

the litho-units, and this characteristic has 

ccmmonly been observed in varves (Ashley, 1975; 

Smith, 1959; Shaw, 1977) and attrib.lted prinarily to 

the unifonn settling of suspended sedimmt. 

The contrast between proxirral-to-the-source 

deposits, thick, sandy units with praninent 
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ripple-drift cross-laminated features and distal, 

carprratively thin silty and clayey units, 

occasionally but not always shaving graded bedding, 

has been described by Gustavson (1975) and Shaw 

(1975). Depth-probing near the rroraine at Tan na 

D::>bhain (N. S. 048886) failed to penetrate a sand and 

gravel layer beneath blanket-peat c 2.0 m deep. 

With the idea that this may represent the proximal 

pro-glacial delta an attempt to penetrate this layer, 

or at least to prove its persistence with depth, was 

made using a poNer-<:orer, but the atterrpt was 

unsuccessful. The only successful sample retrieved 

shoNed thinly laminated clays (litho-unit C), but 

What lies belCM this is unknOlJl1. In the absence of 

coarse sand layers and current-bedding the deposits 

at the sanpling site are regarded as distal. (The 

tenns "distal" and "proximal" used in the follCMing 

discussion, When related to the lithostratigraphy at 

Na IDna Min are not intended to inply spatial 

fluctuations of the sediment-source: see later). 

Investigations at Glacial Lake HitdhcoCk in 

Connecticut by Ashley (1975) dealt with, principally, 

distal varved sediments, Which she classified into 

Groups I, II and III according to whether clay 
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thickness was greater than, equal to or less than 

that of the silt, respectively. This is a 

classification that could be applied to the deposits 

at Na IDna Min. Litho-unit A seems clearly to 

resemble Ashley's Group III, with clay bands 

(including those blurred and not included on fig. 

4.2) of constant thickness (2 an ) • Silt layers can 

be up to 250" (635 em : Fulton, 1965), well within 

the range represented at Na IDna Min. These silts 

can shaN several fining-upward sequences within one 

unit (several turbidites in one year, rather than 

annual deposits), but such could not be detected in 

the Na IDna Min cores. Thin laminations can be found 

within these silt bands (Ashley, 19751 fig. Sa), and 

may mark the tops of successive turbidites. 

Varves of Groop III are thooght nore proximal 

than the renaining groups, and the increasing clay 

content of li tho-uni t B is taken to represent a rrore 

"distal" location. Although couplets vary 

considerably in thickness, Group III rhythmites are 

still represented. Again, the dark, silt-enriched 

bands vary rrore than the clays, and fine laminae 

occur. The fining-1..1pNclrd sequence continues in 

litho-unit C, ~e belaN 255 an Ashley's Subgroup 
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II c varves, couplets exceeding 1.25 an thick, of 

equal proportions, appear to be present. A1:x>ve 

255 an these couplets na.rrcM (Sub group II b), and 

then between 247 and 239 an appear as 

micro-laminations of SUbgroup II a (Ashley, 1975). 

This transition is also regarded as an increasingly 

"distal" trend, with Subgroup II a representing an 

"unusually snall anount of sedirrent entering the lake 

armually at the tine of deposition. Varves fran this 

subgroup are found only at the top of the lake 

section, which suggests that they represent a 

sedirrent-starved final stage" (p. 308). 

This is not quite the final stage at Na !.ona 

Min. Before tmlaminated and organic-rich lake 

sediroontation (litho-units D and E) cx:mnences, the 

lONer part of litho-unit D is characterized by a feN 

distorted Subgroup II c couplets, inplying 

tenporarily increased "proxinality". It is terrpting 

to relate this to a final period of stronger sediroont 

discharge with deglaciation, and to correlate this 

with the gravel layer overlying litho-unit C at TOm 

na n,bhain. 

Boundaries between couplets, and between 
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sub-units are nore frequently sharp than 

transi tiona!. Ehphasis has in the past been placed 

on the silt layer grading into the clay (e.g., Smith, 

1959), but this is not generally held today (Ashley, 

1975: Stunn, 1979). Colour differences are not 

discussed by the above workers~ though are noted, and 

the dark colour is generally assumed to relate to 

organic slope-wash sedi.rrentation in the winter: hence 

the clays are usually darker. Smith (1959) also 

relates the differences to water content and grain 

size. This is not the case at Na I.ona Min, Where the 

silt is darker, the colour being derived fran 

concentrations of mafic minerals, coarser and 

probably denser than the light nuscovite-rich clays. 

Canparison of the carbon contents of light and dark 

bands (fig. 4.2) sha.ved no differences, dark bands 

(12 determinations = average 0.133 +/- 0.02%) having 

the same low enrichment as light (9 determinations : 

0.132 +/- 0.016%). It seems reasonable to suggest 

the colour differentiation seen in the sedi.rrents to 

be the result of density grading, Where the rrafic 

minerals sink to the lake-floor faster than the 

lighter, platy, micaceous minerals. Sources of rrafic 

minerals wi thin the cat.chlrent are feN. [oleri te 

dykes provide the only potential 
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source, the micaceous schists of the valley 

containing only a limited assemblage of minerals, 

principally epidote and chlorite. The 

sediment-source may in this case be charged with 

rock-types exotic to the catchment, and glacial 

transport nust be a likely candidate in the absence 

of fluvial sources fran mafic bedrock. 

The rhythmic sedimentation suggests that bursts 

of sediment input are responsible, and soliflucted 

slope-wash is felt an unsatisfactory explanation. 

'furbidity currents are a nore likely source, but fran 

the investigations of lambert and Hsu (1979), in 

Swiss lakes Where varve-like sediments are related to 

stream-rome turbidity currents, this rrechanism 

carmot be presented as proof of glacio-lacustrine 

origin. 

Fining-upNard sequences as recorded at Na lona 

Min are very camon in preglacial lakes Where the 

source of sediment, the glacier, retreats up-valley, 

sediments becaning increasingly distal. It is 

apparent, hcJ...rever, that a glacial source could not 

have approached nearer the sarrpling site than Tan na 

Ibbhain, and retreat fran that IX>sition lNOUld, with 
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the gradient of I.eth AlIt (fig. 4.2), probably 

result in drainage down-slope away fran the lake, 

cutting off the principal sediIoont supply to Na rona 

Min. Reductions in sediIoont input or rreltwater 

discharge, perhaps through climatic fluctuations, 

would explain the apparently "distal" appearance of 

the rhythmites. Granar (1956, in Church and Gilbert, 

1975) notes a strong correlation between varve 

thickness and discharge. Whether this can be related 

to the increasingly arid nature of the stadial 

( chap. 3) is lJl1kno..m. 

One major argurrent for a glacial source for the 

deposits nust be the rerrarkable thickness of deposits 

in the basin, related to the I.och I.crtond Stadial. 

The thickest sequence of stadial deposits in the 

British Isles krlaNn to the author, at Rhyd-y-fen in 

N. Wales (IDNe,S. unpub.) are sane 150 on. thick. 

Even given the catchment size at Na Lana Min it is 

difficult to account for the 4rn 30 on of clay by 

slope or stre~rocesses alone. 

Together, the varve-like rhythmites, 

fining-uprrcrrd sequence and appearance of "exotic" 

minerals, and the great thickness of sediIoont are 
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considered to indicate that the rrost likely source of 

sedbrent was a glacier, presunably that Which fOnred 

the rroraine at Tan na tobhain, and that the sedbrent 

deIX'si ted by this glacier was of lDch larond Stadia 1 

age. 

The sedbrents are considered to be varves. It 

might be thought that an estimate of the tine the 

glacier rarained at Tan na tobhain might be obtained 

by counting the couplets, but counts were not nade 

because the indistinctness of nany laminae, 

particularly in litho-units A and B neant that 

errors, perhaps sizeable errors, would render the 

detenninations of little value. Resanpling using 

"frozen-finger" corers (9Nain, 1973) is considered 

necessary. 

Considering the hurmocky drift davn-valley of 

Tan na tobhain to be of ll:x::h I.arond Readvance age, 

atte.rrpts were made to locate a site within the 

kettled terrain. Site 2 (fig. 4.1: N.S. 04938890) is 

a shallCM (2.54 m ) kettle-hole containing the 

follCMing lithostratigraphy: 
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145 - 0 an very dusky red (10 R 2.5/2) 

wood-peat. 

237 - 145 an : 7.5 YR 3/2 dark broNIl fen-peat. 

243 - 237 em : peaty gyttja. 

254 - 243 an : 5 Y 6/3 pale olive coarse to 

fine sands. 

Pollen analyses of the basal 10 an (excluding the 

sand-tmit) recorded high Alnus (11%), Betula (20%, 

decreasing to 15%) and Corylus (rising fran 10 to 

15%), with high Calltma (11%) and associated 

Ericaceae, but no E}rpetrum, Jtmiperus or Rl.nmx. 

Grasses and sedges totalled 35%, and Sphagnum (5%) 

was recorded, with a few grains of Fraxinus •. The 

stratigraphy is clearly post-glacial, and nay date 

fran just after the regional appearance of Corylus, 

given ION (1% T.L.P.) values for Olercus (it is 

argued in sect. 4.4 that the Alnus rise cannot be 

relied upon in a relative chronology). The site 

contains no pre-Loch larond Stadial se<linmt, but in 

not commencing at the early postglacial Rl.nmx rise 

the value of the site in tenns of glacial chrooology 

is questionable. 

The evidence for the dating of the noraines can 
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strictly only relate to the valley system of the 

Strath nan Lub, and cannot be applied to other 

valleys, sudh as Glendaruel. In dhapter 8 this site 

and the results of the investigations at IDn Glas 

(sect. 4.3) will be canbined with other 

considerations in a reconstruction of stadial glacier 

patterns in the region. 

4.3 LON GIAS (g.r. NM 878015 lat. 56°09'20" N. long. Sl25" W). 

4.3.i Site Location and Geomorphic Setting. 

The major peat-accumulation of Lon Glas (c. 3700 rn~) 

lies in a north-flcwing valley at the S.W. end of the Awe 

Valley ( fig. 1. 3) • '1lle Clachandubh Burn (fig. 4. Sa) drains 

to IDdh Ederline, a large kettle-hole, and thence N.E. to 

IDdh Awe, lying north of the watershed at Glennan (NM 

860017). Fonnerly all drainage is believed to have exited 

through the g:>rge at Eurach (NM 850010) and thence to 

Crinan Bay (chap. 1.5.ii: fig. 1.3). 

Though lying in a through-valley IDn Glas is not a 

valley-fen but the site of an old lake-basin, danmed by an 

extensive sequence of kanes and kane terraces, portrayed on 

fig. 4.5.b (Gray and Sutherland, 1977). On fig 4.5.b 

terrace K6 has not been drawn further south-east than 
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depicted as it disappears beneath surficial peat. These 

terraces are graded to a sea-level "at or belCM 9 - 10 In 

0.0." (Gray and Sutherland,1977: p. 38). As at Glendaruel, 

a phase of high sea-level activity (c. 36 In, 0.0.) is 

recognized, 1 km up-valley of which a fall of sea-level of 

26.0 In is recorded ~ the terraces'of this second 

ice-front. This sec:x:>nd (9 - 10 In 0.0.) ice-front 'Was not 

necessarily a slightly later stage in the retreat of the 

Eurach ice-front" (p. 38). 

It is the IX'ssibility of dating this second 

ice-IX'sition that is the principal interest of the IX'llen 

site. Gray and Sutherland (1977) examined the site, 

recording 3.5 In of grey clay at the base of the 

stratigraphy, but no tripartite lithostratigraJ;hical 

sub1ivision typical of Iateg1acial sediments (e.g., Sissons 

et. a1., 1973). On their fig.1 (p.34) the site is - -
considered to sh.cM a "Flandrian stratigraphy only". 

4.3.ii Sampling. 

'l\..o sequences of c:x:>res (a - g: 1 - 4: fig. 4.6) were 

c:x:>llected on separate occasions with a CC'lTbination of 

60 em piston c:x:>rers, 50 em and 1.0 In Russian c:x:>rers and 

a pa.ver-oorer. Gaps between cores in roth sequences are 

due to the extreIOO difficulty of sanp1ing the very stiff 
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sediments. Depth-probing was again very difficult, and was 

not atterrpted over the entire bog-surface, so that the 

sanpling site (fig. 4.5a) need not represent the deepest 

point of the valley-floor. The Ii thostratigraphies can be 

broadly correlated (fig. 4.6) and agree with that described 

by Gray and Sutherland (1977). 

4.3.iii Generalized Lithostratigraphy 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A : 1130 - 1093 em. 

5Y 5/2 olive gray silty clay, decreasing in silt 

upward: basalIS an auger sarrpled, i.npenetrable belON 

1130 an : 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B : 1093 - 974.5 em. 

predaninantly silty clay, often unlarninated 

(core 3) and gray (5 Y 5/1), but also darker (2.5 Y 

4/0 dark gray) and shcMing fine laminations «1 nm ), 

usually contorted and frequently indistinct, 

determined by textural contrasts between silt and clay 

sub-units: 

transitional toundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT C I: 974.5 - 970 em. 

2.5 Y 4/0 dark gray silty clay with horizontal, 

very fine «< 1 rnn ) laminations distinguished on 

colour differences, silts appearing darker: silt 
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content reduced fran underlying unit but still 

concentrated in certain sub-units; boundaries between 

all sub-units sharp, laminae thinning upward; 

transitional boundary to 

LI'rnOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT Cz.: 970 - 967 an. 

as unit C I ' but with distorted laminae; 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT D : 967 - 959 an. 

2.5 Y 5/0 gray prre clay; transitional boundary 

to 

LITOOS'I'RATIGRAPHIC UNIT E : 959 - 884 an. 

2.5 Y 4/0 dark gray silty clay, harogeneous in 

sane cores, although laminae can be seen indistinctly 

in these, sharply laminated in other cores, varying in 

thickness fran very finely laminated to quite coarsely 

(up to 1.4 em ) banded, without any discernible 

fining-upNard sequence; boundaries sharp or 

transitional, occasionally wavy; laminae distinguished 

on texture and colour, being at their clearest 2.5 Y 

2/0 blaCk silt/silty clay and 5Y 5/1 gray almost pure 

clay, but graded between these extremes; 

transitional boundary to 

LITlDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT F : 884 - 877 an. 

5 Y 2.5/1 blaCk silty clay, harogeneous except 

between 920 and 88Ocm; 

transitional boundary to 
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Fig.4.6: Lon Glas: Lit~ostratigraphy 
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LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT G: 877 - 830 am. 

10 YR 3/1 very dark gray rninerogenic-rich 

gyttja: transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT H : 830 - 715 an. (not sanpled 

above this). 

10 YR 2/1 black, very fine and well-hurnified 

fen-peat with abundant but badly deteriorated 

rracrofossils. 

4.3.iv Biostratigraphy (figs. 4.7: 4.8) 

1130 - 955 em : Non-Polleniferous. 

955 - 910 am : local p.a. zone I.ON GI.AS 1 

Gramineae - cyperaceae - Chenopodiaceae 

Herb pollen exceeds 80% T.L.P. throughout, 

catprising principally the indicator taxa above, with 

Artemisia distinctive at 3% T.L.P., Epilobium and ptyas (one 

spectrum == 6% T. L. P. ) • Runex is ION, as are trees and 

shrubs, while dwarf shrubs are lON also, but Ericaceae and 

deteriorated tetrad grains are characteristic. 

Deterioration is high, daninated by cnmpled and split 

grains. Pollen concentration is unifonnly exceedingly ION. 
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910 - 902 an : local p,.a. zone ION GI.AS 2 

Gramineae - Cyperaceae - Rumex 

Chenopodiaceae values drop dramatically, Artemisia 

less so. Rumex expands to 13% T.L.P., and Ranunculaceae 

undiff. appear for the first time. Pinus values expand, as 

do those of Salix, while dwarf shrub percentages are lower, 

as are "those of Gramineae. 

While total pollen concentration rises consistently, 

total deterioration is slightly reduced. 

902 - 882 an : local p.a. zone 100 GrAS 3 

Juniperus - Salix 

this zane is subdivided thus: 

(a) 902 - 890 am. 

Juniper values rise to 41% T. L. P. aCCCl1"paI1ied 

by a slight expansion of Ericaceae. Herbs are still 

praninent, rut decline to 61% T.L.P. at the upper 

sub-zone boundary, although Filipendula begins to 

increase and Rumex is still strongly represented. 

Pollen concentration rises narkedly at the top of 

the sub-zone. 

(b) 890 - 882 am. 

Betula begins to expand rv::M, and Salix rises to 

16% T.L.P., wle Juniperus, after peaking at 44% 

starts to decline in value. DNarf 
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shrubs are of little inportance, as are rrost herb 

taxa except Filipendula. 

Deterioration declines still further, and so do 

pollen concentration values. 

882 - 855 em : local p.a. zone IDN GI.AS 4 

Betula - Filipendula - Salix 

Birch is noN daninant at maximal 40% T.L.P., with 

Salix still strong, although Juniperus is noN only 5% T.L.P. 

(average), and of herbs only grasses, sedges, Campositae 

Liguliflorae, Crataegus-type and Filipendula are consistently 

present. 

TOtal deterioration is a constant 30% T.L.P. and 

indetenninable grains and pollen concentration is also 

consistent at c. 40 - 45000 grains per em~, the lONest since 

zone 2. 

855 - 820 em : local p.a. zone IDN GI.AS 5 

Ooryloid - Betula 

Betula is still strongly represented, but all other 

taxa are statistically suppressed by the expansion of 

coryloid pollen to 46% T.L.P. Pollen concentration is very 

erratic but higher than the preceding zone. Deterioration 
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values are increased through higher arrounts of corroded 

pollen. 

4.3.v. Gecm:>rphic Significance. 

The arguments enployed here are similar to those 

enployed at Na lDna Min (sect. 4.2.iv), and it is thought 

that this site represents a similar mode of deposition during 

the loch larond Stadial. 

(a) Palynological Results 

Local p.a. zone Lon Glas 1 bears a very close 

resemblance to the basal assemblage zone of Na Lona Min, 

and its stadial age seems likely from the vegetational 

changes seen in zone u:; 2, also very ccrtpa.rable with 

those seen at zone N.L.M. 2. Total pollen concentration 

is very lCAfl in zone I, indicating that, as suspected at 

Na Lona Min, lX'llen producti vi ty is lCAfl, and 

sediIrentation rates very high. At this site the Runex 

expansion is seen from the pollen concentration diagram 

(fig. 4.8) to be largely a statistical artefact of Rumex 

over-representation, but the increases in Juniperus, 

Salix and grassland herbs in zone 2 make it likely that 

the zone 1/2 boundary indicates the change from stadial 

to lX'stglacial conditions, as does the appearance of 

Ranunculaceae. 
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The relation of Olenopodiaceae and Artemisia wi thin 

stadial sed.irrents (chap. 3) is better seen here than at 

Na IDna Min. Differences are also seen in the increased 

inportance of Dryas, with Thalictrum, indicating a fonn 

of calciphilous heath (Iversen, 1954). The consistently 

recorded occurrence of Anthemis/Bidens type is not seen 

at IDn Glas. The ericaceous pollen-types recorded in 

low percentages in this basal pollen zone at IDn Glas 

are not thought representative of local vegetation. The 

calcareous soils and solifluctial conditions would be 

deleterious to Enpetrum and Ericaceae growth (chap. 3). 

The najority of all tetrad grains were heavily crunpled 

(66% of tetrad grains), whereas well-preserved grains 

arrounted to only 30%. Pollen concentration values are 

very low in p.a. zone 1, particularly When it is 

considered that these were calculated on the canbined 

mnnbers of dwarf shrub grains. The catchrrent itself 

renained ice-free through the stadial, to judge fran the 

glaciological reconstruction, and these ericaceous 

grains probably cama fran the reworking of 

interstadial soils. 

(b) Sed.irrentological analyses . 

The argum:mts enployed at Na Iona Min seem 

well-suited to the sedi..rrents at Ion Glas. The darker 
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Munsell colors related to higher silt content seems to 

accord with Na LDna Min, and the lack of nafic 

rock-types in the catclunent might inplyan introduced 

source for these minerals. Similarly, the node of 

sedimentation inplied by the couplets is that suggested 

for Na LDna Min, of density-graded silt units separated 

by intervals of suspension-load settling. 

The absence of laminae in certain cores nay be a 

result of the diffuse Character of same boundaries, 

suggesting graded deposition or thorough bioturbation 

(Smith, 1959), or, ncre likely, through the extrusion of 

piston cores. Li tho-uni t A appears to represent one 

najor graded silt unit, a.1:x:>ve Which couplets of SUbgroup 

II alb (Ashley, 1975) are seen (litho-unit B) and 

eventually in litho-unit C micro-laminations of SUbgroup 

II a, so that the fining-upward sequence is reproduced 

here. Litho-unit D a~s indicative of quiescent 

sedimentation, before a return to turbidity-current 

deposition is seen in the SUbgroup II b and Group III 

couplets of litho-units E and F, signalling an increased 

sed.i.mentation rate at the end of the laminated sequence 

and coinciding with the developrent of grassland 

assemblages in local p.a. zone Lon Glas 2. 
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There seems little doubt that the conclusions 

reached at Na !Dna Min can apply to Ion Glas also. The 

bie- and lithostratigraphic sequences accord in nest 

details, and it is proposed that in the south-western 

Awe valley the kame-terrace sequence graded to ION 

sea-levels is of IDch !.an:Jnd Stadial age. This argt.nrent 

is developed in chapter 6, where pollen sequences wi thin 

the Awe valley are discussed, and in chap. 8 when the 

evidence is assembled in an overall consideration of 

the envirorurental history of the region. 

4.4 THE POSroI.ACIAL VEX;ErATIOOAL StXn'SSION 

It was rrentioned at the end of chapter 3 that Na !Dna Min and 

Ion Glas shaN nuch nere clearly the sequence of vegetational 

changes in the postglacial period than do Pulpit Hill or Loch 

Barnluasgan, due to their nuch faster sedimentation rates. The 

principal <DIIpOnents of the succession, fran Rmrex to Enpetrurn, 

Juniperus and Betula have been mentioned in chapter 3, and in the 

sumnary to this section will be reconsidered when the driving 

rrechanisrns controlling the sequence are discussed. First, other 

features of the succession at these sites are discussed. 

Within the stadia 1 sedirrents at Na !Dna Min and !Dn Glas 

little need be ccmrented on mt dealt with in chap. 3. The ION 

representation of Artemisia at these sites is in contrast to 
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Pulpit Hill and Loch Barnluasgan, and other sites in the 

south-west Highlands (sect. 3.5 E), and in view of the correlation 

between sl'lCM-precipitation and Artemisia grc:wt.h. (Birks & 

Matthewes, 1978) it is terrpting to infer the presence of a 

considerable anount of Sl'lCM in these catchments, and to relate 

this to the glaciers present in the catchments 

The recognition of Betula nana-type grains at both sites fran 

the p:>stglacial sequence onwards nay indicate that the dwarf birch 

was not present around the basins during the late-stadial, and was 

established only in the earliest p:>st-glacial. This would be in 

contrast to the findings of Andersen (1980) and Prentice (1981), 

Who on statistical considerations found that Betula nana 

contrihlted the najority of birch grains in the stadial. At these 

two sites, hcMever, it nay be that all birch grains recorded 

before zones NI.M 2 and !.Dn Glas 2 were fran long-distance 

sources. 

At Na !.Dna Min the pine percentage curve (fig. 4.3) ShONS a 

curious oscillating pattern of peaks (zones 3,5) and troughs. The 

concentration values sha,.,r no such fluctuations, ha,.,rever, and 

snoothly increase, as they do at !.Dn Glas (fig. 4.8), and 

environrrental changes, such as fluctuating circulation-patterns 

(cf. Nichols ~. al., 1978) are not considered a nore likely 

explanation for the oscillations than simple statistical 
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fluctuations (ravis and Deevey, 1964). As at the full lateglacial 

sites pine is not thought present in the region at any time 

covered by the pollen diagrarrs. Fredskild (1973) reports values 

of 18% T.L.P. fran Greenland as being exotic. The gradual rise in 

concentration probably depicts the approach of pine forest to the 

Scottish nainland fran south-east England (Godwin, 1975) and, as 

adjudged fran radiocarbon-dated profiles, fran north-west Scotland 

(Birks, 1980 unpub.) also (cf. Hlmtley & Birks, 1982). 

Enpetrum is seen clearly to rise prior to Juniperus at Na 

lDna Min, supporting the regional pollen zonation of I.o.ve and 

Walker (1980) (chap. 1) on Rannach. t-bor. Persson I s (1964) 

suggestion that Empetrum cannot grow without nitrogen-fixation 

fran ~corrhiza is interesting in the appearance in zones NI.M 2 

and 3 of Urtica-type pollen, Urtica being an indicator of 

nitrogenous soils. The pollen has been used as an edaphic 

indicator in the early postglacial by Florin (1979), rot Birks 

(1973) states it to be a CXJttTOrl non-local CCltJXXlent in treeless 

vegetation. 

Fran the percentage-based diagram of LDn Glas (fig. 4.7) no 

E!Tetrum peak follCMing the expansion of Rurrex is seen. Partly 

this nay be the result of the statistical suwression of E!rp;trum 

'by Juniperus, as on the pollen concentration diagram (fig. 4.8) 

Juniperus is not seen to expand narkedly until the beginning of 
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zone 3. BelON this a very limited increase in total dwarf shrub 

values is seen, such that the succession is upheld at this site, 

but here the expansion is in ericaceous shrubs. Sites in the 

study area (chap. 3, this chap., Chap. 6) shaN considerable 

variations in the representation of the dwarf shrubs which are rot 

satisfactorily explained by statistical artefacts or differing 

sedi.Irentation rates (note the CC'Il'pClrability in sedi.Irent thickness 

between Na lona Min, Ion Glas and nearly all sites discussed in 

chap. 6). In Wales and Ireland Empetrum is of little significance 

in the p:>st-glacial (Mx>re, 1970, 1972; Handa and Mx>re, 1976; 

Sinpkins, 1974; IDNe, 1981; Walker, 1982; Craig, 1978; Singh, 

1970; Mitchell, 1976). large areas of southern western Britain, 

thus, have only limited establisl:unent of Enpetrum, and BrONn'S 

(1977) assertion that Errpetrum is an oceanicity indicator is at 

best a generalization. In this respect it would be interesting to 

establish the p:>stglacial succession on the Outer Isles, but Birks 

and Madsens's (1979) site on lewis extends only to 9140 +/- 140 

B.P., at which time, despite the absence of tree-cover, Enpetrum 

and Juniperus had apparently rot established a "clinax" 

vegetation, tall-herb camuni.ties being characteristic of the 

Flandrian. 

,!rp:trum being represented nore strongly at Na 1Dna Min than 

Ion Glas, soil chemical factors canoot be seen to detennine % 

representation, since because of their similar bedrock, 
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geochemical contrasts, such as strongly calcareous soils, could 

not affect EXrpetrum grONth. Carpetition fran pre-existing 

camunities is felt unlikely. Fran what can be deduced fran 

pollen spectra the grasslarrl and bare-ground camuni ties of the 

Rurrex-p,ase w::>uld have provided sufficient space for seedling 

establishrcent at all sites. Aspect and slope are not crucial for 

developrent (Anderson eta al., 1966) given the probable absence of - - , 

solifluction (Dahl, 1956). Whether differences between subspecies 

are being recorded is llllknc:JNn. Jessen (1949) suggests that 

E.nigrum pollen can be separated fran that of E.henraphroditum on 

size characteristics, but the author agrees with Reynaud (1976) in 

contesting this criterion. E.henraphroditum is nore camon on 

wetter substrates than the dry, sandy soils colonized by E.nigrum, 

and Hagerup (1951) reports that it is self-pollinating, with, 

acoord!ngly extrerrely limited dispersal, Whereas E.nigrum is 

unisexual and is spread by insects principally, or by wind. 

!Tetrum is widely reported as being under-represented, 

particularly in lake-nuds (Birks, 1973: Pennington, 1980) rut no 

estinates of dispersal between ssp. are kno.vn to the author. 

The character of the dwarf-shrub heath varies between sites 

also. An alnost pure Enpetrum-heath seems to be recorded at Na 

lena Min, While at IDn Glas and loch Barnluasgan the Ericales are 

better represented, despite having inferior dispersal ranges to 

!!rPetrum (Fredskild, 1967). In Greenland at the present day 
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Vaccinium is nost closely associated with Enpetnnn, together with 

loiseleuria (Fredskild, 1973). The latter is knONn in macrofossil 

fonn fran I.a.teglacial deJ;X>si ts at Corstorphine and Nant Ffrancon 

(Godwin, 1975), and is particularly camon on the Scottish west 

coast today (Fitter, 1978). Alternatively, when Enpetnnn is 

pcx:>rly represented species of Erica may be present. At many sites 

the Ericaceae are seen to expand after Enpetnnn and with 

Juniperus, and fran present-day plant assenblages may be 

attributed to Vaccinium, a juniper-Vaccinium ocrnm.mity being 

widely recognized (Huntley, 1981: Gilbert, 1980: Poore and McVean, 

1958) in Scotland today. 

The appearance of Calluna J;X>llen at very lON percentages in 

isolated spectra early in the J;X>stglacial in several diagrams need 

not inply local growth (Birks, 1973). The markedly nore 

consistent occurrence of ling follCMing the dwarf-shrub expansion 

(e.g., Lon Glas: zone 4: Na I.ona Min: zone 4 and 5: several sites 

in chap. 6) is nore likely to indicate its presence in the 

vegetation. Calluna under nost normal conditions will 

successfully c::x:rrpete against other heathers, and is less denanding 

in soil conditions, noisture content etc., so has a considerable 

carpetitive advantage (G:i.rni.ngham, 1972). Its delayed expansion 

is, therefore, likely to inply "extreme" conditions favouring cne 

or other of the heathers. Aridity is thought rot to be indicated 

giVen the nore successful gennination after drought of Calluna 
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(Bannister, 1964) and the environmental changes for the early post 

glacial proposed in chap. 3, and it may be that ca.lluna was 

restricted fran areas near the basins by high local watertables, 

these regions perhaps supporting Erica tetralix. 

The appearance of Caltha-type grains, very likely C.palustris 

(Godwin, 1975) in this earliest part of the postglacial 

succession at Pulpit Hill, and distinctly at Na Lana Min, 

indicates a marsh or lake-edge fen, with Galium, other Ranunculus 

spp. and species of Typha. The presence of T.latifolia :i.nplies a 

nean tenperature exceeding 14°C. (Iversen, 1954). 

Plantago major/media rises consistently earlier than 

P.maritima, not only in this period but also in the interstadial 

succession. Both P.maritima and P.media are grassland species, 

and \VOUld graN together in species-rich neutral grasslands, but 

P.major is shade-intolerant (Iversen, 1954), the seeds strongly 

so, and open carmmities are :i.nplied Where P.major is found, and 

this species may be responsible for the early appearance of 

Plantaginaceae prior to the developrent of large expanses of 

grassland. It seems likely that P.maritima was located in similar 

carmm.ities to those inferred for the interstadial (chap. 3) • 

The increase in ferns at Ion Glas accords with the 

interpretations placed on it at Pulpit Hill and LoCh Barnluasgan, 
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of sare fonn of danp fern-mea.daN (chap. 3), but at Na IDna Min it 

occurs with Juniperus, suggesting the developrent of fern-rich 

juniper scrub (Juniperus - Thelypteris nodum of ~Vean and 

Ratcliffe, 1962), probably on the nore alkaline soils, juniper 

avoiding acid soils belON pH 4.5. Clearly there is 00 single 

interpretation to the expansions of these taxa. 

At Na !.Dna Min Dryopteris and Polypodiaceae undiff. ShON a 

pattern of alternating high and ION values, consistently high for 

Dryopteris When Polypodiaceae are poorly represented and vice 

versa, bearing a strong correlation with the date each level was 

prepared and counted (sect, 4.2.ii: fig. 4.3), with ION 

percentages fOr nsropteris in later counts. Mis-identification 

is not thought likely given the distinctiveness of the. 

pollen-types. Deterioration was oot detennined on taxa outside 

the pollen sum, but the sinplest explanation nust be that in the 

nonths between counts Dryopteris grains lost their characteristic 

perines and thus resembled the bean-shaped 

Polypodiaceae/Filicales. The exact rrechanisrn is lll"lkrloNn, but nay 

involve fungal attack (tlx>ugh not recorded, Polypodiaceae grains 

shcMed high perforation-type corrosion). 

The post-glacial Salix expansion consistently follONS the 

rrain Juniperus phase. This consistency does oot extend to all 

diagrams examined, haNever, and it carmot be relied upon in 
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relative dating (cf. chap. 5). Discussion of 

species-identification of Salix at Pulpit Hill (chap. 3) 

concentrated on arctic fonns present at the earliest colonization 

stage, and the same species are not likely to be responsible for 

this later expansion. Jessen (1949) considered three species to 

be irrp:>rtant at this stage, Salix caprea, S.cinerea and S.aurita. 

All are wetland dwellers, and sane bias might be introduced as 

Jessen sanpled lakes and peat-bogs 'Where these species \VOUld 

deposit macrofossils. ShrUb willows are also cammon in sheltered 

localities with juniper, dominant being S.myrsinites, S.repens and 

S.aurita, plus hybrids of these (Poore and McVean, 1958). These 

authors oote that Salix expands at the expense of Juniperus on 

wetter sites. At both Na lDna Min and !.on Glas, as at other 

sites, juniper declines dramatically with the expansion of the 

willow grains, and this response may not be solely statistical. 

Concordant with the Salix expansion is that of Betula, considered 

to be exclusively tree-birch, and shading may have suppressed 

juniper gI'OIIt:h on drier sites. 

Birch with willow growing in the canopy layer, with 

continuing high concentratioo values of Grarnineae is typical of 

open birch-woods in Scotland today (McVean and Ratcliffe, 1962), 

'Where "Grasses are often the nest praninent plants" (p. 16). A 

ccmrent should be made on Pennington' s (1977 a) assesSIrent of 

local birch grCMt.h fran .{X)llen concentration values, enp10yed in 
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chap. 3. It was pointed out that with differing catchment areas 

and pollen input characteristics con:parisons of pollen 

concentration data are valueless. At the sites discussed in this 

chapter T.L.P. concentration figures differ enormously, and the 

actual concentration values for birch also differ. Comparisons of 

post-glacial vegetational changes using pollen concentration data 

are of little use, and are rot atterrpted here. 

Birch is not considered to have fonted closed \'.OXlland at 

either site at any time prior to the rise of hazel. Although 

Corylus prefers calcareous soils at the present day, with the lack 

of catpetition in the Flandrian edaphic oontrols were probably 

feN, and co-daninance in closed \\lOOdland (c. 90% T.L.P.) with 

birch seems likely over the region. Salix appears fran the pollen 

concentration data to initially c:x:xrpete successfully, but is 

likely to have been rapidly ousted fran the canopy by hazel. The 

1"" occurrence of Salix pollen in these spectra at all sites may 

be fran shrubs beneath the birch-hazel canopy or fran 

fen-willaNS. 

Birks (1972) discussed the migration of birch into northern 

Britain in the Flandrian, suggesting a migration rate of 1 kIn /yr 

based on available radiocar1x>n dates and likely stadial refugia. 

Goudie (1977) gives a value of 0.2 1<m /yr , and these contrasts 

denonstrate the difficulties of reconstructing migration rates. 
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As Webb (1966) has stressed, the concept of migration by wave-like 

"fronts", advancing principally fran seeds emitted only an average 

distance fran the parent, cannot explain the remarkably rapid 

Flandrian migration rates, even given that Betula has the 

rrost-efficient seed dispersal of all British trees (Webb, 1966). 

He places nuch errphasis on randan, far-travelled seeding events 

whereby seeds travel much further than average, by strong winds, 

for instance, fran which isolated colonies expand and gradually 

coalesce. One inplication of this is that radiocaroon dates for 

the rational limit of birch (cf. Smith and Pilcher, 1973) need 

shc::M no trend, contrary to the patterns elucidated by Huntley and 

Birks (1982) and in Scandinavia by Birks and Saamisto (1975). 

Dem::mstration of this proposal of Webbs' might C'Cl'OO fran 

conspiCl.lO.lsly early radiocaroon dates. Ha.vever, inevitably the 

validity of a radiocaroon date is generally assessed by carparison 

with other sites, and anaralous dates are often questioned, and 

the tendency must always be to induce a consistency between dates 

and, perhaps, a bogus synchroneity. 

H. H. Birks (1972) has also proposed that donmnt birch seeds 

might have survived the stadial to expand when soil conditions 

matured sufficiently, (generally this means an organic-rich top 

soil), and she suggests this delay in soil maturation can explain 

the perceived delay between climatic amelioration in the earliest 

fOstglacial and C14 dates for the birch expansion. Assessing soil 
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develq::ment fran the carron and nitrogen analyses, it was 

considered (chap. 3) that sufficient maturity was attained well 

before the regional expansion of birch, and it is thought the 

principal reason for the delay in Betula developrent is its 

migration fran stadial refugia. 

Deacon (1974) has argued for I.och Larond Stadia 1 refugia of 

Corylus in western Scotland, the evidence caning fran "early" C14 

dates on the hazel expansion, and the appearance of Corylus 

earlier in the interglacial biostratigraphic sequence than in 

other interglacials. Her views have been supported b¥ Rymer 

(1974, 1977) at Drirmagal1, where Cory1us appears to rise with 

Juniperus, and Moore (1972) on similar evidence in Wales, Where he 

proposed a stadial refugium off Cardiganshire in the present Irish 

Sea. 

Moore's ideas have been questioned on radiocarron dating 

evidence b¥ I.o.ve (1981), arxl it is argued in chap. 5 (sect. 3) 

that Moore's sites are affected b¥ SION sedimentation rates, and 

such problems are suspected at Drimnagall (~r, 1977). 

In her paper Deacon (1974) assembled 51 radiocarbon dates 

fran western Europe, and appears to question the validity of none. 

Thus she accepts both the date of 8650 +/- 150 B.P. (0 - 958) fran 

Loch ~1 and that fran I..ochan Coir a Gharbhainn of 
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9482 +/- 150 B.P. (Q - 960), both on Skye (Birks, 1973), 25 km. 

apart. These contrasting dates with an 800 year difference cannot 

both be valid, given the high dispersal of hazel pollen. 

Criticisrrs will be levelled at other sites used by Deacon (1974), 

such as Roddan I s Port (lvbrrison and Stephens, 1965) in chapter 5 

(sect. 5.3). Both Birks (1973) and Pennington (1977a) agree that 

Corylus was oot present in Britain during the lateglacial 

Interstadial, and refugia in the stadial are thus seen to have no 

source of seeds. 

In western Scotland there are roN several dates, (listed in 

Robinson(1977), IDNe (1982) and Walker and IDNe (1982» which 

suggest a narkedly later date than the 9700 B. P. proposed by Birks 

(1977). IoNe~ (1981) correlation of radiocarton dates fran Wales 

leads him to suggest "a renarkable degree of synchroneity for this 

phenate1Cn in S.W. Britain. II (p. 211), and similar views of 

widespread colonization are proposed for western Scotland by 

Walker and IDNe (1982) "soort1y after 9000 B.P." (p. 558), and 

this view is seen as nore reasCl'lable in the light of a 

reassesSIOOllt of the C14 data. 

At Na !.Dna Min the expan:ling Corylus percentages are 

interrupted by increases in sedges and Pinus, together with rrarked 

expansions in lsoetes, lama and Nynphaea, Po1ypodiaceae and 

Sphagntml, and the change in sedim:mt to minerogenic clay makes it 
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apparent that a terrporary pool or slON-flONing stream developed 

over the practically-infilled bog-surface: its areal extent was 

not detennined. The absence of organic sedirrent and appearance of 

minerogenic material sate distance (200 m.) fran the nearest 

bedrock source suggests flONing water, and given the hostility of 

Isoetes to silting conditions (Godwin, 1975) it is assurred the 

sedirrentation rate to have been quite SlONe 

Corylus percentages are also reduced by the rise of the mixed 

oak-forest cc:rrponents of Qlercus and Ulrrus. Where recorded in the 

pollen diagrams in this study, their appearance seems to be 

practically synchronous. Birks (19807 unpub.) has obtained a date 

of 6555 +/- 65 B.P. for \\ihat is regarded as the lcx:::al appearance 

of oak and elm at ronner's (1957) site of Oban 1 a. 

South of the study area Alnus appears 500 years later than 

oak (at Loch ei11 on Aonghais7 Peglar, in Birks, 19807 

unpub. ),7500 B.P. carpared with 8000 B.P. for oak. Its 

synchronous expansion at Oban and Sa1en (fig. 1.5) can be carpared 

with Na Iona Min, Where alder appears after the expansion of the 

mixed-oak-forest. Alnus' rise at this site is interesting in its 

appearance imrediately follONing a period of tenp:>rary flooding, 

and this may suggest the rise in water-level was not merely of a 

lcx:::al nature. Alder is well-represented at the second site 

analysed at Na IDna Min, (sect. 4.2.v.) this ti.Ire apparently prior 

to the expansion of Quercus in the region. 
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Alnus has the second nost efficient seed-dispersal, by wind, 

of British trees (Webb, 1966), and na.ny authors are naN reporting 

the establishm:mt early in the Flandrian of local colonies as far 

apart as Ibrnsea, Hurcberside at 9500 B. P. (Beckett, 1981), 

Knapdale at Drirnnagall (Ryner, 1974) where "there is convincing 

evidence for local grcMth of alder ••• ·from at least 7985 B.P." 

(Birks, 1977; p. 126), eastern Scotland (Gunson, 1975), and 

possibly MacPherson's (1978) site of Feagour Channel, although 

here contamination by the use of a Hiller corer nay have occurred. 

At Bigholm Burn (~r, 1969a) a peat-section shaNed a snaIl alder 

peak at 9470 +/- 170 B.P., while in the study area n:>nner's (1957) 

sites of Oban 1, 2 and 3 all shc:7N short-lived expansions up to 20% 

A.P., CCIlCOrdant with the Cory1us rise. Beckett (1981) nakes the 

point that such local expansions occur only in favoured habitats, 

darrp, open areas, often replacing salix (McVean, 1956 a; b), and 

need bear no relation to the trees' regional expansion. Smith and 

Pilcher (1973), whilst deducing a general trend of colonization 

across Britain and Ireland, concede that extrerTe variability in 

the timing of Alnus I rational limit is the rule, and as such nay 

provide valuable evidence in support of Webb IS (1966) hypothesis 

of Flandrian plant' migration processes discussed earlier. This 

problem of alder developrent is referred to briefly in chap. 6. 

Calparison of the biostratigraphy of the sites discussed so 
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far with the postglacial sites on and near Rannoch M:x:>r by Walker 

and loNe (1976 - 1981) in fig. 4.9 ShCMS good agreement, despite 

differences in bedrock, altitude, aspect and catchIrent 

characteristics. l-lalker and loNe (1977) proposed a regional 

pollen zonation scheme, R-zones (for Rannoch), and it seems 

reasonable to extend this to include the south-west Scottish 

Highlands in general. 

Throughout the at:ove discussion it is often asstm'led, if not 

directly proposed that the biostratigraphic sequence occurs in 

clearly recognized successional stages, rather than by an 

inperceptible plant-by-plant change (Gleason, 1926). Succession 

in tundra ecosystems is poorly underst.cx:>d (Jdmson, 1969), but 

\'JOrk on the colonization of recently deglaciated ground (Wager, 

1938; Cooper, 1939; Bliss, 1956, 1958; Crocker and Dickson, 1957; 

Stork, 1963; Viereck, 1966; Persson, 1964: lawrence.=!:. ~., 1967; 

Elven and Ryvarden, 1975; Matthews, 1978) has clarified the 

process. Most successional node1s are based on the concept of 

climax theory (Clements, 1916; Olurchi11 and Hansen, 1958), but 

the recognition of such climax cc::mrunities is questioned today in 

the difficulty of defining ecological stability in such 

camunities (Ibrn, 1975; Harper, 1977). Despite the support fran 

pollen analysis of Gleason' s (1926) theory of Iilyto-socio1ogy 

(Faegri, 1963; Watts, 1973), discrete plant camunities continue 

to be defined (McVean and Ratcliffe, 1962; Birks, 1973), and 
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Fig. 4.9 Correlation of pol/en assemblage zones 
between Rannoch Moor and the study area 

RANNOCH MOOR MOLLANDS PULPIT HILL NA LONA MIN 

(Walker & lowe. 19771 (modIfied from Lowe, 1978. 1982) (this study) (this study) 
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Matthews (1978) states that his investigations sur:ported "to a 

limited extent, the classical v.orkers in succession... Who 

recognize stages in succession rather than a relatively continuous 

vegetational development" (p. 173). 

Palaeo-ecologists have concerned themselves little with 

problems of vegetational dynamics or population biology, Watts 

(1973) errphasizing the restricted data-base fran which to draw 

conclusions. Yet by the nature of their approach to zonation 

palynologists recognize distinct assemblages of pollen-types 

changing through time. As has been seen, there are rerrarkable 

canparisans between the early post-glacia1 succession and that 

recorded fran deglaciated regions at the present day. The cause 

of the fonrer sequence has CQlllonly been assUIOOd to be 

clinatical1y governed, by aneliorating terrperature, and yet the 

same successional stages are today proceeding under a clinate 

which appears to have deteriorated fran the 1930's (Lamb, 1977), 

and this lack of a clear clinatic driving mechanism has led to an 

emphasis in these studies on soil maturation as the controlling 

factor. 

The three taxa under principal consideration, Rurrex, Enpetnnn 

and Juniperus, are all thought to have survived the lDch Larond 

Stadia I within Scotland, if not the catchments of the sites 

discussed. Rurrex probably survived in depauperate fonn, nuch as 
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it does in the arctic today (Wager, 1938): on fjaeldrrarks grCMth 

is exceedingly slow. Juniperus is believed to have survived in 

~fonn under winter sl1ON~ver (Iversen, 1954), While, although 

the presence of Errpetrum through the stadial is tmclear (chap. 3) 

there are fEM envirornnental restrictions to its survival (McVean 

and Ratcliffe, 1962: Bell and Tallis, 1973), probably on 

quartz-rich acid bedrock on low slopes, bearing in mind its 

antipathy to solifluction. It will be seen in chap. 6 that 

postglacial successions are very similar at sites outside Loch 

I.arond Readvance limits, (correctly secondary successions since a 

type of vegetation existed through the stadial), and within the 

limits of the Readvance, (primary successions on bare, freshly 

deglaciated grotmd). The reason for this close CCI'l'p2lrability nust 

be the severely debilitating effect on vegetation and soils of the 

Loch I.arond Stadial clina.te, Which nullified any edaFhic or 

vegetational differences. 

Generally, as has been seen in chaps. 3 and 4, the floristic 

succession in the Lateglacial and earlY'Flandrian is a poor 

indicator of clina.te in any detailed sense, and the najority of 

taxa are "ccrrplacentll in this respect. In chap. 3 it was 

suggested that Rumex might resfX)nd with the increasing oceanicity 

of this period. Bliss (1956) has suggested that very low soil and 

air temperatures discourage its e~sion, and Whatever the exact 

reason, the e~ion of Rumex is likely 
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to have had a climatic cause. Enpetrum, on the other hand, 

clearly relies on soil developrent before it can expand, and no 

climatic influence, other than sufficient precipitation to 

encourage leaching, can be discerned. 

The reasons for the change of groNth-fonn of Juniperus fran 

dwarf to shrub fonn are rot often discussed. In chap. 3 it was 

suggested that exposure was the key factor. Gilbert (1980) notes 

that high wind-speeds can reduce the average height of bushes fran 

3. 5 - 4.0 ffi, in sheltered areas to 0.6 - 1. 5 m. The i.rrportance of 

exposure is confinred by Fredskild's (1973) observation that 

J.ccmrunis (always dwarf-fonn in Greenland) increases in m.nnbers 

and p:>llen productivity away fran the coast. 

What effect the rapid p:>stglacial climatic expansion, deduced 

fran, for instance, coleopteran studies (Coope, 1977), had on the 

pace of the vegetational succession is very difficult to nodel, 

and is discussed in chap. 6. The consistency of the sequence, 

fran Rl.nrex to E!rpetrum and Juniperus fonne the basis of the 

argurrent elal::orated in chap. 5, concerned with the prospects of 

establishing a relative chronology using these taxa to denonstrate 

the occupation of the hNe valley by Loch Lcm:::lnd Stadia 1 glaciers. 
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CHAPrER FIVE 

EARLY POS'roIACIAL POLLEN SUCCESSIONS AND THE 

PROSPECI'S FOR A BIOSTRATIGRAPHICALLY DETERMINED 

DffiIACIAL QffiONOUX,;Y 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Fram the review in chapter 1 of the geomorphological 

investigations it is apparent that a degree of uncertainty exists 

concerning the extent of Loch Lamond Readvance glaciers in the Awe 

Valley (fig 5.1). 

In attempting to establish a relative chronology for the 

deposits Gray (1975) and Gray and Sutherland (1977) examined the 

lithostratigraphies of several basins in the area (fig 5.1). The 

results suggested that all the sites upvalley of Ford contained 

post-glacial sediments only, implying on Donner's (1957) premise 

that they lay within the Loch Lanond Readvance limits. Ho.vever, 

Gray (1975) points out that in "denoting an individual site as 

'postglacial' one is arguing on the basis of negative evidence" 

(p.229), and he goes on to detail several problems with such a 

simplistic interpretation: 

(a) ice may have lingered in the kettle-hole for much of the 

Lateglacial period, preventing the accumulation of sediments 

of this age. 

(b) hydrological conditions may have militated against Late

glacial sedimentation. 
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(c) the deepest parts of the kettle-hole may not have been 

located. 

A further possibility is that periglacial activity during the Loch 

Lamond Stadial resulted in an impenetrable layer of, for instance, 

coarse sand and/or gravel. 

Gray (1975) recommends the sampling of many sites within a 

region to reinforce the conclusions drawn fram single sites. It 

seems apparent that Sutherland (pers. carm.) may regard the 

postglacial lithostratigraphies in the Awe valley as of suspect 

validity in considering the moraine at Kilchrenan (chap.l: fig 

5.1) as a terminal feature of the Loch Lomond Readvance. Other 

geomorphologists view similar evidence with scepticism •. Sissons 

(l982a), for instance, disregarded twenty postglacial 

stratigraphies fram small kettle-holes, cored in search of a full 

Lateglacial sequence, in suggesting the deposits of Achnasheen to 

be of Wester Ross Readvance age. Whether such dismissals of the 

data are justified is considered later (sect.5.3). This follows a 

brief outline of a palynologically based test of the significance 

of postglacial sites within the context of the Awe valley 

(sect.5.2). Previous approaches to this problem are analysed in 

section 5.4, from which discussion a more rigorous strategy is 

constructed (sect.5.5), applied to the Awe valley in chapter. 6. 
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Fig, 5 , 1: locations of stratigrlJphic 
investigations in the lower Awe vlJlley 
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5.2 OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED INVESTIGATION 

The consistency of the postglacial vegetation succession has 

been derronstrated in chapter 4. It is proposed that palynological 

investigations of the earliest sediments at sites within suspected 

glacial limits of the Loch Lamond Readvance will show successively 

younger biostratigraphical assemblages up-valley of the glacial 

limit, in the direction of ice-retreat. The hypothesis is in 

principle similar to that constructed by Donner (1951) to 

determine the extent of Younger Dryas glaciers in Finland, and 

applied by him in Scotland (1957), in that one is assuming that 

the occupation of ground by glacier ice delayed sedimentation, 

reflected in the pollen stratigraphy. 

There are a number of assumptions inherent in this 

hypothesis, outlined as follows: 

i. that the earliest deposited sediments are located in the 

deepest parts of a basinl 

ii. that the sampling techniques are sufficiently stringent to 

locate the deepest point of a basin and retain the earliest 

sediments; 

iii. that the site accurately records the sequence of environ

mental changes in the region, and is not affected by local

ized disturbances such as delayed rnelt-out of dead-ice in 

kettle-holes, hiatuses in sedimentation, lack of preservation 

of material due to unsuitable hydrological conditions (Gray, 

1975) etc.; 
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iv. that the sequence of pollen-stratigraphical changes is 

readily discernible, and is consistent between sites; 

v. that each taxon is synchronous in its expansion in a region, 

and 

vi. that ice retreat proceeds by uniform, systematic frontal 

retreat. 

5.3 DISCUSSION OF THE ASSUMPTIONS 

i. The earliest sediments are located in the deepest parts of a 

basin. 

Chapter 2 (sect.3) discusses this point, wherein the 

observations of Davis (1973) and Lehman (1975) are seen to 

support this assumption. Nichols (1967b) suggested that ice 

grounding on shallow lake-floors may distort the l~tho

stratigraphy, but the horizontal laminations recorded at 

several sites in the present study (chap.6) probably 

preclude this. 

ii. The sampling techniques are sufficiently stringent to locate 

the deepest point of a basin, and retain the earliest 

sediments. 

Chapter 2 (sect.3) describes the method of probing employed. 

The piston corer has also been described in section 2.3. 

iii. The site accurately portrays the sequence of environmental 

changes in the region, and is not affected by local 

disturbances. 
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(a) delayed melt-out of ice in kettle-holes:-

the possibility of ice persisting in kettle-holes long 

after regional deglaciation is one commonly quoted, the 

major reference being that of Porter and Carson (1971). 

In this the authors date by the C14 method trees 

enclosed in a Valders Till diamicton in Alaska, and 

obtain results too young for the k.ncMn date of the 

Valders Readvance. They surmise in the absence of 

obvious errors in the dates that the trees were growing 

on dead-ice which disintegrated perhaps as much as 1400 

years after ice of Valders age retreated. The authors 

point out that the climate throughout this period was 

similar to present-day Alaska, but this climate is at 

considerable variance with climatic reconstructions for 

Britain following the retreat of the Hain Devensian 

ice-sheet (Coope, 1977). Temperatures as high or higher 

than at present(C<:q:le, 1977) would mil Hate against the 

survival of dead-ice through the Lateglacial 

interstadial. 

. Ostrem (1965) reIX'rted ice-cored moraines fran 

SCandinavia as being thousands of years old, rut there 

are doubts concerning the validity of his radiocarbon 

dates, and he concedes errors of over 1000 years. At 

only one locality did the maximum summer temperature 

exceed :fe, at Isfallsglacieren, and here Ostrem 
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considers ice-rrelt to have occurred. He considers that 

over 1.5 m of drift is required to insulate buried ice. 

Sanpling of the sites described in chapter 6 failed to 

reveal any diamictic sediIoont at the base of profiles. 

Consequently these studies can in no way be said to 

describe conditions pertaining to the lateglacial 

interstadial in north-..rest Europe, and dead-ice 

lingering throughout this period is considered unlikely. 

It is undoubtedly a problem in the tirre-period 

irmediately follCMing the loch I.arr:nd Stadial 

(sect.4iii), rut the absence of lateglacial sediIoonts in 

sites beyond stadial limits for this reason is 

inprobab1e. 

(b) unsuitable hydrological conditions:-

hiatuses in sediIoontation caused by the failure of 

basins to retain sediIoont or water necessary to preserve 

sediroont, through lew water-tables or free-drainage 

through sandy substrates, have been blarred in part for 

the absence of Iateglacial sedilrents at Achnasheen 

(Sissens, 1982a). 'Ihls may well be a factor in regions 

of karre-dep::>sitioo as at Achnasheen or Ford (chap.6), 

rut is questioned in bedrock-floored basins, providing 

depth-probing has clearly dem::>nstrated the enclosed 

nature of the basin. Providing soil-develOJ:l'OOl1t 
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progresses, slope-wash will supply clay to a basin, the 

thickness dependent on catchment size, slope steepness 

and the rate of soil development. Thus although Walker 

and Lowe (1981) identify a hiatus at their site of 

Clashgour 2 where the earliest postglacial sediments are 

absent, pollen preservation was possible by the 

Juni~rus expansion, c.800 years after deglaciation 

(sect.5.3), at a site of low topographic expression, and 

if this rate of sediment infilling is typical it is 

unlikely that Lateglacial sediments would have failed to 

accumulate for the reasons proposed. 

(c) impenetrable sand and gravel layers:-

This is considered by Sissons (1902a) to be partly 

responsible for the absence of Lateglacial 

stratigraphies at Achnasheen. It is thought fran the 

experiences of this author that such layers at depth can 

clearly be distinguished from the presence of bedrock: 

in chapter 6, at Ford and at Barachander I a sand layer 

was indicated by the gradual resistance to penetration 

during depth-probing and sampling, while at all other 

sites the unyielding presence of bedrock was 

recognized. 

iv The sequence of pollen-spectral changes is readily 

discernible, and is consistent between sites. 
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The ease with which a clear and complete pollen sequence 

can be distinguished depends partly on the ability to extract 

pollen from the basal, usually minerogenic sediment (chap.2; 

sect.4), and the rate of sedimentation, discussed in chapters 

3 and 4. 

Regional consistency has been derronstrated in chapter 4, 

where it is suggested that the succession at all sites was 

"driven" by similar environmental processes, climatic and 

edaphic, and in which no evidence of early post-glacial 

climatic revertences, such as the Piottino Oscillation of 

Behre (1967) can be recognized. 

Pollen records relate solely to the basin f~ which 

they are derived, and need not represent regional changes, 

although the discussion in chapter 2.2 (Site Selection) 

indicates that the sites used in this study are likely to 

reflect regional vegetational changes. The absence of pollen 

spectra daninated by RUI1'CX at the base of Walker and LoNe's 

Rannach Moor sites has been explained by J.J. Lc:Me (pers. 

carm.) as a result of delayed sedimentation at each site, 

thus suggesting that these s1 tes need not be typical of the 

area as a whole. Later in this chapter (sects.4,S) it is 

PI'O[X)Sed that a possible solution to this restriction would 

be to increase the nurrber of sites examined, whereby 
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anomalous basins can be recognized. The problem may persist, 

ho.vever; LONe and Walker examined eight sites on the Moor 

itself. 

with particular regard to the deglacial chronology 

hypothesis under consideration, an apparent paradox arises 

with the proposal (sect.5.2) that initial colonizers of bare 

ground, e.g., Rumex, will be absent at certain pollen sites. 

The same problem arises with other investigations (see 

sect.5 .4) yet in these the results have been seen to accord 

with the hypothesis outlined above. 

An explanation of this problem may relate to processes 

of plant migration onto freshly deglaciated ground, and to 

pollen productivity characteristi~cs. At the onset of glacial 

retreat sites outside and immediately inside glacial termini 

record the same vegetational and palynological changes, but 

with improving climatic and edaphic conditions later 

deglaciated sites, although possibly playing host to early 

colonizers, would receive pollen from more mature oammunities 

dONn-valley, which would tend to "swamp" the local 

components. This reconstruction is supported by the studies 

of Persson (1964), Elven and Ryvarden (1975) and Matthews 

(1970) • 
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v Each taxon is synchronous in its appearance in a 

region. 

Discussions on the synchroneity of the postglacial peaks of 

Rl.m"ex, Enpetrum and Juniperus are fEM. In the follCMing 

discussion consideration is given to radiocaroon 

detenninations believed to date directly or approxirrately 

peaks of Enpetrum (section B: Table 5. 3; fig 5.3) and 

Juniperus (section A: Table 5.1; 5. 2; fig 5. 2) • The Rurrex 

peak invariably lies in minerogenic sedirrent. Attention is 

paid to particular problems and dates, but it should be noted 

that ccmrents on the validity of all dates in Tables 5.1 and 

5.3 are based on similarly detailed analyses: space precludes 

a discussion in depth of all dates. 

JUNIPERUS 

Smith and Pilcher (1973) quote six dates in their discussion 

of the juniper peak. Of these, hCMever, three can be 

criticized or have already been criticized for inaccuracies. 

It is arguable, for instance, whether Smith and pilcher are 

justified in quoting the C14 date of 10490 +/- 160 B.P. (I -

3598) fran Blelham Bog (Pennington and Bonny, 1970) when in 

"Radiocarbon" the latter authors suggest the date to be 

perhaps 3-500 years too old (in Buckley and Willis, 1970). 

Similarly, the date fran Rcxldan' s Port (~ison and 

Stephens, 1965) of 10130 +/- 170 B.P. (0 - 371) has been 

questioned by Dresser (1970). In Appendix IV of f.brrison and 

Stephens (1965) Godwin and Willis consider that the 

Phragmites peat assayed was not susceptible to hard-
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water error, but being semi-aquatic it is hard to see why 

this plant should be exempt fram such errors. The entire 

series of 14 dates shows problems of hard-water error (dates 

Q-36l, 364, 369 and 365), and date-inversions are cammon. Q-

371 itself lies in a sequence of dates (Q-370, 371, 368) 

which clearly trend towards date-inversions (although their 

standard deviations overlap). In addition, the length of 

time between sampling (1957) and assay (1963) is not ideal 

pre-treatment, and it would seem these dates cannot be relied 

upon with the irrplied dangers of fungal growth introducing 

"younging" errors. 

This consequently leaves three dates: fram Bigholm Burn 

(Moar, 1969a) Smith and Pilcher (1973) take two dates, 9590 

+/- 170 B.P. and 9470 +/- 170 B.P. (Q-697), the latter 

slightly higher in the lithostratigraphy but both bracketing 

the same event. On the pollen diagram the juniper and birch 

max irna occur on the same level, and it is clear that the low 

sedimentation rate has blurred the biostratigraphical 

definition of the site. 

The date of 9660 +/- 105 B.P. (UB-298 D) fram Slieve 

Gallion in Co. Tyrone (Pilcher, 1973) clearly records the 

rational limit of Juniperus rather than the peak, which by 

interpolation lies nearer 9200 B.P. A 2 em slice of reed-
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peat was rerroved from a monolith, and this date lies in an 

internally consistent series. Considerable reliance can be 

placed on this date as a result of these exemplary methods. 

Pilcher (1973) considers that juniper expanded at 9600 B.P., 

and maintained itself as a dominant until the delayed 

colonization of birch in these uplands. Pilcher then argues 

that the Juniperus expansion was non-synchronous across 

Ireland in view of the date at Sluggan Bog of 9160 +/- 130 

B.P. (UB-244) for the peak. This date is also considered 

valid here, coming fram a set of internally consistent dates. 

As the two dates overlap at one standard deviation there is 

little evidence for Smith & Pilcher's suspected diachroneity, 

and the authors withhold judgment on the interpretation of 

the few dates available to them. 

Interestingly, same authors have implied synchroneity in 

discussions on possible early migrations of forest trees. 

Bartley (1966) and Hoore (1972) relate apparently early peaks 

of birch and hazel with Junig;rus, and in using the juniper 

peak as a temporal "control" on tree migration imply its 

synchroneity. Moore (1972) uses this argument in proposing 

the early presence of Co;:ylus in Cardiganshire. In the 

absence of C14 dates these speculations cannot be relied 

upon, however (chap. 4; sect.4). 
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In his 1977 paper, Moore argues instead that the 

Juniperus peaks at sites in \'lales represent purely local 

stands, and are diachronous in time. This is itself a 

considerable change in emphasis fram a paper written in 1976 

(Handa and Moore, 1976) in which, using four dates fram the 

basal organic deposits of three Welsh pingos investigated by 

Handa and Moore, plus information fram six other sites (of 

which four, Blelham Bog, Roddan's Port, Slieve Gallion and 

Bigholm Burn are discussed by Smith and Pilcher, 1973), the 

suggestion of non-synchroneity is much more tentatively 

expressed. Moore (1977) therefore places much reliance on the 

dates obtained by Watson (Shotton~. al., 1973, 1974, 1975) 

fram several Welsh pingos (Watson, 1971). The 7 dates 

reported in "Radiocarbon" do not, hCMever, present a 

consistent pattern, those subjected to alkali pre-treatment 

shCMing distinct differences between the residue and the 

humate extract. Those not treated may well be contaminated 

by younger carbon, and it is unlikely that the very young , 
date of 9380 +/- 340 B.P. (BIRM-368) is reliable. In 

addition the standard deviations are unacceptably high given 

the 4 - 6 ern thick sarrples collected. In any event, the 

dates fram the pollen-analysed sites do not relate directly 

to the Juniperus peaks at these sites (Handa and Moore, 

1976), but are basal dates for the onset of organic-rich 

sedimentation at each site. 
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Dates on the postglacial pollen peaks of Juniperus 

published since 1973 are often directly related to the 

Juniperus peak by improved sampling techniques. These 

approaches have meant that more confidence can probably be 

placed on many of the dates to be discussed below. 

Fig 5.2 details the range of 40 dates, in terms of the 

standard deviations supplied with the date (a mean date is 

not presented as the Cl4 age can occur anywhere between the 

end-points of the standard deviations, and these themselves 

only give a 66% probability of it being an accurate date; 

Harkness, 1975) and the sediment and sediment thickness of 

the 40 dates known to the author produced since 1970 to the 

time of writing (August 1983). The date fram Lairigmor 2 

(Walker and Lowe, 1981) of 11300 +/- 245 B.P. (GU- 1083) is 

considered in serious error, and will not be used. Also 

excluded are those dates quoted by Smith and Pilcher (1973) 

and Handa and Moore (1976), but criticized above. Not all 

the dates relate to the Juniperus peak, however, sane dates 

relating to the initial rise or decline in pollen values. 

Where indicated on the pollen diagrams or in comments in 

"Radiocarbon" (see Table 5.1) the position of the peak, which 

is the phase most commonly dated, is shown in relation to the 

date illustrated, giving an indication of the relationship of 

the date in question to the stratigraphic point of interest 

(fig. 5.2). 
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Sane general points can be made first. As mentioned 

above, the majority of the dates (25/40) refer to the 

Juniperus peak. Interestingly, ho.vever, 4/10 of the older 

dates (numbers 30 - 40) are considered to be from material 

predating the peak although a similar sequence of post-peak 

dates is not seen in the younger dates, dates 1 - 10. 

Initially, a linear regression analysis was performed for 

sample thickness against the standard deviation for the 40 

dates. This was sho.vn to be significant at 95% probability, 

demonstrating the value in improved precision of taking 

thinner sediment slices for radiocarbon assay. 

Before a palaeoecological interpretation can be placed 

on the C14 assays considerations of their reliability must be 

made. Reasons for the rejection of some dates are given in 

Table 5.1, and the assessment fol1o.ved the approach taken for 

the dates of Smith and Pilcher (1973) and Handa and Moore 

(1976) • 

A general criticism concerns the camrnents on dates 

published in "Radiocarbon". Very rarely is information on 

bedrock, carbon content or weight of material supplied; when 

bulk sampling is employed this should be mentioned, and the 

means of correlation, litho- or biostratigraphic, discussed 

(cf. Lowe and Walker, 1981) 1 8 C13 values should be provided 
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C 14 DETERMINATIONS ON POSTGLACIAL J UNIPERUS PEAI<5 
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as the rule rather than the exception, and a more objective 

attitude to the possibilities of error is needed. 

Of the 40 dates, 17 are rejected as untrustworthy or as 

not depicting the peak with confidence. Certain sites are 

included despite their general range of dates at several 

horizons appearing consistently old in varying sediment 

types; dates 30, 36 and 37. Other sites are included 

although the lack of information supplied by the author 

ei ther in the main reference or in "Radiocarbon" allows no 

interpretation; objectively this should not imply the date is 

acceptable, but in the absence of data to the contrary this 

is assumed. 23 dates are thus taken as valid measurements of 

either the rise, peak or decline in Juniperus pollen 

percentages at 23 sites. 

It is seen from the revised list of dates (Table 5.2) 

that the discarded dates concentrate at both ends of the 

series (fig 5.2). This improves the consistency of the 

remaining dates markedly, but these still show a range of 

ages from 9200 B.P. (higher S.D. of date 10) to 10540 B.P. 

(lower S.D. of date 37). Linear regression analyses were 

performed on the data base (23 dates) against (1) altitude, 

(2) latitude, and (3) longitude. For these the mean date of 

each sample was used except at sites dating sediment prior to 
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or post-Juniperus peak, in which cases the higher and lower 

standard deviations on the dates were used respectively. 

Likewise, for dates 26 and 28, the lower and higher standard 

deviations respectively are quoted as the considerable 

thickness of sediment renders the Cl4 dates obtained similar 

in bias to dates fran thinner slices of pre- and post-peak 

sediment (Table 5.2). Altitudes are taken fran the main 

reference in each case, or fran the appropriate o.s. 1: 

50,000 scale map, as are the latitudes and longitudes of each 

site (Table 5.2). 

In each test the product moment correlation coefficient 

r failed at 95% probability. These results do not 

necessarily imply that Pilcher's (1973) arguments for 

diachroneity are wrong. They do, however, suggest that none 

of the principal geographical factors which could correlate 

with climatically or edaphically-controlled delay succeed in 

explaining the variation in the dates. From an equation (13) 

in Warner (1975) it is found that the extreme dates (8 and 

37) can be regarded as two separate "events", but no clear 

division is found between adjacent dates, so that no 

separation can be made within the series. Synchroneity 

cannot be assumed fran these data, but the many difficulties 

inherent in radiocarbon 
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TABLE 5.2 

VALID JUNIPERUS C14 DETERMINATIONS 

-..-
L!') - !;: - - 2 
u.J UJ 0.: 0 <L 
-oJ ~ u.J Cl -
CO « c::i Cl c::i u.J u.J 
« Cl - => Cl Cl 
~ Cl ~ en => => 

~ 
Q.l ~ !::::: u.J ..... 

0 '<1 en -oJ - i= (!) 
2 - « Q.l 

U => E « 2 
u.J - -oJ C) 
~ ....J 

en 

10 92800 c.90 58°10' 5°04' 

12 9474 c.75 58°03' 5°10' 
13 9500 200 56°24' 5°51' 

15 9600 33 52° 11' 7°02' 

16 9610 c.170 54°47' 6°16' 

17 9655 20 57°12' 5°58' 

18 9660 110 56°26' 5°48' 

19 9660 430 54°45' 6°45' 

20 9660 180 57°33' 6°14' 

21 9730 200 56°32' 4°52' 

22 95300 221 56°14' 3°43' 

24 .10070· 175 57°05' 2°55' 

25 9910. 308 56°39' 4°48' 

26 10140 • 198 53°08' 4°03' 

27 9990 c.150 57°41 ' 6°20' 

28 97800 c.220 56°05' 4°25' 

29 10090 c.85 56°43' 5°47' 

30 101"60 c.290 56°41' 4°34' 

31 10200 c.35 56°59' 5°48' 

32 10210 c.50 52°21 ' 6°36' _. 
35 10312 90 52°52' 3°51' 

36 10250 40 57°15' 5°49' 

37 10340 170 I 55°34' 2°18' 

• Lower S.D used 

o Higher S.D used 



dating (chap.3; this section) may mean that proof of 

synchroneity demands too much from the data. Given these 

uncertainties over C14 determinations, clear demonstration of 

synchroneity is, perhaps, not to be expected. 

Of particular note in Table 5.2 and fig 5.2 is the 

consistency of many of the dates in relation to the 

time-period between 9600 - 9800 B.P. This age-band passes 

through 15 of the 23 valid dates. As an approximation, 

therefore, it is considered that the majority of valid dates 

sl!<)gest (and no stronger given the limitations of the 

evidence), that the Juniperus expansion may have been 

synchronous on a broad scale. 

EMPETRUM 

Since Smith and Pilcher's (1973) study the refined C14 

dating techniques have enabled dates to be obtained on the 

~trum peak at several sites (Table 5.3; fig 5.3). 

It is disturbing to note the pronounced differences 

between dates 2 and 7 (Table 5.3) from the same site, 

Abernethy Forest, collected by different workers and 

processed at different laboratories. Vasari (1977) 

considered that other, older dates he collected from this 

site showed hard- water error, but discounted this problem 

with the date in 
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question (HEL-422) in the good agreement with date 3 (Table 

5.3) fram the nearby site of Loch of Park. The sediment 

description in Birks and Matthewes (1978) for date Q-1268 

suggests a low carbon content (see fig 5.3), but this has not 

affected the results, the Cambridge laboratories' date having 

a smaller standard deviation than Helsinki's (Vasari, 1977). 

Groundwater contamination is thought unlikely to affect Birks 

and Matthewes'(1978) date as overlying sediments produce 

dates in good agreement with similar horizons at other sites. 

It is tempting to propose that inter-laboratory bias 

(International Study Group,1982) is responsible for the 

differences, but such errors are not clearly delineated at 

present. The dates remain enigmatic, and cannot be explained 

on the data available. They are a significant testament to 

the uncertainties and questions that remain in radiocarbon 

dating, and endorse the views on the difficulties of proving 

synchronei ty developed in this section (above). On 

consideration of the other dates (fig 5.3) it is felt date 2 

is anomalous, for reasons unknown, and is discarded fram the 

analyses. 

Dates 1 and 2 (Table 5.3) clearly post-date the Empetrum 

peak (and indeed were used in the above section relating to 

Juniperus), and their validity is uncertain (see Table 5.3). 

The remaining seven "valid" dates were tested to see whether 
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TABLE 5.3 

Cf4 DETERMINATIONS ON POSTGLACIAL EMPETRUM 'PEAKS' 
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1 LOCH ASSYNT moss-rich silts/sands 5 943b!150 0-1280 BIRKS.H.H: in Birks.H.J.B(1980) 23 (1 );81 ·93 not sflecific to °EmpetrllmO peak. date already IIsed in lIn 14 

2 ABERNETHY FOREST fine detritus silty mud 8 9740 !170 0-1268 BIRKS.HH and MATIHEWES(1978) 23 (1 );81-93 date discarded (see text) 

3 lOCH KINORD gyltja 10 10010'220 HEL-420 VASARI( 197 7) - consillerrd valid 
1--- •. _------ .~ 

4 MUIR PARK(ORYMEN) clay gyttjal gyttja 16 10010±230 HEL-162 VASARI( 1977) - as date 1 (above) 

5 TORNESS gvll/a 2 10170! 150 SRR-1797 WALKER and lOWE!19821 - considered valid 

6 LOCH AN T·SUIOHE gyl1/a . 5 102oo±70 SRR-1801 WALKER and LOWE(1982) - considered valid 

7 ABERNETHY gyttla 10 10230 !220 HEL-422 VASARI(19711 . - considered valid. hut note date 2 (ahove:see text) 

8 lOCH Of PARK clay gyttja igyttja 10 10280:1:220 HEL-416 VASARI( 1971) - considered valid 

9 KINGSHOUSE 2 moss fragments 5 ~0290 !180 BIRM-722 LOWE and WALKER( 1976.1980) - date -- average of two dates. (1980 ref):consldered valid 
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Fig. 5.3 Empetrum C l4 mea surements 
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the age-range represented significantly different "events" 

(Warner, 1975), using dates 6 and 8, which resulted in the 

view that the dates represent one synchronous event with an 

average and standard deviation (calculated fram the 14 

standard deviations of the samples) of 10,215 +/- 229 years 

B.P. 

SUHMARY 

It.is considered that radiocarbon dates relating to the 

Grarnineae-Rumex pollen assemblage zone are unreliable as the 

vast majority are concerned more with the age of the earliest 

organic deposits formed in the post-glacial, which will vary 

between sites, rather than with the pollen stratigraphy. 

It has been argued that the C14 dates available suggest 

that both the ~trum and Juniperus peaks are synchronous on 

a large scale. It has also been demonstrated that many 

factors affect the accuracy of a radiocarbon date, many of 

which one can only speculate on. Consequently it might be 

argued that the data base has inherent inaccuracies which 

undermine the reliability of the conclusions. This is 

appreciated, but as a first approximation the results suggest 

broad synchroneities in the early post-glacial pollen 

record. 
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f Ice-retreat proceeds by uniform, systematic frontal retreat. 

Evidence from Loch Lamond Stadial deposits and 

present-day glaciers will here be presented to demonstrate 

that this behaviour was unlikely to have occurred, and that 

ice-thinning was as significant as frontal retreat. 

It has long been thought on the basis of the absence of 

morphological features indicating glacio-equilibrial 

conditions (i.e., retreat moraines) within stadial ice-limits 

in Scotland that ice-retreat was by "widespread stagnation of 

the ice" (Sissons, 1976: p.l07). Retreat stages within 

terminal limits are known from North Wales (Gray, 1982) and 

the Southern Uplands of Scotland (Cornish, 1981), but are 

almost unknown further north. The essentially in situ decay --
is believed to have been triggered by the climatic 

amelioration before 10,000 B.P., and was probably rapid, 

Weideck (1968) proposing that 20 years is a maximal response 

time for glaciers to respond to a climatic impetus regardless 

of type or magnitude of glacier. The distribution of 

hummocky moraine is believed to indicate this decay (Sissons, 

1976), although much work remains to be done to establish the 

exact origins of this undoubtedly polygenetic landform, and 

in understanding the glaciological significance of its 

distribution (cf. Hodgson, 1982). 
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Bergquist (1979) has modelled the thinning of an 

ice-sheet by melting, although his provisional study was 

acknowledged to be limited by its failure to incorporate 

assumptions concerning ice-flow wi thin glaciers. Assuming an 

elliptic profile for the ice-sheet he demonstrated that 

melting in response to increasing temperature reduces an 

ice-dame of 1500 m maximum thickness to 1200 m in 500 

years. Given the time-scales known for the end of the Loch 

Lamond Stadial it is likely that temperature changes were 

much mre extreme at that time. Significantly, however, 

ice-front recession was markedly faster than overall thinning 

at the earliest phase of deglaciation, so that frontal 

retreat in 500 years was approximately 80 km. The concept of , 

an elliptic profile is doubted for stadial glaciers (see 

chap. 6.6), however, and it is likely that valley glaciers 

had a more slab-like profile (Schilling and Hollin, 1981). 

As a result thinning may have had mre dramatic effects than 

in Bergquist's (1979) rodel. 

Models of deglaciation are few for Younger Dryas 

glaciers except in the mst generalized sense. Hillefors 

(1979) attempted to relate in detail the rode of deglaciation 

to topographic influences for a part of the west coast of 

Sweden, with fjord-like valleys similar to western Scotland. 

Here he described the plateau-like watersheds as undergoing 
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thinning of the ice first, with residual ice flowing 

laterally down-slope into the valleys. The plateaux are now 

characterized by rock-cored drumlins (rare in Scotland) and 

irregular ablation till. 

It seems unlikely that ice-retreat was as orderly as has 

been supposed in section 3. What is unknown is whether rapid 

down-wasting led to the exposure of land to plant 

colonization within the decaying ice-mass. The patchy 

distribution of hummocky moraine suggests that areas of the 

Rannoch ice-cap and associated valley glaciers decayed in 

situ as dead-ice masses while, perhaps, within narrow valleys 

ice retreated in a more orthodox fashion bolstered by ice 

flowing fram the plateaux, but this situation is 

hypothetical. I t remains a major problem in the successful 

application of a deglacial chronology •. 

5.4 PREVIOUS APPROAOlES 

Three previous investigations will be discussed, those of (a) 

Pennington (1978), (b) MacPherson (1978) and Lowe and Walker 

(1981). Attention will be paid to the major problems involved in 

such research in an effort to clarify the procedures and 

refinements demanded by the nature of the study, and listed in 
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section 5.5. 

(a) Pennington (1978) was perhaps the first researcher to 

consider the glaciological implications behind post-glacial 

pollen successions, in suggesting time-transgressive melt-out 

of small valley and corrie glaciers in the English Lake 

District. She had intimated a similar idea in a paper 

written in 1970. 

pennington (1978) records the basal pollen assemblage 

zones for 14 corrie lakes and 3 infilled peat-basins, and 

arranges them in a relative time-dependent order: Artemisia 

- Gramineae - Rumex - ~trum - Juniperus (subdivided into 

base, middle and top) - Betula p.a. zones. It is assumed 

that these zones are synChronous in the region, though no 

evidence is supplied to demonstrate this. The Loch Lamond 

Readvance termin~l limits used are those of Marr (1916) and 

Manley (1959). Her interpretation of the results is 

straightforward, with the sites marked by an Artemisia peak 

at their bases representing ice-decay earlier than at other 

sites. 

There are, unfortunately, several limitations in the 

study associated with (i) sampling techniques, (ii) 

ecological interpretation, and (iii) the correspondence 
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between her sites (1978) and the reconstructions of the 

Stadial glaciers in the Lake District published by Sissons in 

1980(a) • 

(i) Sampling Techniques 

Only three of her sites, Bleawater Moss, Wolf Crags 

Hoss and Langdale Canbe (analysed by Walker, 1965) are 

fran terrestrial peat-basins. All others are lake

basins, and it is regarded as considerably more 

difficult to locate the area of deepest sediments fram a 

boat. Likewise, sampling fran a boat using free-fall 

samplers results in problems of penetration of stiff 

sediment. Often the basal sediments may not be 

penetrated or recovered using this method, and this may 

be behind the problems admitted by Pennington (1964) at 

the site of Blind Tarn on the Old Man of Coniston range, 

where the basal deposits analysed were only of Godwin 

zone VII. The site was not included in her 1978 study, 

although Blea Water, which dates fram Godwin zone V is 

discussed. Here, seven mutually consistent cores were 

retrieved, yet a laterally continuous sand layer, cammon 

in upland sites (Donner, 1962) would render the same 

result. It could be argued that similar problems occur 

on terrestrial sites, but considerably more options are 

open to investigators in sampling such sites, such as 

power-corers etc. 
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The na jori ty of pollen diagrams discussed by 

Pennington (1978) are unpublished (or are unreferenced 

in her 1978 paper). At Goatswater, adjacent to Blind 

Tarn, Pennington (1964) reported a lack of fine sedi.Jrent 

fran the tarn-floor (enterprisingly at this site a diver 

was errployed) except on a large IIOlIDd, interpreted as a 

noraine, where a total thickness of 1.0 m of sedi.Jrent 

was sanpled. Deposition on such areas is often 

irregular, hiatuses are CCIlIlOrl with sequences condensed 

(hence the 1.0 m core), and this site at least is of 

questionable usefulness. 

(ii) Ecological Interpretations 

The site of Goa.tswater can usefully be discussed 

here also. It is considered (Pennington, 1978) that ice 

withdrew fran this upland basin during or at the end of 

the IDch Larond Stadia 1 in its shc:7Ning an Artemisia peak. 

at the base. The entire Flandrian sequence' is, hONever, 

corrpressed into 60 an (the lower 40 an of clay were 

thought non-polleniferous), and this basal "zone II (one 

level), as well as shaNing high Artemisia features a 

Juniperus naxinum and abundant Betula. 

A clearer exanple of the problems of interpreting 

the order of succession in sedi.Jrents with slON rates of 
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accumulation is seen at Walker's (1965) site of Langdale 

Combe, reproduced in full by Pennington (1970). Walker 

regarded the basal zone as of Godwin zone IV - V. 

Pennington (1978) considered the site as having an 

Artemisia assemblage at the base. Calculated on an 

arboreal pollen sum, the basal 8 em (4 levels) shoo a 

maximum of 3% for Artemisia. These spectra are 

dominated by Rumex (c30% maximum at base), Gramineae (80 

- 140%), and Empetrum (24% peak). Juniperus rises to 

250% A.P. in level 6, and Pennington's zonation may not 

be operable if objective zonation methods (Gordon and 

Birks, 19741 pennington and Sackin, 1975) are applied. 

The presence of Artemisia may be taken to justify her 

zonation, but it should be appreciated that taxa may 

have persisted in the pollen rain long after their first 

appearance, particularly in the high ground of Langdale, 

while Empetrum and Juniperus were colonizing the 

loolands. The dominant percentage values are considered 

nost relevant to this type of study. As a rule, the 

pollen stratigraphy should show clear evidence of one 

pollen assemblage zone to the exclusion of higher, 

overlying zones. This cannot be demonstrated at either 

Goatswater or Langdale Combe. Sites shooing markedly 

sloo sedimentation rates should be avoided wherever 

possible. 
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(iii) The mapping of Sissons (1980a) 

Remapping the extent of the Loch Lamond Readvance 

in the Lake District, Sissons (1980a) points out that 

two of Pennington's (1978) sites, Grisedale Tarn and 

Levers Tarn, lie well outside his terminal limits, and 

to these should be added Bleawater Moss in Haweswater. 

Sissons (1980a) assumes that coarse minerogenic bands 

had prevented the sampling of Lateglacial deposits at 

these sites. Further in his discussion he employs the 

same argument for the deposits at Keppelcove Tarn, 

within the stadial limits of Sissons (1980a), as late 

melt-out inferred by pennington (1978) is felt by 

Sissons to be inconsistent with the size and aspect of 

the glacier which occupied the basin. The invocation of 

this argument here and at Achnasheen (sect.S.l) shows 

the utmost importance of knCMing that the bedrock floor 

has been met with. 

(b) In trying to establish a relative chronology for 

the major shore-lines of the Glen Roy - Loch Laggan 

proglacial lake, MacPherson (1978) examined four sites 

palynologically, emphasizing the basal spectra fran 

each site. Problems of sampling are imnediately 

apparent with the operation of a Hiller sampler which 

with its 10 em tip cannot sample the basal sediments, 
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although MacPherson (1978) is aware of this deficiency. 

More seriously, at her An Dubh Lochan site MacPherson 

was forced to sample fran the edge of a lochan, fran 

where it cannot be proved the deepest point had been 

located. 

(c) LaNe and Walker I s work (1981) involved the 

correlation biostratigraphically of three sites; 

Mol 1 ands, near Callander (Lc:Me, 1978), Tyndrum, 30 krn 

W.N.W. of Mol1ands (LaNe and \'Jalker, 1981), and 

Kingshouse 2 (Lc:Me and Walker, 1976; Walker and Lc:Me, 

1977), one of nine sites investigated on or near Rannoch 

Moor (Lowe and Walker, 1976, 1980, 1981; Walker and 

Lc:Me, 1977, 1979, 1980a,b, 1981). Kingshouse 2 itself 

is sane 25 krn N.W. of Tyndrum. They conclude that 

"Mol1ands shows the most detailed early Postglacial 

biostratigraphic record, Tyndrum the next, and 

Kingshouse 2 the least detailed," (Lowe and Walker, 

1981; p.292). They argue that, although all sites are 

kettle-holes, delayed melt-out of ice is unlikely due to 

the consistent pollen-stratigraphic correlation between 

sites. This is in essence untestable fran one site 

without supporting evidence from adjacent basins. One 

cannot demonstrate that delayed melt-out could not 

account for the sequence Lowe and Walker show. 
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Two points emerge fram this discussion. Firstly, 

the selection of basins known to be formed by dead-ice 

(Flint, 1957; Price, 1973; Embleton and King, 1975) 

should be avoided , and in particular sites within 

hl.ll1mJCky moraine, which may imply in-situ ice-decay (but 

see Hodgson, 1982) ,in work of this kind. Secondly, the 

pattern of events is best reconstructed fram many sites 

as Gray (1975) stated. For example, regional 

deglaciation could be thought more successfully 

demonstrated fram the consistency of the basal Empetrum 

zone at many sites on Rannoch Moor rather than to 

isolate one site among them. 

Since that publication Lowe and Walker (pers. 

camm.) have proposed subdividing their originally 

defined R-p.a. zones in a way similar to pennington's 

treatment (1978) of her Juni~rus p.a. zones, basing 

their subdivision on rising, maximal or declining values 

for key pollen curves. Their intention is to discern a 

more finely detailed chronology. Ecologically this 

appears sound. Colonizing species occupy a new niche in 

low numbers, expand to a peak and, particularly with 

apophytes (Faegri, 1963) or r-strategists (MacArthur and 

Wilson, 1967), decline with increasing competition. The 

weakness with the proposal is in the reliability of 
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interpreting this fram percentage~based pollen diagrams. 

Rising and falling curves can be explained by other 

reasons. Such zonation procedures are best illustrated 

fram pollen influx rather than percentage-based 

diagrams. 

In sumnary, many points pertain to the location, 

sampling and interpretation of early postglacial sites 

which will be considered when devising a strategy for 

the present study. 

One ~rtant difference distinguishes the present 

study fram these previous investigations. In the latter 

the limits of Loch Lamond Readvance glaciers were 

thought reasonably well-known. In the present work the 

hypothesis is to be applied as a test in its own right 

in the absence of decisive morphological evidence. 

5.5 A STRATEGY FOR TESTING THE DEGLACIAL OffiONOU::X;Y HYPOl'HESIS 

From the above discussions certain assumptions appear valid, 

while others remain uncertain. Many problems can be avoided by 

carefully designed procedures for both sampling and analysis, and 

it is the purpose of this final section to detail the strategy 

adopted in the Awe valley (chap.6). 
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SAMPLING 

1 Infilled terrestrial basins are selected so that it is 

possible to probe the entire surface at close intervals. 

2 Pairs of such basins are chosen, lying within 1 km of each 

other, preferably lying parallel to the presumed direction of 

ice-retreat; each pair of basins is considered as one 

locality, and sites designated I and II respectively. 

Gray (1975) proposed that many basins should be examined 

in an area, but pollen analysis is tiIre-consuming, and it is 

felt as a con~ramise that two basins per locality provide a 

sufficient number. The number of localities will depend upon 

the detail of the investigation and the size of the region to 

be examined. In this study, three localities (fig 5.1) are 

located along the length of Loch Awe. 

The advantage of using pairs of basins lies in the 

increased probability that what is being recorded is more 

likely to relate to regional deglaciation rather than to 

local factors such as late melt-out of dead-ice. It is 

thought unlikely that sediments fram two independent 

basins (the independence is iIrportant; many sites close to 

Barachander I (chap.6) were rejected through the belief 

that one large block of dead-ice could have influenced 

sedimentation in several basins) with very similar basal 

pollen stratigraphies would be influenced by dead-ice, as 
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this ~ould require ice melting out at the same time in two 

places, and this coincidence is considered improbable. 

It would be advantageous for the sites at one locality 

to be on different rock-types to distinguish between local 

and regional pollen rain as does Jacobsen (1979), but in the 

study area this was not possible. Basins need not be of 

similar dimensions, but this is useful as same 

pollen-entrainment characteristics are related to basin size 

(Davis, H.B., 1973; Pennington, 1979). In this catchment 

size can also be important (cL chaps.3,4), and so it is 

convenient to deal with uniformly-sized basins. The basins 

in the study were all small, average 150 - 200 m. diameter, 

but large enough to receive a predominantly regional pollen 

influx in treeless conditions (Berglund, 1979). 

3 The basins selected should, wherever possible,. lie on a 

non-drift substrate. Livingstone~. ale (1958) described 

the problems involved in ascertaining the depth to substrate 

in arctic lakes on drift, and similar difficulties are 

reported from the study area in chapter 2. Bedrock basins 

allow much more confidence in the successful probing of 

basins, and at sites on the Dalradian bedrock of the region 

probing was met with an unyielding "clunk" when the floor of 

the basin had been struck. Also, it is felt that such basins 

are less likely to contain dead-ice than kettle-holes, for 

Which it is a requirement of their formation. 
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4 Initially, care must be taken to ensure the prospective 

site is an enclosed basin, and with detailed probing at 10m , 

5 m , and finally 2 m intervals the deepest point of the 

basin is established. This is crucial. Of 21 lake-basins in 

the study area on Dalradian strata examined by Murray and 

Pullar (1910), 11 were described as simple, i.e., a simple 

outline and contouring with one area clearly the deepest, 

while almost as many, 10, were complex, having two basins 

separated by a rock-bar. Such subdued features are very 

likely given the strong lineation of the region's lithology, 

and probing over the entire basin is essential. 

S At the deepest point the basal sediIrents are sampled 

6 

with a IOOdified Abbey piston corer (chap.2). Using this the 

successful retrieval of the basal sediments is assured. Only 

at one site, subsequently abandoned, was sampling foiled by 

semi-liquid clay, but it is acknowledged that at many sites 

this may be a problem. 

PREPARATlOO 

The chemical preparation techniques (chap.2) are 

regarded as rigorous enough to make counting of what would 

otherwise be "non-polleniferous" sediment possible. The 

basal sediments can accordingly be analysed, which has not 

been the case in earlier studies (Pennington, 1964, 1978). 
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7 

The definition of non-polleniferous sediment is that in 

chapter 2. 

INTERPRETATIOO 

After counting to 300 T.L.P. (chap.2), zonation is by 

visual estimation. The basal pollen assemblage zone can be 

confidently related to the R-zonation of Walker and Lowe 

(1977; chap.4) when it can be shown to be present to the 

exclusion of overlying R-zone characteristics (cf. 

Pennington, 1978). If one site at a locality records older 

sediment than the adjacent site the older age is taken as 

that relevant to deglaciation. 

The writer is aware that improvements could be made, 

including the C14 dating of biostratigraphic horizons at each 

locality (although at many sites in chap.6 the key levels are 

within minerogenic sediment), and the adoption throughout of 

pollen concentration techniques (not possible in the, limited 

time available). The approach outlined above is considered 

more rigorous and constructive in accounting for the 

assumptions inherent in the hypothesis than previous 

attempts. The test of the hypothesis is appraised in the 

next chapter. 
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CHAPl'ER 6 

FARLY POSTGIACIAL POLLEN SEOUENCES IN THE AWE VALLEY. 

1. INTROOOCTION 

The purfX)se of this chapter is to detail the litho - and 

biostratigraphies of each of six sites fran the three localites in 

the Awe valley illustrated in fig. 5.1, with particular attention 

being paid to evidence relating to the deglacial chronology 

hypothesis, to discuss the significance of the reoords to the 

hypothesis of deglacial chronology outlined in the preceding 

chapter, and finally to consider the different interpretations for 

late-Devensian glaciation in the Awe valley expressed ~ previous 

VJOrkers (chap. 1, sect. 5) in the light of the palynological 

evidence. 

2. DESCRIPI'ION OF THE SITES. 

2A. ' u:x::ALITY ONE : FORD 

Fig. 5.1 gives the position of this locality at the 

south-west end of lDch htle, while fig. 6.1 shc:::JNs the setting 

in nore detail. 

i) Gearorphic Setting. 

The sites (Ford I, Ford II) lie close to lDch Awe 

within a series of kane terraces, which in turn lie on 

bedrock of middle Ialradian meta-sediments, conglanerates, 

sandstones and silty slates with occasional thick 
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limestone bands. 

The kame terrace sequence has been described and 

napped nest recently by Gray and Sutherland (1977). The 

pollen sites are situated in t\\O kettle-holes, bedrock 

basins not being located in this area, but as the 

fluvioglacial sediments are the nest conspicuous features 

of past glaciation pollen sites on these \\Ould provide at 

least a mininal limiting date for the terraces. Both 

sites are on the lo.vest, youngest suite of terraces 

napped, graded to a sea-level "at or belcw 9 - 10 rn 0.0." 

(Gray and Sutherland, 1977: p. 38). 

ii) roRD I (g.r NM 877039: lat. ~25'20" N, long 56°11'37" W). 

(a) Site IDeation and Description 

The peat-infilled surface of the kettle-hole 

lies at 40 rn O. D., sane 15 m belON the level of 

terrace fragroonts K 17, 18, 19 and 20 (Gray and 

Sutherland, 1977) at approx. 55 rn 0.0., and 4 rn 

above the present level of the loch. A spring narked 

on fig. 6.la is invariably dry due to the penreable 

sands of the kame terraces, and no stream enters the 

basin. With the sides of the kettle-hole sloping 

extremely steeply the catChment of the basin is 

limited, aw. 3,770 rn1. r the surface area of the 
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peat-surface is 865 mI.. 

Kame sedirrents, coarse sands with occasional 

cobbles, surround and floor the basin except for a 

small, oak~ed J<rx)ll on Dalradian strata to the 

N.E. (fig. 6.la). The slopes south of the B 840 are 

also in bedrock, covered with Forestry Camrl.ssion fir 

and spruce plantations. The peat-surface has been 

partly drained, and is being colonized by clurrps of 

Erica tetralix, with various grasses, Juncus, Caltha 

palustris and Drosera rotundifolia in the darrper 

areas. 

(b) Sanpling 

Detailed probing (chap. 5; sect. 6) revealed a 

double basin, a shall"'" bar coinciding with the 

constriction of the basin shcJ..Jn in fig. 6.la. 

The deepest area was established as being in the 

rrore southerly of the basins (fig. 6.la), 6.21 m 

bel"", the surface. Seven piston-core sarrples were 

obtained in July 1980, with core 8 augmenting the 

litlx:>stratigraphic detail in tbvenber 1980. Poor 

cores were used in the ccnstruction of the pollen 

diagram (fig. 6.2). All piston cores suffered sore 
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degree of catpression on extrusion, ranging fran 10% 

(core 5) to 27% (core 6). This was corrected for 

using the method of calculation detailed in chap. 2, 

and the revised core lithologies are {Ortrayed in 

fig. 6.2. Core 8 sh<:Ms a thinner developnent of 

certain lithostratigraphic units due to lateral 

differences in sed.irrentation, it having been sa.npled 

a small distance from the original site. The 

sediments were extrerrely stiff, and cculd not be 

sa.npled by Russian corer, and such difficulties nea.nt 

that core overlaps were not unifonn, even allCMing 

for differential core-oompression corrections. 

Sarrpling to a base of non-lithified material might 

lead to doubts that the basal de{Osits were sanpled 

(see also Livingstone~. al., 1958), rut probing 

with stout rretal rods, including detennined 

harttrering, failed to penetrate deeper than the 

material sa.npled in core 6. 

(c) Generalized Lithostratigraphy 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A : 621 - 605.5 em 

belCM surface. 

An alternating sequence of thinly banded clays 

and fine sands, fran the base upNaI'ds: 
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BASE 

MUNSEIL 

SEDIMENI' THICKNESS (em ) COLOR 

organic? JIUld 1.0 2.5 Y 4/2 

clay with organic traces 3.5 not recorded 

sandy clay 1.0 not recorded 

clayey sand 1.0 not recorded 

sand with organic traces 2.5 not recorded 

grey/fawn clay 0.5 not recorded 

clay 0.5 not recorded 

sand 0.75 5 Y 6/3 

clay 0.5 2.5 Y 6/0 

laminated sands and clays 0.5 5 Y 7/2 

clay 0.5 5 Y 5/1 

fine sands 2.5 5 Y 7/2 

occasional mica-schist pebbles are present. All 

boundaries are sharp. 

sharp boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B : 605.5 - 587 em. 

Faintly laminated. ( 0.1 em ) coarse silty clay 

with rounded and frosted silt and fine sand grains 

(magnification x 20), 2.5 Y 8/2 white, and 5 Y 3/1 

very dark gray gyttja containing Whole and crunpled 

(unidentified) seeds and leaves. The laminations in 
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sane cores are blurred through bioturbation or 

disturbance during sarrpling, but generally, although 

the light laminae maintain constant thicknesses, the 

darker organic bands thicken upNard and rrerge with 

the overlying lithostratigraphic unit C. Boundaries 

are sharply defined, but at the top there is a 

transitional lx>tmdary to 

LITHOOTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT C : 587 - 580 em. 

Fine-grained. gyttja-peat, 5 YR 2.5/2 dark 

reddish brONn, with unidentified macrofossils and 

admixed silt: 

transitional boundary to 

LITI-DSI'RATIGRAPHIC UNIT D : 580 - 540 em. 

coarse, matted. Eriofhorum peat: 

transitional lx>tmdary to 

LITIDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E: 540 - 530 em. (not 

sampled alx>ve this) 

Fen-peat, feN macrofossils and high degree of 

hurnification. 
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(d) Biostratigraphy (fig. 6.2) 

621 - 617 ern. 

Non-polleniferous. 

617 - 605 ern : local p.a.z. FORD I A 

Gramineae - Ruroox - Dwarf Shrubs 

Herb values at 70% T. L. P. are at their highest 

in the diagram, daninated by Ruroox (rraxirru.nn 20% 

T.L.P. at the basal spectrum, declining up.o.ard) and 

the grasses with values consistently over 30% T.L.P. 

The dwarf shrubs of Th'petrum, Ericaceae tmdiff. and 

undetennined ericaceous tetrad grains attain a peak 

of 12% T.L.P. toNards the top of the zone. Tree 

pollen is represented by consistent values of Betula 

(10%) and Pinus, the latter declining fran a peak. in 

the earliest spectrum. Also praninent are Coopositae 

Liguliflorae, and Galium, with rising curves for 

Cruciferae, Dryopteris and Polypodiaceae. Lycopodium 

annotinum is restricted to this zone. The aquatics 

are poorly represented. 

Pollen abundance (grains per traverse) is higher 

than at other sites in this chapter (see below) rut 

is lower than in overlying zones. Deterioration 

values are not noticeably higher in this zone, but 
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crurrpled and split grains are irrportant, and degraded 

grains are praninent. 

605 - 599 em : local p.a.z. FORD I B. 

Juniperus - Gramineae 

Tree pollen values rise through this zone at the 

expense of those of dwarf shrubs and herbs, notably 

Rurrex and Gramineae. Betula values attain 30% T.L.P. 

at the end of the zone, and Juniperus is praninent, 

expanding from 14% to 29% T.L.P. Cruciferae continue 

to expand, as does Filipendula, While Dryopteris and 

Polypodiaceae achieve their highest proportions. 

TYPha latifolia registers consistent values for the 

first ti.rre. Little variation is seen in the pollen 

abundance or deterioration values. 

599 - 585 em : local p.a.z. FORD I C 

Betula - Salix - Filipendula 

Tree pollen values, alnost exclusively of 

Betula, rise to 60% T.L.P. The errpirical limit of 

Corylus (coryloid grains) occurs at the base of the 

zone, but the rational limit is probably not reached 

until the overlying zone D. Juniperus declines 

quite rapidly, While Salix is praninently, if 

erratically, represented. Several of the herb taxa 
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are no longer recorded, including Carpositae and 

Chenopodiaceae, and in addition several rrore are 

present as isolated, single grains only, such as 

Galium and Poterium. Conversely, the p:>llen curves 

of Rosaceae, Crataegus type and Filipendula, 

Plantaginaceae and Saxifragaceae all expand. Typha 

is again the only aquatic of note. 

Pollen abundance increases, but again there is 

little Change in deterioration. 

585 - 574 em : local p.a.z. FORD I D. 

Coryloid - Betula 

The increase in values of Corylus fran 20 - 71% 

T.L.P. in 4 em. daninates the zone, although birch 

figures praninently but erratically. No Ericales are 

recorded, and Juniperus is llOW unirrp:>rtant. Salix 

values are lo.vered narkedly, am spores and aquatics 

are also sparsely represented. Pollen grains per 

traverse are highest in this and the next zone. 

574 - 567 an : local p.a.z. FORD I E. 

Coryloid - Ulmus 

Birch percentages drop fran 45% to maintain 

steady values at arotmd 22% T. L. P. CoryluS totally 
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dominates the spectra with values over 55% T.L.P. 

Salix ma.intains its proportions, as do the grasses, 

while Cyperaceae rise slightly. Elm pollen is 

recorded consistently for the first time. 

567 - 530 an : local p.a.z. FORD I F 

Coryloid - Ulnus - Quercus 

Quercus appears in contiguous spectra, with 

Ulnus increasing gradually through the zone. Other 

taxa show little change. 

Ce) Interpretations. 

The basal sediments suggest in their horizontal 

banding that they are water-lain, although aquatic 

indicators are absent fran the pollen and spore 

record. Although organic traces are present 

biological productivity is presumed to be low given 

the lack of organic sediments and pcx:>rly 

polleniferous spectra. 

The sands and pebbles of litho-unit A are 

closely comparable to the kame ma.terial on the slopes 

of the basin, and the light and dark laminae of 

litho-unit B might also relate to, perhaps, seasonal 

melting of pernafrost soils, but given the frosted 
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appearance and apparent sorting of mineral grains in 

this unit, loess deposition might be a nore likely 

explanation, periods of deposition being 

intennittent, and possibly quite rapid in the absence 

of gyttja within the minerogenic bands. 

Li ttie need be said concerning the vegetational 

development at this site. That local vegetational 

succession is being recorded throughout the sequence 

is supported by the lON regional CXltp:)Uents, e.g., 

Pinus, above the bottamost level. Palynological 

changes are very closely ccnparable to those 

described in chapter 4, and at this site the presence 

of a basal RLnrex zone should be noted. 

The Corylus rise is particularly dranatic at 

this site, as is its sustained praninence. This may 

be associated with an increasing sed.inentation rate 

with the closure of the lake and a cover of fen-peat, 

finally Eriophorum-peat, particularly \IA1en the 

coarseness of Eriophorum-peat is borne in mind. The 

snall catclunent \\OUld supply only a limited anount of 

minerogenic material to the lake, and organic 

deposition nay well have exceeded that of the 

minerogenic lith::>-uni ts. 
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iii) FURD II (g.r NM 87350365; lat. S>2S 1 37" N, long.SS>lO' 

43" W) 

(a) Site Location and Description 

The site (fig. 6 .lb) is a very snaIl and 

shallON' (3.20 m ) kettle-hole surrounded on three 

sides by kane naterial of terrace fragrrent F, (Gray 

and SUtherland, 1977), underlain by kane sands 

also, while the southern edge is in :i.rrperrooable 

D:tlradian strata. The site lies within the sane 

suite of terraces as Ford I, and is only 450 m to 

the south-east (fig. 6.1), at an altitude of 

c. 50 m 0.0. The catc'hrtent of Ford II is only 

1050 ml., relief very ION at c. 7.0 m fran 

peat-surface to the highest p:>int of the ka.ne 

terrace. 

(b) Sarrpling 

Depth-probing located the deepest p:>int (fig. 

6.1b) as extending 3.20 m be10N the peat-surface. 

One piston core (fig. 6. 3) sanp1ed the basal 

sed.inents, which on extrusion were zreasured to be 

10 an longer than the 60 an piston charrt>er, 

principally through f10Nage of 1itho-unit B (sect. 

c) • Bedding nay be distorted, but at 273 an a 

oorizontal clay band appears not to have been 
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disturbed. 

COlUltable pollen was obtained fran the basal 

sedirrents, but during the construction of a 

provisional, skeletal (100 T.L.P.) diagram narked 

inconsistencies were noted between this and the 

adjacent site of Ford I. These will be clarified 

in the discussion belON, but it should be borne in 

mind that the pollen diagram (fig. 6.3) is based on 

a sum of 100 T.L.P. only. 

(c) Lithostratigraphy. 

LI'J."IDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A : 320 - 308 en. 

Very stiff light brCMnish gray (2.5 Y 

6/2) clay with ffM sub-angular to rounded 

stones and sand grains, of varied CCITpOsi tion, 

including vein, crystal and rose quartz, 

abtlr'rlant nuscovi te, rock fragtrents of granite, 

schists, tounnalinized granite and basalt, 

concentrated at the base of the unit. 

Mclcrofossil material is limited to a feN 

unrecognizable leaf fragtrents and w:x:xl 

remains. 

transitional boundary to 
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LITfDSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B : 308 - 273 em. 

a ooarsening-upNard sequence fran 

predaninantly clayey sediment between 308 -

296 em , resembling unit A, to an increasingly 

sandy and silty catp)nent, with occasional 

stones, 10 YR 5/2 grayish brONn. 

sharp boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT C : 273 - 271.5 em. 

alnDst pure clay, light brONnish gray 

(2.5 Y 6/2), with sore sand, 

sharp boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT 0 : 271.5 - 250 em. 

2.5 Y 4/2 dark grayish brown 

ooarse-madium sand with clay, silt and 

occasional stones. 

sharp boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E : 250 - 245 em 

(not sanpled above this). 

Fine structureless peat (10 YR 2/2 dark 

brown) with high macrofossil CCl1tent, a f~ 

Coleopteran renains and occasional inwashed 

element of ooarse-rnedium sand. 
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(d) Biostratigraphy 

320 - 308 an : lcx:al p.a.z. FORD II A 

Betula - Salix - Gramineae 

Birch exceeds 25% at the base of the site, 

with Alnus present and roryloid grains exceeding 

20% T.L.P. Exclusive to this zone are Juniperus, 

Salix (with the exception of one level in p.a.z. 

B), the dwarf shrubs, and Artemisia, Filipendula, 

Mentha type, Poterium sanguisorba and 

Ranunculaceae. Aquatics are p::x:>rly represented 

throughout, and are not found in lcx:al p. a. z. B: 

neither are Lyropodiaceae, although Polypodiaceae 

undifferentiated and Polypodium wlgare, and 

Thelypteris-type sfX)res rise to praninence above 

the zone botmdary. 

308 - 265 an : local p.a.z. roRD II B .' 

Coryloid - Alnus 

Coryloid grains expand to over 80% T.L.P. 

Alnus ass\.lITeS ronsiderable inp:>rtance, with pine, 

oak and elm present in increasing arrounts up-core. 

(e) Interpretations. 

The IaN fX)llen sums of levels 316 - 320 an 

render these spectra of uncertain significance. 
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However, it is still apparent fram local p.a.z. A 

that carparisons with Ford I can only be made a}:x)ve 

local p.a.z. Ford I C (fig. 6.13). Enpetrurn and 

Rl.nrex are not recorded in any count, and Juniperus 

is not praninent. If these basal pollen spectra 

are of long-distance origin the pollen sequence 

might be expected to sheM an apparent revertence as 

local carm.mities expanded, but in the change to 

hazel daninance it is likely the pollen diagram 

(fig. 6.3) depicts a local and conterrporaneous 

vegetation. 

The absence of the Characteristic postglacial 

succession fram Rurrex to Juniperus has to be 

explained by SO'I'e fonn of delayed sediIrentation. 

Being a kettle-hole occupation by dead-ice 

(Porter and Carson,l97l) might be thought 

responsible. It having been prop:>sed that ice is 

unlikely to have persisted fran the Main Devensian 

(chap. 5; sect. C), dead-ice occupation of the 

kettle-hole would imply formation of the kame 

terraces in the I.o:h I.ara1d Stadial. Suprx:>rting 

evidence cares preda'ninantly fram the 

sediIrentological record. Biostratigrafhic 
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evidence is sparse, and the presence of Lycopodium 

selago, and one grain of L.clavatum suggests but by 

no means derronstrates snON-patch conditions (McVean 

and Ratcliffe, 1962) in the absence of Lycopodium 

alpinum and Selaginella selaginoides. 

Litho-units A and B ShC1N a coarsening-upNard 

sequence. Such a sequence is unexpected in a 

lacustrine environrrent. It could be suggested that 

the basal clays have a subglacial origin, being 

essentially rock-flour, wtrile the overlying sands 

are derived fram lithamorphic soils delayed in 

their developrent by ice. 

A further clue may lie in the pronounced 

difference in pollen abundance between the clays 

and overlying sands,ananalous if it is assumed b:>th 

litho-units had similar origins in slope-wash. 

Despite the likelihood of differing sedizrentation 

rates the narked increases in pollen abundance, 

(considering the increasing coarseness of sediment 

Which generally renders the preparation technique 

less useful, lC1Nering pollen abundance), may inply 

different origins nor the two litho-units. 

One major objection to the suggestion of dead-
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ice occupation of the kettle-hole must be the 

capacity for a relatively small and isolated block 

of ice to survive an a.rreliorating clirrate for 

perhaps 1000 years after ice-retreat. NJ evidence 

of diarnictic sediment was located at the base of 

the sequence, believed essential to the 

preservation of dead-ice ( Ostrem, 1965; sect. 5c), 

and this nust be a na jor obstacle to the acceptance 

of the hypothesis. 

Prop:>sals that slope-wash processes are 

resp:>nsible for the sediIrents find difficulties in 

explaining the coarsening up.omrd sequence. It 

could be argued, however, that the kettle-hole 

renained free-draining until a layer of i.npenooable 

clay retained water, sediIrent and p:>llen. 

Yet Ford I, on the sa.rre sand deIX>sits, retained 

sediIrent fran the earliest IX>stglacial. The 

evidence, such as it is, is insufficient to draw 

any firm conclusions on this natter. 

The site is of little use in testing the 

deglacial Chronology hypothesis, and the site of 

Ford I is taken as indicative of the Ford region. 
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In chap. 4 the early appearance of Alnus in 

Scotland was discussed, and there is strong 

evidence of alder arriving at the site of Ford II 

with hazel and before oak and elm. No Alnus pollen 

was recorded at Ford I, which is difficult to 

explain, even given the lirni ted dispersal of the 

pollen (Livingstone, 1968). Restricted dispersal 

nay arise through a high trunk-spa.ce corrponent 

(Tauber, 1965) in the hazel-birch w::x:rlland, but 

equally the percentage representation of Alnus nay 

cane fran one tree grONing directly on the rroist 

peat-surface, a favoured habitat (McVean, 1956 b). 

The difficulties of inferring vegetational 

representativity fvom the pollen record are clearly 

enphasized in the analysis of sites very close to 

one another as here, at Ford I, Ford II and IDn 

Glas (chap. 4). 

2B. I.reALITY 'M) : INVERLIE.VER 

i) Gearorphic Setting. 

The plateau between lDchs Awe and Avich cootains 

rrany infilled basins, and two of these close to loch Awe 

were selected fran aerial photo-reconnaissance for 

inclusion in the study (fig. 5.1). Pollen sites are 

tmavailable on the steep southern sides of the loch, 
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But Inverliever Fbrest lies well within the watershed 

(fig. 5.1). only 0.5 kIn fran the waters' edge, with 

streams flCMing into the loch. 

Glacial deposits are represented ~ thin veneers of 

till on the Dalradian bedrock, and no najor 

glacio-gearorphic features are kr10Nn in the inmediate 

vicinity of the sites. Around Bannaddy (g.r. 955122) 

subdued till htmllDCks surrounding blanket peat up to 3 m. 

deep were noted during reconnaissance. 

ii) INVERLIEVER I (g.r. 93400845; lat. S020' N; long. 58> 

14'30"W.) 

(a) Site IDeation and Description. 

The site is an unn.arred bog and pool near the 

snaIl valley of BealaChan SgoraCh (fig. 6.4.a) lying 

directly on Upper Dalradian sChistose (epidioritic, 

chloritic, talc) bedrock. The resistant bands of 

epidioritic schist in the neta-sedilrentaIy sequence 

form glacially-scoured ridges between WhiCh the 

basins are famd. 

The peat-bog examined lies in a subdued basin, 

the nax.i.rrum height of the drainage divide being only 

c. 3 - 4 m above the bog-surface (fig. 6.4a). The 
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Fig. 6.4: Inverliever 
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catchment is limited due to this, and is only 

slightly larger than the basinal area of 617 m 1., at 

747 m'l.. It is roughly circular, and although the 

plan (fig. 6. 4a) ShONS no rim to the N. W., detailed 

depth-probing confinned only a very shallON depth to 

bedrock (2.5 m ) across this area, with a shallON 

outlet to Bealachan Sgorach beneath blanket-peat. 

(b) Sanpling. 

The sanpling site is l~ted at the deepest 

part of a sinple basinal structure. Q'le piston core 

sanpled the basal deJ.X)sits successfully, the length 

of core (fig. 6.5) of 48 an being foreshortened 

through carpressicn and the fact that bedrock was 

reached before the charrber was filled. A 50 em 

Russian core ccnfirmed the lithostratigraphy. 

(c) Generalized Lithostratigraphy. 

LITlDSTRATIGRAPlUC UNIT A : 925 - 914 em. 

Coarse gravelly clay (5 Y 5/1 gray) canprising 

a varied suite of schists, phyllites, gabbroic-like 

rocks, vesicular basalts and oornblende-rich 

~tarrorphics rot 00 clastic rocks, rounded to 

subrounded, with angular stones very rare: the 

stones decrease in mnnber, though oot in size, 
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up.vard. 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B : 914 - 907 em. 

as above, but with the coarse c::x:nponent very 

mlch reduced. 

transitional boundary to 

LITOOSTRATIGRAffiIC UNIT C : 907 - 904 em. 

alnost pure clay (5 Y 5/1 gray) with sane sand, 

containing a feN badly-preserved and indetenninable 

noss-fragtrents am seed-cases. 

transitional boundary over 2 em to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT D : 904 - 881 em. 

unifonn gyttja (7.5 YR 3/2 dark broNn) with 

high macrofossil content including the following 

rrosses: 

897 an : Rhacanitriurn fasciculare (1 stern) good 

preservation. 

896 ern : Bryum spp. 

893 ern : R. fasciculare 
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preservation. 
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Rhacanitrium spp. (1 stem) bad 

preservation. 

sand grains, quartz and phy11itic, are present but 

rare. 

transitional l:xJundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E : 881 - 859 em (not 

sanp1ed above this). 

fine peaty gyttja (10 YR 2/2 dark brCMrl), with 

few macrofossils preserved. 

(d) Biostratigraphy. 

925 - 910 em • . local p.a.z INV I A 

Fnpetrum - Ericaceae undiff. - Salix 

Despite high Betula values (max. 30% T.L.P.) 

the inconsistency of the curve does not warrant its 

inclusion as a zone-indicator. As at other sites 

(this chapter: FORD I, II) the Pinus curve declines 

fran a peak in the basal spectrum. Cory1oid grains 

and Juniperus are also erratically represented, but 

the dwarf shrubs are praninent throughout, E?Tpetrum 

being present at values around 10% T.L.P. ca11una 

vulgaris is not represented. 

Grarnineae daninate in this and in all zones 
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prior to local p.a.z INV I E. Manyopen-ground 

herbs, Chenopodiaceae, COrp:>sitae and, to a lesser 

extent, Caryophyllaceae and Epilobium are recorded, 

although ~x is relatively sulxlued « 5% T.L.P.) 

in this zone. Selaginella selaginoides is 

represented by a continuous curve, and Sphagnum is 

conspicuous, as are Lycopodiaceae, L. clavatum and 

L. selago. With the exception of one eotmt of 27% 

T.L.P. + spores, Polypodiaceae naintain values of 

15% T.L.P. + spores. 

Pollen abundance is generally very lOll, but 

with t\\O anaraloosly high levels, wle pollen 

deterioration averages under 10% T.L.P. and 

indetenninable grains, despite the cnarseness of the 

sediment, of Which the indetenninable tetrad grains 

of Ericaceae contribute the najor portion. 

910 - 902 an : local p.a.z INV I B. 

Pinus - cyperaceae - ~x 

Pinus shows a consistent increase in values, 

\4A1ile the dwarf shrubs in general decline, the 

exception being Ericaceae undiff., Which maintains 

lOll percentages. The sedges shaN a distinct 

increase at the beginning of the zane, and with the 

rise in Rumex is the characteristic feature of this 

zone. 
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Artemisia is, with the exception of one level, 

continuously recognized, with a peak of 3%. Other 

herbs do not shCJ..l a similar response except 

Oampositae TUbuliflorae undiff.,and most are only 

inconsistently depicted on fig 6.5. Filipendula 

suffers a terr{:orary setback fran its strong 

contribution to the pollen counts at the end of the 

previous zone. Thalictrum establishes itself, as 

does Saxifraga stellaris and Urtica-type p:>llen. 

Changes anong aquatic taxa are ffM, but 

Myriophyllum, almost exclusively M. alterniflorurn, 

rrakes a significant improverrent in values. The 

ferns have lew values terrporarily, but soon recover. 

Pollen grains per traverse increase in all levels 

upNards, While total deterioration declines. 

902 - 896 em : local p.a.z INV I C. 

Juniperus - Ericaceae undiff. - Filipendula 

Changes within the arboreal carp::>nent are 

limited to a decrease in pine percentages. 

Juniper and heather values rise, While other shrubs 

are either unchanged or decline (the spectrum at 901 

em ~ is ancrraloos for Th'petrurn in this zcne), and 

although Cyperaceae fail to sustain their 

inp:>rtance, Gramineae expand in this and the next 
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zone. Artemisia, together with the bare-ground 

herbs previously significant, Chenopodiaceae and 

Ranunculaceae, are not represented in the pollen 

rain. Rlnrex continues to approach values of 7% 

T.L.P., Filipendula increases, and Crataegus-type 

pollen is recorded oonsistently for the first tine. 

Myriophyllum values reach a naxi.rrum at the 

lONer boundary of the zone. Lyoopodium alpinum is 

restricted to this zone, and the Polypodiaceae curve 

is seen to recover fran ION values in local p.a.z B. 

Pollen abundance oontinues to inprove, and changes 

in total deterioration are minimal. 

896 - 874 ern : local p.a.z INV I D. 

Betula - Salix - Gramineae 

The values for birch are virtually doubled 

(15 - 29% T.L.P.) in only 3 ern , and eventually peak 

at 40% T.L.P. Coryloid grains increase only at the 

upper boundary of the zone, but Salix, fran an early 

expansion, is oonsistently present from 883 ern. 

Juniper values decline steadily; the inoonsistencies 

seen in the pollen curve are due to the slight 

variations in percentages between oores (see Sanple 

locations; fig. 6.5), seen nost clearly between 885 

and 880 ern , rut trends in both oores are 
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consistent: indeed, with nost taxa the differences 

between cores are not irnrediately apparent. 

Several herb-types are sustained in this zone: 

Carp:>sitae, Rurrex (1 - 2% T.L.P.) and Ranunculaceae 

intennittently. With high values for grasses cane 

Crataegus-type grains, Galium, Heliantherrurn, 

Plantago najor/rredia and P. naritina, Saxifraga 

stellaris, Thalictrurn and Urnbelliferae. 

874 - 870 an local p.a.z INV I E. 

Coryloid - Betula 

Corylus (see chap. 3) is dcminant in this zone 

together with Betula. Filipendula also increases, 

and Salix naintains values averaging 5 - 6% T. L. P. , 

but all other shrubs and herbs decline. 'l'a.Yards the 

end of the zone Sphagnum expands to 9% T. L. P. + 

spores. Throoghout zones 0 and E pollen abundance 

is very high. 

(e) Interpretations. 

The palynological record reveals several 

features akin to the site of Ford I discussed 

previously, and these will be cxmrented on only 

briefly. The site also shows sore unexpected 
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patterns Which nust be discussed rrore fully. 

The fining~d sequence in litho-units A and 

B indicate a lacustrine environment, with the varied 

lithologies and rounded nature of stones in the 

basal unit suggesting erosion of till rrantling the 

catchrrent slopes. 

In chapter 5 it was anticipated that pollen 

sites SCIre distance behind lDch I.arond Readvance 

glacial tennini might slxM at their base an Drpetrum 

(lMarf shrub) zone, and that Rurrex \\CUld rot be 

recorded in significant arrounts. The sequence at 

Inverliever I does not support this construct as 

Rurrex rises after the basal Thpetrum zone in an 

apparent successional revertence. 

Witb:>ut pollen concentration data little can 

perhaps be nade of the earliest pollen spectra with 

regard to their predaninantly local or regional 

origin. The neasure of pollen ab..mdance adopted can 

only be an awroxinate measure, and is affected by 

the success of the preparation technique, so that 

cc:::.t'!p'U'isons between sand and clay units are suspect. 

Many open-ground herbs are knoNn to be 
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over-represented (chaps. 3, 4), but viewed as an 

assemblage the taxa recorded in local p.a.z A 

accord with a role on freshly deglaciated ground 

(Matthews, 1978). Rumex, with its pronounced 

over-representation (Birks, 1973: Markgraf, 1980) 

appears not to have been grONing locally at this 

period, which accords with the suggestion in chap. 

3.2 vii of slightly delayed colonization to new bare 

ground. 

There are elerents of contamination in the 

basal JX)llen zone also (Coryloid, Quercus, Ulmls and 

Alnus) and probably of regional JX)llen ( wi 1 lON , 

birch), Whose percentages vary either through 

statistical distortions or fran oon-unifonn aeolian 

deJX)sition. 

The principal question must be whether the 

E?Tpetnnn and Ericaceae undiff. JX)llen represents a 

regional or extra-local source, or is gI'ONing within 

the catclurent prior to the Rurrex expansion. The 

edaphic controls on the groNth of ericaceous shrubs 

(chap. 4) strongly suggest that !?F:tnnn grOtIth at 

this early stage 't.OUld be a.naralous, and the alm:>st 

"uni versal" pattern of E?Tpetnnn expanding after a 
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Ruroox - daninated phase YJOuld also seem to endorse 

this view (chap. 5). 

Pollen production in Flrpetrum is relX'rted to be 

low to noderate (Birks, 1972). Dispersal is also 

thought to be limited, (Birks, 1972; Pennington, 

1980), and the lX'llen is under-represented in the 

present-day Scottish lX'llen rain (Birks, 1973), in 

Greenland (Pennington, 1980) and Scandinavia 

(Prentice, 1978). Rymer, (1973), haNever, states 

the lX'llen to be slightly over-represented in 

Icelandic noss lX'lstors, and in the Canadian arctic 

Davis (1980) relX'rts Ericales lX'llen as contributing 

a small (c. 5% T.L.P.) c:x:rrponent to the regional 

lX'llen "rain", and extra-local dispersal in areas of 

low lX'llen influx is likely. 

It seems reasonable to conclude that Flrpetrum 

and the Ericales were probably groNing on slightly 

older ground, perhaps only a few hundred metres fran 

Inverliever I, as it does today at Storbreen 

(Matthews, 1978), close enough to the rollen site to 

contribute lX'llen fran this extra-local source 

(sensu Jacobsen and Bradshaw, 1981) at a tine of 

very low lX'llen influx. 
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Given an extra-local source for the dwarf 

shrubs, their representation in the pollen "rain" 

would be expected to decline as local plant 

assemblages developed, as they do in local p.a.z B, 

to be replaced by' Rurrex, OCM gIUNing with the 

pioneer herbs, Which persist into this zone. Thus 

the increases in Rurrex and Artemisia are rot seen as 

indicative of a short-lived climatic recession, but 

of local vegetational expansions reducing the 

in"lpJrtance of external pollen sources. 

The proposed pattern of vegetational succession 

(chap. 5) anticipates that Enpetrum should succeed 

Rurrex at each site. A peak of E!rpetrum at the base 

of local p. a. zein only one spectrum canoot be 

relied upon greatly in any interpretation. The 

Ericaceae rise to 10% T. L. P., 'hc::Mever, before and 

during the Juniperus rise. This variability between 

dwarf shrub species has .been noted in chap. 4. The 

dwarf shrubs are then suppressed by' the rise of 

juniper during and irrrrediately after the 

Rurrex-rhase. This pattern can be interpreted in two 

ways: 
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(a) regionally generated Juniperus pollen 

reduced the irrg;x:>rtance in the FOllen spectra of 

local Th{>etrum/Ericaceae. 

(b) Juniperus passed the clirratic/ edaphic 

threshold \\hich had restricted its grOIlth 

(Iversen, 1954; chaps, 3, 4) so that it could 

expand locally and regionally before the dwarf 

shrubs could becare established. A corollary 

of this suggestion would be that the early 

postglacial peak of l!npetrum (chaps. 4, 5) is 

detennined by envirornnental suwression of 

juniper rather than the carpetitive abilities 

of the croNberry. 

Little can be made of this problem at this 

site, but the p:>int is returned to in sect. 6.3. 

,iii) INVERLIEVER II (g.r. NM 934092 lat. s020' N; long. 

56>13'53 11 W) 

(a) Site location and Description. 

Wcha.n na-h Airich Bige is today little nore 

than an infilled peat-lx>g, the present lochan being 

virtually overgroNn with Juncus (fig. 6.4b). The 

basin lies in an irregularly shaped 0011011 within 
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Ialradian bedrock of practically identical 

lithologies to Inverliever 1. Till is not napped in 

the inmediate vicinity of the basin. 

Lying only 750 m to the oorth of Inverliever I 

(fig. 6.4), the catchrrent is JTB.lCh larger, at c. 

5680 m 2.., though the basin is only rrarginally rrore 

extensive: 677 m 1.., and the peat-surface lies sate 

26 m belCM the highest p::>int of the catchrrent, 

which reaches 288 m o. D. 

(b) Sanpling. 

The peat-surface declines in height f~ the 

east to south-west, Where a snaIl stream exits 

through the blanket-peat and dense Forestry 

Carrnission spruce trees. Depth-probing was. 

difficult in this dense grCMth, but depth 

determinations in the 25 m before difficulties were 

encountered ccnsistently shal1CMed, and as the 

slopes of the cat.chIrent narrCM in this area (fig. 

6.4b) it is thought assured that the deepest part of 

the basin has been located at the p::>int indicated on 

fig. 6.4b, at a depth of 11.25 m. 

One pistal core only was required in the 
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counting to reach the distinctive Cory1us rise. 

Catpression in this core anounted to 15%. 

(c) Lithostratigraphy. 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A 1125 - 1114 an. 

very fine gray (5 Y 5/1) clay, stone1ess and 

without nacrofossi1 remains. 

sharp, uneven boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B : 1114 - 1074 an. 

very fine gyttja/organic nrud, with nuscovite 

flakes and sub-rounded to sub-angu1ar quartz grains 

present throughout. t-t>ist Munsell colors change 

upNard fran 10 YR 4/2 dark grayish broNIl (1114 -

1111 an ) to 7.5 YR 3/2 dark bIONn (1111 - 1086 an ) 

and eventually to 10 YR 3/1 (very dark gray) between 

1086 and 1074 an. A band of diffuse noss filaments 

was recorded in the piston core sanp1e between 1104 

and 1101 an , but was not fOtmd in an adjacent 

Russian core. Macrofossils of Olaraceae cases, 

twigs and noss fragrrents (indetenninab1e) and 

Coleopteran remains were quite camon in this unit. 

(d) Biostratigraphy. (fig. 6.6) 

1125 - 1120 an : local p.a.z INV II A 
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Drpetrum (EnpetrumlEricaceae undiff.) - Cyperaceae 

Tree pollen values are very 1011 at 12% T. L. P., and 

herb pollen daninates the zone. Nevertheless the 

dwarf shrubs carprise 17 - 20% T. L. P., with sedges 

contributing on average 31% T.L.P. Many open-ground 

herbs are characteristic of this zane; Artemisia, 

Chenopodiaceae, Calpositae, Epilobium and 

umbelliferae, although Rumex percentages are 

subdued. 

Potanogeton is recorded fran the basal 

spectrum, am Myriophyllum al terniflorurn is 

conspicuous if erratic throughout the lOller zones. 

Selaginella is at its maxim.nn at the base of the 

sequence, together with LYCOIxxUum selago and !!:...

clavatum. PolYIXJdiaceae are also camon. 

Pollen abmdance is 1011 in this zane, but a 

satisfactory pollen sum was attained. Single, 

isolated grains of Alnus, Quercus and Ulmus suggest 

sore slight contamination. 

1120 - 1116 an local p.a.z INV II B 

Rumex - cyperaceae 

Conspicuous in this zone is the sudden 
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expansion of Alnus to 12% T.L.P., with a concordant 

and similarly brief rise in Corylus. Birch 

increases slightly. Although Ericaceae values are 

sustained, with the indetenninable 

F}rpetnnn/Ericaceae undiff. category, F}rpetrum itself 

declines to 2% T.L.P. Sedges are daninant, with 

Grarnineae, and nost herb taxa of note in local p. a. z 

INV II A persist, albeit at slightly lower levels in 

nost instances. Filipendula contributes to the 

pollen rain for the first time, rut the herb of 

principal interest is Rumex, which expands to 12% 

T.L.P. at the basal level, and, although saneWhat 

erratically represented, is notably nore significant 

than in the underlying zone. Lycopodium selago and 

Selaginella decline, and Polypodiaceae are poorly 

represented. 

Pollen ahmdance is slightly higher in this 

zone, and total deterioration values are as high as 

zone A. 

1116 - 1108 an : local p.a.z INV II C 

Juniperus - Pinus 

Alnus grains are not recorded in this zone, and 

Pinus rises shaIply fran 1 - 8% T. L. P. in 2 em , and 
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values are maintained at percentages above 4% 

throughout. Junipers' is the principal expansion, 

Which reaches 34% T.L.P. Despite this marked 

increase, birch percentages do not decrease 

noticeably. Of the dwarf shrubs, only Ericaceae 

maintain values consistent with those of lONer 

spectra, and although Cyperaceae sheM reductions, 

the grasses are high in this zone as in earlier 

ones. Caryophyllaceae appear, with Crataegus-type 

pollen, and 'lllalictrum shc:J..ls increased percentages. 

The decline in open-ground herbs noted in local 

p.a.z B continues, and many of these cease to appear 

in counts above 1110 em. Rumex returns it its 

pre-zone B levels of 2-3% T.L.P. 

Potanogeton begins to increase, as do 

Typhaceae, but Pol}'lX>diaceae, and pryopteris in 

particular, daninate the zone, with Thelypteris-type 

pollen present at lCM values. 

'Ibtal deterioration values are reduced, though 

still high at 40% T.L.P. + indetenninable grains. 

Pollen ahlndance rises throughout the zone. 
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1108 - 1097 an . . local p.a.z INV II 0 

Betula - Grarnineae - Salix 

Trends within the tree genera are similar to 

those described beleM, with values approaching 30% 

T.L.P., while pine, although reoorded at around 5% 

T.L.P. is less ootable. The Juniperus rise is 

curtailed, and values are beleM 5% T.L.P., while 

Salix, which had been rising unifonnly throughout 

zone C establishes itself as the principal shrUb at 

,S,. 10% T.L.P. Ericaceae decline here, and becare 

inconsistently represented. 

Grasses reach their highest percentages (31% 

T.L.P.), and Cyperaceae are present at 10 - 14%, as 

in the top spectra of zone C. Few herb species 

contribute to the diagram, although Filipendula 

Characteristically increases with the grasses. Only 

Crataegus-type grains, Filipendula, Ranunculaceae, 

R1mex and Thalictrum are recorded in nore than tv.o 

levels. 

Polypodiaceae maintain their values. 

Dl:yopteris declines, while Potarrogeton grains are 

cammon, exceeding 5% T.L.P. + aquatics at one level. 
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Pollen abundance does not rise in this zone. 

Deteriorated grains are consistently 50% T.L.P. + 

indetenninable grains, with, as in all earlier 

zones, crurrpled grains contributing nest to the 

total, with corroded grains irrp:>rtant. 

1097 - 1083 an·,: local p.a.z INV II E 

Coryloid - Betula 

Coryloid (Corylus) percentages increase fran 2% 

at 1099 em to 49% T.L.P. in the final spectrum 

counted. Other curves on this percentage-based 

diagram decline, including birch, Juniperus, (not 

recorded above the Betula naxirrum), Salix and 

Gramineae, Which still persists at values of 10% 

T.L.P. Pine values shc:M little change, and Quercus 

and Ulmls rise together. Filipendula naintains its 

presence in the pollen rain, and Poterium 

sanguisorba is recorded in every spectrum. 

Pollen abundance is highest in this zone, While 

deterioration values return to the high values of 

the basal pollen assent>lage zone. 

(e) Interpretations. 

The absence of till fran the intrediate vicinity 
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of the catchment, and the lack of coarse sedi.rrents 

in the lithostratigraphical record nake it likely 

that the clays of lithostratigraphic unit A are 

derived solely fran the Ialradian rocks around the 

basin. The absence of sand, despite the sanpling 

site lying close to the basin-edge (fig. 6.4b) 

indicates that the schists weather to fine clastics 

only. 

The pollen analytical changes mirror to a 

striking degree those of Inverliever I. Assuming 

synchroneity of the changes, Inverliever II has a 

slower overall sedi.rrentation rate, despite having a 

larger catchment area. The narked similarities 

suggest that the same pollen recrui t:nent rrechanisrns 

and enviI'C>11Jrental centrals, e.g., extra-local 

E!rpetrum in the basal zone, detennined the sequences 

at both sites. 

The p:>llen curve for alder is highly erratic, 

and inconsistencies of this nature rrake it 

questionable to consider its local pressence, and 

contamination is suspected. 

Zone Inverliever II C contains the Juniperus 
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expansion, and a Pinus rise similar to one seen at 

Inver1iever I (fig. 6.5), but not rrentioned in sect. 

2B.ii. In that diagram the increase in pine 

coincided with the local colonization of Rlnnex, at 

Inver1iever II it appears to fo110N it. In 

occurring in the diagrams above the basal spectra 

Where regional and extra-local pollen \\Ou1d be 

expected to pre-daninate the expansion of pine is 

unlikely to be the result of statistical 

exaggeration, but probably represents an actual 

increase in the long-distance influx of Pinus pollen 

(see later; sect. 2c). 

2C. LOC'ALITY THREE : BARAaIl\NDER. 

i) Geatorphic Setting. 

The ION-lying area of land at the north-east end of 

Loch htie, around the village of Kilchrenan (fig. 

S.l),emerges from the steeply confining valley of Loch 

hive, and extends fran Kilchrenan to Glen Orchy, beyond 

talnally (fig. 1. 3) • As can be seen from fig. 1.4, the 

geolexy of the region is predaninantly of Dalradian 

strata, (though of considerably greater variety than 

up-loch), but the overlying O.R.S. basaltic lavas outcrop 

.imoodiately north of loch Nant, with the intrusive 

granites and associated plutonic COlplex of Ben Cruachan 

separated from these am the talradian by the fault-line 
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of the Pass of Brander. 

Although Ithurmocky noraine lt is krlo.m fran the plateau 

between lochs Awe and Fyne, above Braevallich (Gray, pers. 

ccmn. ) ,and a Ittenninal lt noraine was napped by the 

Geological Survey (Hill~. al., 1905) fran Braevallich to 

loch Leacann above loch Fyne, the first distinctive 

glacial depositional landfonns in the Awe valley belCM 

Ford are found in this area. 

D. G. Sutherland (pers. ccrnn.) has identified a series of 

srort, parallel-ridged noraines broadly perpendicular to 

the loch around Kilchrenan, lying within a broad norainic 

strip, Which he regards as a tenninal feature, trending 

fran the slopes above Shellachan (fig. 6.7) to the fanns 

at Barachand.er, and rising up the slopes of CIuach Acha.dh 

na Craoibhe to loch at Droighirm; beyond Barachander the 

line is lost. The delineation of this feature is not 

clear-cut but diffuse, with isolated drift hunnock.s lying 

well outside this line, around Loch Nant (fig. 6.7), for 

instance. The p:>llen site of Barachander I to be 

discussed (sect. 2c; ii) lies immediately within the 

noraine (fig. 6.7a), while, due to uncertainties in 

extending the feature on the ground above Barachander 

Pann, the secx:>nd site (Barachander II: fig. 6.7b) nay or 
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nay not lie within the rroraine (Sutherland, pers. carro.). 

P. Thorp (pers. ccmn.) also extends his glacial limit 

for this region to awroxirrately this locality on the 

basis of his trimline evidence (Thorp, 1981) fran the 

slopes of Ben Cruachan (fig. 1.3), recording a descent in 

altitude of the lower limit of frost-shattered bedrock 

fran 520 m on the slopes of Beinn SUidhe (NN 203376) to 

bela,., 350 m on Meall Copagach (NN 156326) approxirrately 

20 krn fran SUtherland's rrorainic ridge, between which 

evidence is absent. Gray (1972, 1975) considered that at 

the Ioch latond Readvance naxim.nn ice fran the hlJe valley 

was confluent with the Etive glacier. IXlring 

deglaciation, 'hc:1Never, the glaciers separated, and the hlJe 

glacier laid down two suites of kettled terraces draining 

fran the Pass of Brander to Taynuilt (fig. 1.3). 

ii. ~ER I (g.r. NN 035258~ lat. 0011' N, long. 56'23'W). 

a) Site IDeation and Description. 

This small basin (lx>g-surface: 490 m 1. ), lying partly 

in talradian bedrock rot with subdued hurrm:x::ky drift 

fringing the basin to the east, is sore 26 m < bela,., 

Barachander Farm, at an altitude of 124 m 0.0., adjacent 

to the B 845 road running between Taynuilt and Kilchrenan. 

IrrrtEdiately oorthvard the valley of Allt Poll an Dubhaich 
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narrONs to the gorge of Glen Nant, but the terrain around 

the site is hilly but open. (fig. 6. 7a). 

As described above, the north and north--west sides of 

the catchment (fig. 6.7a) are confined by a 

steeply-sloping ridge of glacial drift abutting the O.R.S. 

lavas at the head of Glen Nant. The shallON out-flONing 

stream has cut its way between this ridge and the Dalradian 

bedrock fonning the east side of the basin (fig. 6. 7a). 

Barachander Fann also stands on Dalradian meta-sedinents. 

b) Sampling. 

The site was located and depth-probed on a 10 m grid 

in March 1981. The basin floor is quite uneven on a snaIl 

(1 - 2 m grid) scale, varying in depth by 0.25 - 0.5 m , 

but on a broad scale the deepest area could successfully 

be defined, and a sanp1ing site (fig. 6.7a) was located 

and narked. 

Sampling took place in September 1981, using a 60 em 

piston corer to obtain' the basal sedinent. Atterrpts then 

and on other visits to use both 1.0 m and 50 em. Russian 

corers had to be aborted through the failure to penetrate 

nuch belON 6.0 m. Sarrpling of upper horizons was, 
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therefore, continued with the piston corer. 

Fig. 6.8 sllo.-ls the five cores obtained, at the depths 

sanpled and thicknesses on extrusion. Three cores (cores 

1, 2 and 4) shCM considerable extension of the sanples 

through flCMage, by 28, 15 and 15% repectively. Core 5 

sh.o.vs a 13% ccxrpression. Fig. 6.8 also sllo.-ls the cores 

adjusted to their probable thicknesses in the basin, but 

it can be seen that core-correlation problems renain. In 

cores 1 and 3 the uppernost few em are occupied entirely 

by contaminant overlying peat (this may result fran the 

barrel of the corer sliding beyond the piston in soft 

sedi.rrent, thus sarrpling above the intended depth). 

Evidence of considerable contortion, probably on 

extrusion, is found in the distorted laminae of core 1. 

The major problem is the lack of convincing correlations 

based on the lithostratigraphies. Biostratigraphical 

correlation was used to construct the generalized 

lithostratigraphy in fig. 6.9, the pollen diagram. No 

overlap is seen between cores 2 and 3, or between cores 4 

and 5. The sequence of these cores is thus open to 

conjecture, but the lCMest spectrum of core 5 is likely to 

be higher in the biostratigraphic sequence than any in 

core 4, and oore 2 is thought to be lCMer in the 

succession than the base of core 3. With rrore success, an 
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adjustnEnt on biostratigraphic grounds of only 2 em was 

felt necessary between cores 3 and 4. 

Atterrpts to cirCU1TlVent these problems by locating 

other sites in the area resulted in the derconstration 

that other basins were either occupied by blanket-peat (as 

at the "inside" site at Na !Dna Min; chap. 4), were very 

shallCM and \-.QuId be likely to lack the biostratigraphic 

resolution demanded in the study, or could not be sanpled 

successfully. Thus, although it is ackno.vledged that 

certain problems are present at the site, conclusions 

drawn fran it can be carpared with those fran Barachander 

II (sect. 2 c iii), to eliminate site-specific 

irregularities. 

With regard to laboratory sanpling, the sanple 

locations on fig. 6.9 are marked to indicate the date of 

preparation, 1981 or 1982. In earlier oounts the anount 

of sediment sanpled was that usually expected to provide 

enough p:>llen to reach the sum of 300 T. L. P. grains. At 

the depth of 948 em the sanple one an aOOve (947 em ) 

was CCJTbined to give a reasonable sum (T.L.P. = 98 

grains), but in other levels the sedi.Ioont thickness 

sanpled was 0.5 an. With this method the lCMest 

FOlleniferous level was regarded as that at 990 an. In 
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the autumn of 1982 the oores were re-sarrpled in order to 

try to extend this p::>llen stratigraphy, and arrounts of 

sed.i.rrent 3 - 4 tines that used earlier were prepared, 
. 

using a very rigorous technique (sieving through 10 /-Lm 

. nylon sieves, 2 hours hot Hf acid treatrrent with frequent 

changes of acid to avoid saturation with silica). Despite 

this half the levels examined proved barren. Such 

treatrrent obviously affects the assessment of pollen 

abundance, but nere irrportant is the problem of relating 

such p::>llen spectra to conterrporaneous vegetation around 

the site, as is discussed in section e. 

c) Lithostratigraphy. 

In view of the lack of correlation between the lONer 

nest cores (cores 1 and 2) each will be described 

separately. A generalized lithostratigraphy is given for 

cores 3, 4 and 5 where biostratigraphic control is 

provided. 

la : 1074 - 1069.5 am. 

5 Y 6/1 gray sandy and silty clay, horiZontally 

banded due to grain size'differences. 

sharp boundary to 
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lb 1069.5 - 1067.5 em. 

discontinuous wedge of coarse, black (2.5 Y 2/0) 

sand. 

sharp ooundary to 

lc : 1067.5 - 1058.5 am. 

very stiff "rubbery" clay, 5 Y 5/1 gray, slxMing 

transitional ooundary Where directly overlying unit lao 

sharp, possibly erosive, boundary to 

ld : 1058.5 - 1024 em. 

fine sand and silty horizon with ION Clay content, 

sluNing exceedingly fine (rnn scale) distorted laminae, 

varying in colour only, between 2.5 Y 3/0 very dark gray 

to 2.5 Y 4/0 dark gray, not in grain size. 

transitional ooundary to 

Ie 1024 - 1017.5 em. 

harogeneous silt with higher clay ccntent (assessed 

qualitatively throoghoot) than unit ld, 2.5 Y 4/0 dark 

gray, with laminae absent. 

CONTAMINANT I 1017.5 - 1013.5 em. 
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CX>RE 'lID 

2a : 1038 - 1024 em. 

fine, stoneless, plastic clay, 5 Y 5/1 gray. 

sharp boundary to 

2b : 1024 - 995 em. 

dark gray, (5 Y 4/1) silt plus clay, with darker 

nottles/nodules, similar to unit ld but discontinuous. 

sharp boundary to 

2c : 995 - 992 em. 

fine, pure clay, 2.5 Y 4/0 dark gray. 

gradual boundary to 

2d : 992 - 987.5 em. 

as unit 2b: 

sharp boundary to 

2e : 987.5 - 978 em. 

stiff, silty clay, 2.5 Y 4/0 dark gray, harogeneous 

in the lower 4.5 em (987.5 - 983 em ), rut with very 

faint distorted laminae possibly present in upper 5 em. 
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GENERALIZED LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY. 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A : 998- 995 em. 

gray, 2.5 Y 5/0 stiff sandy clay, vaguely . 
mrizontally laminated in colour, not in grain size, with 

a suite of quartz, nuscovite and dark ma.fic minerals. 

sharp boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B : 995 - 993.5 em. 

fine sandy, silty layer with high clay content, 2.5 Y 

5/0 gray, with lenses of fine sand, 2.5 Y 5/0 black. 

sharp boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT C : 993.5 - 987.5 em. 

pure clay, 2.3 Y 5/0 gray, but with praninent, very 

fine textural and colour-differentiated partings on too 

fine a scale to be distinguished successfully. Chara 

oospores were the only organic rema.ins found, and are 

abundant at 988 em. 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT D : 987.5 - 978.5 em. 

Finely laminated clay, 2.5 Y 5/0 gray, distinguished 

by dark (organic?) laminations, mrizontally banded. The 

ma.crofossils retained included Characeae, siliceous 

skeletons and 
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anorphous concretions of FeS:L (iron-pyrite), and broken 

shells. 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E : 978.5 - 950.5 em. 

pure clay, 2.5 Y 5/0 gray, laminations absent but 

FeS2.. recovered at 952 em , and occasional stones, 

principally basaltic, retained. 

transitional boundaIy to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT F : 950.5 - 939 em. 

as lithostratigraphic unit Di 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPlUC UNIT G : 939 - 860 em. 

silty clay/clayey silt, predominantly 5 Y 6/3 pale 

olive, but occasionally nottled (5 Y 4/2 olive gray) and 

discontinuous horizontal laminations: Chara praninent 

throughout. 

sharp boundary to 

LITOOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT H : 860 - 874.5 em. 

fine peaty gyttja, 10 YR 2/1 black, containing seeds 

and nosses (undetennined) and f€M woody fragrrents. 

sharp boundary to 
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LITOOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT I 874.5 - 871.5 em. 

very coarse sedge peat, 10 YR 2/1 black. 

sharp boundary to 

LI'l'Ha)TRATIGRAPHIC UNIT J 871.5 - 868.5 em. 

as lithostratigraphic unit H; 

transitional l:oundary to 

LITOOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT K 868.5 - 858 em. (not sartpled 

above this) 

as lithostratigraphical unit I. 

d) Biostratigraphy. 

1074 - 1033 em. 

Non-polleniferous 

1033 - 986 em. : local p.a.z BAR I A 

Cyperaceae - Betula 

Construction 

The assemblage zone canbines core 2 above 1033 em. , 

and the lONer 12 em of core 3. On the 

lithostratigraphical detail (fig. 6.8) the expected 

overlap is not borne out by the pollen spectra, and in 

fig. 6.9 the sequences are drawn separately with a gap 

between cores. The high values for pine in core 3 above 

980 an are not present in core 2, and provide a point 

above wch the latter cannot be correlated. It is 

thought that the 



principal taxa failing to correlate successfully, coryloid 

grains and Cyperaceae, are affected in core 3 by 

contamination of coryloid grains and hence by statistical 

variations induced by such inputs (Cyperaceae), so that 

the consistencies between cores outweigh the 

inconsistencies, and the two can be regarded as one zone. 

Definition 

Herb pollen totals are generally very high, exceeding 

60% T.L.P., and with tree pollen at 25 - 30% T.L.P., 

principally birch, with B. nana distinctive, and pine 

grains present at all levels, shrubs and dwarf shrubs are 

only inconsistently represented. Corylus is present 

throughout, as is Alnus (except one level), while at 992 

an is a spectrum extraordinary for the records of single 

grains of Abies, Fagus, Quercus, and, tentatively, 

.Aesculus. 

The nUIttler of taxa increase upward (detennined by the 

increasing sum), essentially of herb-types. Cyperaceae 

percentages exceed those of grasses in this zone, and also 

camon are Caryophyllaceae (5%), Chenopodiaceae (3%), 

Filipendula (I %) and Rumex in 1011 arrounts. Ranunculaceae 

and Artemisia are inconsistent, but present throughout. 

The grains of Ailanthus-type are discussed in section e. 
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The aquatics are poorly represented, and of rrost rote 

outside the p:>llen sum are the clu1:nosses, Lycop:>dium 

clavatum and L. selago, with Selaginella selaginoides. 

Pollen abundance is exceedingly 1011, and total 

deterioration quite high (60% T.L.P. + indeterminable 

grains), although indeterminable grains are usually only 

5 - 10% of this sum. 

986 - 943 em ': local p.a.z BAR I B. 

Pinus - Rumex 

Tree p:>llen values expand to equal tOOse of herbs, of 

which Pinus is the rrost rot-able contributor (41% T.L.P. 

peak) • Shrub values do rot change significantly, Corylus 

being erratically represented, (see section e) and 

HiPfOphae becaning relatively eamon. Ericales grains 

increase toNards the zone C boundary. 

Gramineae (20% T. L. P. average) nt::M exceed sedges in 

p:>llen input to the basin, and rrost of the herbs already 

described for zone A are sustained, plus Catpositae and 

Cruciferae, Galium, Crataegus-type, Dryas (1 - 5% T.L.P.) 

and Filipendula (2%). Rumex values are increased, but 

inconsistently, an erratic pattern that seems to be a 

"mirror-image" of the Corylus curve, and a statistical 

factor might be in operation here. Prinulaceae are 
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essentially confined to this zone, and Artemisia declines 

in ~rtance. 

Pollen abundance rises, bu~ the poor "concentration" 

still is seen in the ION Stm\S reached at sene levels. The 

curves of mechanical deterioration correspond to the 

pollen curve of Pinus (see chap. 7), arrl total 

deterioration is still quite high. The spectrum at 

954 em .. is clearly anaralous in its high representation of 

grasses, and the zonation takes no account of this 

feature with its ION Stnn (98 T.L.P.). 

943 - 928 em : local p.a.z BAR I C 

E}npetrtnn - Juniperus 

With the decline in pine pollen values to belON 5% 

T.L.P., and with 00 resp:>nse seen in the Betula curve the 

na jor percentage increases are in the shrubs and dwarf 

shrub curves. Juniperus achieves 23% T. L. P. at the end of 

the zone, but expands in zone D, \afui.le Enpetrtnn attains a 

rraxinal 28% T.L.P., and also declines within the zone. 

The majority of the herbs decline or are not 

represented, though Grandneae values retrain unchanged. 

Contrary to this trend are the curves of Plantago 

maritima, Epilobitnn and Filipendula, Which continue to 
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rise to 3% T.L.P. After a temporary suppression of values 

Runex sha.vs a second peak of 6 - 7% T .L. P. in this zone. 

Polypodiaceae ccmrence their expansion at this stage to a 

naxirnurn in zone D. 

The pollen zonation is reflected very closely in the 

curve for total deterioration, wherein a tenporary drop in 

values is produced by a reduction in the arrount of 

crurrpling (chap. 7.7). Pollen counts per traverse rise in 

this zone. 

928 - 892 ern local p.a.z BAR I D. 

Juniperus - Salix - Betula 

Tree pollen values continue to expand, due 

exclusively to Betula. Of the shrubs, Juniperus (25 - 30% 

T.L.P.) and Salix (5% T.L.P.) are praninent. Ertpetrum 

percentages remain higher (6% T.L.P.) than in local 

p.a.zones A and B. Nearly all herb taxa remain quite 

consistent fran the underlying zone, although Rl.nrex ~ps 

once nore to 2% T.L.P. and less. Polypodiaceae values 

attain their naximal totals. Total deterioration is lONer 

in this zone than before. 

892 - 880 ern : local p.a.z BAR I E. 

Ooryloid - Betula 
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Very high peaks of tree-birch to 60% T.L.P. early in 

the zone give way to Chrylus daninance (59% T.L.P.). 

Practically all other taxa suffer, except Salix Which 

persists at values of 4% T.L.P. 

Potarrogeton occurs in increasing frequency in the 

last four spectra of the diagram, and Sphagnum spores 

appear consistently at the same time. 

Total deterioration declines to belCM 30% T .L. P. , 

with corrosion contributing 4% of this in the uppenrost 

two levels. 

e) Interpretations. 

Familiarity with the sites discussed previously in 

this chapter allCMS the appreciation that the zonation 

above local p. a. zones BAR Ie, D and E has close . 

parallels, (described already), and these need not be 

cxmnented on in detail. On the other hand, the basal 

p:>lleniferous spectra need to be discussed nore fully, as 

several interesting differences are seen between this site 

and those at Ford and Inverliever. 

The lithostratigraphy, in the laminae of core la, 

indicate a lacustrine envirorurent. Even within sediments 
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classed as "clays" considerable arrounts of sand and silt 

were retained, and the sedirrents are, by and large, poorly 

sorted, indicating high energy deposition. The laminae, 

distinguished at the base on grain-size differences, 

higher on colour contrasts, can be described as 

rhythmites, as at Na lona Min and lDn Glas (chap. 4): the 

absence of laminae in sare cores may indicate disturbance 

of the sedirrents during sanpling. A similar glacial 

source may be suggested for the rhythmites. 

The age of the rhythmitic sequence cannot readily be 

detennined. The sedirrents are non-polleniferous belCM 

1033 en, probably through very high sedirrentation rates, 

while above this depth the pollen influx to the basin may 

have increased to provide countable spectra in view of the 

unchanging character of the sediments. 

The differences in edaphic derrands and vegetational 

dynamics between the Loch Iarond Stadial and freshly 

deglaciated ground in the earliest post-glacial are likely 

to be indiscernible. At sites within stadial-age noraines 

the initial colonizers will be unrecognizable fran those 

plants grCMing throughout the stadial outside the limits, 

and at this scale of analysis the designation of the term 

"stadial" to a pollen asseniJlage is largely a matter of 
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senantics. Not withstanding this difficulty, it is 

tentatively considered that the presence of Ranunculaceae 

undiff. pollen indicates a milder clinate than exists in 

the stadial (cf. chap. 3). The very high rates of 

sedimentation have emphasized the pioneer phase of 

colonization, prior to the expansion of Rl.mlex, Which, as 

argued previously, (chap. 3) is not characteristic of this 

period. 

The exceedingly 1011 pollen llconcentrations II in the 

10llerrrost pollen zone have emphasized several pollen taxa 

ananalous to the early post-glacial, including Fagus, not 

native to Scotland (Godwin, 1975) and, tentatively, 

Aesculus, not native to Britain (Godwin, 1975). 

Ailanthus-type ,J;X)llen in significant am::>unts is disturbing 

in that similar grains are employed as lIexotic markers ll 

in concentration studies at Pulpit Hill and I.och . 

Barnluasgan (chaps. 2, 3). It is, perhaps, ,J;X)ssible for 

the viscous glycerol in Which the Ailanthus grains are 

embedded to survive on the very fine nesh of the 10 pm 

sieves, and this is thought to be the only likely source 

of contamination. 

Rl.mlex is likely to be present locally fran zone B. 

The principal zone-taxon, Pinus, is represented by values 
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which exceed those of any Flandrian p:>llen zone in western 

Scotland. For this reason contamination fran overlying 

sedi.nelts is ruled out, and the high percentages are 

thought to be fran long-distance p:>llen, their inportance 

exaggerated by the very lew p:>llen influx. The dramatic 

increases, hcwever, are hard to explain on this basis. 

Examination of the deterioration curve for Pinus (chap. 7) 

shews that in the ten levels of high pine percentages 29% 

(S.D = 9%) of grains were broken. Taking the extreme case 

that all such split grains were counted twice (thought 

unlikely) the percentages can be "corrected", resulting in 

a value of 23% T.L.P., still extremely high. Hall (1981) 

considers pine p:>llen to increase in relative tenns in 

sedirrents showing high deterioration values, as in local 

p.a.z BAR I B, but this need not inply resistance to 

deterioration (chap. 7) When it is appreciated that losses 

to the indetenninable category are few in such easily 

recogniZed pollen. OVer-representation is believed to be 

caused by sanpling at the edge of a lake Where pine sacs 

are thought to be blONll and accunulate selectively (ravis 

and Brubaker I 1973), rut in a basin as snall as 

Barachander I this rrechanism is probably insignificant. 

The increase in p:>llen abmdance with the change to 

litho-unit E (fig. 6.9) is unlikely to explain the 

increase in Pinus J;X)llen at this tirre, as the effect \o"Uuld 

be noted in all taxa. An alternative suggestion is that 

the increases are real, 
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and represent a Change in the dominant circulation 

patterns over the British Isles. This is discussed in 

detail in section 4 of this chapter. 

Above zane B the succession resembles closely those 

outlined earlier in this chapter, and in chaps. 4 and 5. 

There is a clear rise in Errpetnnu prior to that of 

Juniperus, and here the craNberry was not suppressed by 

juniper. 

iii) BARACHANDER II (g.r. NN 025239; lat. S>12' N; long. 5~ 22' w). 

a) Site location and Description. 

The basin (fig. 6.7b) lies entirely within 

glacially-snoothed Dalradian bedrock, close to the 

ooundary with the Old Red Sandstone lavas (fig. 1.4). The 

site is aligned S.W. - N.E., parallel to other valleys in 

the region (fig 6.7), controlled by the strike of 

resistant beds within the metaIrorphic c:x::nplex. Lying at 

approximately 180 m 0.0., the bog-surface slopes gently 

fran 77 m at the N.E. end to 73 m at the S.l-I., where a 

rock-bar is seen eX{X>sed in a snaIl stream draining the 

present valley, (fig. 6. 7b). The sub-surface toIXXJraphy 

was established by a linear traverse of depth-probes along 

the axis of the valley at 10 m intervals, fran which a 

c:x::nplex, triple basin was suggested, two ridges saoo 80 m 
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and 120 rn up-valley fran the rock-bar, lying 3.60 and 

3.80 rn respectively belaY the peat-surface, separate 

basins approx. 6.00 rn and 6.20 rn deep respectively fran 

that cored for J;X>llen analysis (fig. 6.7b) which reached 

8.78 rn naximmt depth. The areal extent of the catchment 

is 1375 rn , and the size of the basin as delineated by 

the present bog-surface is 1170 rn , though whether this 

represented the size of basin in the early J;X>st-glacial, 

or whether the basins were separate can only be 

conjecture. 

b} Sanpling. 

The series of cores recovered is depicted in fig. 

6.10. Initial sanpling (September 1981) resulted in one 

core (core 2) displaying a distinct lithostratigraphy 

(fig. 6.10), but the deeper core 1 shoNed no overlap and 

considerable distortion of the semi-fluid clay •. In 

January 1983 t\\O 1.0 rn Russian cores were retrieved. 

Core 3 extended 48 an deeper than core 1, rut heavy 

contamination rendered it unsuitable for J;X>llen analysis. 

The Ii thostratigraIilY of this core is similar in all 

respects to the basal units of core 4, and with 

lithostratigraphic units A and B proving noo-J;X>lleniferous 

(sect. c; fig. 6.ll) it is felt that the basal 10 ern , not 
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Fig~ 6.10: Core correlation - BARACHANDER II 
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sanpled with the Russian corer, would not have proved 

significant. 

Laboratory sanpling was undertaken on cores 2 and 4 

(core 2 is adjusted in fig. 6.10 for a compression factor 

of 25%). The successful lithostratigraphic correlation is 

sUPJ:X)rted by the overlapping p:>llen spectra (fig. 6.11). 

Pollen concentration analyses were carried out on 11 of 

the 22 levels counted (fig. 6.12). 

c) Generalized Lithostratigraphy. 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT A 838 - 831 em. 

Coarse sandy clay, 2.5 Y 5/0 gray, with few 

rounded stones, lithologies undetermined. 

sharp botmdary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT B : 831 - 824 em. 

finer, silty clay, 2.5 Y 5/0 gray; no stones or 

discernible structure. 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT C : 824 - 804 em. 

pure clay, stoneless but with abundant 

macrofossils of Chara; 2.5 Y 5/0 gray. 

sharp boundary to 
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LXTHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT D : 804 - 796 am. 

2.5 Y 4/2 dark grayish brown silty organic clay, 

with occasional intennixed sand. 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT E : 796 - 779.75 ern. 

very fine organic mud with peat, occasional 

plant stems and sporadic finds of Characeae, varying in 

colour (due to oxidation) fran 5 YR 2.5/2 dark reddish 

brown to 10 YR 2/1 black. 

transitional boundary to 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNIT F 779.75 - 744 ern. (not 

sanpled above this). 

coarse fen-peat, gyttja content decreasing 

up,vard, with horizontal stratification and praninent 

macrofossil remains including Chara; 5 YR 2.5/1 black. 

d) Biostratigraphy. 

838 - 824 am : nan-polleniferous. 

(he sanple, at 827 ern· was examined, proving barren, 

and in view of the coarsening of sedi.rrent dcJ..m-core it was 

thought countable sanples were unlikely to be obtained 

belON this. 
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824 - 806.5 an local p.a.z BAR II A. 

Alnus - Betula - Ericaceae undiff. 

The very 1011 totals of land pollen per c. c. of 

sed.irrent affect the pollen sum obtained, naxinrurn 203 

grains T.L.P., and usually lCMer. 

Arboreal pollen is approximately 40% T.L.P., with 

Alnus (average 8.6% T.L.P.) and Betula (27%) being the 

najor contributors. B.nana was not recorded in this zone. 

Pinus is inconsistent in the spectra, as is CoryluS 

(coryloid grains), fran 3 - 18% T. L. P., While the 

Ericaceae undiff., together with Calluna VUlgaris and 

deteriorated grains of the Enpetrum/Ericaceae undiff. 

category are strongly represented. 

Grasses are the rrost irr1?ortant herb taxon, with 

Cyperaceae increasing at the end of the zone. Isolated 

spectra of caryophyllaceae and ChenolxxUaceae at high 

values occur at this time also. Polypodiaceae and 

Sphagnales are praninent. 

Total deterioration is highest in this zone, as are 

values for indetenninable grains. Corrosion and 

degradation are characteristic of this zone, but crumpled 

grains contribute the rrajority of deteriorated grains. 
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806.5 - 802 an : local p.a.z BAR II B. 

Rumex - FIrpetrum - Pinus 

The level 805 an continues the trend of ION' pollen 

concentration, but with the change in sedirrentation at 804 

an a pronounced rise in total pollen concentration is 

seen, and in all major taxa except Salix. This is only 

partly reflected in the percentage-based diagram (fig. 

8.11), Where birch values do not change. Betula nana is 

noN recorded continuously. Alnus and Ericaceae rlCM 

decline abruptly, While taxa described as erratic in local 

p.a. z A, Pinus and Corylus are nore consistent, albeit at 

lONer percentages. Unlike Ericaceae, FIrpetrum shON'S a 

pronounced increase to peak at 21% T.L.P. The increases 

in concentration (fig. 6.12) are also poorly expressed in 

percentages of Gramineae, and in Cyperaceae, Which decline 

fran 27% T.L.P. at the base of the zane. Rumex 
, 

percentages shaw a narked increase fran being unrecorded 

at level 807 em to 12% T.L.P. one em above, but the 

concentration values for the genus only expand above 803 

en. Notable in this zone are the Catp::>sitae, Artemisia, 

Ranunculaceae and Dryas. 

Sphagnum is only recorded at bNo levels, but 

Dryopteris rises throughout, and Lycq:odium selago is 

consistently recorded only in this zone. !YPha latifolia 
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is characteristic of the lONer half of the zone. 

802 - 797 an local p.a.z BAR II C 

Juniperus - Enpetrum 

'Ibtal p::>llen concentration alnost doubles fran the 

preceding zone to this within the sarre lithostratigraphic 

unit D, but appears to reach a "plateau" within the zone 

that is not exceeded in overlying zones. The major 

contributor is Juniperus (fig. 6.11; 6.12), While Errpetrum 

maintains its concentration and percentage values before 

declining ( fig. 6.11) t.c::Ma.rds the end of the zone. While 

grasses, sedges and Dryopteris sustain their 

representation of the latter half of local p.a.z B (fig. 

6.12), Ruroox rrore than doubles its concentration, a rise 

clearly not reflected in its percentage values. 

Polypodiaceae display an extrene increase in concentration 

at 800 an , before returning to rrore consistent levels of 

around 52000 grains per coco of sedinento There are 

slight percentage increases in Ericaceae undiff 0 and in 

Filipendulao 

797 - 793 an : local poaoz BAR II D. 

Betula - Salix 

While total p::>llen production (fig 0 6.12) awea,rs to 

remain static, assuming a unifonn sedirrentation rate, 
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birch far exceeds the representation of any other taxon, 

and at its peak of 69,000 grains per c.c. of sedirrent 

exceeds by a factor of 2 the caribined production of all 

najor taxa within the pollen sum (33,500 grains per c.c. 

of sedirrent). This daninance is reflected in fig. 6.11 

also. Nearly all other taxa decline in concentration and 

percentage tenns, the exception being Salix Which, 

although increasing only slightly, exceeds the pollen 

concentration of other shrubs. All dwarf shrubs are 

p::orly represented in this zone. Herb values, nr:M lONer 

than in zone A are sustained largely by Gramineae (12% 

T. L. P. average: 13,600 grains per c. c. of sedirrent). 

Rurrex is still present in the pollen rain, and Filipendula 

sustains values of 2% T.L.P. throoghout. 

~iophyllum alterniflorum and Littorella are the 

only aquatics recorded, and of the spores only Sphagnum 

shaNs an increase. 

793 - 770 an : local p.a.z BAR II E. 

Coryloid - Betula 

All taxa, including Betula, show percentage 

reductions as CoryluS expands. Salix and Filipendula 

alone naintain values close to those in the underlying 

zone. Oak and elm are present consistently above 785 an. 
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The najority of the herb-taxa are no longer represented, 

YAUle arrong the aquatics Typha angustifolia is of note, up 

to 2% T.L.P. + aquatics. 

e) Interpretations. 

The polleniferous sequence outlined above undoubtedly 

bears a resemblance in nost of its features to Barachander 

I. Fran correlation with other sites it is apparent that 

above local p.a.z B the succession is close to that 

described for other localities, and so little time need be 

spent discussing this conventional bie-stratigraphy. The 

exclusively local developments suggested py the pollen 

record for local p.a.z A need to be discussed. 

In the basal zone the high percentages of Alnus and 

Corylus are probably contaminant, though probably not the 

Betula pollen. Carparison of the percentages of alder, 

hazel and Ericaceae shaN narked differences between 

Barachander I and II, YAUle birch percentages are 

renarkably unifonn between sites (BAR I A : ~ = 25.09%; 

S.D = 6.4%; n = 12 = BAR II A : x = 26.33%; S.D = 4~2%; 
n = 6), YAUch is the distribution one might expect fran 

wind-blo,.m pollen, given catparable cat.chrcent and basin 

sizes. As at Barachander I the sediment was not obviously 
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contaminated, and this degree of contamination is worrying 

in view of the care taken in sanpling: one is led to 

speculate on the level of contamination in material of 

higher pollen concentration where it is not so readily 

recognized. Re-sanpling of the centre of core 4 (levels 

823, 809, 806 em. ) resulted (fig. 6.11) in reduced 

contamination fram alder and hazel, and values for Pinus, 

Cyperaceae and ChenoIXXliaceae higher than in other levels. 

The majority of spectra fram local p.a.z BAR II A, do not, 

therefore, provide an accurate picture of conterrporaneous 

pollen influx to the basin. The sequence as seen at 823, 

809 and 806 em , and in spectra re-calculated to eXClude 

the contaminant grains (not depicted) is closely 

canparable with Barachander I local p.a.z A, and the two 

sites are believed to show essentially similar 

biostratigraphies. 

The basal pollen zone at Barachander II is believed 

to represent the earliest post-glacial pioneer 

c::olonization of the catchment, in the presence of 

Ranunculaceae pollen and the consistency with Which 

Grarnineae percentages exceed those of Cyperaceae (even 

after re-calculation: alx>ve), a distinguishing feature of 

the early post-glacial (chap. 3). The overlying zone BAR 

II B includes the Rumex rise, not clearly recognized in 
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the pollen concentration diagram (fig. 6.12). The 

over-errphasis of RLmex in percentage calculations is a 

camon feature in periods of ION pollen concentration (cf. 

Pennington and Bormy, 1970). 

Errpetrum and RLmex appear to expand synchronously, 

rut in view of the pollen sequences outlined at other 

sites (chaps. 3, 4, 6: discussion chap.S) this feature is 

probably detennined by a slON sedirrentation rate, 

coincident with the change in sediment-type at 804 an. 

The rise in pollen concentration at this depth may be the 

result of this reduction in sedimentation, but equally 

could be indicative of the establishment of local 

cammunities and progressive closure of the vegetational 

cover, itself reducing sediment input to the lake. 

The percentage values of Pinus are not cc::JTpai:-able 

between the two Barachander sites. At Barachander II the 

RLmex - Empetrum - Pinus zone is only 10% the thickness of 

the corresponding zone BAR I B, and, assuming synchroneity 

of upper and lONer boundaries between the sites, received 

a very much greater pollen influx, principally fran local 

ccmru.nities to the detriment of the representation of 

long-distance travelled grains. The increase in pine is 

seen in the pollen concentration diagram. By local p.a.z 
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BAR II B Pinus had trebled its p:>llen concentration, and 

reaches 2,500 grains per c.c. of sedimant, exceeding the 

local production of Rumex. 

Pine naintains a constant p:>llen concentration aOOve 

zone C, so that its decline in percentage tenns is seen to 

be a result of increases in local p:>llen. 

6.3. EXAMINATIOO OF ASSUMPl'ICNS 

The six sites described aOOve have been interpreted alnost 

exclusively in terms of the hypothesis of deglacial chronology 

outlined in chap. 5. Before the sites can be enployed in the 

interpretation of the glacial sequence in the 'PMe valley, 

consideration of the several assumptions up:>n Which the validity of 

the hyp:>thesis is based is essential. 

Asstmption (iv) (chap. 5; p.24l), that the p:>llen-spectral 

changes are readily discernible and consistent between sites, is 

considered to have been satisfied. Only at Barachander II do two 

key taxa, Rtnrex and Enpetrum, appear in the p:>llen counts 

synchronously. At all other sites (bar Ford II) the 

pollen-spectral changes are clarified by rapid sedirrentation 

rates. 

The condition that the earliest colonizers will be absent at 
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sites sare distance inside readvance limits (chap. 5; p.237), is 

questioned by the evidence fran Inverliever. At these two sites 

Ehpetrum fran extra-local sources achieved praninent representation 

at the base of the sequences, with the la.vest pollen abundances, 

(as anticipated in the hypothesis), but the influx of this pollen 

was not sufficient to IIswanpll the local expansion of Rumex. As a 

result the complete post-glacial vegetational succession fram 

pre-Rumex pioneer phase to the Juniperus phase can be recognized at 

both Inverliever and Barachander. 

A pre-Rumex phase was not anticipated in the design of the 

hypothesis being tested (chap. 5), though perhaps it should have 

been given the discussion on its role in colonization in chap. 3 

(sect. 3.2). Analyses of other sites (chaps. 4, 5) did not suggest 

the praninence of such a phase seen in the diagrams presented here, 

and it is likely that the rapid sedimentation rates of the !>Me 

valley basins have aided in distinguishing this feature. 

At Iateglacial sites delays in the appearance of Rumex are not 

apparent at the stadial/postglacial transition (though are 

recognized at the base of the interstadial; cf. Pennington, 1977a). 

One reason for this must be that this period is included in What 

are conventionally zoned stadial pollen asserriblages. It has been 

Emphasized (sect. 2c, iii,e) that there is little difference in 

vegetational structure, soil developrrent or sedi.nentary processes 
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between the stadial sensu stricto and the colonization of freshly 

deglaciated ground. At Barachander II the effects of 

over-representation of Rurrex have been considered, and given the 

harsh conditions the docks experienced in the stadial (chap. 4), 

sites showing high Rurrex percentages within the Lodh Lamond Stadia 1 

(e.g., Coolteen and Belle lake (Craig, 1978): Pulpit Hill (this 

study): Kildale Hall (Jones, 1977) and Magheralagan and Woodgrange 

(Singh, 1970) ) probably indicate over-representation in periods of 

ION total pollen influx, or very sheltered conditions. 

On Rannoch ~r Walker and I.o.Ne do not distinguish pre-Rumex 

or Rumex phases, though their sites are very much shallONer than 

the rock-basins used in this study. IDN but distinctive peaks of 

Rumax occur at the base of ItOst of their sites, and it is felt the 

pollen stratigraphies at these sites are not sufficently clear to 

establish that the basal pollen spectra are high in Errpetrurn 

alone. 

Assunption (v), that vegetational changes are synchronous must 

be doubted on the biostratigraphic evidence from Inverliever. 

Radiocarbon assays are not possible in view of the minerogenic 

nature of the sediments. The evidence fran Inverliever can best be 

explained by non-synchronous expansion, locally and regionally, of 

dwarf shrub taxa. The initial regional or extra-local expansion of 

dwarf shrubs (Errpetrurn) in the basal pollen asserriblage zones nust 
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be earlier than the post-Rumex developnent of Errpetrum and 

Ericaceae fran local sources., The diachroneity nay not be great, 

and if controlled by edaphic conditions (cf. chap. 4) nay be as 

little as 60 - 100 years (extrapolating from present-day data: 

Persson (1964): Matthews (1978», smaller than the standard 

deviations of C14 dates for this period. On a broad scale, 

therefore, this diachroneity is essentially insignificant, but 

within the bounds of the hypothesis under consideration is 

inportant, and terrporal correlation of the dwarf shrub stages 

between sites is not feasible. 

The assurrption of synchroneity in Fnpetrum grc:Mt:.h at 

post-glacial sites would create ananalies between the A'We valley 

south~st of Inverliever, and the Teith valley - Rannodh Moor 

system discussed by lDwe and Walker (1981), in denanding on the 

grounds of synchroneity of the basal Fnpetrum-daninated pollen 

asseni:>lage zones that Rannoch Moor was alnost totally deglaciated 

in the tine the JlMe glacier retreated sane 13 kIn fran Ford to 

Inverliever, an improbable glaciological situation. 

Regarding Rannoch Moor, the C14 dates reported by I..aNe and 

Walker (1980: Walker and I..aNe, 1980) fran Kingshouse 2 (I..cMe and 

Walker, 1976) and Rannoch Station 2 (Walker and J'.D...re, 1979) and 

considered valid in the analyses in chap. 5 (sect. 5e) are the 

oldest 'knotJn fran Scotland for the Etrpetrum Phase, yet lie close 

to the centre of ice-acCUllUllation(Sissons, 1976). Hard-water 
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errors in the dates are discussed by loNe and Walker (1980) who 

conclude that "it carmot be proved that none of the age 

detenninations have been affected in this way" (p. 135). 

However, date BIRM - 722 (Kingshouse 2: table 5.3) was obtained on 

a terrestrial noss, Rhacanitritnn lanuginostnn which the authors 

argue (p. 134: 1980) carmot be "affected by hard~ter to the sane 

extent as oonterrporaneous lake-sed.im:mts." Lake-sed.im:mts, 

hCMever, reflect the terrestrial chemical environrrent (Mackereth, 

1966), and uptake of soil noisture by nosses IYUlst reflect the 

carbon levels in the ground~ter, and the radiocarbon dates nay 

still be "old", and the synchroneity suggested in chap. 5.3 nay be 

based on invalid dates. 

SUMMARY OF SECI'ION 6.3. 

In conclusion, therefore, although the najority of assumptions 

outlined in chap. 5 have been proved valid, either in the 

discussion of assumptions (sect. 5.3) or in this section,. the najor 

tenets of synchroneity and sequential removal of the earlier 

colonization stages up-valley have been shown to be invalid. The 

pollen assemblage zones at the three localites reflect local 

vegetational successions fram the pre-Rumex Phase onwards. 

6.4 EXAMINATICN OF THE DOOI.ACIAL CHRONOlOOY HYPOl'HESIS. 

As defined in chap. 5 the hypothesis, having been tested 

within the Awe valley, cannot ncM be adopted in an analysis of 

the glacial events. The writer believes, lx:Mever, that the 

pollen 
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diagrams can be used to illuminate the role of stadial ice in 

the valley. 

Of greatest significance in this reconstruction are the 

praninent curves for Pinus at Inverliever and Barachander, 

Which are believed to be synchronous. It might be thought the 

use of long-distance pollen to be suspect in correlation as 

any phase of ION pollen influx will record an increase in 

their pollen, without inplying synchroneity, but at these 

sites the pine expansion occurs not in the basal spectra but 

at horizons daninated by local vegetational developrents. 

Percentage representations vary between sites according to 

differing sedinentation rates, the inportance of contaminaticn 

and basin size, as seen at the two Barachander sites. 

Expansion of Pinus in the early post-glacial was noted at 

Pulpit Hill (chap. 3), Na lona Min and IDn Glas (chap. 4), but 

not fran many other Scottish sites, although Tyndrum (I.Dvle and 

Walker, 1981) exhibits high arrounts of pine in the basal 

Empetrum zone, Loch Sionascaig (Pennington et. a1., 1972) - -
shows a slight increase fran 5% to 12% T. L. P. in the Rumex 

phase, and Loch Ci11 on Aonghais and An Druim, Eribo11 (in 

Birks, 1980 unpub.) also sh.ow small increases in the Enpetrum 

stages. At other sites slON sedinentation rates, the 

overriding effect of local pollen production or too large a 
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sanpling interval may disguise the increase. 

Statistical artefacts, sedimentary processes, 

over-representation of Pinus pollen or the deterioration of 

grains do not seem to explain the consistent pattern recorded 

from the four sites of Inverliever and BaraChander. Climatic 

interpretations of fluctuating conifer pollen curves have been 

used by Lamb (l977) in invoking circulation patterns in the 

mid-Flandrian fran data of Fredskild (l972), but the idea is 

new to the British early post-glacial. In chap. 3 it was 

suggested that vigorous westerly winds were daninant in 

western Britain in the interstadial, and probably the stadial 

also. If the views of no::lern workers (Sissons, 1976: Walker, 

1982: Gray, 1982) are correct on the irrportance of the Polar 

Front (Ruddirran and McIntyre, 1981b) on palaeoclimate, the 

northward retreat of this feature should introduce nere 

southerly air streams in the early post-glacial as it dragged 

the major depression tracks northward. This would introduce 

greater arrounts of far-travelled pollen from southern England 

or the continent, Where it appears (Behre, 1967) Pinus might 

have survived the stadial. 

Tentative support for this suggestion is found Where the 

pine expansion occurs immediately prior to the rise in 

Juniperus, nest marked at Inverliever I and II. In chap. 5 
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(sect. 5) the inportance of wind-exposure was considered rrost 

irrp.::>rtant in the grc:Mt:h habit and p:>llen producti vi ty of this 

shrub, and one explanation of the Juniperus rise could be a 

decline in the prominence of westerly winds Which allONed the 

grc:Mt:h of bush-fonn junipers. 

The next section develops the irrp.::>rtant role played by 

the Pinus curve in the correlation of localities. In terms of 

the deglacial chronology hypothesis (chap. 5) it appears that 

the sites analysed do not prove the hypothesis valid, and do 

not on this basis denonstrate the presence of IDCh Iarond 

Readvance glaciers within the lONer reaches of the Awe valley. 

t-Dre irrportantly in tenns of the application of this or 

similar biostratigrapbically determined hypotheses elseWhere 

in Scotland, the theory has been seen to founder not on 

factors unique to the Awe valley, as anticipated might be the 

major weakness (chap. 51 sect. Sf), but in the rrore general 

assurrption of biostratigraphical synchroneity. 

6.5 CORREIATICNS BE'lWEEN SITES AND UX"ALITIFS. 

The key to the prc:posals in this section are found in 

fig. 6.13. Correlations between sites of one locality are 

drawn on the assunption of synchroneity within such a limited 

area. Supp:>rt for this canes fran the appearance of the Pinus 

peaks in equivalent p:>llen asseniblage zones at Barachander, 
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and at Inverliever. The Pinus curve behaves as an independent 

llmarkerll , being long-distance transported and distinct fran 

local plant cormn.mities, so that its appearance in large 

amounts in similar pollen assemblage zones strongly suggests 

synchroneity, and may indicate also that pairs of basins 

successfully reflect regional gecncrphological and 

vegetational changes. Correlations between the two Ford sites 

are, of course, harrpered by the delay in sedirrentation at Fbrd 

II. 

Correlations between localities at and a1:::ove the 

Juniperus rise are regarded as synchronous, being detennined 

by regional climatic change in the case of juniper, or 

migration of tree species, again likely to be synchronous 

within an area the size of the Awe valley. 

The diachronous nature of the Enpetrum peaks makes 

terrporal correlation problematic between localities. The 

Rurrex - Gramineae - DNarf Shrubs zone Ford I A cannot with 

certainty be correlated with the base of Inverliever (as is 

sJn.m. in fig. 6.13) but if the argument for diachronous 

Errpetrum establishment within the valley (sect. 6.2B) is 

accepted the basal dwarf shrub zones at Inverliever cannot be 

earlier than zone Ford I A. 
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On fig. 6.13 the Pinus p.a. zones of Inverliever and 

Barachander are considered synchronous. At Inverliever the 

pine peak appears in the Juniperus assemblage zone, at 

Barachander the Rtnnex zone, Which successionally is the 

earlier stage. What is inplied in this correlation is that 

Barachander had only reached the RuIrex phase While Inverliever 

had passed through the Drpetrum/ dwarf shrub expansion, 

suggesting a delay in colonization at the site furthest east. 

Such a profOsal does not invalidate juniper I s regional 

synchroneity: Juniperus is seen to rise at Barachander 

together with Errpetrum, despite the very rapid Sedimentation 

rates noted at Barachander I, so that the tine-interval 

between the Rtnnex and Juniperus phases at Barachander need not 

have been great. 

6.6 THE rolE OF lOCH J:.Cl.mD RE'ADVAOCE ICE IN THE AWE VALLEY. 

This section draws together the various palynological 

and sedimentological argunents developed in this chapter and 

fran the site of Lon Glas (chap. 4). The writer supports the 

view proIX>sed tentatively by Gray and Sutherland (1977), that 

loch Iatond ice extended to Ford at the south-west end of the 

Awe valley. Individual IX'ints to be detailed are by no means 

conclusive, although it is thought that the body of evidence 

is difficult to explain on other glaciological 

reconstructions. 
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A) No Lateglacial lithostratigraphy has been recorded in 

this or in Gray and SUtherland's (1977) study. Given that 

dead-ice is unlikely to have persisted in these basins 

through the Lateglacial interstadial (chap. S.Sc) and the 

assurance that bedrock was struck in all the 

bedrock-floored basins it is felt that the absence of such 

sediments fran basins exceeding 9.0 m. depth, and with 

denonstrably shallCM stream-outlets, is nest reasonably 

explained by ice-occupation of each basin during the loch 

Larond Stadial. 

B) Five of the six sites shCM biostratigraphical records 

dating fran the earliest pJst-glacial. Even accepting 

sane diachroneity in plant colonization, all the sites 

(bar Ford II) had ccmrenced sed.inentation prior to the 

Juniperus expansion, and on other glaciological 

reconstructions, Which \\UUld have the Awe valley outside 

stadia I ice-limits, one is asked to accept this nearly 

synchronous (on the Flandrian tine-scale) onset of 

depJsi tion as coincidental. 

In particular, it is thought that Inverliever I and II 

cx::mrenced sedinentation synchronously (on the nuch 

~er time-scale of the early pJst-glacial), as did 

Barachander I and II, which, it is thought, is difficult 
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to explain on grotmds other than the exposure of bare 

grotmd by glacial retreat. 

C) Despite the failure of the deglacial Chronology 

hyp:>thesis in derronstrating time-transgressive delay in 

plant colonization up-valley (i.e., fran Ford to 

Barachander), the correlations in fig. 6.13 irrply just 

such diachronous biostratigraphical sequences (cf. sect. 

6.5), perhaps controlled by frontal glacial retreat. 

D) The site of Ford II is argued tentatively in sect. 

6.2A to s'hoN delayed sedimentation through dead-ice 

occupying the kettle-hole. Dead-ice 'WOUld be of stadial 

age, giving the age of fornation of the kane terraces. 

lbNever, the evidence is weak, and other rrechanisms, 

e.g., through-drainage of the kane sands in the earliest 

post-glacial, could explain the sedimentological 

evidence. 

E) The site of IDn Glas (chap. 4) has been interpreted 

as the result of pending of a snaIl stream by the grOllth 

of kame terraces in the loch I..cm:>nd Stadial. 

F) It is considered significant that the site of 
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Ford I, which is the closest of the three localities to 

the inferred ice-front, should on the correlation of sites 

(sect. 6.5; fig. 6.13) have the earliest defX)sited 

sediments. 

It is conceded that the correlations of localities 

are based on two unproven features of the diagrams; 

firstly, that the interpretation of the two dwarf-shrub 

peaks at Inverliever (sect. 6.2B) is the correct one, and 

secondly, that the influx of pine fX)llen into the region 

is synchronous between sites. other interpretations of 

the basal Ehpetrum fX)llen asserrblage zones at Inverliever 

would have to confonn with what is kno.vn of the plant I s 

ecology, fX)llen production and colonization strategy. It 

is doubtful whether absolute dating of the Pinus peaks 

would be fX)ssible given the minerogenic nature of the 

sediments, but until such dates are obtained synchroneity 

cannot be proved. 

Although tentative,· the evidence can be considered to 

irrlicate the iIrp)rtance of frontal ice-retreat in the !>Me 

valley in that the three localities appear to have been 

deglaciated at later stages north-eastward. Frontal 

retreat generally exceeds thinning and doNn-wasting at 

glacier tennini. Hillefors (1979) described the node of 
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deglaciation during Main Devensian ice-retreat for the 

west coast of SWeden, topographically very similar to 

the Scottish west coast, (chap. 5. Sf) Where he considered 

that ice thinned on the plateaux and interfluves between 

fjords, and flawed laterally into the valleys. This 

rrechanism would maintain a considerable thickness of ice 

in the Awe valley, praroting frontal retreat over its 20 

km length. 

In caning to the conclusion that, on the 

palynological evidence, Loch Lamond Readvance glaciers 

extended the length of the present Loch PMe, it is seen 

that this runs counter to the gearorphic evidence of 

D. G. Sutherland and P. W. Thorp. 

Firstly, there is no evidence available to 

derronstrate that the rroraine mapped near Barachander 

{sect. 6.2Ci} by D. G. Sutherland is a terminal noraine, 

and it might well be a retreat rroraine, fonned during a 

slight pause by an actively retreating PMe glacier. 

Second, the extrapolation of glacier limits fran 

evidence such as trirnlines (Thorp, 1981) should be 

considered. Extrapolation fram present-day glaciers is 

weakened by the realization that IrCrlern glaciers need not 

be analogues of stadia 1 glaciers, probably differing in 
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rracre- and micro-clinate, ablation and acetmUlation 

characteristics, basal shear stress, bed roughness and bed 

slope. Generalizing the longitudinal profiles is, 

consequently, of uncertain value, and the fitting of 

parabolic profiles to valley glaciers (e.g., Sis sons and 

Sutherland, 1976) rray be incorrect, as Schilling and 

Ibllin (198l) point out that rrolll1tain glaciers with 

bed-slopes exceeding 30 tend to a rrore slab-like profile, 

with little difference in ice thickness between a point 

just above the snout and points same distance up-glacier. 

Similar slab-like profiles can also develop on an 

lll1consolidated bed such as glacial drift (Boulton and 

Jones, 1979). 

Considering trimline evidence further, it is likely 

that sane indicators (outlined in Thorp, 1981) are of 

greater reliability than others. For instance, the lCMest 

altitudinal limit of periglacial lobes and terraces is 

~obably a rrore accurate delimiter of glacial limits than 

the upper limit of thick till or hllIIlIDCky rroraine, Which 

by their node of fornation can be regarded only as mininal 

for the ice Which fomed the drift. M:>st 

trimline-indicators becane less useful belCM 4 - 500 m 

0.0. (Thorp, 1981), particularly in the western highlands, 

and are poorly developed on the resistant, coarse-grained 
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and massive granites such as Ben Cruachan (Thorp, 1981). 

The evidence around the Pass of Brander is affected by all 

these problems. Finally, Thorp (1981) concedes the 

p:>ssibility that "periglaciation may have occurred during 

ice-sheet decay II (p. 52), so that the trirnline evidence 

may not relate to the maximal extent of the ice-sheet or 

valley~lacier. 

In conclusion, the geomorphological reconstructions 

are not without their weaknesses, and it is p:>ssible to 

re-interpret these features to accord more closely with 

the palynological interpretations. These conclusions are 

briefly reconsidered in chapter 8. 
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CHAPrER SEVEN 

POlLEN DEl'ERIORATION STUDIES 

7.1 lNTROJ:){CI'ION 

Mention of deteriorated pollen studies has been made in 

earlier chapters in the interpretation of specific problems. This 

chapter describes the methodological background to the results, 

and considers the causes and sources of deterioration in the Late

glacial and postglacial sediments of the study area. 

7.2 DEFINITIONS 

DEl'ERIORATED POlLEN was defined by Cushing (1964) as 

referring to corroded and degraded pollen (see definitions below). 

In this study the tenn also includes cnmpling and splitting (cf. 

Birks, 1973). 

DEl'ERMINABLE DEl'ERIORATED POLLEN refers to grains able to be 

referred to a taxon (cf. Appendix One). wi thin the dwarf shrubs 

deterioration frequently rendered identification to genus 

irrq:lOssible, and the pollen taxon "Enpetrum/Ericaeae undiff. II 

represents these decomposed tetrad grains. 

INDEl'ERMINABLE DEl'ERIORATED POLLEN are grains rendered 

unassignable to taxon. 

Four categories of deterioration-type were employed in the 

study, referable to both detenninable and indetenninable grains. 
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Their definitions largely follON Birks (1973), rrodified from 

Cushing (1964, 1967). 

CRU1PLED grains are heavily folded, twisted, wrinkled or 

collapsed. No subdivisions were recognized, e.g., "crurcpled and 

exine thinned" (Cushing, 1964, 1967) due to the subjectivity 

involved and the lack of resolution of such characteristics at the 

nonnal counting rragnification of x400. 

SPLIT or BROKEN grains are ruptured, gashed or broken in 

several pieces. 

CORRODED grains shatl pitting or etching on the surface of 

grains, Which closely resanbles "perforation-type corrosion" 

(Andersen, in Havinga, 1964: p.632). 

DOORADED grains have their structural elerrents so altered as 

to be unrecognizable and anorphous. Major features, !X)ri, colpi, 

rerrain distinct but the exine loses all definition: the entire 

grain is affected this way (cf. OJshing, 1964, 1967: Birks and 

Birks, 1980: 'IJ::Me, 1982). Degraded grains were nore camonly 

considered indetenn!nable than other types due to the loss of 

surface sculpture, often crucial in identification. 

WELL-PRESERVED grains show no or only slight deterioration. 
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A further category of indetenninable grains is CONCFAI.MENT, Where 

grains are usually hidden by sedircent. In sandy sedircent 

occasional coarse mineral grains meant that the cover-slip could 

not be positioned close to the slide, and pollen grains could not 

be focussed upon. These were also classed as concealed. 

~ grains are indetenninable, but not deteriorated. 

Such grains were noted for examination, and only rarely after re

inspection or consultation did this category exceed 1% T.L.P. (3-

4 grains per level), and are thus not considered further. No pre

Quaternary microfossils were fotmd. 

7 • 3 THE APProACH 'ro THE ANALYSES 

No hierarchical scheme of recording deteriorated pollen was 

adopted, in contrast to other workers (Cushing, 1967; Birks, 1973; 

Lowe, 1982). These authors regarded certain deterioration-types 

of nore significance than others, such that, for instance, a 

corroded and crurrpled grain would be recorded as corroded. The 

assurrptions of relative i.rrq;ortance this approach nakes are, 

perhaps, unwarranted in the absence of research on the causes of 

deterioration and in the distortion of the proportions of 

Characteristic deterioration in differing sediments and sites, 

Which can result in a quite rrarked loss of infonnation. 
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Alternative approaches have nrultiplied the number of 

categories to include most permutations of deterioration-type 

canbinations. Delcourt and Delcourt (1980), for instance, have 23 

deterioration classes in a non-hierarchical scheme. Although 

infonnation loss is minimized, When applied to all terrestrial 

JX>llen grains (the Delcourts included only indetenninable grains) 

it would be laborious and time-consuming. Multiplying 

deterioration categories reduces the number of grains per 

category, and nrust hinder any statistical examination of trends in 

preservation. 

This study enploys only the categories defined above, grains 

being assigned on the daninant fonn of decay, as this reflects 

accurately the relative importance of all deterioration types. 

Only grains within the pollen sum (T.L.P.) were assessed, 

although in inportant spores and aquatics a note was made of 

deterioration tendencies (cf. chap.4.4). In addition, Juniperus 

was not described because in pollen identification reference is 

camonly made to its characteristic splitting (e.g., MJore and 

\,lebb, 1978, plate 4d), and this is often the most recognizable 

feature. Bias tc:Ma.rds splitting could therefore be expected. 

This approach is not unique, as both Birks (1973) and CUshing 

(1967) are selective in the taxa used in their analyses. 
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Table 2.4 clarifies the basis for calculation of the 

deterioration curves presented at the right hand side of the 

rollen diagrams in chapters 3 - 6. Diagrams in this chapter are 

explained belOll. In the analyses the sum of T.L.P. includes 

Juniperus for direct carparison with the pollen diagrams. 

7 • 4 THE VAll.JE OF DETERIORATED POLLEN S'IUDIES 

Researchers apply the results of deterioration stUdies in two 

principal ways; (a) as a check on the reliability of pollen 

spectra and diagrams, and (b) as an additional tool in the 

understanding of the sedimentological history of a pollen site. 

(a) The first use is nore conventional, and is based on the 

assumption that the fewer deteriorated grains (principally 

indetenninable) in a pollen spectrum the nore likely will 

irxUvidual pollen percentages reflect the relative 

proportions of pollen defOsited in the sediment. Totals of 

indetenninable pollen are presented with each pollen diagram 

(chaps. 3 - 6), where it can be seen that at five of the ten 

sites investigated levels of indeterminable pollen were less 

thap 5% T. L. P. (+ indetenninable grains). At the rerrainder 

values were still relatively small; (averages of all levels 

at each site): 
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SITE (aJAPrER) 

PULPIT HILL (3) 

I.OOI BARNI11ASGAN (3) 

WN GIAS (4) 

INVERLIEVER I (6 ) 

INVERLIEVER II (6) 

PERCENTAGE T.L.P. 

AND INDEI'ERMINAl3LE 

GRAINS 

AVERAGE MAXIMUM 

9 

7 

6 

7 

10 

19 

29 

22 

20 

20 

and at none of the sites is pollen preservation so poor as to 

question the palaeoecological interpretations. The 

deterioration categories at the sites listed above will be 

dealt with in a later section (sect. 7. 7b). 

A slightly different but related problem in the 

interpretation of pollen diagrams is the recognition that 

losses of pollen to the indeterminable category influence the 

relative proportions of determinable taxa. Specific problems 

of this kind were encountered in this study at Na Lana Min 

(chap.4) Where the fluctuating representations of Dryopteris 

and Pol}'IX)diaceae undiff. were explained by deterioration, 

possibly microbial attack, of the outer coat of the exines of 

Dryopteris grains during storage. This is thought to have 
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resulted in the total loss of this perine and the subsequent 

reserriblance of these grains to Polypodiaceae. In chap.6 the 

possibilities were discussed that Pinus percentages at 

Barachander I (sect.6.2c) were inflated due to the splitting 

of grains under the cover-slip. 'lliese exanples are to an 

extent special cases induced by artificial conditions, but 

are nonetheless problematic. 

(b) 'llie palaeoenvironmental histories of particular basins 

have been enlightened by deterioration studies, such as 

inferring pollen re-deposition (Cushing, 1964; Birks, 1970) 

or Flandrian fluctuations in water tables (Lowe, 1982; 

Delcourt and Delcourt, 1980). In this study the 

deterioration counts have been used to suggest several phases 

of inwashing of material in the lDch larond Stadia 1 at Pulpit 

Hill (chap. 3), and were of particular value in shc:Ming the 

continued inwashing when lithological evidence was absent! __ 

'lliese results remain in many ways the nest valuable and 

constructive uses of deterioration analyses, yet the number 

of such studies has been surprisingly few since Cushing IS 

(1964) initial work. 'lliis is in part, no doubt, due to the 

fact that interpretations are far fran straightforward, and 

considerable problems need to be overccme before 
, 

interpretations beeame nere than speculative. 
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7.5 PROBLEMS OF INl'ERPRE'I'ATION 

(A) Subjectivity 

Not all taxa suffer deterioration to the same degree, 

not all taxa are susceptible to all types of deterioration, 

and the same taxon may respond to one form of deterioration 

with varying intensities in different sedimentary 

enviromnents. This point is enlarged upon be lew , but for a 

valid comparison of deterioration intensity the definitions 

of deterioration types (sect.7.2) \\Ould have to change for 

each taxon, such that What \\Ould pass as, for exanple, 

crurrpled in a resistant grain \\Ould not be thus described in 

more susceptible taxa. 

In fact, this is What with experience the analyst learns 

to do, and this elerent of subjectivity is essential. This 

flexibility has its weaknesses, hewever. It was suspected 

during counting, though could not be denonstrated, that the 

definition of, principally, mechanical deterioration 

(crurrpling and splitting), tended to change as each new grain 

of a taxon was encountered. The definition becanes 

determined by a comparison with grains previoosly counted. 

This inperceptible change is of most inportance in taxa with 

large mmibers of grains, though it is Ul'lknavn whether this 
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leads to under- or over-est:iJnations of damage. 

(B) Differential Susceptibility 

Experimental results have shown that taxa are 

susceptible to corrosion and degradation in varying degrees 

of intensity. No data are available for rrechanical 

deterioration. 

(l)RROSION 

Table 7.1 lists the results of several experiments 

(Havinga, 1964, 1967) and observations (Havinga, 1964; 
, 

Andersen, 1967) on corrosion susceptibility (co1tm1nS 1 - 5, 

Table 7.2). It can be seen that all such lists shaN a degree 

of agreement, particularly at the opposing ends of the order 

of susceptibility, While the relative order can be nodified 

according to the sediment-type (co1tm1nS 4 - 5). 

DroRADA.TION 

Uncertainties exist over the type of deterioration same 

researchers investigated. E1sik (1966), £Or instance, 

described "biological degradation" (p.515) but it is clear 

fran microphotograhs illustrating his paper that the 
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TABLE 7.1 

DIFFERENTIAL SUSCEPTIBILITIES TO (AI CORROSION AND (B)DEGR A DATION (modified from Konigsson, 1969) 

(A) (B) 
1 2 3 _4 5 6 7 

HAVINGA (1964) HAVINGA (1964) ANDERSEN (1967) HAVINGA (1967) HAVINGA (1967) SANGSTER AND DALE (1964) SANGSTER AND DALE (1964) KEY 
, L ycofJodlum Lycopodium clavatum Lycopodium clavatu.m LycopqdlUm clavatum 

I 1 
Polypod/Um vulgare Polypodium vulgare Polyp odium vulgare . Susceptibilities; derived Irom 

hieralllfe I 

ConIfers Pinus sylvestris Juniperus communis Juniperus communis Pmus I 

2 
T,I,a 

1---
Tilia spp. Taxus baccata Taxus baccata Ulmus Oxidation susceptIbility. 

, 

experimental le,,,II, i 
~ .. --.-
Corylus Alnus. Corylus Quercus Quercus robur Quercus rabur Quercus -3 
Alnus. Betula Betula Sallxspp. Salix spp. C orylus avelfana Pillu.s Corrosion in I1ln~s hltflltlS 11HllpI1 
1---- .- --_.-_. ..- ._-----

Z ~flrr'fa 

Carpmus belulus Fraxinus excelsior Fraxinus excelsior Betula Ulmus n 
f----. :JJ 

m 4 » 
Fagus Populus. Ulmus. QuerCU5 Populussp. Populus sp. en Perforation-type Corro"on "' 

f--"-----.- Z river-day soil after 20 months 
G) 

QuercrJs Fagus. Fraxinu:::. Acer pseudo·platanus Pinus sylvestris Corylus avelfana en 
~5 

Acer pseudo-platanus Pinus sylvest"!; Acer pseudo·platanus Quercus n as(4); leaf mould 
m . ." 

Salix spp. Betula Tilla sp. Betula verrucosa Fraxinus Betula 
-l 

6 ro 
r Degradation 10 peat up 10 

Tilia Betula verrucosa Fagus silvatica Salix Fraxinus -l 24 month' -< 

Fagus Fagus si/va/fca Carpinus betulus Alnus Salix 7 
as (6). in pond sedIment 

CarplflUS betulus Alnus glutinosa Acer Alnus 

selected laxa 

Ulmus carpimfolia Tilia sp. 

Alnus Alnus glutinosa Ulmus carpinitolla Acer 

Corylus Corvlus avelfana Corylus avellana Populus Populus 



deterioration resembled perforation-type corrosion. Brooks 

and Elsik (1974) described the chemical oxidation of spores, 

and here the definitions are nore confusing. Fran ccmnents 

in this paper, e. g., "The exine wall material seems to be 

evenly rerroved" (p. 85 ) , "anorphous cltmps of spore material" 

(p.87) and "general dissolution of the muri" (p.87) it 

appears very likely that degradation was being described, 

while the "pitting" they observed, although described as 

degradation, may be again perforation-type corrosion. 

Sangster and Dale (1961) errployed the tenn 

"deCCllpOsition" which is re-defined in 1964 as "faulty" 

grains which shONed "any visible breakdoNn of either (or 

both) the cell contents and the exine" (1961: p.37). They 

seem not to observe corrosion as defined by Cushing (1964) or 

used in this study. Table 7.1 (columns 6 - 7), therefore, 

lists Sangster and Dale I s (1964, Table IV) order of 

increasing susceptibility to, it is assumed, degradation 

sensu stricto, and it can be seen that quite marked 

differences occur between the susceptibilities of same genera 

to corrcx1e or degrade. Nevertheless, differential 

susceptibility is still a major problem, and needs to be 

considered in the interpretation of pollen diagrams and the 

estimation of deterioration intensity. 
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(C) Sources of Deterioration 

For all forms of deterioration there are three principal 

periods in Which they can develop. These can be defined 

thus: 

i syn-depositional or peneconterrporaneous -

this is the period from pollen production to final 

burial within the sediIrent of a basin. Processes 

include all fonns of pollen transport (Tauber, 1965: 

Peck, 1973: Bonny, 1976), residence on or within a soil 

prior to incorporation into sediment, including 

secondarily derived pollen, and includes processes of 

resuspension and re-deposition (Davis and Brubaker, 

1973). Such mechanisms re-expose grains to 

contemporaneous processes, Le., occurring during the 

deposition of sediment at the sediment-water interface, 

Whereas final burial isolates grains fran such effects. 

Initial incorporation into peats is included, Where 

fluctuating water tables expose pollen to aerobic 

influence. 

ii post-depositional or diagenetic -

burial, CCJTp3.ction and CClTpression of sediment nay 
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advance deterioration in grains already decayed, e.g., 

Populus (Sangster and Dale, 1961; CUshing, 1964), while 

heat and pressure xray induce new fonns (Brooks and 

Elsik, 1974). Progressive pollen deterioration (Hall, 

1981) is included in this phase (but see belON). 

iii sampling and preparation -

mechanical deterioration xray be praroted during the 

chemical preparation technique; these techniques are 

kno,.m to affect the shape and preservation of grains 

(Faegri, 1971), as is the nounting rredium (Praglowski, 

1970) and the enplacement of cover-slips (CUshing, 1961; 

this study). Storage of cores xray expose the sed.i.Jrent 

to renewed fungal or microbial attack. (this study; 

sect.4.2). 

Pollen deterioration can originate in any or all of these 

phases. Faegri (1971) considered nost decay would care fran 

peneconterrporaneous processes. CUshing (1967) daronstrated with 

Pinus and Picea grains that phase iii is inportant, but was 

undecided as to whether the changes were gradual and continuous, 

or occurred in discrete periods. lDwe and Walker (1977) regarded 

nost deterioration to be penecontenporaneous, fran inwashing due 

to high solifluctia1 rates in the Lateg1acial. lDwe (1982) 
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distinguishes contemporaneous processes, broadly those of phase i 

(aOOve), but would regard enhanced corrosion and physical darrage 

through lONering of water-tables as diagenetic. The difficulties 

of assigning deterioration to particular phases is shown by Lowels 

(1982) discussion of basin-edge collapse and re-deposi tion of 

buried pollen,· which he \\lOUld regard as non- contercp:>raneous. 

Having once been buried, any further change would be diagenetic by 

the present author I s definition, but the carplexity of the 

interpretation is apparent, and it may be that we will never 

isolate deterioration phases in grains which undergo polyphase 

defomation. 

Hall (1981) introduced the concept of "progressive pollen 

deterioration II in arguing for ccntinuous and increasingly intense 

deterioration to the point \'.here "all or nearly all of the grains 

have been destroyed II (p.195). He cites as evidence the aJ;parent 

relation between increasing nt.nnbers of indetenninable grains with 

decreasing pollen concentrations dc1Nn-profile at archaeological 

sites in south-west U.S.A. The tenn might be thought nore valid 

if (a) pollen influx rather than pollen ooncentration declined 

with depth (for several sites Hall has good C14 control, yet 

declines to use pollen influx), thus renoving doubts as to 

sedimentation rates, and (b) the same pattern of increasing 

deterioration with depth could be shONn in determinable taxa also. 

At present the evidence for progressive diagenetic decay is not 
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convincing. 

The best clues as to the origins of deterioration came from 

an understanding of their causes (belCM), though here also the' 

evidence is not clear cut, and is totally lacking for sane 

deterioration types. 

7.6 CAUSES OF POLLEN DFI'ERIORATION 

A) MECHANICAL DFI'ERIORATICN 

Crurrpling and splitting can occur in all phases, and are 

probably not indicative of any particular process. Peck (in 

Birks, 1970, 1973, p.338) observed qualitatively a high 

prop:>rtion of crumpled grains in stream-transp:>rted sediment. 

loNe (1982) suggested that nacrofaunal ingestion nay increase 

breakage. PraglCMski (1970) shCMed heM facets of the 

chemical preparation technique, e.g., viscosity and 

speed of solidification of the errbedding nedium (When 

relevant, i.e., glycerol) and the ease with Which the medium 

can fill a grain and resist inward pressure on the grain from 

the roodium, affect crumpling, while CUshing (1964, 1967) was 

confident in assigning breakage in conifer p:>llen to the 

preparation technique, although crumpling was not thought 

increased. 
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B) D~TION 

Cushing (1964, 1967) and Birks (1970) considered degrad

ation to have a mechanical origin given its association with 

minerogenic sediment and the lack of correlation between 

orders of susceptibility to corrosion and degradation (Table 

7.1). Faegri (1971) also tentatively inferred fran Cushing's 

and Birks' data that burial time nay be an elerrent also. 

Faegri (1971), however, states that one important component 

in diagenesis, high tenperature, has little effect on 

sporopollenin. 

C) CORROSION 

There is general consensus anong \A.Orkers that Havinga 

(1964, 1967) successfully defined the conditions necessary 

for corrosion as, principally, aerobic conditions, with high 

biological acti vi ty in the form of microbes or fungi. Faegri 

(1971) considered that enzymic attack on sporopollenin is not 

significant, but concedes that Havinga' s results strongly 

suggest this biochemical alteration to be vitally important. 

Havinga (1967) suggests that the observed differences in 

intensity of corrosion between different environments is due 

to different types of micro-organisrns. 
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7. 7 RESULTS OF THE ANALYSES 

This section is in three parts. First, several lines of 

evidence will be described Which together represent an evaluation 

of errors induced during sanpling and preparation. The second 

section briefly describes the representation of deterioration 

types of indeterminable grains at the five sites Where the grains 

were present in sane quantity (sect. 7.4). In the final section 

the main body of data on determinable grains is analysed and 

discussed. 

A) ERRORS INOOCED OORING SAMPLING 

A low-viscosity non-solidifying embedding medium 

(silicone oil: cf. Andersen, 1960) was used, an auto-stirrer 

was preferred to glass rods (although carparison of a few 

slides at Pulpit Hill One shaNed no difference in 

preservation between these techniques), and following 

Praglowski I s (1970) and Faegri I s (1971) suggestions that 

certain chemical treatnents enhance decay, all sanples were 

treated unifonnly (chap. 2.4). 

(1) Ailanthus Deterioration 

During routine pollen concentration oounting at 
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Pulpit Hill Two and Loch Barnluasgan (chap. 3) a tally 

was kept of deterioration trends in the introduced 

Ailanthus elegantissirra IX'llen. 

Counts of 100 Ailanthus grains before incorporation 

into sediment resulted in a total deterioration level of 

48%, of which 14% was crurrpled and 34% was split. 

(Table 2.1). 

Following preparation, percentages of 

well-preserved Ailanthus grains and deterioration-types 

were as follows: 

no of WELL-

SITE spectra PRESERVED CRUMPLED SPLIT 

PULPIT HILL TWO 28 79.6+/-3.4 5.0+/-1.8 15.4+/-2.3 

LOCH BARNLUASGAN 20 87.0+/-5.1 3.6+/-1.6 9.4+/-3.7 

Only one grain (Loch Barnluasgan: 766 em ) was 

corroded. 

The better preservation at Loch Barnluasgan is 

borne out py determinable deteriorated IX'llen analyses 

(sect. 7. 7C). Increased deterioration cannot be 

derronstrated on this basis, (but see below). Fig. 7.1 
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shows that for LoCh Barnluasgan deterioration bears 

little relation to sediment type, and this uniformity is 

to be expected if derived fran either the initial stock 

or fran enhanced deterioration through the preparation 

teclmique. The results fran Pulpit Hill 'l\vo 

surprisingly show same relation between deterioration 

intensity and sedizrent type (fig. 7.1), particularly in 

low values for cI1.llIpling in interstadial gytt ja (605 -

619 an) and, less clearly, high values of split grains 

in clays between 640 - 630 an and 626 - 622 an. 

It may be that deterioration is increased during 

preparation, not only by stirring alone but also by 

abrasion and physical wear in minerogenic sediIrents. 

Ailanthus, with its thick exine (avge. thickness = 1.6 

~m (n = 30) should be regarded as resistant to 

mechanical damage, and other subfossil grains may be 

more susceptible to this process. 

(2) Pinus Deterioration 

During counting many Pinus grains were seen to be 

broken in "bNo, and the high frequency with which both 

parts could be seen in the same field of view at x 400 

led to the realization that cover-slip pressure 
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Fig. 7.1 AILANTHUS, Deterioration Patterns 
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had ruptured these grains. In these cases both parts 

had to be counted as separate grains to maintain 

consistency with broken grains where this relationship 

was not apparent. 

In section 7. 7C evidence is presented which 

suggests that any syn- or post-depositianal 

deterioration is so accentuated during preparation as to 

obscure any trends related to, for instance, lithology, 

and confirms Cushing's (1964, 1967) suggestion that 

conifer pollen does not reflect environmentally imposed 

deterioration trends. 

(3) Other Observations 

i/ A case is made in section 7.7C that at many sites 

Cyperaceae pollen, and less frequently Gramineae, 

reflect the overriding influence of the preparation 

technique. 

ii/ The probable deterioration, biological, chemical or 

physical, of Dryopteris grains during six nonths cold 

storage has already been discussed (chap. 3). 

iii/ Probable increases in corrosion following the 

preparation technique have been observed, notably at 

Pulpit Hill One at 762 em depth. Here tv.o slides were 
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required to reach the pollen sum (300 T.L.P.), but 

corrosion in this spectrum (5%T.L.P.) was derived alnost 

exclusively fran only one slide, the second, prepared 

sane time after the first. Oxidation may have occurred 

by either an inadequate application of cover- slip 

sealant (nail-varnish) allCMing seepage of air under the 

cover-slip (although corrosion was not noticeably higher 

tONards the edge of the slide), or fran partial drying 

out of the semple wi thin stoppered sarrple tubes between 

slide preparations. 

B) INDF:.I'ERMINABLE GRAINS 

(1) Deterioration Categories 

Fig. 7.2 combines the results of counts of 

indeterminable deteriorated grains for the five sites 

mentioned in sect. 7.4, breaking the totals dONn to 

separate deterioration-types:-

Mechanical Deterioration - the diagrams ShCM that, as 

with detenninable deteriorated grains (sect. 7. 7C), the 

highest anounts are broadly associated with minerogenic 

sediment. 

Corrosion - in most cases indeterminable and determin

able grains agree in their increased representation in 
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Fig. 7.2 Indeterminable 

deteriorated grains 
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organic sediment. 

Degradation - at all sites these grains are more cammon 

in these diagrams than in determinable deteriorated 

diagrams, the principal reason being the carplete loss 

of identifiable elements on grains thus deteriorated. 

With the exception of Pulpit Hill One (fig. 7. 2A) where 

no clear pattern is apparent, the diagrams shOll the 

clear association of degraded grains and rninerogenic 

sediment. 

Concealment - this category is detennined by the success 

of the preparation teclmique (Cushing, 1967), but only 

at Inverliever I (fig. 7.2D) is there the expected 

correlation with lithology, the highest numbers of 

concealed grains being found in gyttja and coarse 

minerogenic sediments, both lithologies having separate 

problems in preparation; abundant coarse organic matter 

not destroyed during acetolysis in the foncer, and the 

persistence of silt grains after HE' acid treatment in 

the latter.· 

(2) Differential Recognition 

It is knc::Mn that the indetenninable category does 

not receive pollen fran the determinable category in any 

order of susceptibility to deterioration. Whether a 
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deteriorated grain can be determined to taxon or not 

depends much nore on the clarity of diagnostic features. 

Thus, highly deteriorated Pinus grains can be recognized 

as such in nearly every instance, while other grains, 

notably in this study, small trizonocolpate grains, 

could not be keyed to species or genus even though 

camonly only slightly distorted. 

C) DETERMINABLE GRAINS 

(1) Introduction 

For each pollen site a deteriorated pollen diagram 

has been constructed for detenninable grains (figures 

7.3 - 7.12). With a number of early postglacial sites 

(chap. 6; figures 7.8 - 12) deterioration trends and 

intensities could be carpared. For this reason the 

ananalous pollen diagram fran Ford II (chap. 6) was not 

included for deteriorated analysis, and the discussions 

. will include only the postglacial sequences at Na Lona 

Min (above 224 an; fig.7.6) and Lon Glas (above 912 em, 

fig. 7.7) 

For each site a SU1MARY DIAGRAM sl1c:Ming the 

relative proportions of well-preserved to deteriorated 
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grains, and the proportions of deterioration-types, is 

presented. 

The principal innovation is the use of 

DETERIORATION RATIO DIAGRAMS for T.L.P. and major taxa. 

The taxa chosen are strongly represented at nearly all 

sites, and in various COT'binations account for the 

overWhelming majority of all determinable deteriorated 

grains. These are Betula, Pinus, Corylus, Salix, 

Gramineae and Cyperaceae, plus Rumex and canbined counts 

of Errpetrum and Ericaceae undiff., excluding the 

deteriorated dwarf shrub category, Eirpetrum/Ericaceae, 

dealt with separately (fig. 7.5 and text). Where one or 

nore of these taxa are insignificant carponents of the 

rollen diagrams (i.e., .c::. 5% T.L.P.) they are excluded. 

A deterioration ratio (D.R.) for T.L.P. and each 

taxon is calculated for every level Where grains are 

recorded, and is sinply: 

grains per taxon = d.r. 

deteriorated grains per taxon 

As a guide, a ratio of 1.0 rooans all grains were 
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deteriorated, and a ratio of 2.0 indicates that half the 

grains were altered. The validity of a ratio increases 

with the nlli1IDer of grains used in calculation, and a 

weakness of any measure of this kind is the undue 

errphasis (either very high or very ICM d. r. 's) ShONn in 

spectra of lCM representation, hence the depiction of 

grains per taxon against each d. r. on the diagrams. 

Given that the taxa illustrated contribute most to 

total deterioration, same degree of auto-oorrelation can 

be expected between T.L.P and major taxa, but in the 

irrpersistent nature of individual pollen curves through 

the Lateglacial and early post-glacial it can be ShONn 

(sect. 7.8) that no one taxon influences the 

deterioration intensity of T.L.P. throughout a profile. 

All d.r. 's for each taxon (including T.L.P.) 

registering sane deterioration (i.e., eXCluding spectra 

shcMing d. r. 's of 0) are canbined to produce a mean 

deterioration ratio (x d.r.) at a site, against which 

individual spectra are plotted, errphasizing trends to 

increasing deterioration (<' x d.r.) or better 

preservation (> x d.r.). By necessity this calculation 

will include anaralous d.r. IS, but this cannot be 

avoided if an estimate of deterioration intensity for 

the entire profile is to be gained: Selection of 
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spectra with only large mmibers of grains VJOuld 

naturally bias the result and mean toNards the sediment

type or deterioration-type typical of that taxon's peak 

representation. Fbr the majority of deterioration ratio 

diagrams trial recalculation of the mean excluding 

ancinalous spectra had very little effect. 

The mean deterioration ratios are measures of total 

deterioration susceptibility. These are listed in Table 

7.2 where each taxon is ranked in order of decreasing 

susceptibility. An overall mean fran all sites for each 

taxon is also calculated. Fig. 7.13 shoNs the variation 

around each x d.r. These results are discussed fully 

belaN. 

The important deterioration categories for each 

rrajor taxon are illustrated by "sawtooth" diagrams. 

Each one follaNS a conventional pattern (figs. 7.3 -

7.12) • 

(2) Results fran Individual Sites 

(A) PULPIT HILL ONE (fig.7.3) 

Despite the "catplacency" of the deterioration 
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record (chap. 3) the T.L.P deterioration ratio diagram 

clearly shows a pattern of > x deterioration below 

640 an, a transition phase of spectra fluctuating around 

the mean, and subsequently above 620 an, close to the 

appearance of fen-peat at 625 an, rrarkedly better 

preservation. No similar improvement in preservation is 

seen in the interstadial gyttja. The pattern here 

reflects a general decrease in all deterioration-types. 

Mechanical deterioration dominates the summary 

diagram, with major contributors being Gramineae, Cyper

aceae and RLnnex below 620 an, with rising Betula values. 

Crumpling generally exceeds b~eakage, except in 

Cyperaceae. Like Pinus, sedge d. r. I s show no trend 

resembling that for T.L.P., and the very low x d.r. 

(2.0) and small standard deviations suggest that the 

preparation teChnique may have obscured palaeoenviron

mental trends. 

Salix and dwarf shrubs contribute little to total 

deterioration due to low representation and resistance 

to deterioration (high d.r.'s): however, the high d.r.'s 

reflect the low p:>llen counts, and little reliability 

can be placed on these taxq. at this site. The same lack 
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of pattern affects Betula, despite higher mmibers of 

grains, and the erratic spectra continue When the plant 

is thought to have been growing around the site. With 

low numbers of pollen small fluctuations can produce 

pronounced swings in deterioration intensity, but the 

sane feature above 620 ern is not clearly explicable. 

Corrosion is not significant in the sunmary 

diagram: Betula, and less frequently, Gramineae, 

contribute all such grains below 620 an. The limited 

expansion above 580 an is not related to any change in 

lithology, but to the expansion of Corylus. Degradation 

is derived dcrninantly fran indetenninable grains (sect. 

7. 7B). 

The change to better preservation appears not to be 

detennined by a decline in percentages of one or rrore 

susceptible taxa, as grasses renain well-represented 

While total deterioration declines, and this may be of 

environmental significance. Reduced mechanical 

deterioration may be seen as the result of lessened 

abrasion in organic sediment, and may indicate a 

diagenetic origin for part of the high totals in 

minerogenic sediIrent (see discussion: sect. 7.8). 
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(B) PULPIT HILL n~ (fig.7.4) 

Several features show a close oomparison with 

Pulpit Hill One, as would be expected fran the sarre 

basin. Catparable features include unifonni ty of 

deterioration, IaN representation of corrosion and a 

similar trend from, firstly, mean T.L.P. deterioration 

to improving preservation in the early post-glacial. 

The T.L.P. deterioration ratio diagram fran P. H.One has 

been recalculated using spectra belaN 620 an for direct 

oomparison with P. H.Two, and both diagrams are closely 

similar. The basal 20 em shaNS a very close correlation 

with sediment-type, with reduced preservation in the 

clays. Also at P. H. Two the trend to greater 

deterioration (belOli 2.0) in the interstadial ccmnences 

above the point at Which a climatic deterioration is 

interpreted from the pollen diagram (local p.a.z. B/C 

boundary: chap. 3.2 vii). This is not the case at P. H. 

One hCMever. If, as claimed at P. H.One, organic 

sediment \tJOuld not lead to high rrechanical danage in 

diagenesis, the increasing arrounts of crurrpling are 

likely to be syn-depositional, and may reflect continued 

inwashing through the interstadial. This is alnost 

certainly too sirnplistic an interpretation, but the 

trend to increasing d. r. • s occurs in local pollen zones 
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aOOve the loch Lcm:>nd Stadial at both pollen sites, 

although deterioration intensity is not greater in these 

clays. 

Degradation is insignificant at P H TWo in contrast 

to PHOne. Later (sect. 7.BB) it will be suggested 

that this largely reflects the analyst's inexperience in 

over-assessing its role at PHOne. The major contrast 

in T.L.P x d.r., 3.3 at PHOne, 2.3 at PH TWo, may be 

explained this way, and it is plausible to suggest that 

the differing estimations of deterioration are a result 

of an increasing appreciation of treehanical breakdown 

characteristics. 

Individual taxa relate closely to PHone. Betula, 

generally better-represented at P H TWo is 

correspondingly nore consistent above 620 an, and is 

strongly deteriorated through crurrpling in the late 

interstadial and stadial. One puzzling feature is the 

diachronous trend of taxa to (i d. r. 's in the 

interstadial, with Rumex at 622 em, Betula at 606 em, 

and Grarnineae at 601 em. It is this aCCUIm.llation of 

deteriorated pollen that "tips the 'balance" in the 

T.L.P. deterioration ratio, yet whether the origin of 

this increased meChanical deterioration is diagenetic or 
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penecontenporaneous, the rrost highly susceptible taxon 

shCMS a delayed response, which is curious. 

(C) lOCH BARNLUASGAN (fig. 7.5) 

Correlation of major deterioration trends in T.L.P. 

d.r. with lithological changes is very strong, with 

d. r. 's < 2.0 in the stadial clay. While the surnnary 

diagram depicts a pronounced rise in crurrpled grains, 

and the deterioration ratios of Betula, Ericaceae and 

Grarnineae rrdrror the deterioration levels ofT.L.P., 

their pollen contribution is lON, and the majority of 

crurrpled grains are fran Cyperaceae and Pinus. Their 

d.r.'s do not show any major increases in deterioration, 

however. An overall increase in deteriorated pollen 

does not explain the stadial values, therefore, but 

simply an increase in numbers of two highly susceptible 

taxa. A general increase in deterioration does, 

hCMever, seem reasonable in the response of other taxa 

(above) • 

Pinus and Cyperaceae again show no discernible 

trends, and the very restricted range in spectra and low 

x d.r. are again taken to indicate deterioration at the 

preparation stage. Salix and Rumex show total 
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deterioration curves Whidh show little response to 

fluctuations in the pollen curve, so that as the pollen 

representation declines in the interstadial deteriora

tion ratios became lower with the undhanging represent

ation of deteriorated grains. This pattern suggests 

that the deteriorated pollen was not a part of penecon

tenporaneous Salix and Rumex pollen deposition. Syn

depositional deterioration should reflect pollen 

deposition, While post-depositional dhanges should 

promote a reduction in deteriorated pollen in cammon 

with the T.L.P. trend, and it may be that the 

deteriorated grains are inwashed, having their origins 

in the basal local p.a. zone (dhap. 3.3) when both taxa 

are relatively nore abundant. Grass grains 'AOUld also 

be represented, but in the expansion of Gramineae in the 

interstadial would be an insignificant proportion, and 

thus not recognized. 

Improved preservation in the interstadial seems 

general, not specific to a particular taxon, as is the 

case with the post-glacial improvement in preservation 

also, although the top two spectra are daninated by only 

two taxa, Betula and Corylus. SUdh strong links between 

preservation and lithology suggest that diagenetic 

dhanges are paranount in mechanical deterioration. 
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Corrosion, probably peneconterrporaneous in its 

requirement for aerobic conditions, is praninent only in 

Betula and Corylus, and belaN 750 an in single grains of 

grass and, very rarely, of Cyperaceae and RLnrex. 

Degraded grains are found in these sarre taxa, and in the 

sarre proportions, being nruch rrore ccmron in birch and 

hazel grains. 

(D) NA I.ONA MIN (fig.7.6) 

The trend fram poor to good preservation (T.L.P. 

d.r.) accords well with the sediIrentological change fran 

rninerogenic to organic sediment, but a sharp reversal of 

this trend occurs at 165 an Where corrosion becares very 

pronounced, and for one spectrum approaches 65% T.L.P. 

Between 225 and 165 an the improving preservation 

is related to declining mechanical deterioration, but it 

is clear that this trend is detennined by declining 

percentages of Grarnineae and Cyperaceae, and as at lDch 

Bamluasgan, the surmary diagram is misleading in its 

suggestion of increasingly well preserved spectra. 

Cyperaceae are predaninantly <. x values (even follaNing 

recalculation excluding levels 180, 176, 172 an), While 
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Fig. 7 . 6 Determinable deterioratedl grains: NA LONA MIN 
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Gramineae ShCM no trend, have a very restricted spectral 

range around a nean which is lCMer than the sedges (only 

one of two sites Where this occurs; table 7.3). Whether 

at this site grass pollen has been affected by the 

preparation technique is unknONn •. 

Betula and Cbrylus interestingly sheM no clear 

trends until it is inferred the genera were grCMing 

within the catchrrent. This is unlikely to be the result 

of lCM pollen totals as even When of regional origin 

Betula pollen is well-represented (Cbrylus narkedly less 

so) • It is suggested that this erratic pattern 

indicates the complex pathways of deposition of these 

long-range types (cf. Konigsson, 1969). 

The T.L.P. d.r. 's shCM no auto-correlation with any 

major taxon, but shOll that the sum response belCM 165 

em is to inproving preservation. Above 165 an the 

T .L. P. values becane nore dependent on Betula and 

Cbrylus, and the surmary diagram increasingly reflects 

the influence of a few taxa. The change of T.L.P. 

d.r.'s to increasing deterioration stems fram the rise 

in corrosion. Betula contributes nearly all such grains 

belCM 165 em, and the expansion above 165 an cannot be 
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explained by the sudden appearance of one highly 

susceptible taxon, Corylus being praninent fran 180 an 

onwards. No change in sediment-type is seen, and it is 

uncertain to what this rise in corrosion can be 

attributed • The sediment is essentially an organic nud, 

but frequently peaty, and a lake-rrargin/prograding rrarsh 

is envisaged at this time. Local water tables are seen 

to fluctuate in the overlying lacustrine clay (chap. 4) , 

but whether the increased corrosion is the result of 

laYered water-tables is ur:iknc:Mn. As a rrarsh extends 

into a lake it is cut off fran inwashing fran soil, and 

so re- deposition fran soils or basin-edge collapse is 

not suspected. The further enonrous increases cane 

alnost solely fran Corylus, and here increased run-off 

and terrporary flooding could, perhaps, account for the 

increases. Alternatively, corrosion within river clays 

is noted to be nuch nore pronounced than in peats 

(Havinga, 1967), and the differing degrees of preserva

tion may be expressed here. 

Within the fen-peat above 152 an corrosion becanes 

subordinate to crurrpling once nore. The reason lies, at 

least in part, in the rise of tree genera. Fig. 7. 6a 

shews their contribution, particularly to crurrpling, and 

the carparatively high susceptibility of Alnus, notably 
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Fig. 7.6a Tree Genera: Na Lona Min 
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to corrosion, can be related to Table 7.2. The erratic 

appearance of d. r. I s in fig. 7. 6a is partly detennined by 

occasional ION counts, but perhaps also reflects again 

the processes of deposition operating on long 

distance-transported grains. 

The small peak of degraded grains, Which does not 

correspond in this instance to high corrosion values, is 

related to particularly susceptible taxa, Betula and 

Corylus. 

(E) LON GIAS (fig.7.7) 

A tripartite T.L.P d.r sequence of high - ION -

high deterioration ( as at Na !.Dna Min and for very 

similar reasons ) is here correlated with lithological 

boundaries. Changes in dominant deterioration types 

. ( sumnary diagram ) also do not relate to 

sediment-types, due to the close correspondence of 

deterioration - type to specific taxa, so that they 

alter as the taxa fluctuate in the local and regional 

vegetation. 

The decrease in meChanical deterioration is thus 

due to the decline of heavily deteriorated Gramineae and 

Cyperaceae grains. As has been argued for Pinus, the 

very high deterioration susceptibility of these taxa 

limit their 
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value in determining palaeo-envirorunental trends. Above 

892 em grasses and sedges maintain consistent values, as 

do crumpling ( 25 +/- 4.6 % T.L.P. ) and splitting ( 6 

+/ - 1. 8 % T. L. P. ) , roth detenninable and 

indetenninable ( Fig. 7. 2c ), and perhaps these taxa 

also contribute nost to the indetenninable category. 

Several patterns in deterioration ratio and type 

noted at other sites recur here, for instance, the 

limited range of taxa susceptible to corrosion, 

principally birch, with low frequencies of Grarnineae 

below 860 em, aOOve this corrosion in Corylus accounting 

for between 50 and 60 % of all coryloid grains. 

Likewise, degraded grains only occur with any 

consistency in these three taxa. 

Again the d.rls of Betula behave without any clear 

pattern Where birch is not thought to have been present 

locally ( below 880 em ), although rrore consistency is 

seen in these spectra at this site. These fluctuations 

in birch do not appear dependent on the pollen sum or 

particular deterioration types. 

(F) FORD I ( fig. 7.8 ) 

From consistently poorly preserved T.L.P spectra in 

minerogenic sedirrents there is no I transition I of 

spectra approaching the mean, but instead a sharp break 
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to values equally as high above as those preceding were 

belCM it. 

With the sedges poorly represented, the principal 

contributor to the spectra with high deterioration 

values was Gramineae. The i d.r. for T.L.P is quite high 

at 4.4, and deterioration is not intense. Again there is 

little pattern in the Grarnineae d.r's, but its generally 

higher deterioration ( x = 2.2 ) influences T.L.P 

deterioration until percentages decline. The peakedness 

of the curve for crurrpled grains ( suntrary diagram ) can 

be attributed to Betula, the other major contributor at 

this time, as the genus established itself in the area. 

Degradation is restricted to rninerogenic sediments, 

principally from indeterminable grains, While Betula, 

Gramineae and deteriorated dwarf shrubs contribute 

single grains. 

Wi thin the peat Corylus and Betula determine 

deterioration trends. Remarkable unifonnity in total 

deterioration and type are seen in these taxa and in the 

suntrary diagram, though whether this is due to the 

daninance of these taxa or the unifonnity of the peat 

stratigraphy is \..ll1knoNn. The T. L. P d. r I s are thought 

auto-correlated with Corylus. The scrcewhat inconsistent 

totals for Corylus pollen produces the fluctuating 

pattern of the T.L.P d.r's. Corylus contributes all but 
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an average 1 % T.L.P to the corrosion curve, birch being 

the other na jor contributor, but as a percentage of each 

species, Corylus is only slightly nore susceptible: 

corroded Betula = 3.3 +/ - 2.4 % total Betula 

corroded Corylus = 5.6 +/- 3.3 % total Corylus. 

Corrosion of pollen is not as intense as at Na lDna Min, 

despite clear lithological evidence for sub-aerially 

aCCllIYlllating sedge-peat grCMth. Corrosion in Betula 

appears to respond to this change in sed:i.Ioont, but the 

response of Corylus is difficult to interpret as it 

expands in total at this boundary, and increases in 

corrosion nay be due to the presence of a highly 

susceptible taxon rather than to lithological 

influences. 

(G) INVERLlEVER I ( fig. 7.9 ) 

The relation between T.L.P deterioration ratio and 

sedinent-type is nore rrarked here than at other sites, 

and as at Loch Barnluasgan, superficially suggests a 

strong post - depositional control of deterioration. 

The basal three spectra are ananalous in this 

respect, but are partly influenced by the i.nportance in 

the pollen record ( fig. 6.5 ) of the resistant Salix, 

and partly by peaks of long-distance transported Betula, 
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Which in being derived fran aerial ',PJllen rain' need 

not be subject to peneconterrporaneous deterioration 

through pedological processes. 

Between 918 and 902 em Betula, although still of 

regional rather than local origin, is consistently rrore 

highly deteriorated in contrast to its inconsistent 

patterns elsev.ihere, and with the same trend to higher 

deterioration being seen in other major taxa ( 

e.g. ,Salix, Grarnineae and Rurrex ), ,PJst-de,PJsitiona1 

abrasion and physical damage is likely in the coarse 

sandy silty Clays. The same response is seen in 

indetenninable grains ( fig. 7. 2d ). Further evidence 

seen clearly in the surrmary diagram is the sharp drop in 

crumpled grains at the onset of pure clay de,PJsition at 

907 em. 

Greater preservation above 902 em can also best be 

explained by the limited tendencies of gyttja to abrade 

and crumple. The final revertence to high deterioration 

is due to increases in corrosion. The lithological 

change at this ,PJint may be coincidental as Cory1us 

again expands dramatically at the same depth, and 

corrosion increases may be detennined by this taxon 

rather than by aerobic or sub-aerobic peat grOtJth, 

although increases in Betula corrosion suggest the peat 

developrent to be of sare inportance. The observation 

that at two sites, Ford I and Inverliever I, CoryluS 

percentages expand as the sedizrent changes to peat is of 
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uncertain significance. The ION values for 

indetenninable corroded grains ( fig. 7. 2c, d ) do not 

indicate that differential preservation of Cbrylus is 

being depicted, and this feature nay be coincidental, as 

rrentioned above. 

(H) INVERLJEVER II ( fig. 7.10 ) 

The tripartite sequence seen in the T. L. Pd. r 

diagram is a nON familiar pattern at post-glacial sites. 

In the stnmary diagram the sequence is (i) high but 

declining rrechanical deterioration at the base of the 

diagram, (ii) inproved preservation in the overlying 

gyttjas, and (iii) increasing corrosion, detennined at 

Inverliever II by the susceptible taxa, Betula and 

Cbrylus and not by lithological changes. 

Of interest is the uniformity of deterioration 

intensity between 1106 and 1092 em, seen in 

T.L.P.,Betula, Grarnineae and Cyperaceae, particularly in 

the herbs, Which sllaN a pronounced consistency in the 

relative proportions of deteriorated grains. The 

consistency of deterioration ratios in Betula is 

difficult to interpret, but appears to represent a 

balance betwen declining mechanical deterioration and 

increasing corrosion. The absence of clear trends in 

deterioration in the major herbaceous taxa and in Pinus 
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have been explained as reflecting the influence of 

preparation tec1miques, and this seems likely Where 

sedirrentological changes are marked but d. r I s 

consistent. At this site the same feature may be 

expressing the unifonnity of syn-depositional or 

diagenetic processes in an unchanging sedinent-type. 

Corrosion is evident continuously fran the basal 

spectrum. In linnic sedirrent at a depth of 11 metres it 

is nest unlikely that this reflects non -

conterrp:>raneous alteration. The curve for Gramineae 

shaNs much higher corrosion levels than at other sites, 

as does that for Corylus, the latter approaching the 

high proportions seen at Na !.Dna Min. This pattern 

contrasts strongly with that fran Inverliever I ( 

although Betula I s behaviour appears similar ), even 

though processes of sediIrentation are thought to have 

been virtually identical. In chap. 6.2B it was suggested 

that the sedimentation rate was slONer at Inver liever 

II, Which perhaps inplies a longer residence time on or 

in developing soil-profiles around the basin, rut this 

difference cannot be solely responsible for the 

differences in corrosion. ( see later : sect. 7.8 ). 

One final puzzling feature Which suggests that 

processes of deterioration were not the same between the 

Inverliever sites is the high level of deterioration in 

the normally non-susceptible Salix, While other taxa 
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shaN no increases. Given this it is doubtful if this 

feature is the result of diagenetic mechanisms as 

proposed for Inverliever I. Presumably this increased 

mechanical deterioration is penecontemporaneous, but 

What it signifies is unknown. 

(I) BARACHANDER I ( fig. 7.11 ) 

The prolonged minerogenic sequence containing 

nearly all the peaks of the important early postglacial 

vegetational carponents makes this site particularly 

interesting. 

Corrosion is insignificant, with the curves for 

birch and Gramineae contrasting with those fran 

Inverliever II, although Corylus is strongly represented 

in only two spectra ( excluding contaminant grains ). 

~radation, distinctive in the minerogenic sediments 

belaN 950 an is related to Betula and Corylus, with 

indetenninable grains contributing single grains. 

Corylus at this depth was thought derived through 

contamination fran overlying sediments ( chap. 6.2 ), 

and if so then the degradation rust either have been 

syn- or post-depositional ( in which case its 

association with minerogenic sedirnents need not be 

diagnostic ), or the degradation occurred during the 

chemical preparation, which is thought unlikely. 
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In chap. 6.2c the alternating peaks of Corylus and Rumex 

were thought to be the result of statistical suppression 

of Rumex by contaminant hazel. The deterioration diagram 

supports this interpretation. RuIrex' total deterioration 

is very consistent, though ION, and ShONS no response to 

the percentage peaks, while Corylus peaks shc:J...r a na.jor 

response in all deterioration types, and so the coryloid 

peaks can be seen to be fran actual increases in pollen, 

While the Rumex • troughs' of ION representation are 

statistically induced. 

The change to better preserved spectra at 940 em 

is detennined not by sediIrentological changes but by the 

decline in percentages of Pinus, Which appears highly 

susceptible to nechanical deterioration. Again, however, 

Betula and Gramineae also shc:J...r a general nove tobetter 

preserved grains at this time, suggesting that this 

improvement in preservation is of a general nature. 

(J) BARACHANDER II ( fig. 7.12 ) 

The decline in mechanical deterioration ( summary 

diagram) that produces the gradual change to better 

preservation at 800 em is generated by a general trend 

in all na.jor taxa, and is not clearly seen in any single 

deterioration ratio diagram. Gramineae and cyperaceae 
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decline in percentages, though not in deterioration 

intensity so that their d. r I s do not change. The two 

taxa perhaps shaN the effects of preparation technique 

deterioration. 

High anounts of deteriorated contaminant hazel and 

birch are present belCM 805 em. These genera contribute 

nearly all corroded and degraded grains. When these taxa 

attain percentages high enough to signify local presence 

in the catchment degradation is no longer significant, 

enphasizing the inpJrtance here of rn:iJ1erogenic sediIrent. 

If the ma jori ty of these grains belCM 805 an are 

contaminant the degradation alnost certainly originates 

in the preparation technique. If the interpretation of 

contamination ( chap. 6.2c) is wrong, and long-distance 

transport is responsible the degraded grains may confonn 

to the influences of diagenetic derivation suggested for 

other sites. lJa..lever, there is evidence ( chap. 6.2c ) 

that at least part of the high prOp::>rtion of trees and 

shrubs in these basal spectra is contaminant, \\hich has 

implications for the origins of degradation in pollen. 

Corrosion in these minerogenic limnic sedirrents is 

largely related to birch and hazel, and is assurred to be 

penecontenporaneous. Above 790 em Corylus is a major 

taxon, yet corrosion only reaches 5% T.L.P in sediIrent 

and inferred environrrent of deposition akin to Na lDna 

Min, with that site I s large representation of corroded 

grains. 
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Fig. 7.13 Variation in mean deterioration ratios 
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7.8 DISCUSSICN 

The discussion of these results will concentrate on the 

validity of using the deterioration ratio measure, the order of 

total deterioration susceptibility deduced fran this measure, and 

evidence derived fran the investigations for causative factors in 

the types of deterioration described. 

AI DEI'ERIORATION RATIOS 

The use of a ratio illustrating relative intensities of 

deterioration is new to such analyses. The T.L.P deterioration 

ratio is regarded as successful in detecting significant changes 

in deterioration intensity, particularly where these are difficult 

to discern fran the purely graphic surrmary diagram. In this way 

the strang association of deterioration intensity and lithological 

change has been effectively derronstrated at several sites,while 

equally importantly at other sites these changes have been shown 

to be independent of sediment-type. Although in a few instances ( 

IDch Bamluasgan, Barachander I ) auto-correlatian with one 

particularly daninant taxon was suspected, at the majority of 

sites these phases were seen to be reflected in other taxa also, 

so that a general trend was essentially only emphasized 
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by the daninant taxon. 

The principal reasons for the successful errployment of the 

d.r measure are undoubtedly the consistently high pollen sums at 

each site. Individual taxonanic d.r. IS are weakened by varying 

pollen totals. Although the ratio measure should give equal weight 

to all spectra, so that lON pollen sums should not influence the 

interpretations, a ratio of 10 calculated on a Stml of 100 is of 

considerably nore significance than the same ratio where one grain 

of ten is deteriorated. This weakness unfortunately affects the 

interpretation of nost taxonomic deterioration ratio diagrams. 

Nevertheless, the trends seen in the deterioration ratio 

diagrams have been enployed in an interpretative sense, and seem 

to draw some interesting conclusions. Firstly, conparison of all 

d.r. diagrams for major taxa quickly establishes whether T.L.P 

trends to increased deterioration are general or confined to one 

particular taxon. A general trend suggests that the phase of 

deterioration affected the pollen assemblage as a Whole, and 

indicates a diagenetic origin for the pollen alteration. When 

specific to one taxon it might suggest that the deterioration 

occurred independent of the pollen assemblage in which the 

pollen-type is incoq:orated. 

Secondly, with regard to the three nost highly 

susceptible taxa, Pinus, Gramineae and Cyperaceae, it was proposed 

that the mechanical deterioration suffered by these taxa derives 

fran the chemical preparation procedure. The deterioration 

characteristics of these three taxa, e.g., very lON nean d.rls, 

snall standard 
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deviations very close to and fluctuating around the mean, shaN no 

relationship to T.L.P trends or lithology. It appears that any 

trends inposed on these grains fran syn-deposi tional or diagenetic 

deterioration are obliterated or • overprinted' by increased 

cI1.lItpling and splitting affecting all spectra during pretreatment. 

Thirdly, grains of such taxa as Betula and Corylus which, 

because of their consistent pollen totals were regarded as of long 

-distance origin, eXhibited rather erratic deterioration ratios ( 

not generally induced by IaN pollen sums ), which became a 

discernible pattern only when the taxa were considered to be 

locally graNing. This is thought to be related to. the different 

pathways of incorporation into the sediment of such long-range 

transported grains. These pollen grains can fallon the catclunent 

soils before incorporation, or directly fran aerial pollen • rain • , 

and the fluctuations may smply reflect the differing proportions 

fran each source. 

Considering more closely the results of this analysis, it is 

evident that the demonstration of any trend in deterioration 

depends on the validity of the mean deterioration ratio. It has 

been sl1aNn ( sect. 7. 7c ) that anooalous d. r' s do not distort the 

Irean sufficiently to affect the reliability of the x d.r. The mean 

d.r. is at best a generalized Ireasure, and individual 

deterioration types need to be examined, but the statistic appears 

to have sane validity ( above ), and in the consistency with which 

each taxon lies in a relative order of susceptibility to total 

deterioration ( table 7.2- ). The relative size of each taxon' s x 
d.r. is in 
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TABLE 7.2 

MEAN DETERIORATION RATIOS 
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Fig. 7.14 Correlations between Taxonomic 

x D.R.'s and T.L.P. x D.R.'s 
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accord at nearly all sites, although the actual mean ratio varies 

between sites. 

Fig. 7.13 shONS that the rrajority of x d.rls listed for 

individual taxa ( and T.L.P ) in table 7.2 overlap at one standard 

deviation. The range of means within a taxon can, hoNever, be 

quite large, which must relate to site differences. Figs. 7.15 and 

7.16 represent a preliminary attempt at explaining these 

differences in tenns of site-dependent features, basin-size fig. 

7.l6a ), catchment area ( fig. 7.l6b ) and the prDp)rtion of 

minerogenic sediment in each !X>llen diagram ( fig. 7.15 ). 

Tbtal deterioration tends to increase in minerogenic 

sediment, probably as a result of physical wear and abrasion 

follONing de!X>sition of the grains. The ratio of the thickness of 

minerogenic sediment to total thickness of sediment ( fig. 7.15 ) 

thus beoames an indirect measure of this diagenetic deterioration. 

Yet in the series of graphs ( fig. 7.15 ), plotting x d.rls for 

each rra jor taxon against this sedimentological ratio ( figs. 7.3 -

7.12 ) ffM trends can be detennined. The limited nuni:ler of !X>ints 

restricts the use of descriptive statistics, but Only Pinus shoNs 

an inverse correlation ( visual estirration ) with minerogenic 

sediment. This might be thought to derronstrate the relationship 

between mechanical breakdONn and mineral rratter already proposed 

sect. 7.7c ) but other highly susceptible taxa, Gramineae and 

Cyperaceae, do not shON this correlation, and this series of 

graphs disap!X>intingly fails to explain the variation in x d.rls. 

Catchment area can be regarded, given our understanding of 
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Fig. 7.15 Correlations between x D. R.' sand 
Lithology 
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present-day pollen incorporation ( Peck,1973; Bonny,1976 ) as 

another indirect measure of the inportance in the total population 

of locally derived pollen. It is assumed that penecontenporaneous 

deterioration of these grains through oxidation ( Havinga,1964, 

1967; Sangster and Dale, 1961, 1964 ) and mechanical decay in 

stream- and overland-flCM ( Peck, in Birks, 1970 ) will produce a 

positive correlation between high deterioration and large 

catchment area, nore locally derived grains being transported to 

basins situated in larger catchments. As a corollary, basin size 

can be analyzed, bearing in mind the inportance of this in the 

proportions of local to regional pollen received ( Jacobsen and 

Bradshaw, 1981 ). 

Once again it is afPCrrent that neither catchment area or 

basin size explain the varying nean d.rls. It is not proposed to 

discuss the results in any detail. Basin size appears to be 

significant for Betula, Salix and Rumex, the correlations 

suggesting, surprisingly, that deterioration increases with 

increasing basin-size. It is rot known whether this suggested 

correlation is valid, and it seems difficult to explain this 

pa.ttern in genera which, it has been argued ( chaps. 3,4,6 ) had 

different pollen recruitment Characteristics. 

The absence of correlations, and uncertainties concerning the 

validity of those few considered above, can be explained by 

several reasons' ; (i) the x d.r is, as noted above, a 

generalization of several deterioration types which are of varying 

significance throughout each diagram and in differing sediments, 

(ii) for several taxa their inmigration into the area changes the 

proportions of local to regionally distributed pollen with time, 
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Fig . 7 .16 Correlations between x D.R.'s and (a) Basin Size and (b) Catchment Area 
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• (iii) certain taxa ( Pinus, Gramineae, Cyperaceae ) have 

deterioration ratios independent of any palaeoenvironmental 

pararreter, and (i v) perhaps rrost inportantly, deterioration, 

principally mechanical Which daninates the najority of taxa in 

this study, cannot be easily assigned to a particular phase, and a 

single origin for any deterioration-type nay be the exception 

rather than the rule. 

In conclusion, therefore, the deterioration ratios appear to 

be quite useful in detennining trends in deterioration, and might 

well prove rrore productive When enployed in situations Where 

pollen SUITLS are consistently high, such as in the mid- Flandrian. 

The mean derived fran these ratios is less useful in 

interpretation, but serves as a very useful indicator of 

deterioration susceptibility. 

B/ ORDER OF SUSCEPl'IBILITY 

Total deterioration susceptibility is Jreasured by the mean, 

and in rrost pollen-types in this study this relates directly to 

nechanical deterioration. Each taxon will be considered briefly 

bel"", in order of susceptibility ( table 7.2 ), the rrost 

susceptible first. 

1, 2, 3 

Pinus, Cyperaceae and Gramineae have by far the lCMest means and 

standard deviations ( fig. 7.13 ), and these features, together 
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4 

with their indifference to changing lithologies have led to the 

suggestion that these taxa ITOre than others are prone to 

mechanical deterioration ( crumpling predominantly in the herbs, 

splitting in Pinus) during chemical preparations. Because of 

their high susceptibilities the appearance in s1..IDtIlaIY diagrams of 

declining mechanical deterioration has been linked to percentage 

fluctuations in these taxa, and serious errors of interpretation 

are likely when the deterioration intensity of such taxa is not 

detennined. 

Grass pollens are occasionally corroded, and very 

infrequently so too are sedge grains, but no pine grain was so 

deteriorated. This confonns with experimental results ( table 7.1 

) while the high values for mechanical deterioration in pine 

confinns Cushing's ( 1964, 1967 ) results. 

Rumex grains are alnost exclusively mechanically 

deteriorated, principally through crunpling, and are only very 

infrequently corroded or degraded ( table 7.3 ). en average 33% of 

all grains were crt.Dlpled. This relatively high susceptibility in a 

taxon which is only occasionally abundant tends to induce ITOre 

anana.lous spectra as a result of ION pollen mnnbers than other 

taxa, and this means that Rumex is of only limited significance as 

an indicator of deterioration at the pollen site in general. 
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Betula has a mean ( 3. 5 ) very close to that of Rumex, but is much 

nore infonnative, due to its susceptibility to all types of 

deterioration and its abundance in the counts. Birch grains seem 

to be as easily corroded as cnmpled, while breakage is noticeably 

less inportant, and degradation is nore camon than in other taxa. 

Sediment-type does not consistently determine the anount or style 

of deterioration. 

Errpetrum and Ericaceae have an overall mean of 4.6. Means 

detennined for each rollen taxon at IDch Barnluasgan and 

Inverliever I are too erratic to consider either as nore 

susceptible. A fifth of all grains are deteriorated, predaninantly 

through cnmpling, but at sore sites, IDch Barnluasgan, 

Inverliever I and II and Barachander II this proportion is an 

under-estimate of deterioration due to the high numbers of 

indetenninable tetrad grains. At these sites also a distinctive 

type of crumpling rendered generic determination impossible : this 

resenbled a collapsed balloon with wrinkled exine, as if air had 

been withdrawn fran each sac. At I.och Barnluasgan indetenninable 

grains were of sufficient inportance to depict on fig 7.5. 
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Corylus is not a major contributor at many sites, and because of 

the limited representation rrean d.r. 's are quite variable. It is 

clearly less susceptible to total deterioration than Betula, and 

this is due to its resistance to mechanical deterioration, or its 

occurrence in non-minerogenic sediment. Corylus is noticeably 

rrore susceptible to corrosion than is Betula. 

The variation in deterioration intensity is due to the 

rerrarkably erratic representation of corrosion. Although it is 

consistently recorded in rrost spectra major expansions of corroded 

grains appear independent of sediment-type. For instance, high 

values in fen-peat are recorded at Inverliever I ( fig. 7.9 ) but 

not in similar sediment at Ford I ( fig. 7.8 ). In linnic sediment 

this might sinply reflect the proportion of locally irMashed 

pollen, but in peats where this source is perhaps reduced other 

factors nrust be responsible, prestmably site-dependent, such as 

pH, soil fertility and biological productivity ( cf. Havinga, 1967 

) . 

Salix is the rrost resistant taxon analysed, and no corroded or 

degraded grains were recorded. From table 7.1 ( colunn 2 ) Salix 

appears rrore susceptible to oxidation than either birch or hazel, 

and is generally thought rrore susceptible to corrosion than hazel 

( table II in Havinga, 1964 ), while Sangster and !ale ( 1961, 

1964 ) also regard willow as more susceptible to degradation than 

Corylus or Betula ( table 7.1 : columns 6, 7 ). IbNever, Havinga' s 
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experim:mtal results ( 1967 ) on perforation - type corrosion shoN 

that Salix is markedly less responsive to this deterioration -

type, and this seems confinred by these results. 

Other Taxa 

Broadleaved tree genera were only analysed at Na lDna Min ( 

fig. 7.6a), Where the order of total deterioration 

susceptibility accords with that recognized by Sangster and Dale ( 

1964 ) .Alnus is seen to be nore susceptible to corrosion than 

Ulnus, contrary to Havinga' s ( 1964 ) findings, but little can be 

made of this limited sample. 

Table 7.3 shoNs that the principal control of biochemical 

deterioration ( corrosion, degradation ) in the lesser herbaceous 

taxa is the abundance of the taxon in the pollen counts : genera 

are nore likely to display such traits if they are well 

represented. There seem ff?W other connections between taxa. It was 

noted, haNever, on re-examination of marked grains, particularly 

at Pulpit Hill One, that many sl'laNed heavy staining, notably 

genera with thick exines, Carpositae, Chenopodiaceae, 

Ranunculaceae, Epilobium, Cruciferae and Arrreria, and this 

anorphous and blotchy appearance may acount for the exaggerated 

total of degraded grains at this site, Where the analyst was least 

experienced. This may be a problem at other sites, although the 

consistency with Which degraded grains relate to minerogenic 

sedim:mts suggests that a characteristic and significant pattern 

is being replicated. 
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CAUSES AND SOURCES A RESUME 

It is not possible for the palaeoecologist to provide answers 

to questions concerning the origins of pollen deterioration. 

Further attention to present-day processes is necessary, and all 

that can be done here is to tentatively suggest same conclusions 

deduced fran this study. 

Regarding mechanical deterioration, an order of 

susceptibility, Which for nest taxa represents their response to 

physical processes, has been constructed, and errphasis has been 

placed on the exaggerated appearance of sllI1lllBIY curves When the 

nest susceptible taxa are present in the pollen counts. The 

importance of damage during chemical pretreatment has probably 

been under-estimated in the past, only Cushing ( 1964, 1967 ) 

giving it due attention with regard to Pinus, but the problem may 

be greater than he considered, and it is probable that a nuniber of 

only noderately susceptible grains are also abraded and broken 

during stirring, particularly if the correlation between Pinus x 

d.r. and lithology ( fig. 7.15 ) is valid. Experirrents are 

required to deduce the anount of deterioration induced in this way 

in different taxa and differing sediment-types, and such results 

would be of no little significance. Cover-slip pressure, described 

in Pinus ( sect. 7. 7A (2) ), is thought to be of importance for 

large grains only. 

Consistent trends towards increasing deterioration in several 
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TABLE 7.3 

Lesser Herbaceous Taxa: Corrosion and Degradation 

CORROSION I DEGRADATION 

(number of grains per site) (number of grains per site) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

A. CARYOPHYLLACEAE 1 CARYOPHYLLACEAE 1 1 1 1 PULPIT HilL 1 

A. CHENOPODIACEAE 1 A CHENOPODIACEAE 2 1 1 2 PULPIT Hill 2 

A Compo LlGULIFLORAE 1 A Compo lIGULIFLORAE 2 1 3 LOCH BARNLUASGAN 

A Comp TUBULIFLORAE 1 A. Compo TUBULIFLORAE 2 2 4 NA LONA MIN 

A. ARTEMISIA 1 1 A. ARTEMISIA 8 1 2 1 1 5 LON GLAS 

A. CRUCIFERAE 1 1 A. CRUCIFERAE 2 6 FORO I 

A FlLlPENDULA 9 3 3 A. FILUPENDULA 5 1 7 INVERLIEVER I 

PLANTAGO undiff 4 PLANTAGO undiff 1 1 1 8 INVERlIEVER II 

A. PLANTAGO Maritima 1 1 1 A PLANTAGO Maritima 1 9 BARACHANOER I 
r--

ROSACEAE undiff 1 ROSACEAE undiff 1 1 10 BARACHANOER II 

A. RUMEX A RUMEX 6 1 

A CRATAEGUS-type 1 ARMERIA 1 

SEDUM 1 A EPILOBIUM 1 

GAL/UM 1 

LEGUMINOSAE 1 

A RANCULACEAE 3 

A THAlICTRUM 1 

UMBELLIFERAE 1 
- - -,-.~--- ---- ------ -- -- --- -- - ,-- __ _ i_ ------ -_ .. _---- ----- ------- --_ .... _._--_._- ---------------

A Taxon common (see pol/en diagrams) 



taxa are thought to be indicative of diagenetic change. Annng 

individual taxa the origins of cI1.l1lPled and split grains are 

indecipherable and probably nulti - phase. It nay be this 

conplexity that has led authors to place rrechanical decay belON 

corrosion and degradation in hierarChical clasifications ( 

Cushing, 1964, 1967; Birks, 1970, 1973; Lowe, 1982; Lowe and 

Walker, 1977 ) but it is clearly of very great irrportance. 

Corrosion of grains has in this study consistently been 

interpreted as penecontenporaneous in origin, fran aerobic 

~iological attack Whilst residing on or in cat.chJrent soils, in 

accord with experimental results ( sect. 7.6 ). It is difficult to 

ascertain, haNever, What exactly determines the representation of 

corrosion at sites. The opportunity of examining several pollen 

sites WhiCh rust have underc:Pfle very similar sedimentological, 

pedological, hydroseral and pa.laeoecological changes has clearly 

shown that patterns of bioChemical decay are not at all 

consistent between sites. Although site - dependent Chemical and 

biological factors were proposed in the last section, it is 

difficult to explain Where suCh differences might lie on unifonn 

bedrock. The depths of the sites rules out post-depositional 

corrosion induced by lONered water-tables. This Characteristic is 

problermtic, Where one is dealing often with order of nagnitude 

differences in corrosion between What appear to be virtually 

identical sites. 
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Degradation proved to be difficult both to recognize and 

to interpret. The relationship between this and minerogenic 

sediment is repeated at many sites and inplies a mechanical, 

FOssibly diagenetic origin ( cf. CUshing, 1967: Birks, 1973 ). en 

the other hand degradation in detenninable grains is associated 

strongly with Betula and Corylus, the t\\Q taxa nost susceptible to 

corrosion, and a biochemical or chemical origin \\QuId find SUPFOrt 

fran Sangster and Dale I s ( 1961, 1964 ) and Brooks and Elsik I s ( 

1974 ) experimental \\Qrk. The findings retrain inconclusive, and 

are further carplicated by the FOssibility that degraded grains 

can be produced during the chemical preparation. 
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CHAPrER EIGHI' 

CONCIlJDING a:MMEN'I'S 

8.1 INl'RODUCI'ION 

The results of the research have been presented in the 

preceding chapters. Chap. 3 examined the tv.u Lateglacial pollen 

sites of Pulpit Hill and lDch Barnluasgan, and analysed the 

irrportance of these sites to the vegetational changes in the 

country as a Whole. Palaecx:::linatic inferences were discussed with 

reference to these pollen analyses. The next section of this 

chapter examines these conclusions in conjunction with other 

palaecx:::linatic reconstructions, from Coleopteran studies to marine 

faunal investigations and the glacio-georrorphic reconstructions of 

Sis sons (e.g., Sissons and Sutherland, 1976). 

Chaps. 4 and 6 examined nore specifically the detennination 

of lDch Iarond Readvance ice-limits from pollen-analytical 

investigations. It remains to examine how these conclusions 

accord with What is known of the glacial gearorpoology of the 

region (chap. 1), in section 8.3. 

8. 2 PAJ:.AEX:a..IM.ZTIC ROCONSTRUCl'IONS 

It now seems clear that palynology is quite a poor indicator 

of palaeoterrperature. Coope (1977) has proposed that the concept 

of gradually ameliorating temperature to a mid-interstadial peak 

before declining to low stadial values, rather like a sine curve, 
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Fig. 8.1: Lateglacial Palaeotemperature Estimates 

(a) Coleopteran Evidence 

(modified from Bishop & Coope, 1977: fig.11) 
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is a misoonception, and that changes, particularly the initial 

climatic irrprovernent, was nuch more dranatic, perhaps occurring in 

a feN centuries (Coope and Joachim, 1980). Fig. 8.la reproduces 

the palaeotenperature curve oonstructed by Coope for the nearest 

location to the study area so far examined, fran S.W. Sootland 

(Bishop and Coope, 1977). Several criticisms can be levelled at 

the interpretation of Coleopteran rerrains (lDNe and Gray, 1980), 

and this curve depicts the palaeoterrperature with an accuracy 

unwarranted fran the data: it would probably be more realistic to 

depict such curves with "error bars" such as are portrayed on 

sea-level curves (e.g., fig. 8.3; sect. 8.3), as nany suggested 

palaeotenperatures are not precisely defined. Nevertheless, the 

curve illustrated closely corresponds to curves fran other areas, 

although sate regional differentiation is detected (Coope, 1977). 

Fig. 8.lb is a generalized curve showing Scottish 

sea-terrperatures for a similar time-period as fig. 8.la, taken 

fran Peacock (1981), more quantitative terrperature estimates for 

surface-water (oonsidered more closely comparable to terrestrial 

terrperatures) between 12500 - 12000 B.P. taken fran Peacock 

(1983). The diagram is based on dates adjusted for the narine 

II reservoir " effect (Peacock, 1981). 

Although the patterns elucidated by these independent 

neasures are strikingly similar, there are certain aI'lCItalies which 
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need to be examined. Firstly, the increase in terrperature close 

to 11,000 B.P. (fig. 8.lb: Peacock, 1981), inferred fran three 

sites in western Scotland, is not recorded in Coleopteran studies 

(although here the problen of bulk-sanpling nay obscure snaIl 

stratigraphical oscillations: cf. Caseldine, 1980: !..oNe and Gray, 

1980). The sequence at Garvel Park (Peacock, 1981), ha.vever, has 

no nodern description of faunal assemblages: at Lochgilphead 

(Peacock!:.:!:. al., 1977) the apparent "warming" is not noted in the 

original paper: and at Ardyne (Peacock!:.:!:. ~., 1978) the 

fluctuation is seen principally in benthic forams and not in 

nollusca, Which led Peacock (1983) to suggest that the 

amelioration did not affect water at depth. Peacock (1981) places 

narked enphasis on the boreal foraminiferid Armonia batavus 

(lbiker), but later (1983) suggests its distrihltion and ecology 

are poorly knc::JNn. The significance of this fluctuation remains 

llIlknoNn. With regard to short-lived increases in Juniperus late 

in the interstadial at Loch Bamluasgan and other sites (chap. 

3.3v; 3.5D) a climatic amelioration was not thought necessary to 

explain the pollen records. 

The second feature of the narine terrperature curve is the 

increase in terrperature at close to 10500 B.P. This is recorded 

in only one sequence, in the CraTarty Firth (Peacock~. ~., 

1980) • Examination of the data ShONS that this anelioration, 

Which contrasts with the interpretation of IXJllen analyses 
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(chap. 3), depends solely on the interpretation of contradictory 

lithological and faunal evidence, the horizon itself being undated 

(Peacock .=.!:. ~., 1980). The authors prefer the assigrnnent of the 

problerna.tic Ardullie Beds to the latter part of the Loch larond 

Stadial, but equally they could be of the earliest post-glacial. 

The major difficulty in relating these studies to the pollen 

stratigraphies (chap. 3) is the absence of valid C14 dates for 

these sequences. If, l'lc1Never, the oorrelation with the C14-dated 

sites on Mull (Walker and lDNe, 1982; unpub.) are correct (chap. 

3.4) then the palaeoclimatic changes inferred can be seen (fig. 

8.2) to closely correspond in direction and timing (intensity of 

change cannot realistically be assessed from the pollen analyses) 

with the independently derived curves of fig. 8.1. 

The consistency of the pollen sequences in the south-west 

highlands (inset; fig. 8.2) makes it reasonable to tentatively 

propose a sequence of regional pollen assemblage zones for the 

study area and imnediate vicinity (fig. 8.2). This is based in 

terms of time-scale largely on the important site of Loch 

an t'Suidhe (Walker and lDNe, 1982; unpub.) Which for the present 

nust serve as the standard for the region. 

The peak in interstadial wannth at c. 13000 B.P. is poorly 

seen in pollen diagrams, but appears to relate to the 

Juniperus - Errpetrum regional pollen assemblage zone. The initial 
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colonization phase of the Gramineae - Rumex - Salix regional 

p.a.zone clearly represents an expansion for Which it is difficult 

to discern a climatic control, and this may have been independent 

of climate. 

The climatic deterioration of the Gramineae - (Plantago 

maritima) regional p.a. zone occurs slightly less than 12000 years 

ago. Peacock (1983) points out that faunal evidence for a 

climatic decline at this ti.rre is slight and, at present, 

speculative, but at this date (c. 12000 B.P.) the rate of 

deposition of marine sedi.rrents increases (Peacock, 1981), which is 

suggested to represent renewed climatic harshness increasing 

erosion at this time. The evidence seems clear fram terrestrial 

evidence (Coope, 1977: Craig, 1978), which has led at least one 

worker (Ibbinson, 1977) to speculate on the possible early 

establishrrent in Torridon corries of IDch I.arond Readvance 

glaciers. Sis sons (1979a) has also enbraced the idea of an early 

onset to Readvance/Advance glaciation, suggesting that glaciation 

may have been established in Scotland by 11500 B.P. SUtherland 

(1981) has also proposed that the Main Lateglacial Shoreline, 

believed to have developed through frost action in intense cold 

(Sissons, 1974: Dawson, 1980), commenced formation as early as 

11500 B.P. 

What is unclear is the cause of the climatic deterioration at 
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this time. The Polar Front, generally regarded as the principal 

detennining factor in late Devensian clirratic oscillations in 

western Europe (Ruddiroan and McIntyre, 1973: Ruddiroan~. ~., 

1977: Sissons, 1976, 1979a: loNe and Gray, 1980) is thought to 

have renained north of Iceland until c. 11000 B.P., although as 

many suggested dates are extra,l;X)lated fran presurred linear 

sedimentation rates and lithostratigraphic markers, whiCh are now 

knaNl'l to undergo sanetimes severe distortions through bioturbation 

(Ruddiroan and McIntyre, 1981a), it is unclear to what this and 

other dates are related. In one najor respect the interest shaNl'l 

by workers in the Atlantic Polar Front in recent years is saneWhat 

misleading, in that the noverrent of the Front is itself a response 

to Changes in either atmospheric circulation patterns or in ocean 

terrperatures (Ruddiman and McIntyre, 1981a). It is therefore nore 

appropriate to see Polar Front noverrents as not the fundanental 

causative factor in clinatic Change they are saretimes thought. 

The scale of tenperature fluctuations in this short 3000 year 

period of the lateg1acial is close to those expected between 

glacials and interglacials (Duplessy ~. ~., 1981), and this has 

generated many suggestions as to causes (Manley, 1959, 1971: Lamb, 

1964b: Larch and Woodroffe, 1970; Mercer, 1969; Dental and Karlen, 

1973; Ruddiman and McIntyre, 1981b). The three principal 

approaChes are sunmarized in Table 8.1. 
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TABLE 8.1 

The Principal Theories of Lateglacial Climatic Development 

(after original papers and Ruddiman & Mc Intyre (1981)) 

1 ) 2) 3) 
MELTPRODUCTS RE-ORIENTATION OF EXTERNAL CONTROL 

ATMOSPHERIC FLOW 

MERCER (1969) MANLEY (1971) DENTON AND KARLEN (1973) 

Mechanism Mechanism. Mechanism: 

"sudden great Increa.se In North "eastward displacement of ..... 

Atlantic ice" p.229 .. p.169 
varYing corpuscular emissions from 

the Iceland low 
the sun affect climate. so that high 

solar activity IS equated with warm 

(A) break-up of Arctic ice-shelves due (A) eastward dislocation of Iceland low climate and vice versa 

to warming by both volumetric and to position over North Sea 

temperature increase of warm 

Atlantic water and air temperatures (B) eastward spread of colder Atlantic 

surface waters 

(B) cooling of North Atlantic waters 

(C) ocean temperatures approach those 

(e) southward displacement of of maximum glaclalton 

depression tracks 



Mercer (1969) suggested that clinatic perturbations (Manley, 

1959, 1971) could not explain the "apparent abruptness of the 

cooling" (p. 229): hoNever, the evidence assembled above suggests 

that the initial deterioration need not have been so abrupt or 

sudden. Mercers' theory (Table 8.1), favoured by Ruddiman and 

McIntyre (198la) on deep-sea core evidence, has also gained nuch 

support in recent years fran the postulation of extensive 

ice-shelves in the north Atlantic (Hughes !:!:.. ~., 1977; Denton 

and Hughes, 1981). Mercer's (1969) ideas that the cooling is 

itself brought on by warm Atlantic currents induced northward in 

the mild interstadial nakes it, perhaps, likely that an earlier 

date for ice-shelf break-up could be expected than anticipated by 

Mercer (1969), given the early t:irre (c. 13000 B.P.) for the 

interstadial climatic optimum. 

Manley (1971) noted Lamb's (Lanlb, H.H. and Johnson, A.I.; 

1959, 1961) discussion of the cold intervals 1790 - 1829 and 

1900 - 1939, and described the Lateglacial example as analogous, 

believing the determining factor to be atmospheric in origin. 

HoNever, in a significant but largely overlooked paper I.anib 

(1964b; reprinted 1966), in a discussion of the role of atmosphere 

and ocean in small-scale historical fluctuations and the larger 

problem of ice-sheet developrent, attributed clinatic 

deterioration to the spread of Arctic sea-ice and the resultant 

cooling of northern oceans I in nuch the same way as Mercer was 

later to do. Noting 
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the similarity of effect of these documented historical 

oscillations (in the Little Ice Age North Atlantic sea 

terrperatures (July) were carparable with those of the lateglacial) 

with the major ice ages, Lamb considered that the recurring 

pattern, perhaps reminiscent of Denton and Karlen's (1973) 

cyclicity theory (Table 8.1), "can be attributed to the fact that 

the Atlantic opening between Greenland and Europe was the only 

effective outlet for sea-ice fran the Arctic Ocean" (I..amb, 1964b: 

p. 137), explaining the greater effect of fluctuating climate on 

areas adjacent to the north Atlantic (Iamb, 1964b: Mercer, 1969: 

Watts, 1980). 

Lamb (1964b) predicted the displacement of the Gulf Stream to 

southern Portugal (Ruddinan and McIntyre, 1973), with accarpanying 

soutl'Mard noveroont of major Atlantic depression tracks. As 

accurrulation of SIlCM is greater when precipitation is greatest, 

high-latitude ice-sheets need shc::M no expansion (Lamb, 1964b: 

Boulton et. al., 1982). The problem of precipitation intensity 

and character is a major one when reconstructing I.och I.a:rond 

Stadial ice build-up. There is sane evidence fran palynology 

(chap. 3.SE; fig. 8.2) and Coleopteran studies (Coope, 1977) for 

the stadia! to be nore continental in character, nore extrerre in 

terrperature range (Sissons, 1979b) and nore arid than the nore 

oceanic interstadial (Ruddinan and McIntyre, 1981b). Such a 

climate is not conducive to glacier grOt\1t:h: indeed, Sissons 

(l980b) has explained the lOW' voltnre of ice in the northern 
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Scottish nainland by aridity induced by the southward rrovement of 

the Polar Front. Earlier reconstructions of Polar Front rrovenent 

(Ruddinan =.!:.. ~., 1977) placed its eastward end near S.W. 

Ireland, but recently evidence (DJ.plessy =.!:.. al., 1981) has 

indicated intense cold in the Loch Larond Stadial as far south as 

the Bay of Biscay, which has necessitated a revision of the Front 

southward to northern Portugal (Ruddinan and McIntyre, 1981b). 

This isolates the British Isles several hundred kIn. behind the 

rroisture-bearing depression tracks lying south of the Polar Front, 

and during this period (naninally 11000 - 10000 B.P.; Ruddinan and 

McIntyre, 1981b) Britain nay have behaved much as high-latitude 

regions in terms of precipitation-starvation and restricted 

glacier-grONth. 

Undoubtedly the clinatostratigraphic horizon at c. 11,000 

B.P., marking the onset of the lDch Larond Stadial sensu stricto, 

is of considerable significance, being marked in both terrestrial 

and marine environrrents (fig. 8.1) on sedirrentological, faunal and 

floral evidence (chap. 3). The change fran a probable tundra 

environrrent in the Cyperaceae - herbs regional p.a. zone to the 

aridity of the Artemisia - (01enopodiaceae) zone occurs within the 

stadial, and due to the minerogenic content of the sedinent 

renains undated. It has been argued above that nuch of this 

period was not one of major glacial advance on new infonnation as 

to the location and effects of the rrore southerly extent of the 
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Polar Front, proposed independently on investigations of the node 

and rate of formation of stadial glacial deposits (Hodgson, 1982). 

The principal period of glacial developnent is thought to have 

been in the early stadial (Cyperaceae - herbs zone) and 

late-interstadial (Gramineae - (Plantago naritirra) zone), When 

cold and ~eanic conditions were introduced by southward-iTOving 

depression tracks across the British Isles, in turn induced by the 

ice-shelf break-up. The synoptic condition at this tine would be 

little different from that envisaged as responsible for glacier 

grov.rt:h in the south-east Granpians by Sissons (1979 b; 1980 b). 

The ITOst reasonable interpretation of the clirratic decline at 

11000 B. P. is the southward ITOverrent of the Polar Front, 

follONing the earlier frontal systems. Inherent in this 

suggestion is a certain inertia in the delayed response of the 

Polar Front to the initial ice-shelf collapse, for Which evidence 

is lacking. Ruddinan and McIntyre (198lb) concede that their 

evidence is not sufficiently precise to map transitions between 

stable phases, or the persistence of these phases. 

Irrespective of the period of formation of Readvance glaciers 

clirratic conditions pertaining to their developrent from the \\Ork 

of Sissans (1979b, 1980b) and Sissons and Sutherland (1976) are 

valid, being derived from glaciological constraints. The basic 

pattern of southerly winds being those principally involved in 

snON-accunulation is nON well-known. Tv.o points with reference to 
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the western highlands need to be carmented on. 

Firstly, Sisson S' (1979b) consideration tl1at westerly winds 

were nore camon in the west is sUPfOrted by the fOllen-analytical 

evidence, in the palaeoclirratic interpretations (chap. 3, Sc) for 

the absence of trees and tall shrubs in the late-interstadial. 

Secondly, it was tentatively stated in chap. 3.Se tl1at the 

apparent intensification of aridity on the western seaboard in the 

stadial, seen in the high Artemisia percentages, could be 

reconciled with synchronous glacier development on Mull without 

altering the precipitation intensity of the present-day, but 

merely lONering tenperature. Fran the above discussion of the 

possible revised timing of envirorunental changes, hcJNever, there 

need be no relation between glacier grONth and Artemisia grONth. 

It is interesting to note tl1at Sissons (1979b) considers no 

increased precipitation necessary to explain the large western 

Scottish ice-sheet. Clearer understanding of Polar Front 

fluctuations, glacier build-up and clirratic changes nust await 

nore detailed w::>rk and, nest !np:>rtantly, accurate dating. 

The close comparison of early interstadial and early 

post~lacial vegetational assemblages has long been noted (Watts, 

1977) • Whether the clinatic responses were similar is \.l.I'lknaNn, as 
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the same successions would be expected to recur regardless of 

irrpetus, but the dramatic retreat of the Polar Front to the coast 

of Labrador (Ruddiman and McIntyre, 1981b) might suggest a similar 

train of events to that which follaved the 13000 B.P. retreat to a 

similar position. 

A change of prevailing wind-direction is suggested at 

approximately 9600 B.P. (Juniperus regional p.a. zone) to accOlmt 

for the expansion of juniper and, in particular, the marked 

increase at several sites in Pinus pollen (chap. 4.4; 6.5). This 

feature needs further denonstration before its reality is 

confinood. 

8.3 THE EXTENT OF THE lOCH UM::t:ID RFADVANCE IN WFSI'ERN ARGYLL. 

Pollen sites are limited in the anount of infonnation they 

can convey in this type of study, as each site is but a point 

sarrple. The Awe valley investigation (chaps. 5, 6) was an attenpt 

to partially circumvent this problem, but did not prove entirely 

successful (see belON; section b). Where gearorpoological 

evidence is confusing or absent, pollen sites can be enployed with 

success in weighting the arguments tONards one probable 

alternative. 

The discussion that· follONS is rather intricate and catplex. 

The approach adopted is to examine the sites under investigation, 

fran Pulpit Hill and loch Barnluasgan to the PMe valley and 
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Na !Dna Min, analysing problem:; specific to those areas. General 

p:>ints will be stressed when enCOlUltered initially or exerrplified 

best. Because the evidence is geographically wide-ranging the 

arguments are synthesized in the final section. 

(a) Pulpit Hill and IDch Bamluasgan. 

The oamplete Lateglacial litho- and bio-stratigraphies 

at these sites makes it apparent that IDch Iarond Readvance 

glaciers failed to encroach into their basins (D:>nner, 1957; 

Sissons ~. !:!., 1973). This is not unexpected for IDch 

Barnluasgan, which like Drimnagall (Rymer, 1974, 1977) is not 

directly related to the uncertainties expressed in chap. 1 

(fig. 1. 2) regarding Readvance extent. 

The confinuation of D:>nner's (1957) unproven Lateglacial 

stratigraphy at Pulpit Hill,although unsuccessfully C14 

dated, places a restriction on the p:>ssible extent of the 

IDch Etive glacier. In chap. 1.5 it was concluded that nest 

\\Orkers (e.g., Peacock, 1971) do not consider the outwash 

spreads in several valleys in western Scotland (fig. 1. 3) as 

representing a tenninal feature: Pulpit Hill shoNs that in 

the case of loch Eti ve the glacier could not have extended 

far off-shore, perhaps not nere than 2 kIn, if it were to 

maintain a lobate fonn camonly depicted for such glaciers. 
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Several re-examinations of Charlesworth's (1955) stage M 

limit ( ramer, 1957; Synge and Stephens, 1966; Gray, 1972, 

1975) south of Oban to loch Nell (fig. 1.2) have resulted in 

little nodification of this line. To IX>nner's (1957) 

p:>Stglacial sites of Oban 3 and 4 (fig. 1.5), wi thin his 

limit can be added a site at Muircroft in Glen Cruitten (NM 

884293) examined by the author but not included in the 

discussion. 

At IX>nner's other (1957) "Lateglacial" site in the Oban 

area, Oban 1 alb (fig. 1. 5) no interstadial sed.i.Irents were 

recorded in over 85 an of clay, and uncertainties over the 

age of the basal clay IlUlst be raised (Gray, 1975). Being an 

extant loch IX>nner sanpled fran (a) the lake-edge, as did 

Gray (1975), and (b) a separate infilled basin. H. J. B. 

Birks (pers. ccmn., 1980) cored the centre of the lake with a 

Livingstone corer and retrieved nearly 3 In of clay, 

containing no pollen in countable mmbers, and "no obvious 

sedllrents that lithologically might have been interstadial". 

The similarity between this sequence and those at Na Iona Min 

and Ion Glas is interesting in the glaciological implications 

drawn fran those sites (chap. 4), but without rigorous 

investigation little can be nade of this pattern at this 

particular site. 
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(b) The hive Valley. 

Chaps. 1 and 6 detailed the gearorphological infonnation 

on Y.ih.ich earlier hyp:>theses (chap. 1) were based. This will 

not be reIX>rted here, but the significance of lateglacial 

sea-level changes in the area needs to be examined in 

relation to the outwash spreads in this valley. 

The site of Lon Glas was interpreted as dating fran the 

Loch I..arond Stadial (or the time of the Loch I..arond 

Readvance: cf. sect. 8.2): see chap. 4.2. Prior to that stage 

the valley is thought to have been through-draining. If the 

lake was the result of ice-darnning, the kane naterial and 

associated lCM-level (graded to 9 - 10 m 0.0.) outwash must 

also be of stadial age (Gray and Sutherland, 1977). 

This clarifies chronologically the relation between the 

tw::> ice-fronts near Ford, (1) at Eurach accordant with high 

(35 - 36 m ) sea-levels, and probably to be associated with 

the Otter Ferry stage (Sutherland, 1981) of the Cowal 

Peninsula (chap. 1), and (2) 1 kIn up-valley at Glennan, of 

the same age as the kame-terraces blocking Lan Glas. Fig. 

8.3 is a Iateglacial sea-level curve for the southern part of 

the study area, although in broad tenns it can be applied 

here as the inferred isobases for lateglacial sea-levels are 

closely similar (Gray, 1978): the spread of dates on the 
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Fig. 8.3: lateglacial Sea-level Curve 

(after Sutherland, 1981; fig.63) 
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diagram, associated with a particular altitude, and ~ 

versa, are a consequence of canbining standard deviations of 

C14 dates and uncertainties over specific sea-levels (see 

Sutherland, 1981, fran Which fig. 8.3 is nodified). The 

evidence in the Fbrd valley suggests that despite the 

pronounced 25 m drop in the marine limit between Eurach and 

GIerman, the two ice-fronts were separated by, perhaps, 

1500 - 2000 years, and as Gray and Sutherland (1977; p. 38) 

indicated, the second ice-position "was not necessarily a 

slightly later stage in the retreat of the Eurach ice-front" 

(my italics). 

Although it is call1only recognized that stadial 

sea-levels lay belOlN the Flandrian series (McCann, 1966; 

Synge, 1966; Synge and Stephens, 1966; Gray, 1972), relating 

a lOIN sea-level to the stadial cannot be done without 

independent supporting evidence such as provided at lon Glas. 

Fig. 8.3 shONs the large range in possible age, between c. 

11900 B.P. to beyond the end of the stadial, with Which such 

sea-levels can be correlated: this point is considered 

further in the next section (c). 

The postglacial sites examined in chap. 6 fran the Awe 

valley present an interesting but inconclusive sequence. It 

is very difficult to prove an hypothesis on absence of 
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evidence. All such sites prop:>sed as evidence for stadial 

ice-occupation (Sissons et. al., 1973) suffer fram this 

weakness: the key lies in the consistency of such a pattern 

in all investigations. To this extent the hNe valley sites 

successfully conform to the pattern. 

The further evidence of stadial ice-occupation in the 

Awe valley expected to be gained fran a successful 

denonstration of the hypothesis proposed in chap.5 proved 

inconclusive, due not to site-specific problems but to 

unsuspected ananalies in the predicted reflection of 

vegetational changes by pollen analysis. Nevertheless, the 

possibly synchronous increased Pinus percentages at certain 

sites have allowed a tentative correlation of localities 

Which suggested that sedirrentation was delayed in the 

presumed direction of ice-retreat, affirming the conclusions 

fram lDn Glas as to the probable occupation of the present 

Loch htle basin by stadial ice. 

(c) Na!.Dna Min and related valleys. 

The results fran the lake-basin of Na lona Min (chap. 

4.2) suggest that Loch IaYond Readvance glaciers darrn-ed the 

lake-basin, dep:>siting the very thick sequence of laminated 

clays and silts. The location of an alluvial fan at the 

valley-head (chap. 4.2.i) graded to a high (Otter Ferry 

stage) sea-level led Sutherland (pers. carm.) to suppose the 
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noraine and sediments of the valley-floor to be of the same 

age, but they do not appear to be so on the evidence 

presented, and there is no necessity for the landfonns to be 

related. 

Stadia 1 ice-occupation of Leth AlIt (fig. 4.1) is of 

undoubted regional significance. That figure ShCMS that 

local SllCJN aCCUllD.llation nust have been very limited given the 

srrooth slopes and absence of corrie-fonns on the surrounding 

hills. The gearorphic napping (fig. 4.1) traced the 

drift-limit close to the col with Glenbranter at c. 350 rn 

O.D. as recognized by Gunn~. !!!. (1897). If correct the 

source of ice must lie within the 1Dch Eck catchment (see 

section d), in Glenbranter, Where large nasses of 'drift with 

well-defined noraines' (Gtmn et. aL, 1897) are recognized. 

Of particular interest with regard to Na rona Min are 

the glacial deposits napped by Sutherland (1981) in the 

parallel and adjacent valley of Glendaruel (fig. 1.2), 

described in chap. 4.2.i, graded to ICM sea-levels. 

Suggestions that these deposits are of stadia I age on 

the absence of other glacial stages related to such ICM 

sea-levels is questioned by Sutherland (1981) on sea-level 

evidence. He proposed that the najor readvance or halt of 
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the Otter Ferry stage at c. 13000 B.P. resulted in a 
, 

still-stand phase of ice-~t stability until c. 12700 or 

12250 B.P. (the range of dates is, again, a result of the 

construction of fig. 8.3) based on an apparent drop in the 

marine-limit signified py successive Lateglacial shorelines 

(CLG 2 to CLG 5) not extending up-valley of the earliest 

shoreline, as \\Ould be expected during unifonn ice-retreat. 

The period of ice-retreat would in Sutherland's (1981) 

reconstruction have occurred when sea-level was close to 

those of the Glendaruel deposits. This reconstruction of 

glacial novernents needs to be examined in sane detail. 

The evidence for glacial activity associated with the 

well-developed shoreline CLG 2 is difficult to dispute. 

Examples related to la.ver shorelines are harder to locate. 

Dead-ice hollCMS exist at a feN localities (Sutherland, 

1981), but need not represent active ice, and constructional 

glacial landfonns are absent belCM shoreline CU; 2. At loch 

Eck fluvioglacial outwash with kettled karres is possibly 

graded to a 21 m sea-level, but this is uncertain, and nay 

equate to one belCM 14 m 0.0. (section d). In Glen Finart 

Terrace 457 at 24 m 0.0. is thought fran the evidence of 

quiet water sediments in an apparenUy anara100s location to 

indicate glacier damning (Sutherland, 1981), but this also is 

inconclusive evidence. 
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Ice-front stability is founded on an absence of 

evidence: shorelines are not found inland of the oldest, and 

are presumed not to have existed due to ice occupation of the 

valley. The problems in proving such an argurrent are, 

ironically, similar to those discussed with regard to 

postglacial pollen sites (sect. b). 

Several valleys in the CoNal Peninsula have little or no 

record of lateglacial sea-level changes belCM the distinctive 

shoreline CLG 2. One such is Glendaruel, which has no 

younger shorelines, and there is little clear evidence for a 

marine limit in this valley (see section d for discussion of 

the distinctive drop in the marine limit in mid-lDch Fyne). 

In regression analysis of the shoreline fragments 

certain weaknesses in the data were revealed (Sutherland, 

1981), with no shoreline having a minirrn.un gradient (this 

character and the maximum correlation coefficient define the 

optiIrum projection plane, itself a reflection of the centre 

of isostatic tilting of the shorelines) along the quadrant 

analysed (2100 - 22cP) or optiIrum plane eventually selected 

(2l50
; S 3sO\v). Correlation coefficients are strong (>-

0.95) for shorelines 1 - 4, but belCM -0.95 for the later 

ones, so that their recognition is not sUPIX>rted by approved 
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statistical controls. One reason for this may be the small 

nurrber of shoreline fragments recognized, between 8 (cu; 4) 

and 11 (cu; 3,5) for shorelines CU; 3 - 7. One anaralous 

result is that shoreline CU; 5 has a less steep gradient than 

the laver and, presumably, younger shoreline CU; 6: whether 

this is due to miscorrelation is unkna.vn. 

It is thus suggested that the nerine record in the CoNal 

Peninsula lacks sufficient detail to define with confidence 

the pattern of ice-front fluctuations belav shoreline CLG 2, 

the Otter Ferry stage. There is little evidence for active 

ice after this stage, and suggested ice-front stability is 

thought unproven. The inferred drop in the nerine-limit is 

analysed in section d. 

It may, therefore, be reasonable to accept that glacial 

deposits linked to lav sea-levels are indeed of stadial age, 

a view Sutherland (1981) considered, but questioned on the 

problem this raised over sources of ice (section e). At the 

time the results of the analyses fran Na !.Dna Min (chap. 4.2) 

were 1.lI'lkJ.1oNn. H'ow'ever, it rust be pointed out that no direct 

connection between the superficial deposits of these valleys 

has been proved. The south-east slopes of Glendaruel may 

have been washed during deglaciation. As argued in chap. 

4.2, it seems likely, assuming the existence of Garvie Bum 
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(fig. 4.1) during ice advance, that glaciers YJOuld have 

spilled into Glendaruel fran Leth AlIt, though Whether this 

was the on! y source is llI'lkrlaNn. 

(d) other lDcalities in the CcWcll Peninsula. 

Glacial landfonns of lDch larond Stadial age 

(denonstrated by included interstadial narine shells) enabled 

Sutherland (198l) to produce a map of stadial ice-limits 

(fig. 1.2). The five small terrestrial glaciers depicted are 

not the total mapped, but others rema.ined unchecked at the 

tine of writing (Sutherland, 1981; p. 239). In the absence 

of those data it is difficult to knCM the full extent of this 

glacial episode envisaged by Sutherland, although all 

glaciers are described as small, and Sissons (198Ob) has 

suggested that such missing data points \\lOUld affect but 

little the conclusions drawn in that analysis (Sissons, 

198Ob) • 

In the sea-lochs end~raines are not present. In lDch 

long the maxirrum extent of the Readvance glacier is 

detennined by high (Otter Ferry) shorelines near Ardentinny. 

The sequence by lDch Eck am Strath Eachaig (fig. 1.2) 

carmot be related to a specific sea-level (section c), and 

both the possibilities of sustained ice-front stability and 

stadia 1 readvance remain open in this key area. 
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In mid-Loch Fyne the limit is drawn at the westermost 

extent of hurrrrocky noraine near Furnace and at Strathlachlan, 

across the loch, where an ice-limit grades into outwash which 

oould not be linked to a specific sea-level, and which could 

be a retreat feature. Neither of these localities is 

conclusive in fixing the Readvance's maximal extent. The 

nearest limiting Lateg1acial shorelines lie at Minard, 7 - 8 

km dcMnvalley, where a drop in the marine limit has been 

noted (Sutherland, 1981). Interestingly, Gunn et. ale (1897) - -
record at I.ephirurore (g. r. NM 987925) a section of contorted 

blue clay beyond Sutherland's (1981) inferred limit, which 

may iIrply ice readvance well beyond Strathlachlan. Such 

differences in ice-limit reconstruction \VOUld not be 

insignificant given that the loch at this point is an average 

2 km wide, which must represent sizeable differences in 

ice-volume • 

M:>re inportantly, perhaps, is the questioning of the 

origin of the drop in the marine-limit at Minard. At certain 

localities the absence of interstadial shorelines is 

attributed to erosion by Readvance glaciers (Sutherland, 

1981: p. 200). At the localities where a drop in the ItBrine 

limit is suspected Sutherland stated they ''have not been 

influenced by glaciers of the I.och I.arond Stadial" (1981: 

p. 189). One of these localities is Glendarue1, where it has 
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been suggested that this is, perhaps, an unsafe conclusion. 

In mid-Loch Fyne there is reason to propose a nore westerly 

extent of the ice""'i'lEss. These localities are considered the 

best exanples of a drop in the marine limit, and to this can 

be added Eurach in the hNe valley (Gray and Sutherland, 

1977), considered in section b. All such localities cannot 

be proven to be distinct fran later glaciation. Indeed, such 

shoreline features can perhaps be suggested as good tenninal 

indicators for Readvance glaciers, as in LoCh Lang. 

These conclusions cannot be said to cast doubts on other 

areas Where abrupt drops in sea-levels are found (Sissons!::!:.. 

ale 1966; Peacock, 1970; Dawson, 1982), Which need to be 

assessed independently. 

(e) Synthesis. 

Evidence for a drop in the marine limit has been 

re-interpreted (above) and suggestions of interstadial 

ice-front stability (Sutherland, 1981) questioned, such that 

glacial dep:>sits related to low sea-levels have been 

suggested as likely to be of Loch I..arond Stadial age. 

It is also irrplicit in the above discussion that Loch 
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I.arond Readvance glaciers were nore extensive than considered 

in recent reviews (Sissons, 1976, 1979a, 1980b; fig, 1.1). 

It is not the role of this thesis to delineate in detail the 

extent of IDch I..cm:>nd Readvance ice; the limitations of 

pollen sites in this respect have been mentioned already. 

Instead, key areas of considerable tmcertainty have been 

examined, and appear to sf1a.l that reconstructions favouring 

nore extensive glacial developrent (fig. 1.2) are worthy of 

consideration. It is quite clear fran Sisson S' (1979b, 

1980b) palaeoclinatic reconstructions (section 8.2) that 

precipitation intensity was adequate to supply this mass of 

ice, and the calculated fim-line altitudes (Sissans, 1980b; 

Sutherland, 1981) and known existence of large valley 

glaciers at sea-level in the region suggest that fig. 1.1 

(Sissons, 1979a) is, on theoretical grounds alone, an 

underestinate. 

8.4 StM-1ARY. 

Chapter 1 (sect. 6) outlined the aims of the study as 

perceived at the outset of the investigation. It rerrains to 

consider very briefly the extent to Which the six points (a - f; 

sect. 1.6) have been examined. 

(a) 'lWo Iateglacial biostratigraphies (chap. 3) have been 

located, at Pulpit Hill and lDch Barnluasgan, Which record 
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biostratigraphical changes through this period. 

(b) A detailed set of eight radiocarbon dates were obtained 

for the site of Pulpit Hill (chap. 3), but, although shaving 

00 date-inversions, do oot accord with the accepted 

chronostratigraphy for the Devensian late-glacial, and are 

not considered valid in this context. Future investigations 

\\Quld hope to clarify the mechanisms operating at Pulpit Hill 

that produce such an intriguing set of dates. 

(c) The extensive data-base of Scottish Late-glacial sites 

is utilized in a detailed quantitative analysis of particular 

vegetational features (chap. 3), and in discussing the extent 

to \\hl.ch m:my controversial or nev;ly-proposed palaeoclimatic 

changes, e.g., the Older Dryas phase, mid-interstadial 

climatic decline, late-interstadial wanning, can be 

recognized in Scotland (chap. 3). 

(d) Sites at Na I.ona Min and Ion Glas (chap. 4) were shown 

to be distinctive curtailed lateglacial bie- and 

litho-stratigraphies. Their thick IDch I.arorrl Stadial 

sequences were related to glaciers of that stage, and were 

later used (chap. 8.2) to propose that the IDCh larond 

Readvance glaciation was nore extensive than had been 

considered. 
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(e) An absolute chronology for the glacial stages defined 

was irrp:>ssible, given the lack of success in C14 dating 

(above), but evidence was presented (chap. B.l) that in 

palaeoclirratic tenns the carm:mcement of the Loch laTond 

Readvance was rrore likely to have been close to the proposed 

clirratic deterioration at c. 12,000 B.P., and not at the 

onset of the Loch I..cm:>nd Stadial sensu stricto. 

(f) A biostratigraphically determined deglacial chronology 

was outlined, and. the assurrptions examined in sane detail 

(chap. 5). Investigations in the Awe valley (chap. 6) 

derronstrated that the initial hypothesis was too sirrple, and. 

that stich a deglacial chronology is possibly \.ll'l\\Urkable. 
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APPENDIX ONE. 

POLLEN IDENI'IFICATION. 

AI) INI'ROOOCI'ION. 

A complete list of the taxa identified in this study is 

presented in Appendix Table 1. The level of detennination for h 

eacp:>llen type is indicated by the conventions established by ks 

Bir(1973; pp 225 - 6). The taxa are arranged initially under 

theeoological headings used in the pollen diagrams (i. e. trees, 

shrubs), and are listed within this scheme under their family es 

namin the order set out in Clapham~. ~. (1962). 

Many taxa are ccmron to all published diagrams, and will not 

discussed; for details on these the reader is referred to M:x>re 

be Webb (1978); pp 50 - 70. The less ccmron types and pollen 

anda not oonsidered by M:x>re and Webb will be ccmnented upon with 

tax source of identification in each case, and the taxonanic 

theges, \\here applicable, \\hich the pollen types represent. 

ran 

A2.) TAXA IDENTIFIED. 

TREES 

Tilia cf. oordata: regarded as T.oordata in acoordance with the 

1 views of Andrew (1971) and Cbdwin (1975). 
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APPENDIX TABLE 1 POLLEN CLASSIFICATION 
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-- -- -
Bowla Ullfldl X __ X X X X X X X X X X 
Bewla cf nana X X X X X X X X 
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2 Alnus: no asstmption to species, A. glutinosa or A. incana is 

nade, contrary to Faegri (1963), Godwin (1975) and Birks 

(1977), who assmre the species to be A. glutinosa. 

At several sites it has been suggested that local alder 

establishment occurred a considerable time before the r"'"'!i,c.Nl.l 

Elandrian expansion (NiChols, 1967a: Rymer, 1974: on, 1975: 

GunsBeckett, 1981). It was hoped to examine the extent to 

which a similar alder peak (12%) at the base of the 

Inverliever II diagram (chap. 6.2) could be attributed to the 

IlDre hardy A. incana, using the keys of Erdtnan et. ale (1961: 
, --

1963) to determine the species. 

The criteria used were: 

a) the angle between the sexine and nexine inside 

the aspides: 40°_ 45° for A. incana 

eI 
35 for A. glutinosa. 

(Erdtman~. al., 1963) 

b) porus circular in A. incana: ovoid in A. glutinosa. 

c) sculpture equals ridge-like microprocesses in A. incana: 

baculae in A. glutinosa. (Erdtnan~.~., 1961). 
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This was eventually abandoned for several reasons; (a) 36% 

of grains examined were deteriorated, principally affecting 

pori and arci (cf. Elsik, 1966); (b) there appear to be 

inadequacies in available keys; (c) criteria 1 and 2 were 

difficult to assess due to grains lying at awkward angles in 

the nedium, and (d) the sculpturing elerrents were very 

difficult to separate at x 1000 mag. It is also possible, 

though uncertain, that the blurring of the definitive criteria 

was due to a real effect of hybridization between the two 

species (McVean, 1953; Prag10NSki and Wenner, 1968). 

The fossil pollen types cannot, in the authors view, be as 

successfully distinguished as macrofossil rena.ins (cf. Godwin, 

1975). F\lrther work is needed at sites in Britain before the 

presence of the nore robust A. incana can be disproved at these 

sites. 

3 Betula cf. nana: a subjective assessment of birch grains 

shoNing shallON, less praninent pores than Betula undiff. 

(Webb, 1977; Andrew, 1980) was made, and those grains were 

included in this taxon. Many grains could not be confidently 

allocated, and consequently the pollen diagrams shaN only the 

presence rather than the prorortion of B. cf. nana. 

Classification by size of grain (Birks, 1968) was not 
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atterrpted, although snaIl size helped "tip the balance" with 

certain grains. Variations in size between erribedding zredia 

(Anderson, 1960), slides of differing thickness (CUshing, 

1961), lengths of acetolysis treatment (Webb, 1977) and between 

sedirrent types (Prentice, 1981) suggest this method to be 

suspect. Standardization procedures (Anderson, 1980) require 

that the standard recent pollen is treated identically with 

fossil pollen, and assures that any size changes are equal 

between the two sets, Which is very unlikely. Publication of 

mean grain-size curves (caseldine, 1980) only begs the question 

of the proportions of mixtures of two or nore pollen types, the 

curve itself being pointless as an indicator of 

representati vi ty. This problem appears to have been solved by 

Prentice (1981), but its publication carne too late to aid this 

study. 

SHRUBS 

4 Myrica gale: distinguished fran Corylus by the absence of 

nexine near pori (M:Jore and Webb, 1978; Faegri and Iversen, 

1975), supported by a nore angular shape When well-preserved 

than Corylus (Andrew, 1980). It is acknONledged that doubts 

persist as to this approach (Edwards, 1981). 

5 Coryloid: includes deteriorated Myrica gale grains Whose pori 
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could not be examined. It is felt that c. avellana daninated 

the counts, as has been argued elsewhere (walker and lDNe, 

1979) • 

6 Salix: although t\tJO types were distinguished in routine 

counting, based on the size of lumina and coarseness of mesh 

(reticulum), the types could not be satisfactorily placed in an 

existing key (Faegri and Iversen, 1975). The taxon thus 

includes all native spp. 

7 Ericaceae undiff.: the camon deterioration of these grains 

meant that species identification (Oldfield, 1959; Moore, 1979 

unpub.) was not feasible except with Calluna vulgaris:- very 

irregular tetrad; coarsely verrucate sculpture; 4 colpi, half 

the length of individual lobes. This category thus includes 

Vaccinium (5 native spp.), Pyrola (4 spp.), Andrareda, Arbutus, 

Iaboecia and Erica (6 spp.). 

8 Enpetrum: separated fran the Ericaceae on: colpi half the 

length of individual lobes; relatively psilate to faintly 

scabrate sculpture. This class includes E. nigrum and 

E.hermaphroditum, as size differences (Moore, 1979 unpub.; 

Birks, 1973) could only rarely be detennined due to crunpling. 
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9 Enpetrum/Erica: a classification enforced by the extreme 

deterioration of many grains. 

HERBS 

10 Ranunculus arvensis type: Trizonocolpate scabrate-verrucate 

grains with d:i.rrorphic columellae, the finer columellae 

arranged, occasionally fused, around the larger columellae and 

verrucae, with clear "light" rings due to the absence of fine 

columellae adjacent to the verrucae (Andrew, 1980; MJore and 

Webb, 1978). This approxirrates to the R. acris type of Birks 

(1973), and includes R. acris, R. repens, R. buloosus, 

R. scleratus, R. ophioglossifolius, R. reptans, R. lingua, 

R. paludosus and R. flanmlla (Birks (1973) classes this with 

the R. trichophyllos type, yet Andrew (1980) describes it as 

having dense ringed sp::>ts), as well as Clematis (2 spp.) 

(Andrew, 1980). 

11 Ranunculus trichophyllos type: as above, but the fine 

columellae are scattered evenly over the grain, and the light 

ring is absent. The class includes R. trichoFhyllos, 

R. fluitans, R. aquatilis, R. peltatus, Pulsatilla wlgaris and 

Anerrone (3 spp.) (Andrew, 1980). 

12 Chelidonium: distinguished fran Helleoorus (MJore and Webb, 

1978: p. 60) on the presence of a margo in type slides of the 

latter. 
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13 Viola arvensis type: tetracolpate/colFOrate (occ. penta -): 

colpi long; psilate - scabrate; 30 rn: includes V. arvensis, 

V. tricolor plus V. riviniana and V. palustris (MJore and Webb, 

1978; pp 62, 72 - 3). 

14 Legmninosae undiff.: includes grains tentatively assigned to 

thrus
'l • 

La palustr1s. 
if 

15 IDtus type: the grains reserrble L. uliginosus rather than 

L. corniculatus on size criteria (Godwin, 1975), although 

L. pedunculatus, L. tenuis, L. angustissinus and L. lispidus 

are also of a similarly snaIl size as grains recorded in this 

study (Birks, 1973). 

16 Rosaceae undiff: Table 2 indicates the criteria used to 

determine the individual spp. (see also Reitsma, 1966). 

17 Saxifraga ni valis type: includes Chrysopleniurn, as MJore and 

Webb's separation (1978; p. 58) based on size was considered 

unreliable. 

18 Umbelliferae: no sub-divisions of this family were nade. 

19 Rumex: Fig. 1 shows the neasurerrents of colpus length and grain 

diameter (longest diaxreter) for FOpulations of R. acetosa (1 

collection; n = 50 grains) and R. acetosella (1 collection: 

n = 50) nade at x 1000 nag. (accuracy = 0.5 rn) to establish 
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Appendix Fig. 1: Rumex Grain Size Determinations 
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Whether colpus length, or rather, the ratio of colpus length to 

longest grain diaI"l'eter (to avoid absolute size increases), was 

a diagnostic criterion in separating the tv.o Rl.nnex spp. at 

magnifications lower than the x 1000 mag. usually exployed 

(MJore and Webb, 1978). R. acetosa has a tendency to have 

shorter colpi, but this is clearly unreliable. This species 

does lack colurrellae lying in the lumina, Which R. acetosella 

shcMs consistently, but magnifications of x 1000 are essential 

for this, and with the large nurriber of grains involved this 

criterion was considered too time-oonsuming. 

Rl.nnex thus includes grains of all R. spp. and Oxyria 

digyna. 

20 Urtica type: no distinction between U. dioica and U. urens was 

possible. 

21 Anneria maritima: A and B - type grains were identified. Both 

rrorphological types are regarded as being A. maritima (Baker, 

1948) • 

22 Sarrolus/Trientalis: difficulties in separating the spp. on size 

and aperture were found, and this taxon represents a 

compromised solution to identification problems. 
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23 Boraginaceae: the majority of grains could be classified as 

Cynoglossum (2 spp.), but this catecpry includes Myosotis (10 

spp.); Mertensia and Lithospenrn.nn (2 spp.). 

24 Carpositae (Liguliflorae): although \\Orkers have referred this 

taxon to Taraxacum spp., according to Birks (1973) the type 

includes 13 ~.Q./\.A.r.... and 32 spp. 

25 Cirsiurn/Serratula type: tricolporate echinate; > 35 fm; 

colurrellae visible beneath the tectum; includes Cirsium (8 

spp. ), Serratula, Saussurea, Arctium (2 spp.) and Carlina. 

26 Anthemis/Bidens type: as al:x>ve; < 35 r m; no colurrellae visible 

beneath the tectum : includes Anthemis (2 spp.), Achillea (2 

spp. ), Chrysanthem.nn (2 spp.), Matricaria, Tripleurospenrum, 

Bidens (2 spp.), Pulicaria (2 spp.), Eupatorium, Erigeron (2 

spp.), Bellis, Senecio (9 spp.), Solidago and Antennaria. 

27 Artemisia: no specific determinations could be confidently 

nade. Within the genus types were separated during counting 

, of Which Artemisia 2 could hesitantly be described as A. -
norvegica: larger grain than normal; very thick exine with 

pronounced mid-colpal bulge; distinct colpi, nore rounded grain 

than usual; verrucae/ echinae nore pronounced (carpa.re 
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with Birks, 1973~ p. 240). Webb (1977) described six types 

(A - F) on density and praninence of echinae, the appearance of 

the coltnnellae and the porus shape. A. norvegica was placed in 

Type A together with A. pontica and A. borealis, from Which it 

could not be distinguished. The grains counted shc1.ved great 

variability and, in the absence of suitable type material, this 

study canbines all types under the generic narre (5 native 

spp.) • 

AQUATICS 

28 Isoetes: attempts were not made to separate species (cf. 

Godwin, 1975). 

29 Myriophyllum undiff.: includes M. spicatum and M. vertici1 latum, 

with the fonner species daninating. 

30 Utricularia: includes all 4 native spp. 

31 Typhaceae undiff.: may include grains of Sparganium as no 

separation of these closely related taxon was made. 

32 Potarrogeton: includes both sections Eupotarrogeton and 

Coleogeton. 
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SPORES 

33 Thelypteris type: includes T. dryopteris, T. phegopteris, 

T. palustris, Asplenium marinum and Phyllitis scolopendrium 

(r-bore and Webb, 1978). 

34 Dryopteris type: includes D. dilatata, D. filix-rnas, 

D. abbreviata, D. borrerii, D. aemula, D. carthusiana, 

D. cristata, Thelypteris robertianum, T. lirrOOsperrm and 

Cystopteris fragilis ssp. dickeana (r-bore and Webb, 1978). 
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